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FOREWORD 
This  study on  the  housing conditions of foreign workers,  in particular 
those  who  are nationals of Member  States,  was  carried out  at  the request 
of the  Commission of the European  Communi~iess 
This  summary  report  has been  drawn  up  by the coordinator largely on the 
basis of national reports.  A list of  these  reports  and  the  institutions 
responsible for drafting and publication m~  be  found  on  pages 3  and 4. 
The  aim  of the  study was  to describe "the .housing conditions of foreign 
workers '"ho  are nationals of Member  or non-Member  States with a  view to 
pinpointing the difficulties they  m~ still encounter as compared with 
national workers,  and the  reasons for  such difficulties  ... 
"In addition,  the  study was  to put forward  suggestions regarding the 
development  of  an  action programme  which would help to  improve  the  housing 
conditions of foreign workers  employed in the  Member  States"., 
The  objectives were,  therefore,  to observe,  interpret  and  explain housing 
conditions  and  propose  courses of action designed to  improve  these 
condi  tiona. 
As  regards method,  it was  specified that data would be  collected by 
"sociological research carried out  in the nine  member  countries of the 
Community,  consisting of  a  sample  survey  and  a  study of objective factors". 
This meant  that the findings  of the questionnaire  survey were  to be 
situated and  interpreted in  the light  of facts  and  statistical data 
independent  of the  sample  survey. 
This  sample  survey \'las  preceded by  a  pilot  survey which enabled the 
questionnaire to  be  tested and the  sampling method  to  be  prepared. 
The  s1rrvey  (800  respondents per country except  Ireland and Italy with 600)  was 
carried out  in the nine  countries from  September 1974  to  the  end of Mqy 
1975.  The  team of experts from  each country  submitted its report  at  the 
end of December  1975• 
In this wey,  a  research operation which would  have  been  impossible without 
financing by the  Commission  was  completed.  However,  a  comparative  survey, 
involved much  more:  the  agreement  and understanding of  a  group of experts 
was necessary to make  it a  joint project  in any real  sense.  In addition 
.;. ,,,·  ·  ... 
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wer'e' di:fferepces. in national, conbepti.ons 
with theip.  IJCiEmtifically.o · 
The  team of experts included anthropologists,  social  geographers, 
psychologists,economists  and  sociologists.  Thus,  language  difficulties 
were  compounded  by  differences in scientific terminology caused by  the 
compartmentalization of the respective  social  sciences.  All  in all the 
results were  positive:  give~ time  and discussion  the different  or 
opposing points of view  proved to  be  complementary  or mutually  enhancing. 
Whilst  not possible to resolve  all the  contradictions within  the  group, 
there  can  be no  doubt  that the  exchange  was valuable  to all participants. 
It is difficult in a  summary  report  to describe  the proceedings of  a 
group without distorting the various insights provided by  one  member  or 
anothero  To  avoid giving an unfair slant,  the reader is advised to refer 
to  the national reports to  obtain  a  better - and more  detailed - under-
standing of the originality of the  approach  adopted by  each expert  .. 
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CHAPTER  1:  DIMENSIONS  AND  GROHTH  OF  FOREIGN  i10RK-FORCE  IN  'I'HE  EEC 
A  description of housing conditions for migrant  workers in 
EEC  co1.mtries1  whether  they  be nationals of member  countries or  from 
outside,  cannot  be  limited to  an  analysis of whether  the  buildings are 
in good  or bad condition whether  they are  comfortable  or uncomfortable 
or whether  they have  goo·d  o.r  defective  sanitationo  Primary  importance 
appeared to us  to  attach to  the  identification of the  fundamental 
determinants of these  conditions. 
On  this first chapter and  the following ones,  we  propose  to  do 
this by  emphasising the  connexion,  which exists between  the  housing 
conditions for  migrant  workers on  the  one  hand,  and  on  the  other,  their 
arise  characteristics and  the  changes in their numbers. 
The  appreciable  increase  in 1965-73  in  the  number  of migrant 
workers  in the EEC  countries was  due  to  the  considerable  economic 
growth  in  vlestern Europe  during  the  past  10 yearsft  An  additional 
explanation lies in the  various conditions of underdevelopment  prevailing 
in the  uemigration countries"  from  which  the  manpower  came. 
Since  1974,  however,  measures  have  been  taken  in a.ll  the 
Community  countries to  limit the number  of migrant  workers  admittedo 
One  of the  main  causes for this  limitation undoubtedly  l~ in 
the  economic crisis from 1'17hich  western  European  countries  are 
suffering,  though  conditions have  also changed in various other ways  .. 
It is, nevertf!eless,  a  remarkable  fact  that  the official stoppage of 
migration has not  seriously affected the migrant  manpower  originating 
from the EEC  countries. 
It is an.  open  question whether the  ending· of immigration can 
be  regarded  as  permanent,  so  that  the  housing problems can  be  taken  as 
settled for goode  1m  attempt  to find  an  answer  to this is made  in part 4 
of the present  chaptero 
1.,  Immigration of migrant  workers  into the  EEC 
L.l  ..  T'ne  number  of migrant _workers 
According to figures put  forward by the  statistics division 
of the  E'i:C,  and  the estimates of  C.M.O. s.  (continuous migration observa-
tion  system,  known  also by its French initials S.O.P.E  .. M. I.) the  number 
of migrant  workers  in EEC  countri~s in 1975,  including both  Community 
nationals and  those  from other countries,  was  6,119,  797.  'rhe  peak  had 
been  in 1974,  when  the  number of these  migrru1ts  was  around  6o5 million. 
The  Italian contingent  headed the list with more  than 
700,000 workers  in the other Community  countries,.  Next  came  the  Turks 
(610,000)  followed by  Portuguese  (574,000),  Yugoslavs  (493,000), 
Spanish  (479,000),  Algerians  (445,000),  Greeks  (266,000),  and Moroccans 
(190 ,ooo). 
In the United Kingdom,  using statistical estimates dating from 
1971,  there  were  558,000 migrants of Commonwealth  origin  and  another 
452,000  from  Ireland. 
.;. Table  1.  Migrant  workers  in EEC  countries - 1975 
Country  of  Germany  Belgium ·  Denmark  France  Luxembourg  lfether- United  Ireland 
immigra- (1)  (1)  (l)  (1)  (1)  lands  Kingdom  (1) 
tion  (1)  (l) 
Date:  - 30-6-75  1974  av.(2  1-l-75  1-1-75  1974  avo  15-9-75  1971  1975 
(2)  (2) 
Country of 
emigratior: 
Portugal  70,520  4,000(a  204  475,000  11,800  2, 534  10,000  12 
Spain  129,817  34,0~0  714  265,000  1,900  8,929  37,000(R  18 
Italy  297,079  90,000  809  230,000  10,400  9,000(  ;B )  7  2  1 000 ( R  216 
Yugoslavic:  418,745  3,000  4,627  so,ooo  600  7,926  4,000( aJ  4 
Greece  203,-629  -6,000  451  5,000  - 828  so,ooo  -6 
'  Turkey  553,217  10,000  5,693  25,000  - 22,203  3,000  40 
Finland  5,000(2  - - 1,000('2)  - - 1,000(  2)  --
Morocco  16,298  30,000  824  130,000  - '  11,835  2,000  -
Algeria  1,407  3,000  179  440,000  - - 600  -
Tunisia  15,000(2  2,000( a)  83  70,000  - 854  200  --
Others 
(incl. EEC)  360,023  48,00~- 127,616  214,000  20,600  '  51,391  17486,205(B)  1,631 
Total  2,070,735  230,000  ~1,200  1,905,000  45,300  ~15,  sao  1,666,005  1,927 
( 
L__- -1-
Sources:  (1)  Internal EEC  document:  Employment  of foreign workers  (April 1976) 
(2)  C.M.OeSo  -Report for 1975  (published by  OECD). 
Italy 
(l)  Total  .  % 
l97l(av 
631  574.701  9,39 
.  2,006  479,384  7,83 
- 709,504 P.l' 59 
4,103  493,005  8,06 
768  266,682  4,36 
317  619,470 11o:12 
-.l 
- 7,000  0,11 
- 190,957  3,12 
- 445,186  1 '21 
- 88,137  1,44  I 
I 
36,305  ~,245,171 ~6,  10  I 
44,130 
1,,.-
~,119,797  00  00  I 
I  I 
! 
0\ 
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Notes 
R  o  rectified figure 
Belgium:  (1)  Excluding frontier workers 
(2)  Including unemployed - estimate  by Employment  and  Labour 
Ministry. 
(a) Estimates of European  Coordination Bureau 
Denmark:  (1) Excluding frontier workers  and  those  from  Scandinavian cap 
countries. 
Germany:  (1) Excluding frontier workers 
(2)  C.M.o.s.  estimate  (1975 report) 
France:  (1) Excluding frontier workers 
(2) Estimates by  Social Affairs Ministry 
Ireland:  (1) Excluding United Kingdom nationals 
Italy:  (1) Excluding frontier workers 
(a) Estimate  of European  Coordination Bureau 
Luxembourg:  (1)  Including frontier workers 
Netherlands:  (1)  Includjng Belgian  and  German  frontier workers 
(b)  Estimate  by European  Coordination Bureau as of the  end of 
of  1974 
United Kingd.om:  (1) 
(a) 
(B) 
(2) 
Estimates of active foreign population born  abroad 
by Ministry of Employment  from  1971  census figures 
Estimates by European  Coordination Bureau 
Including 631  workers born in  Commonwealth  countries. 
C.M.O. S.  estimate  (1975  report). -9- V/448/76-E 
Table  l~lo  UNITED  KINGDOM- Active  p6Eulation born  abroad - (from 1971 
cen-sus) 
Irish 
Australian)) 
Canadian,  ~ 
Ne1-J  Zealand 
Other  Commonwealth 
German 
452 7000  (R) 
73,000 
558,000  (R) 
71,000  (R) 
Spanish 
Polish 
USA 
U  S  S R 
Others 
31,000  (R) 
78,000 
49,000 
33,000 
208,005 
Italian  72,000  (R)  1,666,005 
Other EEC  35,000  (R) 
Source:  Internal EEC  document:  Employment  of foreign workers;  April 1976 
(R)  =  rectified figure 
Table  2  shows  the number  of foreign workers in each country in 1975,  and 
the proportion of these  coming from  outside  the EEC. 
It shm·;s  that the  immigration from  outside countries has predominated in 
practically every case,  excepting only Luxembourg,  where  it represents 
35,3%  of the total and Belgium (43,5%).  Immigration  from  outside  sources 
is greatest  in France  (84,3%  of the  total)  followed by Germany  (79,2%), 
Denmark  (68,8%),  the United Kingdom  (62,2%)  and the  Netherlands  (56,9%). 
Italy and  Ireland are not  normally regarded as outlets for  immigrant 
manpower. 
Table  2 - Distribution of foreign  manpower  in EEC  countries 197,2 
Countries  Basis date  Foreign mannower  from:  :total  · CoJ.""II'f  Fo~t-
I 
ore~~  as  /o  o  no  e 
EE2I  Otfr!s  m~o er  col.  IV  refer 
Fed. Germany  30-6-75  (l)  431,641  1,639,094  2,070,735  79,2  (1) 
Belgium  1974  av. 
(1)  (2) 
130,000  100,000  230,000  43,5  (1)  (2) 
Denmark  1-1-75  ~1)  12,851  28,349  41,200  68,8  (1) 
France  1-1-75  l)  300,000  1,605,000  1,905,000  84,3  (1)  (2) 
(2)  ' 
Ireland  1971  35,527  6,876  42,403  19,4  (1) 
Italy  1971  av.  18, 100( a)  26,030  44,130  59,0  (  1)  (a) 
Luxembourg  1974  av.?)  29,3oo I  16,000  45,300  35,3  (1) 
Netherlands  15-9-75  1)  49,800(B)  65,700  115,500  56,9  (1)  (B) 
United 
Kingdom  1971  (1)  630,000  1,036,005  1,666,005. 
(B) 
62,2  (1)  (B) 
EEC  - 1,639,219  4,523,054  6, 160,273  73,8 -10- V/448/76-E 
Sources:  - Internal EEC  document  ..  Employment  of foreign workers,  April 
1976 
- C.M.o.s.  - 1975 Report  (OECD  Publication) 
Notes:  Germany: 
Belgium: 
(1) 
(1) 
(2) 
Including frontier v10rkers 
Including unemployed,  but  excluding frontier workers 
Estimate  by Employment  and  Labour Ministry 
Denmark:  (1) Excluding frontier l'vorkers  and workers  from 
Scandinavian countries cap 
(1)  Excluding frontier workers 
( 2) Estimates by  Social Affairs Ministry 
France: 
Italy:  (1)  Excluding frontier workers 
(a) Estimates of European  Coordination Bureau 
Luxembourg:  (1)  Including frontier workers 
Netherlands:  (1)  Including Belgian and  German  frontier workers 
(B)  End-1974  estima-~e by European  Coordination Bureau 
United Kingdom:  (1)  Estimates relate to  active foreign population 
born  abroad  made  by Employment  Ministry using 
1971  census figures 
(B)  Including 631,000 workers born in Commonwealth 
countries., 
Table  3  shows the number  of foreign workers in c'ivilian employment 
in each  Community  country in relation to total population,  total foreign 
population and the total numbers  employed. 
.;. TABLE  3  .. 
COUNTRIES  Total forei- Total civilian  Total  foreign Total natio- Col.  I  %  of  Colo  I  as % Col.  III as% 
gn  manpower  wageearners II  population II  ¥al  p~ula- col.  II  of col., III  of col.  IV 
~on 
Fed. Germany  2,177,000(2)  21,626,000  4,127,000(a  62,100,000  lOol  52,8  6,6 
Belgium  217,000  3,164,000  775,000(b 
(a)  (1) 
9,8oo,ooo  6,9  28,0  7,9 
Denmark  36,000  1,995,000  55,000  5,000,000  1,8  65,5  1,1 
France  1,.900,000  17,108,000  4,043,000  52,500,000  11,1·  47 ,o  7,7 
(a)  (a) 
Ireland  42,403  1,119'  531  137,296  2,978,248  3,8  30,9  .  4,6 
(d)  ..  (4) 
Italy  44,000(3)  13,437,000  176,ooo(a  55,400,000  0,3  25,0  0,3 
Luxembourg  45,000  127,000  73,000(a  360,000  35,4  61,6  20,3 
Netherlands  119,000(a)  3,860,000  297,000  13,500,000  3,1  40,1  2,2 
United  11665 1000(e)  22,790,000  2,274,000  56,100,000  7,3  73,2  4,-1 
Kingdom  (3) 
EEC  total  6,245,403  85,226,531  11,957,296  257,738,248  7,3  52,2  4,6 
-- -· ---
Sources:  National  series as published by  Statistics Office  of European  Communities  General  statistics, Monthly 
Bulletin No.  4/1974  ·  '  ·  . 
The  data concerning foreign manpower  were  supplied by  the National  employment  departments,  in virtue of 
articles 14  and  19  of regulation No.  1612/68 relating to the  free  movement  of vrorkers. 
I 
I 
I 
i 
Po UATRELET:  "Les travailleurs migrants,  phenomene  de  rencontre entre \-Iallonie  et Europe".  Colloque  Hallonie 
et Europe.  Louvain-La-Neuve,  April  1975• 
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Notes 
(1)  Belgium:  excluding foreign unemployed.  The  increase  over previous 
years is probably  due  to regularisation measures  affecting 
work  contracts registered during 1974. 
(2)  Germany:  the  1974 figure  of foreign workers is that recorded  as of 
end-.:Saptember. 
(3)  Italy and 
United Kingd.om: 
(a)  estimates 
the  most  recent officiaJ. figure of foreign \vorkers 
was  published in respect of 1971.  The  Commission 
analysis has taken the  same  figure  as  applicable to 
subsequent years. 
(b)  estimates by  the  Commission based on data supplied by  member  countries 
for purposes of the  Social  Survey,  1974 
(c) United Kingdom:  active population  including nationaJ.s of  Common-
wealth countries. 
Foreign manpower  in 1974 held 7.3% of the  jobs in civilian employ-
ment.  The  figure  was  as high  as  35.4% in Luxembourg,  was  above  10%  in 
Germany  and France  and 7.  3%  in the United Kingdom.  In the  other countries 
the proportion ;vas  be1ow the  Community  average  .. 
The  preponderance  of Harkers in the foreign- born  population is 
evident  from  the  high proportion of the foreign population v-rhich  is 
actually 1Vorking.  This proportion is highest  in the United Kingdom 
(73o 2%),  1-1hile  the  Danish  and  Luxembourg figures  are  65.5% and  61 .. 6% 
respectively and  Germany  52  .. 8%.  In the other cotllltries there  was  a 
higper proportion of dependants  among  the total migrant  population,  or 
at  any rate  a  higher proportion of  irr~igrants not  included as holders 
of employment  contracts.  Italy is the  country Hith the  smallest pro-
portion of 11age-earners  among its foreigners  (25%) ..  After this come 
Belgi;.llll  ( 28%) 7  Ireland  (30.9%)  and the Netherlands  ( 40.1%),  Hb.ile  for 
France  the proportion is 47%  ..  The  countries in which -v;age-earning -vwrkers 
form  the  biggest  proportion of the foreign population are  those  most 
likely to recruit their  immigrant 1Vorkers  from  countries outside  the 
Common  Market., 
1.2.  ~ne clandestines  and the  irregulars 
The  above data do  not take  into account  seasonal migrants,  nor cases 
of irregularity resulting from the fact  that  some  people  evade  frontier 
control  on entry:  there  are the  clandestine  immigrants.  There  are others 
holding permits as residents or visitors who  prolong their  st~ beyond 
the  time  allo,.;ed,  and yet others >·Jho  go  beyond the  time  limits authorised 
in their v10rk  permits.  These  cases of clandestine  or  irregular immigration, 
remain wholly outside  the official count.(l) 
(1)  Alfred  SAUVY  and Jacques  HOUDAILlE 
11L'immigration clandestine  dans le 
monde  in Population,  July-October  1974;  EUROFORU.M:,  La politique  d.e 
1 'emploi dans les pays de  la Communaute  en 1975,  Nos.  16/76  - 24.4.  76, 
annexe  1.  PP•  1  - 11,"  extracted from  the Expose  sur l'evolution de 
1a situation sociale dans les Communautes  en  1975  (Brussels-Luxembourg, 
April  1976  PP•  44-54) - 13  - V/448/76-E 
These  clandestine workers exist  only because  theyr'find employers 
who  are  seeking to  avoid  some  of the·costs of recruitment  and to  reduce 
their labour costs. 
At,  and  just after the  time  1vhen  the  immigration of workers was 
being  suspended' in  several EEC  countries in 1974,  operations of 
"regularisation
11  in France resulted in 38,500 cases being legalized  .. 
In June  1975,  a  "mission for  the protection of migra.-·1t  workers"  was 
appointed,  under  the direct responsibility of the  Secretary of  State 
dealing with  immigrant  workers.  Its task is to coordinate  the policies 
of various  government  departments combatting the traffic in manpm.,er 
and  the  illegal employment  of foreign workers,  to collect  information 
on  the  subject  and  to  make  proposals for  improvements  in penal  and 
labour legislation.  Two  Bills (2)  have  just been  adopted by the  Fren~h 
Parliament.  The  {1rst  of these  strengthens the  powers for dealing 
with clandestine  immigration  and  seeks to  remedy  the  employment  of 
foreigners with no  work  authorisations as  scheduled by  law,  which was 
a  main  cause  of  such  immigration.  The  second  supplements  the  1973  law 
on  collective housing,  seeking to put  an  end to the often  scandalous 
conditions which forced  a  large  section of the working population  . 
(including mrulY  immigrant worker~)  to live  in lodging-house  accommoda-
tion.  It gives public  authorities legal powers  and material  resources 
to re-house  at  short  not·ice  workers  living in  insanitary or  overcrowd~d 
conditions.  Both  laws  thus arise from the  same  desire -- to  provide 
better protection for foreign workers. 
In  Germany,  the number  of illegal entries of workers without  working 
permits is estimated at  between 150,000  and 350,000,  or between  5%  and 
12%  of the total number  of foreign workers.  This includes  a  great 
number  of Turkish workers.  To  combat  illegal immigration,  new 
legislation came  into force  on lst July 1975,  providing heavy penalties. 
In Belgium,  the number  of foreigners working illegally is estimated 
at 70,000,  of which 20,000  are in Brussels.  In July 1975,  measures  to 
cleru1  up  the position were  taken  and  about  8,000 cases have  been put 
in order. 
In the Netherlands,  too,  a  number  of cases were  regularised during 
1975  (11,000  in the year up  to mid-November). 
The  clandestine or illegal  immigration  of workers is thus quite 
an  important  factor.  As  will  attempt  to  explain its evolution at  a 
later stage,  but  it is obvious that· the  increase  in  immigration in 
recent years was  due  to the relaxation of controls and coincided with 
substantial manpower  shortages& 
(2)  Law  No.  76.621  of 10  July 19.76  (J.O.  of 11  July) 
Law  No.  76.632  of 13  July 1976  (J.O.  of 14  July). 
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This  increase  was  making for  intolerabl'S· conditions  in both 
employment  and  housing but  the  economic crisis,  and  the  strict controls 
imposed,  have  now  reduced its impact.  Since  even  the  migrant  whose 
papers  are  in order finds  housing conditions which often the  lowest 
possible  standards of comfort  and cleanliness,  it is easy to  imagine 
what  things must  be  like for the  clandestine worker,  with the  constant 
fear of police raids  and orders for  summary  conveyance  to  the  frontier. 
These  workers  are  thus wide open  to  blackmail  by unscrupulous traffickers, 
and wholly dependent  on  the  goodwill  of landlords who  are  themselves 
liable to criminal  prosecution for  aiding and abetting illegal residents. 
One  of the results is a  level of rentals wholly out  of proportion to 
what  is provided. 
1.3.  Growth  in foreign  manpower 
The  figure of 6.1  million migrant  workers  in  the EEC  countries is 
thus only  an  estimate,  but it is nevertheless  impressive.  It is the 
cumulative result  of the  growing number  of regular or regularised 
entries recorded in the  1969-75 period  (see table 4).  In  and  after 
1974,  the fall  in numbers  has  been  exceedingly  sharp,  indicating a 
radical  change  in  immigration policy in all  Community  countries. 
Table  4  - Number  of ;eermanent  forei~orkers admitted to certain EEC 
countries 1'905-75  (thousand)  ~ 
! 
Countries  1965  1966  1967  1963  1969  1970  1971  '972  973  974  J9751 
"  (6mon 
(thsx21 
Germany  525.0 425oC  152  .. 0  391~0 646.0 713.8  570.2  479·  7  520.0 140.0  22.6 
Belgium  32.0  24  .. C  12.0  8~0  8o0  4-3  4.7  4-:  5·8  6.1  4  .. 5 
France  152.(  135.0 108.0  97 .. C 168.0 174  .. 2  136.0  18.0  132  .. 0  64~t:t  24.8 
Nether-
lands  31  .. 0  36.c  l2  .. C  l9~C  28.0  37 .. 6  38.0  20.tj  21.9  22 .. 9  17 o4 
4  coun-
tries 
total  740.(  620.(  284.C  515.0  85Q.C  929.9  748.9  602.6  679-7  223.4  69 .. 3 
Sources:  - B.  KAYSER,  Les retours conjoncturels des travailleurs migrants. 
OECD,  1972,  P•7 
- P.  WATHELET,  Les travailleurs migrants,  phenomene  de  rencontre 
entre la Wallonie  et l'Europe,  S,ymposium  at 
Louvain-1a-Neuve,  April  1975. 
Annexe:  tabl€  3 
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Table  5  shows  the number  of permanent  workers newly enteringsome  of the 
countries of the European  Communityo  Over  the four years 1970-73  the 
total is more  than 3  million.  The  Table  also  shows  the  effect of the 
free  movement  of workers,  which  increases the proportion of migrants 
originating from  Community  countries by comparison with those  from 
outside.  This is because  immigration from  Community  countries could not 
be  subjected to  a  cessation order unlike  immigration from  outside 
countries. 
Table  5 brings out  the  magnitude  of the fall  in these  admissionso  The 
1974 total is lower than the previous year by  453,000;  and  the  estimates 
for 1975,  based on  the first  six months  of the year,  put  the total at 
only 116,000o 
TABLE  5  -Number of permanent workers newly entering EEC  countries  (1) 
New  migrants entered  of which:  from EEC  countries 
1970  946,000  205,000 = 
1971  767,000  197,000  = 
1972  623,000  195,000 = 
1973  738,000  228,000 = 
4  years:  3,074,000  825,000 = 
1974  285,000  122,000 = 
1975  (est)  116,000 .  -
Source:  Internal EEC  document  V/51/75-S 
Employment  of foreign workers  1976,  P•  34 
2.  Reasons for the migration boom 
22% 
26% 
31% 
31% 
27%  ,. 
43% 
-
The  remarkable rise  in the number  of migrant  workers in the EEC  had 
its roots in the continuous  and  accelerating economic  growth in Western 
Europe  during the years up  to 1973.  Another cause was  the  spectacular 
development  in infrastructural construction needed for  the purpose of 
full  employment,  as well.  as for economic  gro>vth  and for the  social 
well-being of populations.  Indeed,  the execution of these  infrastructural 
contracts called for  a  reserve of foreign manpower,  particularly since 
the  local populations in the  active  age  works  are  growing only slowly, 
and  since local workers  aspire  to  employment  in other sectors  • 
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Hithout  the migrant  workers,  the  economic  growth of Western Europe 
would  have  been  checked,  as would the  sectoral  and occupational mobility 
of national workers who  seek  s~eady jobs  and wages  in  sheltered or 
expanding industries,  offering satisfactory working conditions  and better 
chances of promotiono  Without  the migrant  workers  expansion would  have 
been nipped in the  bud  and  the  structural changes vwuld  have  been  more 
painful,  because  they \vould  ~ave happened more  quickly  and  run  deepero 
Immigrant  workers  enable  a  country to maintain  and  expend  the 
industries vlhich  are  fundamental  to  growth - mining,  steel-making, 
construction  and transport.  They  are necessary because  of the  sensitivity 
and local knov:ledge  of the national workers,  who  are  quick to  turn their 
backs  on  industries in structural decline,  and  on  work  which  is unhealthy, 
dangerous,  undul~r heav.r  or dirtyo  They  tend,  too,  to  avoid unduly 
repetitive  or  automated types of work  and to  avoid  industries unduly 
subject  to  swings  in business conditions or those  vlhich  require 
irregular hours or night  work,  and all forms  of service  and  domestic  work 
in homes  or institutionso  The  more  exacting preference  in the  work 
requirements of the national workers  are  largely due  to  the  considerable 
rise  in educational  levels since  the  last war. 
Manpower  shortages  have  thus arisen as  a  result of economic  growth, 
structural  change  and  infrastructural policies,  coupled with deep-seated 
alterations in the  aspirations of the people.  These  shortages have 
affected industries which  are  economically or strategically vital  and 
others Hhich \vere  already in decline;  a.."'ld  the  coming of migrant ivorkers, 
whose  requirements are usually less stringent,  inevitably lightened the 
burden vJhich  would  have  fallen  on  the  state.  On  the other  hand,  the  very 
coming of the migrants to  such industries  tend~ to  haBten  the  departure 
of local workers.  This is the  only possible e:q)lanation of the  large 
number  of  jobs for which no  applicants can be  found  runong  the national 
workers., 
It is not enough,  however,  to  sey that  migrant  workers  mey  be needed 
in industries affected by  a  conjnnctural  upswing or  a  structural  dovm-
tu.rn..  Such  an  explanation tends to mask  or make  light of other explana-
tions based on conditions in the worker's  own  conntry. 
In many  of these  countries there  are  underdeveloped  areas \vhere 
unemployment  or under-employment  is endemic  and  others where  there  are 
pockets of political resistance to widely different  types of regimeo 
This naturally makes  for  a  good response to EEC  manpower  recruitment •. 
The  main  explanation for the  high level of migration lies,  however,  in 
the  general  state of underdevelopment,  and most  of all in the comparative-
ly low wages,  even when  there  are  jobs to  be  had. 
The  immigration policies of EEC  countries purport to  adjust  the  flow 
of  m~~power to  requirements for it and give regulative  body  to the will 
of  sovereign  States.  Yet  once  a  migratory flow  has been established,  it 
has  a  way of continuing of its ovm  accord,  wholly  or partly escaping 
the regulation which are  supposedly well  known  and respected by potential 
migrants,  and  in theory enforcedby public authorities and  employers. 
In actual fact  any  regulat~on tends to give rise to practices \vhich  ma.v 
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or m~  not  comply with it, irrespective of ~  legal  sanctions  inv~lved. 
Moreover,  in  d~-·to-d~ practice,  rules and regulations can  be  simply 
ignored or by passed,  both by individuals and by public or private 
authori  tie  So 
In the  course  of this research,  a  number of specialists pointed 
to the  contrast betv,reen  politically declared intenti-ons  and the 
results effectively attained.  They  also  suggested that vie  should 
distinguish between the  laws  and regulation themselves,  and the 
precedents  and unofficial practices which  are often better guides to 
the  actual  immediate  interests of the various parties affected. 
For  example,  the  governments of the RuJ·opean  Community  have  made 
reasonably clear pronouncements  as to whether their immigration policies 
are  moved  by  economic  or by demographic  considerations  and as to the 
volume  of such  immigration they consider acceptable  (3).  In Belgium,  for 
example,  as  soon  as demographic motives began to  colour  immigration 
policy,  a  definite  increase was noted in the proportion of unmarried 
migrants.  No  doubt  this was  because  the  primary  (or nearest)  reserves 
of migrant  workers had dried up or been  closed. 
Moreover,  individuals  and groups  are  sometimes  helped and  sometimes 
hindered. by  these national policies.  Firms  and  employers with urgent 
needs for manpower  are hostile,  both to the protectionist  and restrictive 
practices adopted by workers from their own  nations,  and to the 
restrictive practices adopted by workers  from their own  nations,  and to 
the restrictions provided in the  immigration  l~Tse It is worth mentioning, 
in this connexion,  that in the countries from which·the workers  come, 
there  are  a  number  of unofficial recruiting offices.  In the  same  w~ 
there  are  migrants who,  whether by  invitation or on their own  initiative, 
arrive  in the host  countries  and  set up  a  bridgehead,  through which 
they bring in their parents,  their friends and their neighbours.  Thus, 
the  combined  effect of the distinction between various types of residents 
and work permits provided in the national policies and  the tactics of 
the various social actors involved,  is to  set up  in la:w  or in fact  a 
multiplicity of migrant  categories enjoying greater or less degrees of 
privilege  and  suffering greater or less "persecution".  The  problems 
encountered by migrants,  especially with regard to housing,  depend 
directly on  the category into which they fall. 
(3)  Migration for demographic  reasons  m~: 
give rise to  the  formation of colonies of population,  as in 
Australia; 
do  away  with a  decline  in birth-rates,  as was  the  case  in 
Belgium and the  Grand Duchy  of Luxembourg;  or 
occasion or accentuate  a  population decline,  as in Ireland  (as 
opposed to Italy,  where  birth-rates continue  to rise)  • 
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3e  The  halt  in migration 
In all Community  countries,  measures  have  been  adopted since the 
end of 1973  to restrict the entry of migrant workers.  These  are 
motivated by the  economic  crisis,  and the fact  that  the unemployment 
rate among  migrant workers  is higher than the national  average  in 
pratically all EEC  countr~es. 
In Germany,  immigration from non-Community countries was  almost 
totally stopped in 1975.  In the first nine  monirhs  of the year there 
were  about  17,000 adJUissions,  among  whom  57300  were  -vmrkers  from 
countries with 'l"rhich  Federal  Germany  has  labour  agreements.,  'rhe  high 
level of unemployment(at  the  end of  September  1975,  113,000 migrant 
workers •1ere  unemployed)  caused the number  of foreign •:orkers to fall 
to about  271007000 by  the  end of the  third quarter,  or half-a-million 
less than  in  September  1973  .. 
In Belgium,  the  authorities blocked all immigration  throughout 
19751  except for  specific  jobs.  Only 3,138 work  permits were  issued 
to new  immigrants from  countries outside  the EEC.  These  v1ere  for 
skilled jobs,  or for members  of families  authorised to  join a  worker 
holding a  work permit  of unlimited duration in the  class valid for all 
occupations. 
In Denmark,  an  earlier decision to  stop all  immigration except 
that  from  Scandinavian  and  Community  countries was  kept  in force 
throughout  1975. 
The  French authorities also  continued through 1975 the prohibition 
of  immigration from non-community  sources.  During the first nine  months 
of the year 11,551 permits were  issued,  three-qUarters of which were 
regularisations.  As  from 1st July 1975,  however,  the'immigration of 
workers'families was  again authorised. 
In Luxembourg,  for the first  time  for  some  years,  lack of  jobs 
caused a  definite  setback in labour  immigration,  the  only admissions 
being workers  \-ti th a  genuine  skill or qualification. It is l-mrth noting 
that  Luxembourg has practically no  non-European workers. 
In the Netherlands,  1975  saw  a  50%  increase  in  immigration from 
Surinam;  but  apart  from this,  the  immigration policy was restrictive. 
It is based on controlling foreign workers,  both when  they enter 
the  country and when  they take  up  jobs. 
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The  United Kingdom  also operates immigration control,  but this goes 
back to 1962.  Some  commentators  ascribe  the country's difficulty in 
sust;aining continuous economic  grmrth to its drastic  immigration control, 
(4)  presumably on  account  of the racial problems which have  arisen  (5). 
The  opposite explanation may  also be  true  - for recessions may  bring 
racist reactions and  set up  a  need for  immigration control. 
An  analysis will be  given later of the  many  causes underlying the 
slackening trend in  immigration  and the decisions to'restriot it. The 
present  problem is whether  this may  be  regarded as the definite end of 
irunigration;  and if so,  whether it means  the  housing problems  are finally 
solved.  As  we  shall nm-:  attempt  to  shovz,  no  interpretation could be  more 
uncertain or less true. 
4.  A temporary or  a  permanent  halt? 
The  economic crisis is,  \•lithout  doubt,  one  of the  main  causes for the 
abrupt  halt in immigration in all the EEC  countries.  As  an  explanation, 
however,  it is evidently incomplete,  because there  are  many  other factors 
and tendencies >·rhich  play a  determining r8le.  The  fact that the  stoppage 
was  virtually complete  implies that peoples'perception of their interests 
had  altered due  to changes that had .taken place quite  apart  from  the 
crisis.  To  begin with,  the free  movement  of manpovrer  inside  the EEC 
provides a  standing reserve  - not  indeed of labourers,  but of workers 
who  can be  quickly trained to skilled level.  In recent years the migrant 
manpovter  from  the EEC  countries has  been growing faster than that  from 
outside countries,  and it has not been affected by  the official stoppage 
of  immigration. 
Up  to  about  1960,  too,  most  of the new  investment was  for Europe's 
economic  reconstruction;  but  after this, it tended to be  for rationali-
sing production  and  developing infrastructure.  The  necessary reserve 
of foreign manpo1ver  was all the bigger because  of the manpower  shortages 
in industries 1vhich 1vere  being abandoned by  native workers.  The 
completion of these  types of investment  leads to the current level of 
unemployment,  which results from rationalising manpower  utilization. 
Some  experts are  even now  predicting that the end of the crisis will not 
bring a  major fall in unemployment.  Is this not  another way  of  s~ing 
that  a  manpower  reserve will have  been reconstituted inside the  system 
itself? 
( 4)  See: .  \·le stern Europe's migrant vmrkers  - Minority Rights Group, 
London. 
V.  KARN  and  D.  CLARK,  Study of Migrant  vlorkers  (University of 
Birmingham,  Centre for urban  and regional  studies)  - September 
1975· 
An  explanation is advanaed for the  mitigatio~ of this restrictive 
policy by the  I~igration Act,  1971. 
(5)  Stephen  CASI'IES  and Godula KOSACK.  The  Function of Labour  Immigration 
in rlestern European  Capitalism.  The  New  Left Review,  May-June  1972  -
PP•  3-22. 
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1~1oreover,  the  active population of today is being augmented by  the 
more  numerous  generations of children born  after the Har.  These  recruits 
to the  labour market  are  the  successors to  the  slump  in births in 
1930-4-5·  The  changed attitude tm·1ards  excessive  immigration is also 
caused by  a  certain xenophobia among  local populations  who  are  alarmed 
at unduly  large  colonies of foreigners,  at the  emerging cultural gaps 
and  at  the  potential competition in the  labour  markete 
Yet  another explanation of the reversal of immigration policies and 
the  current prohibitions lies in the  growing tendency,  for the foreign 
manpower  to  organise.  Immigrants have  become  more  fastidious  about  their 
lvorking,  housing and living conditions,  and still more  about  the 
scantiness or  absence  of political and  trade union rights.  In ~ecent years, 
there  have  been  a  number  of significant eventso  Strikes have  been led by 
foreigners;  rent  strikes have  broken  out  in homes  for unmarried workers 
(eag.  in France).  Lo~al groupings have  been  set up,  as  have  various move-
ments  and pressure  groups  seeking to adjust  the  status of migrant  workers 
and foreigners  in general.  In Belgium,  the elections to the local 
consultative  committees for  immigrants resulted in considerable  advances 
lug the  forces of the  extreme  left and extreme  right.  This was  proof 
enough of the  mobilisation capacity in this section of  the working 
population lvhich consists both of  Community  and of non-Corruuuni ty 
immigrants  (6). 
Pressure for clarifying a  new  immigration policy could rise through 
tbB  prospect of  Community  elections in l978o  In various highly industriali-
zed areas,  the migrant  vtorkers  account for over  20%  of the working 
population;  and the recognition of their voting rights,  at tvhatever level, 
v10uld  doubtless lead to definite political representation for  such workers 
in Community  countries.  It is by no  means  sure that this additional weight 
in the political scale would leave  the existing balance  undisturbed (7). 
These  considerations are leading the various bodies responsible  for 
immigration policy to produce  a  clear definition of the place  and 
function  of migrant  'tvorkers  in our  economic  systemo 
Lastly,  it would  be  a  mistake  ·to  underestimate  the  recent  and future 
reactions of the  country from which the  migrant  ma.npm,.er  originatesa  These 
countries have  become  increasingly  ~vaxe of the  social cost of emigration, 
its consequences for their owe  development,  the  counter-requirements 
they can put  forward  in this connexion  and  the  value  of the migrants as 
a  political  stake  in discussions with the  host  countries  ..  It is likely 
that  the countries from  which the  workers emigrate will in future  seek 
(6)  V.  CAMPAlffiLLI  and J.  DELOOURT,  Nomadisme  institue.  Statut et habitat 
des migrants en Belgique,  Ed.  C.EoRoS.E.,  Brussels 1976. 
(7)  Manuel  CASI'ELLS,  Travailleurs  immigres et lutte  de  classes,  in 
Politique  aujourd'hui,  March-April  1975,  PP•  5-27. 
CEDETIM,  Les  Immigres,  Contribution a l'histoire politique de 
l'immigration en France  (Lutter,  Stock 2,  Paris 1975). 
D.  IPSE:N  et ale  Wohnsi tuation,  Wohninteressm une  Tateressenorganisa-
tion  ·a.ul!landischer und Deutscher Arbeiter,  Mannheim  University,  1975• 
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to insist on  more  social clauses in the  arrangement,  providing for the 
training and  occupational  promotion of the migrants,  job security, 
·suitable housing,  protection of savings,  permission for families to 
accompany  workers  and the fixing of terms for their return. 
In addition to these  clauses there \'lill  be  others calling for 
benefits under  a  number  of heads,  including the provision of  equipment 
and the  setting up of production  and  employment  units in the countries 
of origin of the migrants.  Looking ahead  we  can  see  hm'l  phrases  such 
as "imported labour
11  and "immigration policy" will give  place  to  the 
concept  of "cooperation
11  and "general cooperation policy". 
The  new  conditions  do  not  imply that the block  on  immigration 
will necessarily be maintained,  though it is quite  probable it will 
remain  in force  for quite  a  long time  (8). 
There  are  some  Hho  think large-scale  immigration  has  come  to  an  end, 
and we  have  reached the  phase  of reexporting our  imported manpower,  or at 
any rate that part of it originating from  outside countries and not 
enjoying the  freedom of movement  provided for EEC  workers.  Alternatively, 
this new  phase  mqy  be  one  where  here is no  question of increasing the 
number  of immigrants,  but  rather of making more  rational use  of those 
He  already have.  In  any  case  lve  are  coming into  a  period where  changes 
in our migration policy will be  necessary,  where  we  Hill  have  to  define 
it in general  terms  and  allow for its causes  and consequences,  both to 
the  emigration countries and to the hosts.  In our view,  these  two  groups 
of countries should meet  and discuss the points of convergence  and 
divergence of interest. 
4.1.  Suspension or repatriation 
The  radical course  of sending home  the foreigners,  or even the  long-
term blocking of further entries,  scarcely seems realistic. Reexporting 
the manpower  would at  once  be  stigmatised as the  export  of unemployment 
from .the European countries and the transfer of ita costs to the  countries 
from which the workers  came. 
Moreover,  the foreign workers are  also  consumers;  and the  advocates 
of their repatriation  sometimes  overlook the fall in demand  and the 
possible collapse of consumer  goods  industries which might  follow their 
departure  and exacerbate  the existing crisis.  They  tend,  also,  to ignore 
the place  which  immigrant workers occupy  in the  structure of national 
employment.  Migrants were  recruited for industries in which national 
(8)  B.  JOUSSELIN  and M.  TALLARD,  Les conditions de  logement  des travailleurs 
en France.  (Study by  CREDOC,  Paris,  co~issioned by the EEC  1975) • 
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manpo>·Jer  shortages had become  chronic,  because  the  local workers l'lere 
seeking other  jobs in expanding industries with more  attractive 
>·lOrking  conditions  and better chances of promotion. 
Such  proposals,  also  leave  out  of consideration the  many  contribu-
tions the  migrant  workers  have  made,  not  only to  economic  growth and to 
the level of production  and  consumption,  but  also  their tax payments 
and contributions to the  social security funds,  and by  making use  of 
property which  had  lost its value  in the eyes of nationals.  Another 
factor overlooked is the real effect of the "political weightlessness" 
of the migrants,  whose  enforced political  silence deprives the working 
class of part of its political influence. 
The  acceptance  of  such  a  plan would  imply that future  bottlenecks 
in the  labour market  could be  dealt with,  and  that  a  solution would at 
the  same  time  be  provided for the  labour problems  arising in the 
countries outside the  Common  Market  to which the  t·mrkers  l'rere  repatriated. 
All this would call for  large  investments  and massive  transfers of capital 
and productive  capacity to the countries from which the migrants  came. 
Of  course,  the  export of capital to the borders of the Mediterraneen 
might  be necessary for reasons of European military securitye 
In fact,  the termination of immigration  and the  reexportation of the 
migrants  and their families,  would  be  possible only subject to certain 
conditions for which the political will and  means  are  lacking. 
Any  such  ~olicy must  presuppose  a  basic restructuring of the nation's 
means  of production;  and  at  least .as far-reaching would  be  the restructur-
ing of the  machinery of State.  The  policy of  supproting law profit 
industries (e.g.  the mines,  infrastructure,  construction work  and  social 
housing)  would become  much  more  costly and would  have  to  be  cut  back if 
migrant  workers were  to desappear. 
A strict  and continuous policy of closing the frontiers to new 
arrivals of migrant workers would  imp1y not  only the transfer of 
productive capacity abroad  (i.e.  to the migrants'countries of origin) 
but  also the  adoption of new  labour-saving technologies at  home.  It 
l'tould call also for the restructuring of public works policy;  additional 
job-enrichment  programmes  (9);  a  considerable  reduction in Vlorking  hours 
(so  as to bring in the national  manpower  reserves)  and major wage 
increases for workers  brought back into the  industries vlhich had been 
abandonedo  A complete  stoppage of immigration would  set up  strains in 
the  labour market  and very tough policies would be  needed to resolve  them 
otherwise  than by  spectacular wage  increases. 
(9)  Robert  TAYLOR,  The  Volvo  wey  of work,  in "New  Society",  15 April 1976 
pp.  125-126. 
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It thus  seems  that  the right course for the EEC  countries,  rather 
than  adopt  a  radical policy with all its drastic effects,  would be to 
consider modifying their policy tot-lards workers' immigration. 
4  .. 2.  Modifications in Migration policy 
Massive  recourse to  immigr~1t manpower  is likely to be  avoided in the 
future~ It is probable,  indeed,  that the  1970-73  average  of 700,000 new 
entries a  year will never be  repeated.  Neither the trade unions nor public 
opinion would  again  accept  any  such lack of coordinated management.  Even 
for  employers,  immigration brings no  more  than  a  temporary relief to 
the  labour market  strains,  so  that it is in no  sence  a  permanent  solution~ 
In the  longer  term,  immigration  seems  to cause  enormous  social problems, 
and to lead us into a  blind alley. 
Already the  Common  Market  countries are  looking for  a  wa;r  of 
securing control of the migration flows,  since this is seen  as the only 
wa;r  of ensuring acceptable reception and  housing standards for those 
concerned.  But  a  strict control over  immigration does not  automatically 
solve  the problems,  even though it m~  reduce  their  size  and make  it 
possible to deal with them.  Control  in itself is not  enough,  especially 
if the  goals of the policy are not clearly defined. 
I 
In practice,  the targets of an  immigration policy ma;r  be purely 
economic  or they m~  be both economic  and  demographic.  For  short-term 
economic  purposes -- i.e. for dealing with  swings  in the  business cycle 
countries prefer to encourage  the  immigration of single or unaccompanied 
men  for periods  subject  to definite limits,  depending, on  the  immediate 
needs of a  region or industry. 
Immigration,  ma;r,  however,  also be  intended as  a  wa;r  of ensuring 
population growth.  In  such cases measures are  taken for workers'families 
to  come  with ·them.  Such  a  policy is appropriate when  the  shortage  of man-
power  is thought to be  endemic. 
The  official policies of the European nations indicates that  each 
has opted for one  or other of the main  alternatives. 
Luxembourg,  for  example,  is the  country most  definitely committed to 
a  policy of family  immigration.  Recruitment  is carried out  in only a 
small number  of countries,  and the number  of non-europeans  among  the 
migrants is lower  than elsewhere.  Federal  Germ~, on  the other hand, 
aims  at  the  temporary  immigration of unaccompanied men,  preferably 
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unmarried.  The  policy of the Netherlands is very similar.  The  policy 
of France  is the  most  ambiguous  or flexible;  for it has,  over  a  long 
period,  operated one  immigration policy for  bachelors  and  another for 
families.  In this country the  recent prohibition of workers'immigration 
is practically complete,  but  the restrictions on  the entry of families 
were  lifted after only  a  few months.  There  was  only  a  very  slight decline 
in family  immigration  in 1974,  by  comparison with previous years.  This 
reflects the political desire to stabilise a  contingent  of  immigrant 
workers v1ho  are  likely to be  needed  in their present  jobs for  a  long time 
to come. 
This first modification of the  policy objectives corresponds in 
practice \'lith the interests of the different  countries.  Both in 
L~~embourg and  in Belgium the  age  structure  of the population is 
characterized by various gaps which it is sought  to  make  good through 
the  immigration policy. 
In Federal  Germany  and the Netherlands,  on the  other  hand,  policy is 
primarily concerned with employment  proplems,  in terms of business cycles 
and  the  labour force  available.  In neither colmtry is there  a  seriaus 
population problem.  In the Netherlands the birth-rate has  been very  high 
for  a  long time;  and  in Western  Germany  there has  long been  a  considera-
ble  inflm·•  of population  from East  Germany.  The  position in Denmark  is 
similar to that  in these  tuo  countries.  In the United Kingdom  the  strict 
control of immigration is partly accounted for  by  the  cacial problems 
which  arise  from  the,immigration of coloured persons,  mainly  from  Asia. 
In consequence  the entry of workers  and  their dependents is strictly 
controlled.  The  reuniting of families is limited because,  in the last 
resort,  this might  hinder migrants  in returning home. 
The  above  are  the  main  types of possible  immigration policies,  and 
the choices that the European countries  seem,  from official policy 
statements so far made,  to  have  adopted.  The  distinguishing feature is 
v1hether  the  manpower  requirement  is temporary  or structural  .• 
In practice the  temporary  or more  permanent  character of  a  migrants 
entry depends  on  a  great number  of factors.  Important  among  these  are  the 
degree  of permanence  in the  job assigned to him,  his job security and  the 
stability as  a  resident  to which it entitles him. 
One  way  on  another,  quite  a  lot of the  immigrants  alHays end up, 
by  settling  permanently in the host  country.  Moreover,  labour;. require-
ments,  originally thought  to be  temporary,  have  a  way  of  becoming 
permanent  as  time  goes  on.  Insofar as the  jobs given to the  immigrants 
are  those  for Hhich sufficient nationals have not  applied,  the  coming 
of the  immigrants ultimately facilitates,  and  indeed  speeds up,  the 
transfer of the nationals to other  jobs. 
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Nowadays  all the  countries using migrant  workers  consider  a  large 
part of this labour reserve -- though not  the whole  of it -- as 
satisfying a  requirement  which has  become  permanent.  This often brings 
the expressed policies of  immigration  into contradiction with reality. 
All  the national reports bear witness to this. 
The  apparently unconcerted choices made  by the European nations, 
apart  from  the  strict control of  immigration,  indicate  the need for  a 
reserve of temporar,y  or conjunctural  manpower  and  another of  a  more 
structural  and  permanent  character dependent  on  the different  require-
ments  of the  country's own  economic  system  .. 
The  first of these.reserves consists of  single  or  unaccompanied 
workers  and  its function is to  absorb  temporary  shortages in  the 
labour market.  It is a  comparatively unskilled reserve,  essentially 
mobile  and  adaptable,  moving frequently from  one  job to  another. 
It is in fact  against  this particular reserve of manpower  that  the 
countries of Europe  have  decided to  close their doors  completely. 
The  second section is made  up  of workers with higher qualifications 
a~d skills,  both from  EEC  countries  and  from  outside.  It is required 
for more  closely defined tasks in jobs regarded  as  structurally 
necessary.  These  are  longer-term inunigrants  and the  immigration  and 
integration of their families  are  authorised  ..  It is on  the  basis of this 
two-fold  approach that  selective prohibitions and  authorisations for the 
entry of migrant  workers  and/or their families have  been  handled since 
1974o 
For the  two  different  contingents,  there  are necessarily very 
different  conditions  and policies affecting their housing,  their 
training and ultimate repatria-tion  .. 
Ideally however,  immigration policy ought  not  to be  considered 
unilaterally,  nor related solely to the  economic  requirements  a~d 
population problems of the countries which offer the  jobs  ..  It is a 
branch of  social policy  and  should be  settled with  an  eye  to the 
aspirations,  needs  and problems of the migrant  •·wrkers  themselves  .. 
With this in view,  it should be  flexible,  enabling the migrants to 
adjust  their plans  and  choose  at all -times  bet~veen temporary  and 
longer-term residence.  It should thus facilitate the  immigration of 
the ;.:orker's family  and provide for training schemes  and  the  acquisition 
of new  skills,  whether with a  view to repatriation or for settled 
residence  in the  host  country. 
Is this really no  more  than  a  pipe  dream? CHAPI'ER  II 
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SOCIAL  CHARACTERISTICS  OF  THE  FOREIGN  LABOUR  FORCE  IN  THE 
EEC 
This  chapter describes the  main  characteristics of'  the foreign  labour 
force-from the  Community  and elsewhere -within the countries of the EECo 
An  attempt will be  made  to  compare  the  characteristics of the  foreign 
labour force  as  a  whole  >-Ji tb those of the  migrant  workers in the various 
samples  on  \-Jhich  the national  surveys v1ere  based.  Financial resources 
were  limited and  the  size  of the national  samples  - some  800  respondents 
per country - prevents them  from  being fully representative of the 
migrant  labour force  ac  a  whole.  However,  the  samples were  taken  from  a 
limited number  of regions meeting certain requirements -mainly as 
regards density of foreign population - ~d, generally speaking,  from  some 
of the biggest national  groups  .. 
Changes  in the  characteristics of the  migrant l-lOrkers  will be 
described as far as available statistics allow,  a.l though the figures  are 
by no  means  complete  and  mean  that overall country-to-country comparisons 
are  often out  of the question. 
The  tables in this chapter refer only to those  countries which 
receive or import  migrant  labour:  Germany,  Belgium,  Denmark,  France, 
Luxembourg,  Netherlands  and the United Kingdom.  Ireland and Italy,  the 
countries which  send - or export  - labour,  confined most  of their 
intervie\-;s  -co  migrants leaving for or  returning from other countries of 
the  Community  and for  Switzerland. 
The  various descriptions and comparisons are based on  statistical 
analyses  and call for  one  or two  remarkso 
First of all,  there  is a  steady,  even noticeably increasing,  flow 
of Community  immigration due  not  only to the EEC  Regulation of November 
1968  granting freedom of movement  for ,.,orkers within the  Community  but 
also  - and this is probably more  important  - to the effects of the 
economic  crisis which began  in 1973  and whose  consequences  are still 
being felt. 
However,  it would be vJrong  to think that freedom of movement  and 
economic  conditions go  hand in hand with guaranteed  job opportunity,  job 
security and  access to  all the  social  and other benefits that  go  with 
them.  Neither is it obvious that the best-qualified Community  workers --
i.e. those  most  likely to find  jobs -- are  the  ones who  emigrate.  Skilled 
labour is a  priority requirement  for  any western economyo  It is also 
worth noting that,  in spite of restrictive measures  against nationals 
from third countries,  they still represent  a  very high proportion of the 
immigrant  population. 
Statistics show  that migrants are,  generally  speaking,  fairly young. 
They  also  show  that there is a  clear tendency for the migrant  population 
-particularly those  who  migrated earliest -to grow  older and more  stable, 
probably becoming Community  citizens with the right to be  joined by  their 
familieso 
.;. .  '::. 
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ThJs is partl;;r behind the  hierarchy of positions  and.  conditions of the 
various national  groL1.pS  - although :freedom of movement  and  the right to 
bring members  of  -the  family  into the  Community  do  not necessarily put 
Community workers in a  more  favorable  position.,  It all depends  on  the 
housing  and  the  employment  markets  and on  the  job they can  get. Xenophobia 
m~ also  enter into it. 
This chapter also  reveals that there  is a  greater percentage  of women 
migrants now  - although numbers vary consid.erably from  one  country to 
another~  This  is not necessarily an  indication of long-term stability, 
since it is a  well  lc.0.own  fact  that  many  of the  people  seeking temporary 
work  are  single  and married womeno 
Finally,  there  are  still many  migrant  men  - particularly from 
out side  the  Community -- who  are  single or not  accompanied  by their families. 
All  these  trends affect  the migrant f!  accommodation  problems  and  any 
housing policy  should take this into  a.ccounte 
1..  Origin  (.ConLlluni ty or  non-Co~upi  tyJ  of mig_r.ant  Korkers 
The  Com.:nuni ty'  s  foreign  labour force  grew  continuously between 1958 
and  1973,  excep-t  for the  crisis years 1966-1968  .. 
But,  although the overall trend was  upwards,  the  extent  of participa-
tion 1w  migi•ant  workers  from  Community  oountries decreased until  1970 ..  As 
from  1971,  they increased substan-tially d.ue  to the  implementation of EEC 
Regulation No.  1612/68  of November  1968  providing freedom  of  movement 
within the EEC  for  Community  wo:r·kers.  Since  the  end of 1973,  there  has 
also been  the  effect  of the crisis and  the various restrictions on 
immigration  from  outside  the  Cornmunity6 
Table  6 below  gives trends  in the  numbers  of first work permits 
issued by the  countries of the EEC.  It does not  refer to  ·the  foreign 
population as  a  whole  but  only to that percentage of the  labour force 
which comes  from  abroad. 
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TABLE  6:  PLACEMENT  OF  MIGRANT  HORKERS  WITH  FIRST  HORK  PERMITS  (1),  AND  PERMANENT  HORKERS  ARRIVING  IN  THE  MEMBER 
STATES  FROM  1958  TO  1974 
Year  Total  EEC  of which  Italians 
number  index  number  index 
1958  ll0,3  53,3  84,7  49,4 
1959  94,4  45,6  73,3  42,8 
1960  206,8  100,0  171,3  100,0 
1961  228,5  110,5  205,5  120,0 
1962  221,8  107,3  199,0  116,2 
1963  181,7  87,9  158,4  92,5 
1964  190,0  91,9  163,1  95,6 
1965  260,9  126,2  234,7  137,0 
1966  212,7  102,9  188,6  110,1 
1967  96,4  46,6  74,7  43,6 
1968  164,2  79,4  141,8  82,8 
1969  166,4  80,5  145,2  84,8 
1970  204,5  98,9  176,1  102,8 
1971  197,5  95,5  166,0  96,9 
1972  194,7  94,1  160,9  93,9 
1973(1)  228,0  110,3  170,0  99,2 
1974(1)  122,0  59,0  90,0  52,5 
Total  3rd 
countries 
number  index 
65,4  51,7 
57,3  45,3 
126,4  100,0 
207,3  164,0 
292,0  231,0 
334,0  264,2 
447,8  354,3 
452,3  357,8 
382,1  302,3 
189,8  150,2 
358,2  283,4 
693,1  548,3 
741,0  586,2 
569,7  450,7 
428,0  338,6 
510,0  403,5 
168,0  132,9 
(Absolute  figures  in thousands) 
(1960  =  100) 
I  Grand  total  3rd countries 
as %of total 
number  index  Total 
175,7  52,7  37 
151,7  45,5  38 
333,2  100,0  38 
435,8  130,8  48 
513,8  154,2  57 
515,7  154,8  65 
637,8  191,4  70 
713,2  214,1  63 
594,8  178,5  64 
286,2  85,9  66 
522,4  156,8  69 
859,5  258,0  81 
945,5  283,8  78 
767,2  230,3  74 
622,7  186,9  69 
738,0  221,5  69 
290,0  87,0  58 
Source:  EEC  intern;;LL  documen  - DGV  (Soci~l  Aff~ire) Emnlovment  of  migr~nt workers  - Anril  lq76. 
Tables  22  - 23,  ppo  28,  29,  & 32. 
SOFEMI  report  1975  - OECD 
Notes: (1)  1973-1974:  Estimates provided by  the European Coordination 0 ffice. 
- - EEC  '1orkers:  no  longer needed  work  permits  after November  1968  .. 
- 1958-1972:  six Member  States 
- 1973-1974:  nine  Member  States. 
Italians 
as% of 
total 
EEC 
77 
78 
'83 
90 
90 
87 
86 
90 
89 
77 
86 
87 
86 
·84 
83 
75 
74 
I 
I 
I 
! 
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This  increase  in  Community  recruitment  should not,  hmvever,  be 
exaggerated,  firstly,  because,  74%  of EEC  migrant Harkers still come  from 
Italy,  although this proportion has tended to decline  over the last five 
years.  It  should also  be  borne  in mind that between  1960  and  the present 
d~, recruitment  in third countries rose  to  index  586.2  in 1970  and  stayed 
at  index 132.9  in  1974,  whereas the  index for recruitment  in the 
Community  was  98.9  in 1970  as compared to  1960  and only  59  in 1974. 
2.  Distribution of workers into those  of  Corr~unity  a~d those  of non-
Community  origin 
Table  7  gives the distribution by country  and by orlgln  (Corr~unity or 
non-Community)  of migrants working in the  countries of the  EEC  since  1975. 
TABLE  7:  MIGRANT  HORKE:RS  BY  ORIGIN  (1975) 
Host  country  Harkers  from  Workers  from  ldorkers  from  Total 
the EEC  non-EEC  Europe  outside Europe 
number  1~  number  %  number  ~~  number  "'  ;o 
Germany  431.641  20 .. 8  827 0 711  40.0  811.383  39.2 2  .. 070 .. 735  100.0 
Belgium  130.000  56.5  47 .ooo  20.4  53 .. 000  23.,1  2.30.000 
Denmark  12.851  31.2  5·996  14.6  22 .. 353  54.2  41.200 
France  300.000  15.7  796.000  41.8  809.000  42.5 1.905.000 
Luxembourg  29.300  64.7  14  .. 300  31..6  1.700  3o7  45.300 
N"etherlanda  49.800  43.1  . 20.217  17.5  45.,483  39.4  115  .. 500 
United 
Kingdom  630.000  37.8  102.000  6.1  934.005  56~1 1.666.005 
Total  1.583.592  26.1  1.813.244  29.9  2.676.924  44.0 16.073 .. 740 
Sources:  EEC  internal  document:  Social  Affairs,  April  1976  op.  cit. 
see  Table  1 7  Chapter I. 
Hi  th the  exception of Denmark,  which has much  more  direct ties  with 
the  other countries of  Scandinavia,  the  small  Community  countries have  the 
highest  percentage  of  Community  vmrkers in their foreign  labour force  -
Luxembourg  64.7%,  Belgium 56.5%  and the Netherlands 43.1%. 
Irish immigrants  make  the United Kingdom  the big  Co~~unity country 
with the  highest percentage -- 37.8%-- of  Community  workers  in its 
foreign  labour force.  Germany  follows with 20.8%  while  France  has,  only 
15.  7%. 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
Furthermore,  the United Kingdom  has the most  migrants from outside 
Europe  - 55.1%  of the total.  Denmark  follows ••i th 54. 2)s,  then France with 
42. 5%,  the Netherlands with 30.4%  and Germany with 39.  27~ 
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France  and  Germany,  with 41.8%  and  40%  respectively,  recruit  a. 
·very high percentage  of their migrant workers from the non-Community 
countries of Europe. 
Table  8  below gives the percentages of survey respondents  coming 
from three regions of  or~g~, compared with the overall percentages coming 
from these regions in 1975• 
.;. rr 
\0 
-t: 
~ 
<:;j- -;:-
C\1 
....... 
TABLE  8:  COMPARIS)N  OF  DISTRIBUTION  OF  MIGRANT  LABOUR  FORCE  BY  REGION  OF  ORIGIN  AND  CORRESPONDTITG  DiffilRIBUTION 
OF  NUI~IDER OF  RESPONDENTS  IN  NATIONAL  SAMPlES  IN  1975 
r 
Host 
~~ of  labour force  in employment  and %  interviewed 
COU."ltry  lliC  origin  il{vn-EEC  Europe  Elsewhere  Total 
,I  • 
~0  %in  No  %  %in  No  %  %in  No  %  /0  lll  No  employ- inter- inter- employ- inter- inter- employ- inter- inter- employ- inter- inter-
ment  viev1ed  vievTed  ment  vieued  viewed  ment  viewed  vie•-ved  ment  vie11ed  viewed 
Germany  20.8  196  33.2  40.0  198  33·5  39o2  197  33 .. 3  100.0  591  100.0 
Belgium  S6o5  I  143  19.8  20 .. 4  305  42o2  23.1  275  38.0  100.0  723  100.0 
Denmark  31.2  14.6  241  39o8  54o2  364  60.2  100.0  605 
'  100.0  - -
France  15.7  69  9.6  41.8  292  40.8  42·5  355  49o6  100.,0  716  100.0 
Luxembourg  64.7  298  42.6  31.6  402  57-4  3  .. 1  - - 100.,0  700  100.0 
netherlands  43.1  47  8.3  17.5  125  22 .. 2  39o4  392  69 .. 5  100.0  564  100e0 
United Kingdom  37e8  68  11.7  6.1  - - 56.1  514  88.3  100.0  582  100.0 
EEC  "26.1  821  18.32  29.9  1.563  34.88  44.0  2.097  46.8  100.0  4.481  100.0 
-- - ----- --
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The  cost  involved in recruiting labour in the  Community  and outside 
the  Community  are different,  although  among  the non-EEC  recruits there are 
various ex-colonials >vho  have  to be treated in much  the  same  v1a:y  as workers 
from  Community  countries,  and ivho  have  more  or less the  same  rights as 
nationals.  As  far  as third countries are  concerned,  obligations are,  as a 
general rule,  contractual ones vlithin the  framev10rk  of bilateral  Clt,"Teements. 
The  United Kingdom is an exception  h~re.  The  tendency to recruit more 
out  side  the  Community  could \·le 11 be  due  to the fact that the wages  no'tv 
paid to 'tvorkers within the EEC  are  higher  and employers  are  seeking cheaper 
labour from third countries.  Harkers  are normally only recruited inc 
Community  countries for certain  small  sections of the  labour market  where 
extra-Community labour,  which is usually cheaper and less demanding,  would 
not  be  suitable. 
Community 'Norkers  are under-represented in the  sample.  There is a  greater 
proportion of people  from other cou..""ltries  of Europe  and i.zorkers  from third 
countries,  bearing in mind the percentage they represent  of the foreign 
labour force  as  a  whole.,  This is the  case  everywhere  except  Germany,  1·1here 
a  stratified sample,  with each category representing 33%  of the vlhole,  was 
used.  This  tendency in the distribution of the  samples is due  to the  areas 
selected for  samplingo  In areas where  there  are  large nwnbers  of migrants, 
national workers  are under-represented.  So  also  are workers from other 
Community countries,  who  ~e the best integrated into the national  economy: 
they usually have  the best  jobs;  they stay longer in the  host  country:  their 
families  are usually with them;  they tend to spread out  over the national 
territory;  and to integrate well  into the national population  ..  Therefore, 
sampling on  the basis of areas means that the  sample  cannot represent the 
different categories of vtorker  in their correct proportions.  This method 
of  sampling was used in all countries except  Luxembour-g,  ( v1here  respondents 
\'iere  picked at random from both town  and country areas)  and the United 
Kingdom  (where firms'lists of employees were  used as the basis for the 
selection of both national  and foreign workers). 
The  control  group  of nationals represented between 12.3%  and  25%, 
according to country. It was  chosen from the  same  area (as in Belgium 
for example)  or from  a  neighbouring area (as in the Netherlands).  (10~ 
3. Variety of nationalities in the various  host  countries 
Most  migrant workers in the  Community  come  from  the Mediterranean 
area and it is only the United Kingdom  and Denmark which recruit large 
numbers of workers  from  Asia. 
T'ne  distinction between  Community  and non-Community >vorkers is a 
fairly rough one  in that  those  countries receiving or importing labour have 
(10)  See  table 1  in annex to this chapter.  It provides absolute figures  and 
percentage for the various  se_ctions making up  the  sample  in each of 
the  countries concerned. 
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immigration/reception policies that  vary ;,ridely  according to where  the 
workers  come  from. 
T'ne  Mediterranean  countries fall  into three main  groups: 
(1°)  'll!1e  Latin countries,  i-Jhich  include,  in addition to  I-taly,  Spain  and 
Portugal~  These  constitute  a  privileged recruitment  area for countries 
like France  r  Belgium and  Luxembourgo 
( 2°)  'l'he  Ma."lgreb  ..  The  North-Af'ricans  come  from  former  l<'rench colonies and 
therefore  speak French -- but  the cultural  gap  between  them  and.  the 
Europeans  is vast. 
(3°)  A third group  of countries,  GOLJ.pr:ts1.ng  Turke;'r,  Greece  and Yugoslavia, 
vlhere  Germ<.:..v  and Denm.ark  recruit  most  of their migrant  worker  so 
The  J:Tetherla."1ds 7  proportionately,  has the  most  varied migrant 
population  ..  Its policy is in complete  contrast to  L1.L-x:emboure.:' s,  •..rhere 
almost  al1  immigrants  are  from  Latin countries., 
It is possi-::Jle 1  of course,  to c1aseify labour-exporti.n,g countries 
in  a  number  of other v.rcys  -· such as  on  the 1)a.sis of per ca.pita  GDP 
Here  1  as  an  exarnpJ.e 7  is a  classification of those  Mediterra:1ean countries 
that  export  labour  and of the  cow:J.tries of the F.ECo 
~_2!*DP  . PEH  C.t..PITA  AT  MARKE'l
1  PRICES  IN  THE:  ::,;:;~DITfi:RRANEAN  COT.IT'TTRl~S 
AND  SJME  G'OUNTHIES...2!...2J:lli~  EEC  (Effi.ope,  l974lo 
Countr-,t  IJ.DoP.  G  .. D.P. 
Thousand  of milJ.ions  Population  per capita 
Eur. 
Germany  304.9  62.054  4.913 
Belgium  42.1  9·772  4.308 
Denmark  24.5  5o045  4.856 
France  213.0  52.507  4.057 
Ireland  5o3  3.086  1.717 
Italy  119.8  55-413  2.162 
Luxembourg  1.7  357  4. 762 
Netherlands  55-4  13.545  4.090 
United 
Kingdom  151.4  56.056  2.701 
Spain  58.7  35.225  1.666 
Greece  15.3  8.962  1.707 
Portugal  8.9  (1973)  8.735  1.019 
Turkey  23.5  38.270  614 
Algeria  221  (1971) 
Moroco  190  ~1971~ 
Tunisia  221  1971 
Source:  Basic  Community  statistics 
There is an  obvious difference between European  and  non-European  countries 
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Explains Hhy  the  attraction of migration varies as between different 
labour-exporting countries and  also explains the  corresponding advantages 
to countries importing labour (lJ). 
Table  10  shows  how  different countries recruit their'labour from 
different parts of the  world  ..  It gives the five  countries where  each of 
the  labour-importing countries of ~he Community  recruit their biggest 
contingents  and  the number  of respondents by nationality in the  samples 
in each of the national  surveys. 
TABLE  10  - SIZE  OF  THE  VARIOUS  NATIONAL  CONTINGENTS  IN THE  HOST  COUNTRIES 
( 1° )  GERl\iANY 
Nationality  Number  of migrant l'lorkers 
in the  country  (1974)  in the  sample  (1975) 
Turki"sh  590.000  197 
Yugoslavian  470.000  -
Italian  370<!000  196 
Greek  225.000  198 
Spanish  165  .. 000  -
Total  1.820.000  591 
Grand total  2.350.000 
%  total/  grand 
total  77·5 
(11)  The  attraction of industrialized countries does not,  in fact, 
contribute to the  long-term evening out  in the  level of economic 
developnent.  For  the costs of migration to  developing countries 
see  T.  STARK,  Migration and  development,  in "Migration News", 
1973,  pp.  15-18;  G.  TAPINOS,  L'economie  des migrations internationales, 
Armand  Colin,  Paris,  1974,  PP•  20-25;  C.C.  ALMEIDA,  Emigration, 
espace  et  sous-developpement,  in "Migrations  internationales",  Vol. 
XI,  n°3,  1973,  PP•  112-117. 
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( 2°)  BELGIUM 
Nationality  Number  of migrant workers 
in the country  (1974)  in the  sample  (1975) 
Italian  90.000  150 
Spanish  34.000  150 
Moroccan  30.000  150 North Africans 
Turkish  10.000  100 
Greek  6.000  -
- 50 Portuguese 
Total  170.000  600 
Grand total  230.000 
%  total/  grand 
total  73-9 
( 3 °  )  DENMARK 
Nationality  Number  of migrant  workers 
ii.n  the  country  (1974)  in the  sample  (1975) 
Turkish  5.730  ,_ 
Pakistani  4.980  321 
Yugoslav  4.520  241 
Greek  3.453  -
United Kingdom  2.515  43 
Total  21.198  605 
Grand  total  35.927 
%  total/Grand 
total  59.0 
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Natio~lity  Number  of migrants workers 
in the  country  (in 1974)  in the  sample(in 1975) 
c 
Portuguese  475o000  210 
Algerian  440~000  137 
Spanish  265.000  ...,. 
Italian  230.000  69 
Moroccan  130.000  7.5 
Yugoslav  82 
Tunisian  86 
African  37 
Total  1.540.000  696 
c  l 
Grand total  1.905.000 
%  total/  grand 
:total  B_q,  ....  ~--.. 
. ..:  •V  .•  --:.·-:...~. 
(5°)  LUXEMBOURG 
Number  of migrant  workers 
Nationality  in the country  (in 1974)  in the  sample  (in 1975) 
Portuguese  11.800  338 
Italian  10.400  298 
French  ?.100  -
Spanish  1.900  64 
Yy.goslav  500  -
Total  31.700  700 
~~ ..  1'~·-,.  -:~ ~-.  ;~  - •x•<•~· '-'- Grand total  43.000 
%  total/grand 
total  73.7 
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( 6 ° )  :NE'rHERLAJIJl> S 
Number  of migrant  workers 
Nationality  in the  cmmtry  (in 1974)  j in the  sample  (in 1975) 
Turkish  22.288  159 
Spanish  12.630  125 
Moroccan  12 .. 223  233 
Yugoslav  8.449  -
Portuguese  2.580  -
Total  58.170  563 
Grand total  121.094 
%  total/  grand 
total  48 .. 0 
(7°)  UNITED  KINGDOM 
Number  of migrant  workers 
Nationality  ~n the  co1mtry  (in 1974)  in the  sample  (in 1975)  ,. 
Irish  452~000  60 
Italian  72~000  -
West  Indian  66.000  210 
Greeks  50.000  -
Pakistanis &  Indian  49.000  102 + 187  c  289 
Total  689 .. 000  559 
Grand total  1.665o005  . 
%  total/  grand 
total  41.3 
The  national  sa.rnples  concentrated on the  most  numerous  categories of 
migrant  in  each country;  the  only exceptions to this are  France  and 
Belgium  .. 
The  nationalities can be  grouped in various weys.  Hot-.'ever,  to  attain 
the  aims  of the  study  and reveal  the  different  treatment  that different 
nationalities may  get,  it was  decided that the tables in this  summary 
report would distinguish between national  ( autochthon.e )and  foreign 
(a.J:lochthone)  workers.  The  foreign workers would be  further  d·ivided  into 
migrants from  Community  countries and migrants from third countries,  and 
the migrants from third countries would then be  sub-divided into those 
from Europe  and  those  from further  afield. 
.; . 
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Workers  from the  Community  working in the  seven states that  import 
labour come  from  Ireland  (to the United Kingdom)  and  It8J.y  (to all the 
other countries where  there  is a  large  Community  contingent).  Denmark  is· 
the only country where  Community  1uigrants - because  they were  so  few  in 
number  - were  not  included in the  sample. 
The  non-Community  countries of Europe  are  Spain,  Greece,  Portugal 
and  Yugosl~viao The  non-European  countries are  Southern Asie,which 
supplies workers for Denmark  and the United Kingdom,  and  the Mahgreb  and 
Turkey,  (i.e.  non-European Mediterranean countries) which  supply workers 
to the  other countries. 
The  aim  of this classification is a  heuristic one.  Its purpose is to 
confirm or refute the  existence  of  a  hierarchy of positions  and conditions 
according to  the  group to which migrants belong.  The  interpretation or 
explanation of theses differences m~  be  in the  conditions of departure 
of the migrants,  the  areas in which they settle, or 'in the  varying 
treatment  meted out  to the different nationalities in the  host  country. 
Such variations in treatment  are .particularly apparent  in the  many  social 
benefits and,  most  important,  the possibility of re-uniting one's  a 
family -- whether  just the wife or the  descendents,  ascendants  and 
dependants as well.  c 
4.  The  age  pyramid  (12) 
An  examination of the breakdown of the  ages of the  respondents 
reveals that the migrant  worker  population  in the  areas covered by the 
survey is much  younger than the national population  ~s a  whole. 
TABLE  11  - BREA.XDOWN  OF  RESPONDENTS  (NATIONALS  AND  FOREIG1"ERS)  BY  AGE  (1975) 
Foreigners  Nationals 
Country  under-45s  45  +  under-45s  45  + 
number  %  :number  %  number  %  number  % 
Germany  479  81.1  111  18.9  121  64  .. 2  80  39.8 
Belgium  519  73-5  187  26.5  61  64.2  34  . 35.8 
Denmark  .541  90.3  58  9-7  98  50.7  95  49.3 
France  590  82.3  126  17.7  82  75.1  27  24.9 
Luxembourg  514  73.3  186  26.7  72  72.0  28  28.0 
Netherlands  473  84.0  90  16.0  111  48.3  116  51.1 
United 
Kingdom  409  70o5  171  29.5  105  51.7  98  48.3 
(12)  More  detailed comparisons ·can  be  made  by referring to table A 2  in 
annex  to this chapter. 
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Bett</'een  73%  and  84%  of migrants  (according to country)  interviewed 
were  under 45,  as against  50%  to  73%  of the nationals.  The  migrant 
population is,  overall,  younger.  The  migrant  population is youngest  in 
cow1tries  such as  Denmark,  where  migration is a  recent  phenomenon.  This is 
also  true  of countries like Germany,  the Netherlands  and France,  where  the 
migrant  population is made  up  of  a  large number  of unaccompanied  men.  It is 
worth mentioning that  France  and  Luxembourg  have  the youngest  control 
groups,  l"hich are very  simila,r in age  structure to  the  migrant  population. 
The  United Kingdom  and Denmark  have  the  oldest  control  groups,  this being 
partly due  to the  areas selected and  mei;hods  of  sampling used. 
At  a  later stage,  it might  be  interesting to compa:re  the various groups 
of migrant a  - Community,  other European  and non-Europe  an  - with each other 
to  see tvhether  there  are  any major differences in  age  structure.  On  the 
assumption that the three groups followed in three  successive  waves,  the 
Community  group will be  the  oldest  and the non-European  group  the  youngest. 
TABLE  12  - BREAKDOvlN  OF  MIGRANTS  FROM  THE  THREE  MAJOR  AREAS  BY  AGE  (1975) 
Host  country  EEC  workers  Other European  1tJorkers  from 
workers  elsewhere 
under  45  %  under  45  %  under 45  % 
Germany  142  72.0  149  76.7  188  94-4 
Belgium  - - - - - -
Denmark  - - 206  85.6  335  93-3 
France  39  56.4  238  81.5  313  88.1 
Luxembourg  172  51·1  342  85  .. 0  - -
Netherlands  39  84.7  102  81.6  332  84.7 
United Kingdom  33  48o4  - - 376  73-4 
Table  12 reveals the following trends. First the  percentage  of workers 
of 45  and over is higher in the  Community  group.  Then  follow workers  from 
the rest of Europe  ,  followed by non-Europeans,  who  are the youngest  on 
average. 
However,  if the  columns for  Community  workers  in table  12  are  compared 
with nationals in table  11,  France,  Luxembourg  and  the United Kingdom  emerge 
as exceptions to  the  general  rule,  since their control  groups -made up  of 
national  - are  younger  than the  groups of  Community  workers,  although non-
Europeans remain  the youngest  group. 
Furthermore,  national policies favour  the  settlement  of  immigrant 
vTOrkers  recruited from  those  countries which  are geographically closest, 
especially those  where  ethnic  and cultural background is akin to that  of 
the  host  country,  whereas workers from other countries are forced to return 
periodically to their c'ountry of origin. It is therefore  less common  for 
non-Europeans to  settle permanently.  However,  the conditions  and  structure 
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of the  labour market  also affect  the issue. 
EEC  social  statistics can be  used to calculate the percentage of the 
overall population in the  15  - 45  age  group  and this can then be  com:pared;1 
with the number  of under-45s  interviewed. 
This  comparison is made  in table 13,  which reveals that the control 
group is relatively younger,in all countries except  Denmark. 
TABLE  13  - PERCENTAGE  OF  PERSONS  IN  THE  15-45  AGE  GROUP  IN  THE:  TOTAL 
POPULATION  AND  IN  THE  SAMPLE  (1975) 
.Total  population  . ( 1).  respondents under 
Host  country 
15 - 45  15  - 65  %  45  ( 2) 
<:-
Germany  21.287  39.089  54-5  64.2 
Belgium  3.185  6.114  52.1 
I  64.2 
Denmark  1.683  3.202  52o7  50.7 
France  17.354  32.137  54.0  75ol 
Luxembourg  121  226  53·5  72.0 
Netherlands  4.574  8.330  54-9  48.9 
United Kingdom  17.750  34.977  50·7  51.7 
5·  Length of stay in host  countrj  (13) 
There  appears to be  no  general  statistics on  the  length of time 
migrant  workers usually  st~ in the host  countries and  there is, therefore, 
no  basis outside the  survey itself for  comparing the respondent migrant 
population with all or part of the reference population. 
Table  14 gives the breakdown  of migrants interviewed by  country of 
origin and  length of stay in one.of the  countries of the  Community. 
(13)  Table  A3  in annex  gives details of the breakdown  of migrant  workers 
according to the length of their stay and according to the category 
or region from which they come. 
.;. TABLE  14  - DISrRIBUTION  OF  MIGRANT  HORKERS  BY  LENGTH  OF  ':JrAY  IN  THE  HOsr  COUNTRY  AND  BY  CATEGORY  OF  COUNTRY 
~  OF  ORIGIN  (1975)  , 
\0 
t- -;x, 
~ 
';;:--
C\1 
<:;t 
Host  country 
Germany 
Belgium 
Denmark 
France 
Luxembourg 
Netherlands 
United 
Kingdom 
Total 
Community  workers 
in residence 
pre-1970  post  1970 
number  %  number  % 
151  n.o  45  23.0 
111  84.1  21  15.9 
- - - -
64  95·5  3  4.5 
282  94.6  16  5.4 
29  63.0  17  37.0 
66  97.0  2  3.0 
.703  87.1  104  12.9 
--
... 
Other European workers 
in residence 
pre-1970  post  1970 
' 
number  %  number  % 
( 
159  80.7  38  19.3 
265  90.2  20  .,;  9.8 
121  50o2  120  49.8 
189  65.2  101  34.8 
133  33.1  269  66.9 
78  62.8  46  37.2 
- - - -
945  61.0  603  39.0 
Harkers  from  outside  Total migrant workers 
Europe  in residence  in residence 
pre-1970  post  1970  pre-1970  post  1970 
number  Oio  number  %  number  1'o  number  % 
120  60.6  78  39.4  430  72.8  161  27.2 
200  11·2  59  22.8  576  84.1  109  15.9 
39  10.7  325  89.3  160  26.4  445  73.6 
255  72.0  99  28.0  508  71.4  203  28.6 
- - - - 415  59.3  285  40.7 
271  71.2  109  28.8  378  68.7  172  3lo2 
502  97.8  ll  2.2  568  97.6  13  2.4 
1387  67.1  681  32.9  3035  68.6  1388  31.4 
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It emerges  from  table 14 that  68~  6'fo  of respondents  settled in ·:he. 
EEC  before  1970,  as  opposed  to  31~4% wh-o  have  come  here  since.,  Nec;.l~~.;\'  '" 
third. of the  migrant population has  thus  arrived.  recently~ Bea.r:i.ng  i"l 
mind the  con<.lidera.ole  mobility of the migra."lt  population  and  ~;he  e •  .co:tmou.s 
numbers  mj_grating ·between  1970  ar.d  197 3 1  this  percentagt~ does :not  seem 
exaggerated,  although,  in  many  countries,  the  contingent  of r0o6nt 
migrants  interviev10d •·:as  much  larger"  For  example,  in Denmark,  73" 5 %  of 
migrants have  arrived since  the  be:·'.lming of 1970o  In Luxembourg1  the 
figure  is  40~5%o 
However,  the most  recent  contingents. are not  well represented in the 
sa.;npJ.e  in the United Kingdom  (2.4%)  - although this is understandable 
in view  of the  anti-immigration measures that  the  UK  has  had for  some 
timee  Similarly,  only 15.9% of the  migrants interviewed in Belgium have 
arrived since  1970. 
•rable  15  shov1s  that,  the proportion of recent recruitment  from 
countries outside Europe  has  gone  up,  in Germany,  Belgium 'and  Denroarke. 
Ho~"'aver,:· France,  Luxembourg  and.  the Netherlands  have  recruited greater 
numbers  of 11zorkers  from  non-Cororou."li ty countries of Europe. 
Overall,  recent  immigration has  involved few people  from  the 
Community,  at least  as far as one  can  jud2ie  from the  samples.  Non-
Community Europeans  and people  from  further  a  field represented 92.5% 
of the total, ·oompaned wi  tb.  Comnnmi ty workers who  represented only  · 
i  7·5%- .  ' 
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TABIE  :L5  - CLAS~IFICATION OF  RESFDNDENTS  BY  IE:NGTH  OF  SfAY  AND  PLACE  OF  ORIGIN  (1972} 
~---
'  [  Countr 
I 
! 
~  ..... ,_....  .... ..._,.....,. __ 
Gcrn1an 
be;]_ .9:~1, 
'l)(!j_}ijiC.I 
;:·.' ·::sl'.) 
1)v....xt:n1 
l~cthc 
Ur:.i.t e 
,  CcrrJnw 
I 
L 
y·  I  Date  of entry 
I 
I 
y  pre  1970 
post  1970 
I  pre  1970  m 
I post  1970 
I  pre 1970  . 
:C 
l post  1970 
I  pr0  1970  I  post  1970 
c.urg  i pre 1970 
! post  19'70 
' 
b.nds  I pre  1970 
post  1970 
Kingdom  pre  1970 
' post  1970 
ity  pre  1970 
post  1970 
Corrununi ty origin 
nmnber  % 
I 
151  35ol 
45  28 .. 0 
I 
I  111  19.3 
21  19e3  . 
- - - -
I  64  12.6 
3  1  .. 4 
282  68.0 
16  5o6 
29  7·7 
17  9o9 
66  ll  .. 6 
2  15  .. 4 
703  23 .. 2 
104  7·5 
Other European 
origin 
number  % 
159  37a0 
38  23e6 
265  46.0 
29  26.6 
121  75.6 
120  27o0 
189  3782 
101  49e8 
133  32 .. 0 
269  94.4 
78  20.6 
46  26.7 
- - - -
945  31.1 
603  43o4 
·--
Extra-European  Total  migra..-·1t  1tiO'i'k ers 
origin  intervieHed 
number  %  number 
1-
120  27.9 
78  48.4 
200  34·'7 
59  54ol  I 
39  24o4 
325  73.o  I 
255  50.2 
99  48.8 
- -
- -
271  '7lo7 
109  63.4 
502  88.4 
11  84.6 
1.387  45o7 
681  49o1 
I 
430 
161 
576 
109 
160 
445 
508 
203 
415 
285 
378 
172 
568 
13 
3o035 
1o388 
I 
' 
I 
I 
.  ..\__ 
l 
I 
I 
I 
i 
I 
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6.  2E.:!1E.osition .'?f  the  migrant  farnil,y: 
None  of the  countries of the EEC,  except  France  (14) 1  keep\'sta{;j_stics 
on  wht::ther  migrants  are  alone  of  accompanied by their  families~  This is 
a  regretta:ole  gap  in our statistical knowledge  in the  Cormnunit,y  as  a  whole 
since  these  rigures would.  enable  us  to  assess the  different  r-;:msing 
problems of  single  and  accompa11ied  m:.grants.  Most  c01mtries only keep 
figures  on  the  sex  and  age  of  indiv~  ~.ua.l  migrants  - and this only gives 
a  very rough idea of how  often the  .. ;ife or children  and other dependants 
accompany  the  head of the  fa{llfly..  'Family'  in this content  may  mean  many 
different things - from  the  immediate  relatives to the  extended familyo 
In future,  we  should collect  statistics on  foreign families  as well 
as on  individual  migrants.  Such  figures would  be  particularly useful  in 
that  they  are  the  only means  of answering  a  large number of questions 
arising from  the  ax1alysis  of data on  the  sex distribution and  cha.."lges  in 
the  numbers  of migrants. 
Current  data suggest  that  the proportion of women  in the  migrant 
population goes  up  even during times of crisis,  although it varies 
considerably with nationality and origin. (15)  Data from  Germany  illustrates 
these points.  Drettakis has calculated the proportion of women  between  1960 
and  1972,  among  migrants living in Germany  and  coming from  the  six 
neighbouring countries --Belgium,  France,  the Netherlands,  Austria,  and 
Switzerland,  plus the  United Kingdom  and  from  six other countries --
Italy,  Greece,  Spain,  Turkey,  Portugal  and Yugoslavia.  The  results of 
these  calculations are  set  out  in table 16 below.  The  percentage  of v10men 
went  up  considerably  and fairly steadily over the perjod in question. 
(14)  See  ONI  (National  Immigration Office,  France)  statistics. 
(15)  E.G.  DRETTAKIS,  Changes  in the  Composition  and  Sectoral Distribution 
of Migrant  Workers  in West  Germany,  1960-1972  in "Migrations interna-
tionales",  vol.  XI,  n°4,  1973,  PP•  192-204 
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..  --~~- ·;~:;;-- '" .  T----·--~;:;h~~~;,~·;i-~g  -~·~·,:~-r~i-e-s--~-·····-~~.:~;rJ  ;~~:~;-c.'~~·;r~:~----~ 
]]  .. 99(0;01'  ---·~~~-3  ~;~--·-----·-r··---------~-~-;;;- -~·--·----, 
0.357  0.129 
1962  0.366  Oul8l 
1963  0~389  0.239 
1964  0.404  0.267 
1965  0.432  0.284 
1966  0.460  0.325 
1967  0.491  0.397 
1968  0.479  0.415 
1969  0.473  0.411 
1970  0.462  0.402 
1971  0.439  0.390 
1912  0.444  0.408 
Source:  G.  DRETTAKIS,  op.  cit. table  1  (c)  page  194. 
DRETTAKIS  considers that  the  increase  in the  proportion of women  in 
the  migrant  population in both the  categories is a  pointer to  the  structural 
.and permanent  nature  of  the  settlement  of migrants  in  Germai."lY•  However, 
although these  rates have  risen in  a  spectacular fashipn  (since they vary 
bet.,reen  0 .. 41  and 0.45  in 1972 while  the  figure  for  the national population 
is 0.56)  the  difference reveals that  there is still a  considerable number 
of  single  and  unaccompa~ied me~o 
DRETT.AKIS  found that  the proportion of women  went  up  in 1967  - i  .. e. 
during the  recession.  This would  suggest that it is usually single  or 
unaccompanied male  migrants  vTho  leave  during  a  period of recession. 
DRETTAKIS  also  compares  the proportion of women  in particular groups  of 
the  foreigr1  population  ..  Differences between  the various nationalities are 
considerable. 
TABLE  17:  HOivJEN  t-JORKERS  I~.96~)J72  IN VARIOUS  MIGRANT  POPULATIONS 
IU  GEftNA1TY 
untry ·:f or:;;;-· ,- ~-~96~ 
----+·-----
~-aly  0.068 
Greece  0.132 
Spain  0.,210 
Turkey  0,.075 
Portu.gal  O~  214 
Yugoslav~.a  O~ 231 
'---~·--·---"'r,.,....,._,_..,.,.  .  ._.___  _.,.,_..,. _  __.. ....... ~--·-,..,--, 
S:Ju.rce  - G~  DP.ETTAKIS,  op.  c:i  t.,  table 3,  page  198. 
1972 
0 .. 324 
0.762 
0,430 
0.,296 
Oo427 
0~447 47  V/448/76-E 
Similar trends  and  similar differences are  fom1d  in other  countries~ 
Tapinos  has  shmm that both the proportion of workers  in the  popul:.;,.tion 
and the  number  of  employed women  are  on  the  increase  in France  (16)., 
There  are  a  number  of reasons for thiso 
In the  case  of  Community  migr2r.ts~  the  arrival of the  farniJ.y  is 
authorized by  the  Community· Regu.lat i.on  on  the free  movement  of 1-mrkers 
from  the  Member  States  a.YJ.d  it is simply considerations of probable  length 
of  sta;y  and  cost of installation 1;-;hich  determine  the  unequal  sex 
distribution of the  migrants.o 
Hov!ever,  various(other factors  ai'fect  the  situation of  Community 
migrants~  'i'he  same  language  in the host  country and the  country of origin 
-- as  in  the  United Kingdom  and.  Ireland - mcy  make  it easier for women 
to  emigr2.te,  in which  case  they tend to gravitate to the  jobs where  a 
kno\'rledge  of the  language  is important.  This is '"hy  there  is a  very 
large proportion of women  in the Irish immigrant  population in the United 
Kingdom  ( 17). 
For all i'>'Orkers  from  outside the  Community,  there is the  effect of· 
Com.'llu.ni ty immigration policies - which  may  place restrictions on  the 
vlife  and family  accompanying the worker  and which,  for  example,  only 
provide  certain social  security benefits,  such as family allowances  and 
maternity grants,  if the worker is accompanied. 
' 
In the  case  of workers  from outside Europe  and,  in particular,  from 
all the Mediterranean countries,  the fact  that  our sqcieties are  permissjve 
in their attitudes towards women  and  tov.rards  women  vJOrkers  mcy  be  an 
obstacle to the  migrant worker being  joined by his family.  This is also 
true  in the United Kingdom for  immigrants  from  Pakistan,  India and  the 
West  Indie  So 
However,  the  data suggest  that  bet\'>'een  1965  and 1973  - i.e. before 
it was  decided to  stop  immigration  - the proportion of women  to men  in 
the migrant  population rose  considerably.  Tapinos  (18)  notes that there 
were  substantially more  women  workers in the migrant  population in France, 
number  having risen from  19  500  in 1966 to  31  000  in 1970,  probably for 
reasons other  tha.~  a  desire  to unite  the family  and settle in the  host 
country  ..  Tapinos  suggests that families  are now  being united for very 
different  reasons.  Until recently,  the migrant  worker  took his wife  and 
family vri th him  and tried to  settle them  in the  host  country.  Today,  the 
wife  isbrought ?Ver  so  that more  money  can  be  accumulated over  a  shorter 
period,  the  length of the  stay abroad reduced  and the family  taken 
home  more  qu.icklyo  Examples  of both types of migration are  found  side-by- · 
side·today. 
(16) 
(17) 
(18) 
G.  TAPINOS,  L'immigration etrangere  en France  - 1946-1973,  dans 
II Cahier  INED,  travaux et documents"'  n°71'  P. u.F  .. ,  Paris,  1975 
Rapport  irlandais,  pp.  8-11  · 
in the  Review. "Population",  n°5,  1971 
.;. -.  ~I 
")p  [,.;:.~e-::.='..0  ·Jl"'  ~:~--.:~--~:--.:.~·---~  :·.-.::·u.s~_:.;l;:·;l.(;_r;f  it  ~~c:om.:::.  l·i}~~~:~r  r.~~at  -~,·;·1a  ~--·-·cri·vaJ.  of  ;n,:._.:--:·~ 
:/o~..;J:,~~,- :Jeop:.~3  ~C!.-!\~.  :_·;l_:.:~.:~.ci:-~-:.!r  -~)\~;.~y·  t.b.e  last  :f<::!'l-J  .T~'22r;·~  }1Ci.-S  ~._.~GL).  ~-~;  t:r  .. c•  ol-j(.c·l~i·ve 
ir~t(~:ro.J  :;  ·:,_:  ...  ~;!-·.r  co·~.;.:··1t ..  _~j-'-;s  a.r/i  -:::;·lei!'  e.C()~:lcr:iics:,  i"tl  tl::.1·~- t[1·J  ~-- i~.:-~~-1 :.~~~.oc·5  ..  of' 
s~;  ....  D~  1iz~~:t  ... g  l~·,ri:a.t  -~  .. \·.:;  ::lOIJ8  Vii-Ll  b(:~  c  ...  nro  .. oil·3  L!X  ..  Ld  mallE·;:~C-l::·  ·
1.-:!.bo~:.:_::·  fcrce  is 
GOJ"J.G:i.iV.:~t··.3..·~.;:.,.:r  ir:tt.=;rE:c~..;:·,:::~I  :L~.:  l7rizr(.;.l1t  ,  .. .rork::e:r.·n  h.:-t·.r~~  th~:l  OlJ)O:{~T:1.~.:~_i_tJ·  ~o  -tJr·~L:.'}.(r 
t:J.  ...  :::J.::~  r·..-;i!ui  i..i.~·s  -~·Ji  .,.~:c.  -~.b.erri.~  ("P.he  o.rri·1J  .. aJ.  of  more  ~~.;·i·~res  r-tc·=:  (·Y~.iJ d.1··et1  n.c-.~.~p  also 
mf~~J:.~.  :~:lD.t  1ao7·e  ~perrna~~~~~:crt  re.:;id.•31J.CC  }Jer)n1:i:t~1  !.'!.av·~:  betn:.  GJ.""~.:::..rrt•?.l)  ..  _.  ...  c1.l t}~.o~:tgh 
thir3  i.e  by  no  .meD~-.\.'3  prov0r1  by  c~re:1t statistics"'  F'ir:.-?LlJ.~T:  ~~·(:.it~  f'E:-m~~1:~tization 
oi' the  mi&T'ant;  pop~:tlation is also  due  to the  r·2~1.ativeJ  .. y  la.rce  ix;.crea  .. se  in 
job  oppo:cJci.Jl").i.ties  for  lr-Joraer~.  i::n  t:he  ,.:-.:esto 
It  i_s  perrjaps :for these  re::1sons  that  there  are  relativel  v  fm-.r 
unu;an·:i.ed  respone.ents  in the  samples  ..  The  figures  a.re  usuallyv betHeen  9% 
and  18/;,  according to  co1mtry  7  although the French  sample,  Hi th more  than 
46%,  vias  an exception  ..  This relatively J.ow  proportion of  single  and 
unaccompanied.  men  did not  tally tvi th the bias tcMards  accompanied or 
unaccompan.iecl  immigration.  in the policies of the various  co1mtries.  The 
methods  used to  select the  sample  (from towns  and.  districts v1he:re  the 
immigrant  population \'las  high)  may v:ell  have  affected the proportion of 
single  and.  unaccompanied  migrant~ given that  hostels  and  other types of 
accommodation for the  single man  are distributed differently from  family 
housing. 
Tables 18  and 19  divide  male  migrants into those  that  are  single  and 
those that  are  accompanied by all or part  of the  family  (19). 
(19 )A more  detailed analysis of the  samples from this angle  can be  found 
in table  A94  & A.5  in  axmex  to this chapter$ f'f 
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'LmLE  18  - DISTRTBUTION  OF  MIGRAN1'  HORKERS  INTO  SUWLE  OR  UNACCOMPANIED  AliD  ACCOMPANIED  BY  ALL  OR  PART  OF  THEIR 
-- FMHLY  ( 1912) 
c----··  -- l  I  Host  cocmtry  Workers  Single  Married but  Total  single  Married  Total 
unaccomnanied  & u.naccomp_anied  accompc:,nied  ·--
number  %  number  %  number  %  nuinber  %  number  o1  ;a 
< 
l Germany  0  .. 4  ·57  9o7  532  90.3  589 
! 
Migrants  55  9  .. 3  2  100 .. 0 
Nationals  I  30  16  .. 1  - - 30  16.1  156  83.9  186  100 .. 0 
Belgium  Migrants  65  9·4  59  8o5  124  17.9  567  82.1  691  100.0 
Nationals  13  13 .. 8  3  3.2  16  11 .. 0  78  83.0  94  100.0 
Denmark  Migre~"lts  64  10.8  ll8  20.0  182  30.8  409  69 .. 2  591  100.0 
Nationals  22  11.5  - - I - - 22  .  1lo5  170  88u5  192  100.0 
France  :Migrants  132  18.5  198  27.8  330  46.3  382  53·7  712  100.0 
Nationals  21  19.6  1  . 1.0  22  20.6  85  19·4  107  100.0 
Luxembourg  IMigr  em t s  21  3,0  - - 21  3.0  679  97.0  700  100.0 
Nationals  21  21.0  5  5·0  26  26.0  74  74.0  100  100.0 
Netherlands  Migrants  66  11.7  287  51.0  3.53  61.7  208  37.0  561  100.0 
Nationals  9  4.0  12  5·3  21  9·3  206  90o7  227  100.0 
United Kine,'liom  :Migrants  I  43  1-1  54  9·1  91  17.4  462  82.6  559  100.0 
'  Nationals  I 
26  13.4  l  0.5  27  13.9  167  86.1  194  100.0 
-------------- - ··-- -----------·----r- - ----,- I 
Host  country  1-lorkers  Single/ur.-J  Accoffipanied  Total 
accomnanied  _r:_e spondent s  r-·-·  .  number  ~b  · number  %  number{  % 
Germany  Comm.  30  15.5  I  164  84.5  194  100.0 
Eur.  10  5ol  186  94.9,  196  100.0 
Non-Eur.-.  17  8  .. 5  182  91-5  199  100.0 
:Belgium  Corn.  15  10.6  126  89.4  141  100.0 
Eur.  23  7o8  272  92.2  295  100.0 
Non-Eur.  86  33.7  169  66.3  255  100.0 
Denmark  Corn.  - - - - - -
Eur.  64  27.4  170  72.6  234  100.0 
Non-Eu:r.  118  33.0  239  67.0  357  100.0 
France  Com.  17  24.6  52  75-4  69  100  .. 0 
Eur.  97  33.3  194  66.7  291  100.0 
Non-Eur.  116  61.4  136  38.6  352  100.0 
Luxembourg  Com.  4  1.3  294  98.7  298  100.0 
Eur.  17  4  .. 2  385  95.8  402  100.0 
Non-Eur.  - - - - - 100.0 
Netherlands  Com.  23  50.0  23  ,.  50.0  46  100.0 
Eur.  57  45.6  60  54.4  125  100.0 
Non-Eur.  278  70.2  117  29.8  392  100.0 
United Kingdom  Corn.  9  14.3  54  85.7  63  100.0 
Eur.  - - - - - -
Non-Eur.  88  17.8  408  82.2  496  100.0 
Table  19  shows  that  the  percentage  of  single/unaccompanied migrants 
in the  German,  :Belgian  a~d Dutch  samples is higher  among  workers  from the 
Community  and  out side Europe  than it is among  workers  from non-EEC 
countries of Europe,  whereas  the  general  tendency  in the  other countries 
is for the  percentage  of U."laccompanied/ single  men  to  go  up  as the  place 
of  origin is more  distant. 
Tables  20  and  21  provide  more  precise comparisons between  the number 
of dependants of nationals and migrant  respondents,  by  countryo 
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TABLE  2Q_:  HUMBER  OF  Dl!iPENDANTS  OF  MIGRANT  AND  NATIOlJAL  RESFDNDENTS  (1975) 
Country  Horkers  Number  of dependants 
0  1  2 
number  %  number  %  number 
I  Germany  Migrants  8  lo6  88  18.4  127 
Nationals  2  1.1  42  23o7  56 
Belgium  Migrants  67  ll.  7  88  15.3  126 
Nationals  14  19.0  18  24.3  18 
Denmark  Migrants  76  12.5  12a  20.2  159 
Nationals  12  6.2  51  26.4  39 
France  Migrants  327  45·7  90  12.6  170 
!Luxembourg 
·  Nationals  19  17.4  30  27.5  41 
Migrants  135  19.3  85  12.1  155 
Nationals  14  14.0  25  ~5.0  30 
Netherlands  Migra.Dts  355  62.9  27  4.8  38 
Nationals  30  13.2  61  26.9  48 
United Kingdom  Migrants  107  18.6  . 56  9·1  89 
Nationals  39  19.2  57  28.1  39 
---- --------
Total 
3  + 
-~-
%  munber  %  number  of  ;o 
26.5 '  255  53e5  478  100.0 
31.6  77  43.6  177  100.0 
22.0  292  51.0 .  573  100.0 
24.3  24  32.4  74  100.0 
26.4  247  40o9  604  100.0 
20.2  91  47o2  193  100.0 
23.7  129  18.0  716  100.0 
37.6  19  17.5  109  100.0 
22.1  325  46.5  100  100~0 
30.0  31  31.0  100  100.0 
6.7  144  25.6  564  100.0 
21.1  88  38.8  227  100.0 
15·5  323  56.2  575  100.0 
19.2  68  33.5  203  100.0 !7f 
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TABU':'  21:  NUI;ffiER  O'B'  DEPENDANTS  OF  :MIGRANTS  FROM  THE  VARIOUS  AREAS  OF  ORIGIN  (1975) 
.  I 
i 
I  Gou_ 
'  f 
I_ 
'  j Germ 
I 
!Be  1g 
I 
I 
t  .,.., 
!  _v8T1Tll  . 
'  '  I 
;  l~'ran 
1 
; 
'  i 
r -
!  li'JX8 
I 
I 
I 
I 
! Neth 
i 
1 
i 
I 
i 1Jn:i.t 
! 
I 
I  ,  L_  __ _ 
Horkers 
Comm. 
Eur. 
Non-Eur. 
Comm9 
I Eur  ..  I  Non-Eur. 
Comm. 
i  E  I  ur.  I  Non-Eur  .. 
.  Comm .. 
I  Eur. 
I Non-Eur. 
g  Comm. 
Eur. 
Non-Eur. 
ds  Comrn. 
Eur.  I  Non-EliTe 
ngdom I  CorrLrn. 
Eur,  I  Non-Eur  .. 
0 
number 
6 
2 
-
-
-
-
-
24 
52 
15 
97 
215 
32 
103 
-
23 
332 
12 
-
95 
Number  of dependants 
1  2 
%  number  %  nwnber  % 
,-
'  4.2  22  15.8  44  31.4 
1.1  63  36.2  58  33.3 
- 3  1.8  25  l5o2 
- - - - -
- - - - -
- - - - -
- - - - -
10.0  51  21 .. 2  70  29.2 
14.2  71  19.5  89  24.5 
21.7  14  20.3 
I 
32  46.4 
33.2  54  18.5  94  32.2 
60.6  22  6.2  44  12.4 
10.7  39  13.0  67  22.5 
25 .. 6  46  11.4  88  2lo9 
- - - - -
so.o  - - - -
58.8  - - - -
17.6  12  17.6  11  16.2 
- - - - - I 
18.7  44  8.7  78  15.4  I 
I 
Total 
3  and  more 
number I  %  I  number  ~r % 
68  48.6  140  i  100o0  I 
51  29.4  174  100.0 
136  83.0  164  100.0 
- - - I  -
I 
I  I 
- I  - - i 
- I  - - - -
I 
I 
- - - - I 
95  39o6  I  240  !  wo.o I 
I 
152  41 .. 7  I 
364  lOOeO  I 
8  11.6  69  lOO~O l 
41  16  .. 1  292  I  lOOwO  , 
74  20.8  355  I 
, '"'0  0  I 
.LV  e  I 
160  58.3  298 
i  1oo.o I 
165  41.1  402  100.0 ! 
- - - - 1 
23  50 eO  I 
46  100.0 I 
232  41.2  564  100.0 
I  I 
33  48.6  68  ! 
100.0 i 
- - -· 
100~0 i  290  57.2  507 
----. 53  V/448/76-E 
Tables  20  and  21  give  somev.rhat  different results from  tables 18  and  19 
as regards  d.epend.a.."ltS"  The  only plausible explanation is that  the  mi{:;Tat_tt 
>-Torkers  had  a  different  understanding of the  questions  on which tables 18 
nnd  19  e.re  l>asod_.,  The  questions  on living alone  or with others  a:-e 
interpreted dii'fer(mtly according to the  actual  situation the  mit;,:·a:nt 
worker is ino  Generally  spea..k::ing,  moreover  the results  in tables  2U  and  21 
are  more  reliable  Q  The  number  of  single  unaccompanied migrants  in ths 
country is usually higher than those '.:lo  actually state they  are not 
accompanied  by their wife  and  famil2: ..  Many  of the  migrants living in single 
accoxr.modation did not  see  -themselves  as living alone. 
'I'hese  tables  show that  in Germany,  :Belgium,  Luxemoourg  and  the United 
Kingdom7  more  immigrants  than nationals have  three  or  more  dependantso  In 
the  other three  cou...YJ.tries ·- France,  Denmark  a.YJ.d  the Netherlands  - the 
proportion of single  men  and  small families is higher.  These  differences 
appear to  be  due  to deliberate choices in selecting the  samples~  More 
respondents  in France  a..YJ.d  the Netherlands v<ere  single  or living in hostels. 
I 
Overall,  the reports make  it ciear that,  when  migrant families  are 
ur1ited,  their households  are generally larger than national  households, 
usually because  they tend to  have  more  children  and also because  they 
often support  other relatives as wello  Migrants often complain that  low-
priced housing in Community  countries is designed for  smaller familie-s 
than theirso  The  effect of size of family will be  analyzed later in the 
section on  density of  occupation of housingo 
From the point  of view of housing policy,  it is worth noting that, 
among migrant  workers,  sLYJ.gle  people  and childless couples tend to move 
more  often than whole  familieso  However,  proof  can only be  furnished by 
further statistics -- and,  in spite of the  substantial  amount  of migration 
in the countries of the  Community  today,  the  phenomenon is an  inadequately 
documented  one  .. 54 
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GER..Y!.t~.NY  --- Total  migrants  591  74  .. 6  100.0 
of wh:i.ch:  EEC  196  24.7  33 o  2 
Non-EEC  395  49.9  66.8 
Eur..  198  25.0  33.5 
Non-Eur&  197  24.8  33.3 
Nationals  201  25.3 
Grand Total  792  100.0 
BELGIUJ.1 
Total  migrants  723  87 .. 1 
of which:  EEC  143  17 .. 3 
Non-EEC  580  69 .. 9 
Eur  ..  305  36.7 
Non-Eur  ..  275  33.1 
Nationals  107  12.9 
Grand  Total  830  100.0 
DENMARK 
Total migrants  605  75.6 
of which:  EEC 
Non-EEC  605  75.,6 
Eur.  241  30  .. 1 
Non-Eur.  364  45.5 
Nationals  195  24.4 
Grand Total  800  100.0 
FRAUCE 
Total migrants  716  86.8 
of which:  EEC  69  8.4 
Non-EEC  647  78  .. 4 
Eur  ..  292  35o4 
Non-Eu.r  ..  355  43.0 
Nationals  109  13 .. 2 
Grand Total  825  100.0 
LUXEMBOURG 
Total migrants  700  87o5 
of which:  EEC  298  37  .. 2 
Non-EEC  402  50o3 
Eur  ..  402  50  .. 3 
Non-Eur., 
Nationals  100  12.5 
Grand Total  800  100  .. 0 
100.0 
19.8 
80.2 
42.2 
38.0 
100.0 
100.0 
39.8 
60.2 
100.0 
9.6 
90.4 
40.8 
49 .. 6 
100.0 
42  .. 6 
57.4 
57 .. 4 55  V/448/76-E 
TABI..E  A  1 
1'ETI-i'ER.LAND S 
Total  migrants  564  75o8  100.,0 
of which:  EEC  47  6  .. 3  8  .. 3 
Non-EEC  517  69 .. 5  91.7 
Eur.  12~  16.8  22.2 
Non-Eur.  . 392  52o7  69 .. 5 
Nationals  130  24.2 
Grand  TotaJ.  744  100.0 
U1HTED  KINGDOM 
Total  migrants  582  74o1  100,.0 
of which:  EEC  68  8  .. 7  11.7 
Non-EEC  514  65.4  88.3 
Eur., 
Non-Eur.  514  65o5  88  .. 3 
Nationals  203  25.9 
Grand  Total  785  100.0 
.. TAB~~  .. !:.:._.?:..:  Distribution of  persons  intervieHed by  age  group  (1975  situation) 
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j  y·  • 
1  IiOS"t  coun 
! 
try 
•  ! 
!-------
!  GERM!J.'lY 
!  'T'  .  l  .  ·  _o"ta  m~gr-
of which: 
I 
I  Nationals 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
l 
I 
I 
Grand  Tvt 
BEIJJIL'T•! 
·rrot a.l-migr 
of vrh:i.ch: 
Nationals 
Grand  Tot 
Ii2:NJ;IAR.I(  --·----- l'ot a!.  mier 
of whi.::h: 
Nationals 
Grand  Tot 
ants 
EEC 
Non-EEC 
Eur .. 
Non-Eur  .. 
1 
ants 
EEC 
Non-EEC 
Eur. 
Non-Eur. 
1 
ants 
88C 
~ron-EEC 
~UTo 
tion-Euro 
l 
0  - 24 
No.  o;~ 
36  6  .. 1 
21  10.6 
15  3.8 
6  3  .. 0 
9  4o5 
8  4  .. 0 
44  I  5·5 
49  1  .. 0 
- -
- -·  - - - -
7  1·4 
56  7.,0 
56  9.4 
- -
56  9o4 
17  7.0 
39  10.8 
11  5·1 
67  8.4 
25  - 34  35  - 44 
No.  %  No.,  % 
214  36.2  229  38.8 
67  34.0  54  21·4 
147  38.4  170  43o2 
58  29.9  85  43.8 
89  44·1  90  45 .. 2 
52  25o9  61  30 .. 3 
266  33.6 I  290  36.6 
180  25o5  290  I  41.0 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
22  23.1  32  33o7 
202  25.2  322  40"2 
306  51o0  179  29.9 
- - - --
306  51.0  179  29o9 
101  42.0  88  36.6 
205  57.1  91  25.4 
53  27o4  34  17.6 
359  45.3  213  26.9 
I 
-
45  &  + 
No.  % 
.••  111  18.9 
55  28 .. 0 
56  14o6 
45  23~3 
11  5·6 
80  39.8 
191  24o3 
187  26.5 
- -
- -
-- -
- -
34  35o8 
221  27.6 
58  9·7 
- -
58  9o7 
34  14v4 
24  6.6 
95  49 .. 3 
153  19o4 
-~  --··r----·-·--; 
TOTAL  !  i  . -f-I=·i  l 
. 
I 
I 
I 
•  I 
No~  -4----·---J 
!  l 
590  lOOeO I  I 
.  197  100~01  l 
393  100.0  I 
194  100e0  i 
199  100.0  I 
201  lOO~O I 
791  I  100.0 I  l 
706 
95 
BOl 
599 
599 
240 
359 
193 
792 
! 
l 
10~,0 i 
I 
'  j 
lOOoO  I 
100.0 I 
• 
l()f'  "  l 
,( 
vVcU  I  v 
I 
lO~oO I  6 
100o0  ~  1 
100.0  ~ 
.J 
lOOeO  2 
lOOoO  •  8 
\jl 
C\ 
.  .:~  .....  .:.o.. 
..i"":=.. 
CD  ·-.__ 
~-
0\ 
~ FRANCE 
Total  migrants  58  8  .. 1  309  43ol  223 
of vihich:  EEC  5  7o2  17  24 .. 6  17 
Non-EEC  53  8.2  292  45el  206 
Eur.  24  8.2  106  26.3  108 
Non-Eur.  29  8.1  186  52o4  98 
Nationals  14  12 .. 8  44  40.3  24 
Grand  Total  72  9·9  353  48o7  147 
LUXE1iiBO'URG 
Total  migrants  26  3o7  226  32 .. 2  262 
of \'Ihich:  EEC  5  lo7  35  llo7  132 
Non-EEC  21  5o2  191  47 ·5  130 
Eur.,  21  5e2  191  47o5  130 
Non..:Euro  - - - - -
Nationals  24  24o0  27  27.0  21 
Grand  Total  50  6.,2  253  31.6  283 
NETI-'::ERLANDS 
Total  migrants  27  4o8  162  28 .. 8  284 
of which:  EEC  10  21 .. 7  ll  23o9  18 
Non-EEC  17  3.3  151  29 .. 2  266 
Eura  9  7.2  44  35.2  49 
Non-Eur  ..  8  2.0  107  27o3  217 
Nationals  4  1.8  56  24.7  51 
Grand  rrotal  31  3o9  248  27.6  335 
' 
UNITED  KUWDOT<i 
Total  m~.g-rar"ts  40  6.9  144  24o8  225 
of vrhi<.;Jl!  EEC  2  2.9  12  17.6  19 
Non-EEC  38  7o4  132  25.8  206 
Eur.  - - - - -
Non-Euro  38  7o4  132  25.8  206 
Nationals  15  1·4  47  23.1  43 
Grand  Total  55  7  .. 0  191  24o4  268 
I 
31 .. 1  126  17 .. 7  I 
24 .. 6  30  43.6  I 
31.8  96  14o9 
37.0  54  18 .. 5 
27 .. 6  42  llo9 
22 .. 0  27  24.9 
20.3  153  21.1 
37e4  186  26 .. 7 
44o3  126  42.3 
32 .. 3  60  l5o0  . 
32 .. 3  60  15.,0 
- - -
21 .. 0  28  28 .. 0 
35·4  214  26 .. 8 
50o4  90  16o0 
39ol  7  15o3 
51·5  83  16.0 
39  .. 2  23  18 .. 4 
55·4  60  15  .. 3 
22.4  140  51.1 
42.4  206  26 .. 1 
38.8  171  29 .. 5. 
27.9  35  5lo5 
40.2  136  26.6 
- - -
40 .. 2  136  26 .. 6 
21 .. 2  98  48.3 
34  .. 2  269  34o4 
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69 
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292 
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402 
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392 
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lOO~O I 
100.,0 
100.0 
100e0 
100.,0 
loo.o 
100.,0 
1oo,.o  I 
100  .. 0 
.100.,0 
-
100.,0 
100.,0 
100.0 
100.,0 
100.,0 
100.,0 
100.0 
100o0 
100  .. 0 
' 
100.0 
100.0 
100 .. 0 
-· 
100  .. 0  j 
100o0  · 
lOOoO.  _j 
8 
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~ 
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~ .I'f~!;E J:..J.:  Persons  interviewed classified according to  length of  stay  (1975  situation) 
r-·--
l  Host  co 
~ 
i 
ld-~---
1 
l 
GEP,J\rfJ:JY 
Totai"li1 
of 1,;hic 
Rational 
Grand  T 
BELGIUM 
Total  n 
of v<hic 
Nationa 
Gra11d  '1
1 
JJEIT!FLAli.K 
7 .fiotaJ  m 
of 'tlhic 
Jiationa 
Grand  T 
- --
try 
'l'ant s 
EEC 
Non-EEC 
Eur., 
Non-Eur., 
al 
rants 
1:-:EC 
No:n-EEC 
Euro 
Non-Eur  .. 
al 
r·ants 
EEC 
Non-EEC 
Eu.ro 
lion-Eur., 
9.l 
1965 
No.  % 
222  37.6 
81  41 .. 3 
141  25~7 
99  50o3 
42  21 .. 2 
- -
- -
164  23 .. 9 
70  53o0 
94  17o0 
84  28 .. 6 
10  3  .. 8 
- -
- -
- - - - - -
- -
- - - - - -
1965  - 1969  1970  - 1974  TOTAJJ 
No ..  %  No.  %  No. 
208  35  .. 2  161  27 .. 2  591 
70  35o7  45  23.,0  196 
138  34o9  116  29o4  395 
60  30 .. 4  38  19o3  197 
78  39o4  78  39 .. 4  198 
- - - - -
- - - - -
412  60o2  109  15"9  685 
41  31.1  21  15 .. 9  132 
371  67.,1  88  15o9  553 
181  61.,6  29  9  .. 8  294 
190  73·4  59  22.,8  259 
- - - - -
- - - - -
160  26o4  445  73.6  605 
- - - - -
160  26 .. 4  445  73.,6  605 
121  50 .. 2  120  49.8  241 
39  10.7  325  89.3  364 
- - - - -
- - - - -
I 
% 
100.,0  I  100 .. 0 
100.,0 
100.,0 
100.,0 
- -
100 .. 0  i 
100 .. 0  •  l 
100.,0  I 
100 .. 0 
wo.o 
-
-
lOOoO 
-
100  .. 0 
lOOoO 
100.,0 
-
-
-------~ 
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I 
i 
I 
I 
·-...J~ 
•:r·· 
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'·~ 
~~ 
~  co  ..... ~ 
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~J FRANCE. 
Total migrants  227  31.9  281  39·5 
of which:  EEC  55  82.1  9  13.4 
Non-EEC  172  26.7  272  42.2 
Eur.  56  19.3  133  45·9 
Non-Euro  116  32.7  139  39o3 
Nationals  - - - -
Grand Total  - - - -
LUXE}.fBOURG 
Total  migrants  282  4063  133  19.0 
of v-rhich:  EEC  239  80.2  43  14.4 
Non-EEC  43  10.7  90  22o4 
Eur.  43  10o7  90  22o4 
Non-Eur.  - - - -
Nationals  - - - -
Grand Total  - - - -
NETHERLANDS 
Tot a1  migrants  103  18.3  289  51.2 
of which:  EEC  15  32.6  14  30.4 
Non-EEC  74  14.,6  275  54·5 
Eur.  43  34.6  35  28.2 
Non-Eur.  31  8.1  240  63.1 
NationaJ.s  - - - -
Grand Total  - - - -
ID:TITED  K:' :WDOM 
Tot aJ.  migrants  485  83.4  83  14.2 
of •·1hich:  EEC  59  86.8  7  10.2 
Non-EEC  426  83.0  76  14.8 
Eur.  - - - -
Non-Eur.  426  83.0  76  14o8 
Nationals  - - - -
Grand Total  - - - -
---------
203  28.6  711 
3  4-5  67 
200  31.1  644 
101  34.8  290 
99  28.0  354 
- - - - - - . 
285  40o7  700 
16  5·4  298 
269  66.9  402 
269  66.9  402 
- - - - - -
- - -
172  30o5  564 
17  37o0  46 
155  30o9  504 
46  37.2  124 
109  28.8  380 
- - - - - -
13  2.4  581 
2  3.0  68 
11  2.2  513 
- - -
11  2.2  513 
- - -
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t'rJ 'I'.ABLE  A 4:  Distribution of persons  intervie-v1ed  according to  -vmther  accompanied by  rJife  ar1dhr  c~:i.lrlren  (1975  :situatior:) 
r-- I  .  !  I  ·,  T 0  T A  L  i  I  Host  country  .  I 
1  No.  %  No.  %  No.  %  No..  %  }--J 
I  G"ERM.ANY  i  I 
I 
Total  migrants  55  9o3  2  0.,4  532  90.3  589  100.,0 
of which:  EEC  29  15.0  1  0.5  164  84o5  194  lOOoO 
Non-EEC  26  6.6  1  0.,2  368  93o2  395  100.,0  ~-
1  Eur.  9  4. 6  1  0  .. 5  ·186  94.9  146  100.,0 
1  Non-Eur.,  17  8.5  - - 182  91.5  199  100~0 I  I  Nationals  30  16.1  - - 156  83.9  186  100e0  , 
Grand Total  85  11.,0  2  0.2  688  88.8  715  100.,0  j 
.  BEIJ1IU11~ 
j Total  migrants 
I .  of \vhich:  EEC 
I  Non-EEC 
1  Eur., 
1  Non-Em~. 
I  1JatiODalS 
65 
lO 
55 
17 
38 
13 
78 
9.4 
7.1 
10.0 
5.8 
14.9 
13 .. 8 
9.9 
59 
5 
54 
6 
48 
3 
62 
8.5 
3  .. 5 
9.8 
2  .. 0 
18.8 
3.2 
7o8 
567 
126 
441 
272 
169 
78 
645 
82 .. 1 
89.4 
80.2 
92o2 
66.3 
83.0 
82.3 
691 
141 
550 
295 
255 
94 
785 
100.,0 
100 .. 0 
100.0 
100  .. 0 
100~0 
100.0 
I 
100.0  I  l  Grand Total 
I 
1
1 
DElJ"HA.PJ( 
'TOt8:I"illigr ants  64  10.8  118  20.0  409  69o2  591  100.0  114 
of Hhich:  EEC 
Non-EEC 
Eur. 
Non-Eur., 
Nationals 
Grand Total 
64 
21 
43 
22 
86 
10.8 
9.0 
12.0 
n.5 
n.o 
118 
43 
75 
118 
20  .. 0 
18o7 
21.,0 
15.0 
409 
170 
239 
170 
579 
69.2 
72.6 
67 .. 0 
88.5 
74o0 
591 
234 
357 
192 
783 
100.0 
100.,0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
14  ..., 
i 
7 
3 
17 
.:;  '\ 
0 
c::;  .  ......_ 
..,~ 
.f;;.. 
z 
-..l 
0\ 
.1. 
L"J FRANCE 
TotaJ.  migrants  '  132  18.5  198 
of tlhich:  EEC  11  15o9  6 
Non-EEC  121  18.8  192 
Eur.  42  14  .. 4  55 
Non-Eur.  79  22.5  137 
Nationals  21  19.6  1 
Grand Total  153  18 .. 7  199 
LUXEHBOURG 
'I'otal migrants  21  3.0  -
of vlhich:  EEC  4  1.3  -
Non-EEC  17  4o2  -
Eur.  17  4.2  -
Non-Euro  - - -
Nationals  21  21.0  5 
Grand Total  42  5o3  5 
NETIIF..RLAND S 
Total migrants  66  ll.8  287 
of v1hich:  EEC  23  50.,0  -
Non-EEC  43  8.4  287 
Eur.  39  31.2  18 
Non-Eur.,  4  1.0  271 
Nationals  9  4  .. 0  12 
Grand Total  75  10.6  288 
UNITED  KINGDOM 
Tot  af-~in  igT  ants  43  1·1  54 
of which:  EEC  8  12.7  1 
Non-EEC  35  7.1  53 
Eur.  - - -
Non-Eur.,  35  7.1  53 
Nationals  26  13.4  1 
Grand Total  69  9.2  55 
27.8  382  53-7 
8.7  52  75o4 
29o9  330  51.3 
18o9  194  66.7 
38.9  136  38<>6 
1.0  85  79o4 
24.3  467  57.0 
- 679  97 .. 0 
- 294  98o7 
- 385  95o8 
- 395  95o8 
- - -
5o0  74  74.0 
o.6  753  94.1 
51.2  208  37o0 
- 23  50.0 
' 55·7  185  35 .. 9 
14  .. 4  68  55 .. 4 
69o2  117  29.8 
5o3  206  90o7 
39e4  425  50.0 
, 
9o7  462  82.6 
1.6  54  85o7 
10.7  408  82.2 
- - -
10e7  408  82.,2 
Oo5  167  86.,1 
1·3  629  83.6 
712 
69 
643 
291 
352 
107 
819 
700 
298 
402 
402 
-
100 
800 
561 
46 
515 
125 
392 
227 
788 
559 
63 
496 
-
496 
194 
753 
100.0 
lOOoO 
100.0 
100.,0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.,0 
100 .. 0 
100.,0 
100.,0 
100.0 
-
100.0 
lOOoO 
100.,0 
100.,0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.,0 
100.,0 
100.,0 
100.0 
100.,0 
-
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
4  -
4 
1 
3 
2 
6 
~ 
[;j 
tl> 
.j:::.  .. 
0\ 
I-' 
~ 
! 
0\ 
~ ~}~  A 2:  _Number  of persons living alone  or with others  (1975  situation) 
,--- - -
I  Host  COUXltry  I 
! 
i  No.  %  No.  %  ~ 
I 
' I 
G'2ffi.iAi'x7  ----- 528  89.,0  Total  migrants  66  n.o 
I  of \vhich:  EEC  21  10.,6  176  89o4 
I  Non-EEC  45  llo4  352  88.,6 
l  Eur.,  I 
9  4o5  189  95o5 
i 
i  Non-Euro  36  18.,1  163  81o9 
'  Nationals  29  14  .. 4  172  85o6 
!  Grand_  Total  95  llo9  702  99·9 
I 
I 
I 
I  BELJJIUH 
'l'ofaflili  grants 
j  213  29.6  506  70 .. 4  l 
I  of w-:hich:  EEC  - - - -
i  Non-EEC  - - - -
l  Eur,  !  - - - -
I 
Non-Euro  - - - -
Uationa1s  22  21.,0  83  79.0 
Grand Total  235  28o5  589  71·5 
I  DEN1fu\.I1K  '  I 
I  ----
l 
'l'otal  migrants  77  13 .. 1  512  86 .. 9 
of which:  EEC  - - - -
I  Non-EEC  77  13 .. 1  512  86 .. 9 
l  Eur  ..  23  9.0  210  90.1 
I  Non-Eur,.  54  15.2  302  84 .. 8  • 
l 
Nationals  11  5.6  184  94.4 
Grru~d Total  88  ll.2  696  88 .. 8 
I 
·---------, 
T 0  T  A L 
Noo  % 
594  I 1oo .. o 
197  1100.,0 
397  100QO 
198  1  100c0 
199  !  100.,0 
201  100o0 
795  100~0 
719  100(10 
- -
- I 
- - -
- -
105  100 .. 0 
804  100£0 
589  100.0 
- -
589  100.,0 
233  100.,0 
356  100.0 
195  100.,0 
784  100.,0 
! 
I 
~ 
I 
I 
I 
' 
. 
I 
I 
i 
I 
. 
I 
I 
l 
I 
l 
I 
' 
I 
------~ 
16 
-
8 
8 
16 
~ . 
I 
I 
! 
I 
l 
1 
l 
~ 
' 
I 
I 
I 
1 
C·\ 
;\,) 
<  .._ -, 
.D. 
-~ 
CD  -- -.l 
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t':J FRANCE 
Total  migrants  330  46o4  382 
of \vhich:  EEC  17  24 .. 6  52 
Non-EEC  313  48.7  330 
Eur.  97  33.4  194 
Non-Eur.  216  61.3  136 
Nationals  22  20o5  85 
Grand  Total  352  43.0  467 
LUXEMBOURG 
. Total migrants  135  19.2  565 
of which:  EEC  32  10o7  266 
Non-EEC  103  25.6  299 
Eur.  103  25.6  299 
Non-Eur.  - - -
Nationals  14  14.0  86 
~:t·and Tot a1  149  18.6  651 
!.'ETHER LANDS 
Total migrants  142  25.1  422 
of \'lhich:  EEC  - - -
Non-EEC  - - -
Eur ..  - - -
Non-Eilr.  - - -
Nationals  11  · 4o8  216 
Grand  Total  153  19o3  638 
UNITED  KINGDOM 
·~'·:)taj  migrants  36  6.2  545 
of which:  EEC  9  13.2  59 
Non-EEC  27  5·2  486 
Eur.  - - -
Non-Eur.  27  5o2  486 
Nationals  3  1  .. 4  200 
Grand  Total  . 39  4o9  745 
53.6  711 
75·4  69 
51o3  642 
66.6  290 
38.7  352 
79·5  107 
57 .o  818 
. 
80.8  700 
89.3  298 
74·4  402 
74.4  402 
- -
86.0  100 
81.4  Boo 
74·9  564 
- -
- - - -
- -
95o2  227 
80.7  791 
93.8  581 
86.8  68 
94.8  513 
- -
94.8  513 
98.6  203 
95·1  784 
100.0 
100.0 
100  .. 0 
100.0 
100  .. 0 
100  .. 0 
100.0 
100 .. 0 
100  .. 0 
100.0 
100  .. 0 
-
100.0 
100.0  i. 
100.0 
-
-
- -
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
-
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
1 
3  ~  .. 
2 
6 
fJ) 
~ 
~ 
-f::>. 
5 
C\ 
~ 'l'ABLE  A 6:  Number  of dependents  in the  country of origin  (1975  situation) 
0  1  2 
Host  country  No.  %  No.  %  No.  %  No. 
GER.HJ.JIT 
'l'otal  migrants  8  1.6  88  18 .. 4  127  26.5  81 
of \'ihich:  EEC  6  4.,2  22  15.8  44  31.4  27 
Non-EEC  2  0.5  66  19.5  83  24.8  54 
Eur.  2  1.1  63  36.2  58  33.3  30 
Non-Eur.  - - 3  1.8  25  15.2 .  24 
Na.t iona.l s  2  1.1  42  23o7  56  31.6  44 
GraJ1d  Total  10  lo5  130  19.8  183  27.9  125 
BELGIUJ-1 
Total  migrants  67  llo  7  88  15.3  126  22.0  124 
of \-:hich:  EEC 
Non-EEC 
Eur. 
Non-Eur. 
Nationals  14  19.0  18  24.3  18  24.3  13 
Grand  'rot a1  81  12.5  106  16.4  144  22.2  137 
DE.'NNARK 
'I'otal -migrants  76  12 .. 5  122  20.2  159  26.4  114 
of tJhich:  EEC  - - - - - - -
Non-EEC  76  l2o5  122  20.2  159  26.4  114 
Eur.,  24  10.0  51  21.2  10  29.2  56 
Non-Eur.  52  14.2  71  19.5  89  24.5  58 
Nationals  12  6.2  51  26.4  39  20.2  57 
Gra..'1.d  Total  88  11.0  173  21.7  198  24.8  171 
3  4  &  + 
%  No. 
17.0  174 
19.2  41 
16.0  133 
17.2  21 
14.6  112 
24.8  33 
19.0  207 
21.6  168 
17 ·5  11 
21.2  179 
18.8  133 
- -
18.8  133 
23o4  39 
15.0  94 
29.5  34 
21.5  167 
~ 
TO'rAL  l 
.  ·--:---~ 
C'  I 
.  !0· ~-~ 
36o) 
29o4 
39.4 
12.2 
68.4 
18.8 
31.8 
29 .. 4 
14.9 
27a7 
22.1 
-
22.1 
16.2 
25.8 
17·7 
21.0 
.  l 
478  I lOO.(J l 
140  100.0 i 
338  1oo.o ,
1  174  100.0. 
164  100.0 I 
lTf  I  100,0 
655  1oo.o I 
I 
573  I  10o~o 1 
74  I 
674 
604  ! 
604  I 
240 
364 
193 
191 
100.0 
100~0 
i 
i 
l 
I 
I 
lGD.O I 
£ 
! 
10:)~0 i 
100.0 I 
100.0 
100.,0 l 
100.0 
I 
l 
! 
'  l . 
i 
0\  ..,... 
~~~ 
..  --:~ 
r"  ·..V 
' ., 
-.J 
:.~'. 
) 
;~J:i FRANCE 
Total migrants  327  45·7  90  12.7  170 
of which:  EEC  15  21.7  14  20 .. 3  32 
Non-EEC  312  48.2  76  11.7  138 
Eur.  97  33.2  54  18o5  94 
Non-Eur.  215  60.6  22  6.2  44 
Nationals  19  17.4  30  27o5  41 
Grand  Total  346  41.9  120  14  .. 5  211 
LUXE:NlliOURG 
Total migrants  -l.35  19.3  85  12.1  155 
of vlhich:  EEC  32  10.7  39  13 .. 0  67 
Non-EEC  103  25.6  46  11.4  88 
Eur.  103  25.6  46  11 .. 4  88 
Non-Eur.  - - - - -
Nationals  ,.·  14  14.0  25  25o0  30 
Grand  Total  149  18.6  llO  13.7  185 
NETHERLANDS 
Total migrants  355  62.4  27  4.8  38 
of which:  EEC.  23  so.o  - - -
Non-EEC  332  58 .. 8  - - -
Eur.  - - - - -
Non-Eur.  - - - - -
Nationals  30  13.2  61  26.9  48 
I 
Grand  Total  385  48.7  88  11.1  86 
ill'TrriED  KINGDOM 
I 
Total· migrants  107  18.6  56  9·1  89 
j  of which:  EEC  12  17.6  12  17.6  11 
Non-EEC  95  18.7  44  .  8.7  78 
Eur.  - - - - -
Non-Eur,.  95  18.7  44  8.7  78 
Nationals  39  19 .. 2  57  28 .. 1  39 
Grand  Total  146  18.8  113  14o5  128 
23o7  129  18.0 
46.4  8  11.6 
21 .. 3  121  18.8 
32 .. 2  47  16 .. 1 
12 .. 4  74  20.8 
37 .. 6  19  17o5 
25 .. 6  148  18.0 
22.1  190  27.1  135. 
22.5  104  34.9  56 
2lo9  86  21.4  19 
21.9  86  21.4  79  - - - -
30.0  17  17.0  14 
23.1  207  25o9  149 
3  &  + 
6  .. 7  144  25.6 
- 23  so.o 
- 121  41.2 
- - - - - - - -
21.1  38  38 .. 8  -
10.9  232  29 .. 3  -
15o5  83  14.4  .240 
16.2  13  19.1  20 
15o4  10  13.8  220 
- - - -
15.4  70  13.8  220 
19o2  39  19.2  29 
16.4  122  l5o7  269 
--- ----- --·--- -· 
716 
69 
647 
292 
355 
109 
825 
19.4  100 
18 .. 9  298 
19.7  402 
19.7  402 
- -
14.0  100 
18.7  aoo 
564 
46 
521 
- - - - - 227 
- 791 
41.8  575 
29.5  68 
43o4  507 
- -
43.4  507 
14.3  203 
34.6  778 
100.0 
100.,0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.,0 
100.0 
100.,0 
100.0 
100  .. 0 
100 .. 0 
100.,0 
-
100 .. 0 
100  .. 0 
100.0 
100.0 
100o0 
-
-
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100,.0 
100.0 
[·0  00.,0  I 
00.,0  I 
_I 
~ 
'  I f:.j 
::.> 
0\  .. 
0\ 
V1 
.:::_ 
t 
~ 
0\ 
& 1I:he  place  assig-.ned  tc  nii.g-!'~3..::-:t  v.ror!(ers  ir1  ~·.
1ester.n  t-:(;onoii:ies  cle~c:r"lrair1es 
·i;heir  lc"vel  uf  income  a.nd,  co:lsequen·c1y1  the  ran,-;0  of goods  r,md.  s.;:rvicef.:l 
and  housing  avai1::o~olG  to  i_.'aem. 
Sj~rnil2.1,1Jr~  the  38r"-tora.1  a.r:.cl  geogro~pl1ica2.  Gre:::J.:O.o·~·Jn  of  JObS  occu.pied 
oy  mit;rant  v.'o;:·kers  d8t8rminc.s  -,.,iwther  they  are  spread. out  over  the 
territonr or concentrated in  specific areas,  thus dictatj_ng the  type  and 
cost  of their housing  and.  the  r·;;.nge  of  commun9.1  facilities  (both public 
and private)  to  which  they }lave  accesso  Today,  an  increasing proportion 
of manual  vwrk  is in the  tertiar;y sector 1  largely concentrated in the 
major  ouil  t-up areas,  2"s  is construction work  at  ;.rhich  a  lar,ze  munber  of 
migrant  workers  is employed.  On  the  other  ha'1d,  jobs  in  industry are  more 
dispersed  and trends  in  employment  in this sector are  less encouraging. 
We  shall first  corrunent  on  the  wa,y  migra."lts  are  distributed throughout 
the  various occupations  and  sectors.  This varies according to nationality 
or  country of origin  a'1d,  of  cou:cse  1  according to  sex.  Finally,  we  shall 
examination the  spatial distribu.tion of migrant  workers. 
1.  Distribution of migrants by  sector 
Although there is a  vast  amount  of economic  and  social  literature 
on  mi~ants, there  are  still no  proper a'1alyses  of changes  in  the 
distribution of migrants  among the  various  sectors  and  occupation~, nor 
of the 
11diaspora"  from  the  geographical  point  of view.  " 
There  are not  enough  statistics on  the  integrati'bn of migrant  workers 
into  our  economic  and  social  systems;  for  instance,  there  are no  figures 
on  annual  trends  in the  distribution of migrants by  sector  and by  skill 
level.  However,  in recent years,  the EEC  has been  recording data on  the 
number  of recruits per year  and per  sector. 
The  occupational  and  sectoral distribution of migrant  workers 
cannot,  ho>·Iever,  be  omitted.  The  following tables attempt  to  give  an 
overall picture  of the  situation in the major sectors - the  primary 
sector (agriculture  a:1d  mining),  the  secondary sector  (industry)  and 
construction  a"ld  the tertiary sector (services). 
1.1. Distribution  among  primary,  secondary  and tertiary sectors 
A  number  of  comments  may  be  made  on  table  22. 67  V/448/76-E 
France  has  the  highest  number  of migrants  in the  primary sector, 
followed ·by  Belgium  and  Luxembourg  ..  All  these  countries,  in fact,  employ 
a  considerable proportion of their migrant  workers  in the  coal  and  iron 
mines., 
In all countries,  the majority of migrants work  in  industry.  Ger-many, 
with 78. e;"b,  has  the greatest percentage of  mit,Tan"t s  in the  secondary 
sector and  it is followed  by .Denmark.  Vlith  74-7%,  and France,  with 66.1%  .. 
However,  if account  is taken  of mig, ant  >·mrkers  as  a  percentage  of the 
total work  force,  Luxembourg is in the  lead - 24%  of its work  force  in 
the  secondary  sector are foreign  workers.  In  Germru1y 1  in spite of the 
heavy concentration of migrants in industry·,  they  account  for  only 16%  of 
the total  work  force  in this  sectoro 
In  Germa:n,y  and France,  more  than  22%  of the  total work  force  in 
construction  is migrant  labour - i.e  ..  one  vmrker  out  of five  is foreign. 
The  greatest  differences between  the  countries are  in  the tertiary 
sector.  In  the United Kingdom,  425S  of migrants vwrk  in the  tertiary sector, 
as  GJ.gainst  37.1% in Belgium  and  38.6% in Luxembourg. 
France  is the  only country to have  a  fairly large  number  of migrant 
vwrkers  in the  transport  sector  (l2.41~)e 
The  distribution by  sector is,  obviously,  determined by  a  number  of 
factors:  by the regulations  ru1d  administrative procedures involved in 
obtaining work  ru1d  residence permits;  by  the fear of unfavourable  reactions 
on  the  part  of  consumers,  users  ru1d  clients if migrants are  employed  in 
certain types of services,  particularly if the  ethnic difference is marked; 
and by  the restrictions that workers  and their unions place  on  the hiring 
of foreign  laboure  For  example,  the distribution of migrant  workers  in the 
various branches of the  automobile  industry in the United Kingdom  is not 
determined by  economic  considerations alone --although little is 
generally made  of  any  analysis of the  other factors bearing on the  issueo 
.;. TABLE  22  - COT.JPARISJN  BY  COUWl'RY  OF  DISTRIBUTION  OF  MIGRANT  HORKERS  OVER  THE  THREE  MAIN  SECTORS, 
PLUS  liiiGRAl,TT  LABOUR  AS  PERCENTAGE  OF  'l'OTAL  HORK  FORCE 
Year  '  S  E  C T  0 R 
Host 
conn- Primary  Secondary  of \-Ihich  Tertiary  inc.  tra..'1s- Gr·a.nd  total 
try  . construction 
0/  • 
1o  m1g.  Mig.  % .  mJ.g.  Mig.  %mig.  Mig.  7o  mig. 
total  total  total 
Germany  1972  2.4  7.1  73.2  15.3  17.9  22.3  19.4 
Belgium  1971  8.4  9o7  54·5  3.6  (-)  ( -)  37.1 
Denmark  1974  1.4  (-)  74.7  ( -)  2.9  (-)  23.9 
l<'rance  1963  9.8  13.1  66.1  11.4  61.4  12.3  24.1 
Luxembourg 1966  4.1  7.0  57.3  24o3  (-)  (-)  38.6 
Netherland' 1976  2.4  ( -)  72.3  ( -)  4.2  (-)  22.8 
United  ' 
Kingdom  1966  1.6  (-)  56.0  (-)  (-)  ( -)  42.6 
Source:  Table  based  on  general  information  supplied in national reports. 
(-)  Figures not  available 
port 
Hi  g.  1o  mig.  Mig.  rc  mio·  c- !L oo  lt'lig.  t 
total  total  total 
4.9  1.0  1.6  100.0  lOeB  '  i  5o2  (-)  ( -)  100.0  7·5  I  (-)  1.0  (-)  100.0 
I  \ 
~-; 
I  ) .. 8  2.2  2.3  100.,0  7·7 
16.7  12.4  11.2  100.0  19.0 
(-)  4.6  ( -)  100.0  (-) 
(-)  (-)  ( -)  100.0  I  (-)  I 
I  I 
I 
_f ___  .. _! 
0\ 
CD 
.....  -=:::  ....__ 
.;":,. 
~':-.. 
CD  .......__, 
--J 
0\ 
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1.2.  Women  workers 
It should be  possible to  analyse  the  sectoral distribution  fur~her by 
dividing Harkers  according to  sex,  since both the  range  of  jobs offered 
and personal preference  and  skill levels differ according to sex. 
'J:'l.;o  tables illustrate the  importance  of  such  an  analysis. 
First,  table  23  shmvs  the  perc~nta.ge of the foreign  labour force 
(male)  according to nationality and  region.  These  figures are,  unfortuna-
tely,  onlJ( available for the United Kingdom  ..  Then,  table  24  shoHs  the 
distribution a.."ld  trends in the  foreign  labour force  by  sex,  these figures 
only being available for Belgium  .. 
TABLE  23  - :l'HuE  LABOUR  FORCE  AS  PERCENTAGE  OF  TOTAL  FOREIGN  LABOUR  FORCE 
(United Kingdom,  1966) 
. 
Male  workers  :United  West-Mid- Greater 
Kingdom  lands  London 
Total workers  64.  63  61 
ForeiS!];  male 
1·Iorl<ers 
Total  foreign l.J"Orker:;;  " 
from  Commonwealth  70  79  65 
I·~ ale  \·Iorkers  from 
Caribbean 
~ 
Total  vlOrkers  from 
Caribbean  61  64  59 
Male  vwrkers from 
India 
Total \.J"Orkers  from  ,, 
I  I 
India  75  90  69 
Male  \·Jorkers  from 
Palciztan 
Total Harkers from 
Pakistan  95  99  88 
Source:  English report 
Table  23  shov.1s  Hhat  a  very  smdl percentage  of the total work 
force  from  Pakistan is made  up  of liTomeno  Many  more  Indian  and, 
above  all,  Caribbean 1rmmen,  go  out to •·rork. 
.;. 
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It al  s,,  ex.er,c;o;:::  the,"!;  there  2re  major  ciiffe:r'ences  in -the  type  o:f  jobs 
held 1w  l·:o:'1cn 1  o.ccord.ing to  t;:{pe  of region or  tot~nc  There  are  m&ny  more 
jobs for v:omer.  in big cities liJ.;:c  Londono 
rl,hcse  differences in uomen 
1 s  share  of the  labour  ma..~ket  are  clue  to 
a  D\.1.i7:"be:r  of  t:1i:-:.gs:  hNJ  the pattern of  jobs  specificc:.lJ.y for  vromen  varies 
according to the  place  or region Hhere  migrants  are  concentrated;  the 
number  of Homen  of  a  g·iven nationality in the  host  country;  variations 
in size of family  according to nationality or ethnic  group j  different 
views  on  emancipation  and  "L-TOmen' s  vmrk  and  the  fact that  a  large 
percentage  of  women's  work is black market., 
Table  24  sho-v;s  the difference  in clistri  but  ion of  rnigra."lt  employment of 
sector  and  gives the trends in this distribution  (Belgium only)., 71  V/448/76-E 
TABLE  24  - TP..E:0JJ)S  BY  SE.~ IN  JOBS  OCCUPIED  BY  THE  FOREIGN  LABOUR  FC'RCE 
lLND  THE  PERCENTAGE  OF  MAlE  ~~ORKERS (BELGIUM  1947,  1961  &.  {.219J 
1 Sectors  Year  M  F  Total  ·1/Total  F/Total 
A.:,o-ricul ture  1947  2.077  115  2.192  94,8  5,2 
1961  886  34  920  96,3  3,7 
1970  509  40  549  93,0  7,0 
Mining  &  · 
quarrying  1947  67.570  299  67.869  99,6  0,4 
1961  so. 567  212  50.779  99,6  0,4 
1970  18.492  144·  18.636  99,2  0,8 
Manufacturing 
industry 
Total  1947  36.905  9.119  46.024  80,2  19,8 
1961  37.645  9.385  47.030  80.0  20.0 
1970  68.998  19.621  88.619  17-9  22.1 
,. 
of which 
Metallurgy  1970  43.091  '5·522  48.613  88.6  11,4 
Chemicals  1970  7.352  2.349  9.701  75,8  24,2 
Non  ferrous  met-
tals/ minerals 1970  7.040  1.607  8.647  81,4  18,6 
Food  & drink 
Tobacco  1970  3.911  2.052  5·963  65,6  34,4 
Textiles  1970  3.227  2.544  5-771  55,9  44,1 
Clothing & 
leather  1970  1.583  5.101  6.684  23,7  76,3 
Other  1970  2.734  446  3.240  86,2  13,8 
Construction  1947  6.662  18  6.680  99,7  0,3 
1961  8.178  34  8.212  99,6  0,4 
1970  2lo390  201  21.591  99,1  0,9 
Transport  1947  3  .. 252  50  3.302  98,5.  1,5 
1961  2.845  125  2.970'  95,8'  4,2 
1970  4o777  267  5-044  94,7  5,3 
Commerce  & 
Services  1947  4.400  1.903  12.303  35,8  64,2 
1961  7.123  8  .. 140  15.263  46,7  53,3 
1970  21.796  ]_5o 271  37.073  _28_2_8  41  _!_ 2 
Tota.l  Harkers  1947  120.866  17.504  138.370  8..,  ( 
' ' -'  12,7 
1961  97.244  17.930  115.171  8:, ;4  I  15,6 
1970  135.962  35-550 .J-~  2_12  l 0).3  :  20.1 
.~·~..:..- ~-·· ·:::- ... ,J.  .... -:'1:':)··  ..,,0<1  ~'V'-J  ~9~7.--..  ..;.<  n  ~-.-;1..  .  - +"  '""f"·..:  .... ,.....,....,  ~·t;  ,  .  .  . 
.  .:...••~.  l,,-,;t,:  ..  ~>Jl1  -...,·v.~  (.....-.!U  j_  v,  vJ18  ... _UJHiJer  0.1.  .w.l.•-6 ....  al..:  ~\TOrK8rS  l:rl  lnll1lTig 
cl.ro~,>~~l  b:r  32~  C'O·':l~  'l'h-:J se  people  G<~<3ffi  to  have  gm-:e  over  to  the  ma:n1:fa.ct'J.-
ring  inriu:~tries  arti  ·~o  ccnstructior.  and  service5.  Over  the  sarne  period, 
the  r1~~mOer cf mi{;ran-!.;  t·;ork.r3rs  1--Las  ir1creased.  i1:.  1nost,  if not  a1l,  P.'larJ.ual 
jobs  1r1  ..  ~he  seccnCLa.r:r  and  LG:rti.s:ry  sectors. 
It also  emsrges  that  the  percentage of  i~omen in the total migrant 
labour  force  \''ent  up  from  12~  7%  in 1947,  to  l5o 67S·  in  1961,  to reach 20.7% 
.:.n  1970  and.  that the number  of foreign  t>Jomen  '-1orkers  doubled bet>-;ee::l  1961 
and  l970  in Cormni ttee  and  services as •mll  as  in  ind.ustry. 
';!omen  'i·JOrkers  from  abroad  are  spread over the  sectors in v-;hich  \oJOmen 
are  traditionally employed.  There  a.re  practically none  in mining, 
construction or transport  and the highest percentages  are  in  industry 
(76.3%),  textiles  (44.1~~)  and  commerce  and  services  (41 .. 2%). 
Since  1961 1  more  men  have  been  employed  in  co~merce  a~d services  a~d 
numbers  of men  employed  in this sector are rising more  quickly  tha~ numbers 
of >-Jomen. 
1~3· Distribution of nationalities by  sector 
As  Pierre  George  has stressed,  the high turnover  in migrant  workers 
is also  accompanied by  a  succession of different nationalities  ( 20)  o  It 
is as if resources of  labo1.<.r  were  rur.ning out  ·-- at  least,  the reserves 
of  cheap,  docile  labour that the  cou..~tries of Europe  can  obtain from  the 
areas  inside  concentric circles arormd Europe's  two  major  importers of 
labour -- Germany  and  Frar.ce.  The  United Kingdom  recruits its foreign 
labour from  elsewhere  - the new  Cormnonweal th. 
Immediately after the  Second  '1-Jorld  vla.r,  Italy was  the  prime  source 
and the principal supplier of labour to the  other countries of Europeo  But 
after 1960,  it vias  faced with competition both from  t"i thin Europe  and 
further field.  This was  the  pea~ period of American  investments,  following 
(20)  P.  GEORGE,  Les Migrations  internationales,  P.V.F.  Paris,  1976,  p.  150  • 
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the  setting-up of the  Common  Market.  Then  Spain  began  competing 111i th 
Italy as  a  supplier of Norkars  to  Germany  and  Frcmcc  and  Greece  also 
entered the field,  sending most  of its Harkers to  Germany  (21). 
'  For  a  certain period,  it Has  as if the  t;,:o  major  importers of  labour 
had  shared out  the  reserves of  t::e various recruitment  zones  (22)~ 
In  1963,  Turkey  and Yugoslavia •.::merged  as  major  suppliers of ;,wrkers 
for  Germany,  and  Portugal  ~~d North Africa appeared as  suppliers for 
France. 
Since  1968,  official recruitment  has  continued in the various 
countries,  but  alongside this have  emerged  a  number  of parallel, 
unofficial floHs  of migrants  and the neat  divisions of the  previous years 
are  becoming blurred. 
The  other  co~~tries of Europe  tend to recruit their  migr~1t labour 
from  one  or other of the  old  zones -- Denmark  and the Netherlands  do  much 
the  same  as Germany,  and  Luxembourg hires most  of its foreign 1r10rkers 
from  the  Latin countries  ..  Belgium tends to  follm·; France,  v;hich,  like the 
United Kingdom,  recruits a  considerable number  of workers  from its 
ex-colonies. 
This  hotch-potch of recruitment  of -v;orkers  from  many  States -
follOi·ling the  signing and  implementation of  a  large number  of  agreements 
and bilateral treaties -- does not  mean  that there is any  comparison 
bet~.;een the Hey  in \.,rhich  the various nationalities are  shared out  among 
the various sectors. 
No  statistics are  available,  but it is clear that  each successive 
v:ave  of migrants  spread out differently over the various sectors.  This 
is mainly because migrant  labour tended to  go  to whatever  sector h'as 
short  of workers  at  the  time  and  also because  the earlier arrivals 
gradually moved  into those  sections of the  labour market  that were 
partly or completely  abandoned by  the national work force. 
The  information we  have  at our disposal reveals that  each successive 
wave  of  migra~ts only partly replaced the  previous one -- since  the 
points at t-Jhich  they entered and became  integrated into first industrial 
and  then  occupational  structures v1ere  different.  The  earliest migrants 
are normally the  most vlidely dispersed.  But  the  speed at  -v;hich  the 
migrants  spread also  depends  on  the general attitude of the population 
and on  the whole  series of regulations  and  agreements which determine 
the  status of the various nationalities.  To  all this must  be  added  a 
great  deal  of discrimination,  which ranges  from  the  subtle  to  the  obvious 
according to  the  degree  of ethnic difference of the  migrants in questione 
(21)  A.  Drettakis,  quoted by  P.  George,  op.  cit. p.  165 
(22)  B.  BELLON,  le Volant  de  main-d'oeuvre,  Ed.  du  Seuil,  Paris 1975, 
P•  132. 
.;  .. .,  I  ,,  ;J ;'  t"  -,  I/ !.l:;u, 7 o--:E, 
r?::::..l-)lo  25  sr  .. o~  .  ..-s  ~n-2  i:;.ter;·J.o)  ..  ~Jf  ~~:~i::::se  !t8(~11anir.;;rns  t;;O'lernirl{S  the  \-.Jay 
:.:n.  ·~:l1iGh  the  nLi.gr.J.:--:t s  are  dictribl.tted  ~uo11g t·ne  variou~--;  scctorse 
1 
DIS?RI3U'I'ICH  OF  ?.:ALE;  FOREIGN  l-iORKERS  l:N  TEE:  t·!EST  MIDLPJIIDS  (llK) 
in  1966 
-
~>Jational  categorv  1\~C.'"l uf  ac turing  Construction  Services  Total 
Total  Horking 
popula-tion  (male)  60.0  10.0  30o0  100.0 
Harkers  from 
Commom·real th  77 ,o  5,0  18,0 
I 
100.0 
Cari  bbea."l  72,0  8,0  20,0  100.0 
India  78,0  6,0  16,0  100.0 
?a.kistan  89,0  1,5  9,5  100.0 
Source:  1966  Sample  Census  - Commomreal th Tables  - Extract  from  the 
English  report~ 
This table  shows that Hest  Indiax1s 7  Indians  and  Pakistanis -
three  successive  waves  of  immigra."lts  - have  spread over the  various 
sectors in very different wa,ys.  l·Je  shall  see beloH  how  the  same 
tendencies appear  in the  distribution by occupation. 
Table  26  gives details of migrants of certain nationalities in 
France. 
TABLE  26  DISTRIBU'riON  BY  SECTOR  OF  MIGRANTS  FROM  CERTAIN  COUNTRIES 
HORKING  IN  FRANCE  (1973) 
Nationa.li  ty  s E  C  T  0  R 
!primary  Secondary  Tertiary  Total 
Portuguese  - 87  13  100 
r.Ioroccan  3  90  7  100 
Algerian  3  80  17  100 
The  difference  bet~-Jeen nationalities is usually less marked,  but  the 
preponderance  of the  secondary  or  industrial  sector is greater in Frru1ce 
than  in the United Kingdom,  where  migrants  have  a  greater tendency  to  go 
into the  tertiary sector. 
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lo4.,  Distribution by srtor of national  e.nd  m~grant respondents  J.:g_:!;he 
nationa1  surveys  ~ 
An  a.""ln.ly-sis  of the  distribution by  sector of re-spondents  in  the 
vario-u.s  countries of the  Corarnuni ty is set out  in table  27.  The  distribu·· 
tion is,of r:.ecessity,  influenced ·oy  the place  the  sample  l·:as  tnken  from 
and  the  metnods  used  to  select  ito  Th·:>  table confirms  the  impressj_on that 
there  are  a  great  many  foreign  ~-:rorko? '"'  in the  meta1  industries,  represen-
ting beti-.'een  637"b  and  76~~~  of  the  totaJ.  in Gernarny,  Belgium,  :Denmark  and 
the United Kingdomo  Ho1,;ever,  constr,Tction vwrkers  are  preponderant  in 
Luxemboarg  (66e9%)  and France  (46.5~;).  This  high figure  for France  can 
be  pa:dl:y  explained by  the  fact  that  the  sample  was  taken  from  a  nev: 
· to1·m.  A  considerable percentage  of migrants 1tmre  reported as Harking  irL 
trar.sport  in the United Kingdom  (34o l%)  but this arises because  of the 
method of  sarapling  a.."ld  16.8% in France.  Their  share  in other  sectors of 
industry and  services is considerable  in the 1Jetherl2.nds  ( 63%)  and  in 
Germany  ( 17. l%). 
Overall,  the  composition of the  control  group  taken from  the national 
work  force  in the  same  or neighbouring areas  as  the  migrant  vlorkers 
intervieiJed is much  the  same  as for the migrant  samples  (24).  Only  in the 
case  of Luxembourg  are  there  any real differences. 
(23)  A  more  detailed analysis of the  sectoral distribution of migrant 
respondents  can be  found  in Annex  Table  A.7. 
(24)  In the United Kingdom,  the  control  5£0up  and  the  migrant  sample  were 
established on  the  basis of firms'lists of staff. 
The  same  goes for  the Danish control  group  chosen in Copenhagen. 76 
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se~:!tor.1  all  an.c.:..lys~.3  of  ..  the  Cis-Gl  .. ibution  of  tot$..:  a;n~  fc·-:."(·;ig11  ·work  force 
(-:a-ole  2S)  ;-,_nd  the  d.istrib·,ltion  cf ne1:-l  arrivals  (t(lblcs  .)0  and  31)  shoH 
tl-..a~ 1  i11  r.:.l~.  Dost  cow1.tries  except  -chc:  l'Tethe:-la.nd.s  c-.:  .. nd  L11.:·=8:y;_:'Jou:rrs,  miLsrants 
ar0  enterj_r.;.{;  the  tertiary  s0ctcr,.  iYI  1aT'gc:-'  .r~;lrr~be:rs.  'l'able  JO  confirms 
this. 
This  is  beca~se our  economies  are  becoming more  service-oriented. 
It is also because  the  attempts to  keep  dmm  prices of services  and  the 
increasing i'Jages  being paid in the tertiary sector have  led  to  the' 
suhsti  tution of migrants for nationa.ls 1  especially in  un.s~:i.lled labouring 
jobs  ... The  2DPEIH  suggests that  the  increase  in  employment  in  services 
encourages the recruitment  of EEC  nationals. 
In 1974 1  there  Has  also  more  recruitment  in  the  p:::-imary  sector.  As 
the  Same  SQllil•'II  repO:::'t  pOints  OUt  I  this increase  in recruitment  v:aS  dUe 
to  pla~s to relaunch the  coal  industry. 
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TP~LE 27  - Distribution by  sector of nationals  and migrant  respondents  (1975) 
== 
I 
SECTORS 
HoSt  Workers  Metal  industry  Construdtion  Transport  Other industry 
Country  & services 
number  %  number  %  ' 
number  %  number  % 
Germany  mie,•Tants  375  63.9  72  12.3  10  1.7  130  22.1 
nationals  84  42,8  27  13,8  18  9.2  67  34.2 
Belgium  migrants  348  69.0  157  31.0  - - - -
nationals  43  69.4  19  30.6  - - - -
Den.1nark  migrants  450(x)  76.1  19  3.2  21  3.6  . 101  17~1 
1  11..tionals  117  60.3  36  18.6  10  5.2  31  15.9 
France  migrants  203  31..2  303  46.5  109  16.8  36  5·5 
nationals  45  43.7  18  17·5  38  36.9  2  1.9 
Luxern- migrants  167  23.9  468  66.9  31  4.4  34  4.8 
bourg  nationals  60  60.0  9  9.0  15  15  .. 0  16  16.0 
-
Nether- migrants  153  27.2  . 26  4.6  29  5·1  355  63.0 
lands  nationals  28  15.6  43  23.9  21  11.7  88  48.8 
United  migrants  378  64.9  - - 204  35.1  - -
Kingdom  nationals  122  59.8  - - - 36.3  1  0.5 
'-------------- -----
(x):  rl'his  includes  a  certain number  of workers  from  elsmthere  in the  industrial  sector. 
! 
Tota:L 
number  % 
587  100.0 
196  100.0 
-·--
505  100.0 
62  100.0 
591  100.0 
194  100~0 
651  100.0 
103  100.0 
700  100.0 
100  100.0 
563  100.0 
180  100.0 
582  100.0 
204  100.0 
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TAJ3LE _28  - DISTRIBUTION  BY  SE:CTOR  OF  :MIGRANT  RESPONDENTS  (Percentages,  1975) 
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E-u_r,. 
Non-Eur. 
EEC 
Eur. 
Non-Eur.l 
Industry 
number  % 
95  49.0 
133  68.2 
147  74.2 
84  82.4 
126  64.3 
138  66.7 
- -
209  86.7 
241  68.9 
I 
14  21.5 
51  21.,1 
138  40.1 
85  28.5 
82  20.4 
- -
31  67.4 
104  83.2 
324  32.4 
38  55·9 
- -
339  66.0 
SECTOR 
Construction  Transport  Other 
number  %  number  %  number 
21  io.8  9  4.6  69 
22  ll.3  - - 40 
29  14.6  1  0.,6  21 
18  17.6  - - -
10  35.7  - - -
69  33.3  - - -
- - - - -
8  3.3  1  0.4  23 
11  3.1  20  5·7  78 
40  61.6  10  15.4  1 
162  67 .o  28  llo5  1 
101  29.4  71  20.6  34 
189  63.4  17  5·7  7 
279  69.4  14  3o5  27 
- - - - - -
34  6.5  4  8.7  8 
1  0.8  1  5o6  13 
22  5o6  1  4.6  29 
- - - 30  44.1  -
- - - - -
- - 174  34.0  -
-
Total 
%  number  % 
1 
35.6  194  100.0 
20.5  195  100.0 
10.6  198  100.0 
- 102  100.0 
- 196  100.0 
- 207  100.0 
- - -
9.6  241  100.0 
22 .. 3  350  100.0 
1o5  65  100.0  i 
0.4  242  lOO.O 
9o9  344  100o0 
2  .. 4  298  100.0 
6.7  402  100.0 
- - -
17 .. 4  46  100.0  1 
10o4  125  1oo.o  1 
1·4  393  100.0 l 
- 68  100.0 
- - -
- 513  100.0 
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TABLE  2g  - DISTRIBUTION  OF  TOTAL  .AJID  MIGRANT  LABOUR  FORCE 
[thousands  &  percentages) 
.  r-:ountry 
·-
SECTOF 
n-:-·  Se conda:rry  'I'ertiary  .r rlmary 
'1UIDber 
CCI  number  l '1~  nu111ber  1o  'G 
Germany,  1972  hii 
~·-··r 
Foreigners  '54o9  2.4'  184C  178o2  458  l9o4 
'rotal  -· 7/2c 0  3o5  11671  !53o 5  9368  43 .. 0 
Fo~eigners as 
Jo  of total  7ol  15o8  4o9 
Bel&i££,  1972 
Foreign males  20 .. 3  10.91  111~2  59 .. 58  55o1  29o5l 
Belgian ma.les  l6lo2  7.03  1137.5  49 .. 62  993.7  43.35 
Foreign femao  Oq4  0  .. 63  23.2  '38.,69  36,.4  60e88 
Belgia11  i'ema  ..  29o 5  2.99  288.3  29.26  667o6  67 0 75 
Total foreign  ..  20o7  8  .. 4  134.5  54·5  91.5  37 ol 
Total  Be1gi~Yls 190.7  5  .. 8  1425.8  43o5  1661.3  50o7 
Total  211..4  5o9  1560.3  44.3  1752  .. 8  49o7 
Foreigners  as  9.7  8  .. 6  5·2 
-%  of total 
J  J 
Denmark,  1974 
Foreigners  - 1.4  - 74.8  - 23.9 
Turks  - 2.9  - 85.2  - 12.9 
Yugoslavs  - Oo3  - 85.2  - 14.6 
·-Palci stan is  - '  Oo4  - 79o5  - 20o2 
France,  1962 
Foreigners  138  14.18  573  61 .. 1  226  24ol 
Total  1155  8  .. 6  6219  46.4  6026  45o0 
Foreigners as  12.0  9.2  3  .. 8 
%  of total 
1968 
Foreigners  114  9 .. 8  766  66 .. 1  279  24.1 
Total  868  s.8  6731  44  .. 9  7397  49o3 
Foreigners as  13 .. 1  11  .. 4  3.8 
5f_ of total 
Lu..xembourg, 1960 
Foreigners  1.4  7.2  10.9  54-4  7.7  38.4 
Total  19.3  15  .. 0  56o6  44ol  52o5  40._9_ 
Foreigners as 
%  of total 
7-5  19  .. 2  14.6 
1966 
1  .. 0  -Foreigners  4~1  14.3  57.3  9o6  38  .. 6 
Total  14o6  11.1  58.7  44.9  57 .. 4  43.9 
Foreigners  as 
%  of total 
1.0  24.3  16  .. 7 
United Kingdom  1966 
Total males  - 8.0  - 48.0  - 43.0 
Cornmonvmal th m.  - 1.0  - 56.0  - 42  .. 0 
Irish males  j  - 1.7  - 63.2  - 32.5 
Total  males  i  - 0 .. 4  - 69~0  - 30  .. 0 
Hest  Midlandsj 
Commonv1eal th  •  - 0.2  - 81.0  - 17.0 
in Vlest  Midlands 
of which Hest 
Indians  - - - 79o0  - 20.0 
India.Yls  - - - 82.0  - 15.0 
Pakistanis  - - - 89 .. 5  - 9o0 
V/448/76-E 
--~ 
'I'ot~J 
number E· 
2352  l'  100.,0, 
21811  100  .. 0 
10  .. 8 
186  .. 7  100.0 
2292.3  100  .. 0 
60.0  100  .. 0 
985  .. 5  100  .. 0 
246.7  100  .. 0 
3277  .. 8  100  .. 0 
3524  100  .. 0 
7-5 
- 100.0 
- 100.0 
- lOOoO 
- 100  .. 0 
938  100.,0 
13400  100.0 
1·0 
1158  100.0 
14996  100  .. 0 
1·1 
20.0  100.0 
128.5  100.0 
15.6 
24o9  100.0 
130o7  100.0 
19.0 
- 100.0 
- 100.0 
- 100.0  - 100.0 
- 100.0 
- 100  .. 0 
- 100.0 
- 100.0 80 
Fi-ance 
12  .. 8 
1974  15  .. 8 
·~-=---·~:------Y--:-.:--:--~-=-:::--;:r-;r----_....--"'··----1--
Luxcmbou.rg  Total  19oo  4 .. 1 
N  e\·l  arrivals 
1973  18  .• 3 
1974  20  .. 6 
~-~---~~-------+-·~-----~~---~~----------~ 
!
Netherlands  -
I 
New  ar~~~~~s  2
o 
2  I 
1974  lo6  l 
Ne\.,  arrivals 
t 
lOOsO J 
100.0 
100.,0 
100.0 
100.0 
27 .. 3  lOOoO 
.1.  3la6  I  lOOoO  - .. -.38- .. "?  6,  --t---=-1~0~0:--":·o-
56~1  25.6  100o0 
~~---~----2_2_~~5~ 1 
_____  1_0._0~o_O  __  ~ 
\ 
56 .. 0 
100  .. 0 
lOOoO 
lOOoO 
J
i  Un :i:i; ea- Kingdom  To-:t:-a-::;_:-,  -:l:-:9::-6 7o 7 ? ·--+--,:-l.;;..o  ~0--ti-
1973  3o5  10~5  86~0  lOOeO 
------- 197 4  ·--4~"...;;6  __  __:_,_  ..  ~l~l:;.:::o-'5_.__j,  _  ___:8:;.;::3;.;;.•.:.- 9.---:  _  _;l;:;.;O;:...;;O;..:.G.;;;.O_....:. 
Source:  Document  EEC  V/51/75-F Emploi  des travailleurs etrangers, 
Directorate for living and working conditionso 
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TfiJ3LE  31  - PLACEJVIENT  OF  l\'IIGRPJ-TT  HORKERS  OVER  THE  PERIOD  1973  - 12B, 
~--------------~----------------------------------------------··-----·  j  Host  I  SEC'l'OR s  r-- .  ]Secondary  -t  Country  Primary  rrert i:::.ry  [  Tot  J~l 
I  I  ~1.urnber  i  ·  o.'  I  r;~:.,··~~"'r  %  %  1o  'Jo  number  In  umber 
I 
.;.•  ..  I<Jt!  I 
.....J__ 
Belgi.um  1973  EEC 
~  - -
151.0 
-· 
No:n-Comm.,  273  4  .. 6  2.,613  44o4  3  .. 006  5·892  ,:.00 
Total 
1974  EEC  - - - -
Non-·Comm,.  346  5.,6  3  .. 092  50o5  12.692  43o9  6  .. 130  00 
Total  \ 
Germany  1973  EEC 
I= 
-
126. ns! 39 .. 1  319  .. 0721100  '.  Non-Comm  ..  - '92.294  60 .. 3 
'  Total 
EEC  - I 
- 976  463  1.,439  100 
1-Jon-Comm.  - - 17.181  29 .. 142  46 .. 323  100 
Total  - - 18 .. 157  38 .. 0  29 .. 605  62.,0  47 .. 762  100 
Fra..YJ.ce  1973  EEC  225  4o072  5o642  9.939  100 
permanent 
-...rorkers  Non-Comm  ..  16.688  75.051  30 .. 377  122.116 100 
Total  1.6 .. 913  12.8  79 .. 123  59.9  36 .. 019  27.3  132 .. 055  100 
1974  EEC  298  4  .. 683  6  .. 045  11.,026  100 
Hon-Comm.  9.886  29 .. 242  14..-307  53o435  100 
Total  10 .. 184  15  .. 8  33 .. 925  52 .. 6  20 .. 352  31 .. 6  64.461  100 
Luxembourg 1973 
EEC  1  .. 030  1.375  817  3.222  100 
Non-Comm.  196  2.389  901  3  .. 486  100 
Total  1  .. 226  18.3  3  .. 764  56.1  1.718  25.6  6  .. 708  100 
1974 
EEC  1.157  522  375  2  .. 054  100. 
1-ton-Comm ..  240  3  .. 333  1.146  4  .. 719  100. 
Total  1  .. 397  20~6  3.855  56.9  1.521  22.5  6e773  100. 
Netherlands 1973 
EEC  - - - 6.655  100 
Non-Comm  ..  339  2  .. 2  10.025  65·5  4.937  32.3  15.301  100 
Total 
1974 
EEC  - - - 7.010  100 
Non-Comrn  .. 
J  249  1  .. 6  10 .. 658  67 .. o  4o996  31.4  15o903  100 
Total 
United Kingdom  1973 
EEC  494  1  .. 443  4.465  6.402  100 
Uor.-Comm.  875  2" .. 661  29 .. 303  32.839  100 
Total  1.369  3.5  4  .. 104  10.5  33 .. 768  86 .. 0  39.241  100 
1974  EEC  391  1.276  I 
4  .. 102  5o 769  100. 
Non-Comm ..  1.389  3.198  28.458  33 .. 045  100. 
Total  1  .. 780  4.6  4o474  llo5 I  32.560 8].9  38o8l4 100 
--,. ---·-··-·.I  ... 
(·  '1  Source  EEC  Document  V/51/75  op"  cito 
\~··-.  ... ;. 1~J.tl1o·u-~~~h  it i8  t:r·1.l(;  t}lc;.t  "tf.Le  €:::~: ter~t  a:rl·i  spc.::·.:-cl  of  c:.hr~1ges  il1  ihe 
O.iG t ribu:~  i 011.  of  :-nit:r.t"e..:'1.t s  OV!."~l""  ·the  .,/~L:~iou.z  f3r£!Ctors  dep0nds  011  11n:t ior~~3J. i ty 
( zince  -;;;-,.:=re  i::;  c.  h:i.era.::chy  her2)  <ind  on  se:.:  (:;cca.use  of the nature  of' 
tbe  ~\-~)i~>:~) t  illig;r·cu1ts  are  also  di;:.tri1:n.lted.  (liffc:r·er1tl~r  a.ccordi11g to 
occ·~lpa.t ion. 
All  avail2.1:Jle  statistical data suggest that  they  .u-e  concentrated. 
in the unskilled  h'orker  category,  particularly in those  branches 1r1here 
little or 110  skill or qualifications are required  a'1d  1-.rhich 7  given 
prevailing working conditions  and  pa,y,  are  shunned by national vmrkers. 
The  vast majority of  rei~ra'1t workers  are at  the  bottom of'  the 
occupation  a.'1d  hierarchical pyra.'llido 
T/u3LE  32  - DISTRIBUTION  OF  THE  ~-lORKTIW  POPULATION  IF BELGH:rsi  :BY  SE:X 
AHD  OCCUPATIOHAL  STA'YLIS  (percentages,  1971) 
Occupational  status  Ivien  v.Jomer 
Belgian  Foreig1:1  Belgian  Foreign 
Employers & self-
employed  16,98  7,21  12,65  6,81 
ifni  te collar  34,46  18,93  46,05  30,00 
Horkers,  assistants 
&  others  48,56  73,86  41;3o  63,19 
Total  100,00  ~oo,oo  100,00  100,00 
TABLE  33  - CO:MPA,.'U.TIVE  DISTRIBUTION  OF  FREHCH  ANTI  FOREIGJ!T  HORKE:RS  BY 
PROt;J'i!SSIONAL  SUB-CATEGORY  (percentages,  1971) 
Sub-category  M:en  Homen 
French  Foreign  French  Foreign 
I 
Foremen & skilled 
viork:ers  54,9  39,5  25,4  15,7 
Semi-skilled, 
unskilled,  a.ppren-
tices & others  45,1  60,5  74,6  84,3 
Total  ·100,00  100,0  100,0  100,0 
Source:  INS8E,  quoted in the French report  .. 83  V/448/76-E 
T/!..BLE  34  - PROFT~SSIONAL QUALIFICATIOJJS  BY  Ni1 .TIONP..LITY  TIT  FRAlifCE  (1973) 
--- - -
Nationality  Qualification  TotaJ. 
U:tlskil1ed  &  I.J'hi to collar, 
semi-skilled  Skilled  technicians,  .  management  etco 
~·~  ~ 
Italian  51,4  41,1  7,5  100,0 
Spanish  62,6  31,5  5,9  100,0 
Portuguese  70,0  28,8  1,2  100,0 
Tunisian  70,3  16,1  13,6 
'  100,0 
Yugoslav  70,8  23,9  5,3  100,0 
r.'ioroccan  81,4  14,9  3,7  100,0 
Algerian  87,2  11,5  1,3  100,0 
These  tables confirm that migrants tend to be  semi-skilled or 
unskilled "'mrkers. 
Table  34  shmJs  that  this tendency is more  marked in the  case  of 
certain nationalitieso  In all countries but the United Kingdom,  the 
preponderance  of  semi-skilled and unskilled workers  is borne  out  by the 
level of qualification of migrant  vmrkers  in ma.>1ual  jobs •-;ho  were 
interviewed in the national  surveys  on  housing conditions. 
Table  35  gives percentages of unskilled/semi-skilled and  skilled 
workers  among  migrant  and national respondentso 
Table  36  compares the distribution  (percentages)  by  major  category 
of respondents - Comnnmi ty vmrkers,  Europeans,  nationals from non-EE6 
countries of Europe  and nationals from other third countries  (25). 
(25)  Further details of the distribution by qualification can be  obtained 
from table 8  in annex to this chaptere 
.;. 8iJ. 
France  ! migrants  45o  o7 ,2 
nationals  54  55,7 l 
Luxembourg  migrants  _521  74,4 .... 
nationals  ·75  75,0 
Nether-and  mig-.rants  457  8l,o 
lands  nationals  123  68,3 
United  migrants  222  38,2 
Kingdom  nationals  60  29,7 
195  28,2 
31  32,0 
157  22,~ 
18  18,  . 
100  17,8 
50  27,8 
340  58,5 
121  6o,o 
27 
12 
22 
7 
3 
7 
19 
21 
.;. 
'I  I 448/7  6..:E  .  ' 
~4,0 
2,3 
' 3,2 
7,0 
0,6 
3,9 
3,3 
10,3 
678  100,C 
97  100,C 
700  lOO,C 
100  lOO,C 
560  lOO,C 
180  lOO,C 
581  lOO,C 
202  l00 7C 85  V/448/76-E 
TABLE  36  - DISTRIBUTION  OF  l'.TIGRJ!.HT  RESPONTIElifTS  BY  AREA  OF  ORIGDf  JlJJJ) 
LBV.t-:;1  OF  Q'JALIFICATI_OIIT  ( 197_2) 
- ... ~  ... ~·------~  ......... -
I  Jr  I  Professional  qualifications 
'.flo-te~ 
Host  Country  viorkers  Appren- f  &illed  J.  ~or:m;n,  1  respcndento 
-1-.  . 
I 
""G e C.tln::tC J. a..'"l  vl.ces, 
semi-skil··  &  others 
led &  un-
I 
skilled 
'lumber  ~~'  nW11ber  %  number j  '/o  number  % 
Germa.."ly  EE:c  156  83o0  24  12 .. 7  8  4  .. 3  188  100.,0 
Euro  187  98 .. 0  4  2.0  - - 191  l 100  .. 0 
l'Yon-Eur  ..  16')  83o8  31  l5o8  l  0  .. 4  197  100  .. 0 
~gium  EEC  119  83 .. 2  24  16  .. 8  - - 143  100  .. 0 
Eur~  245  81 .. 6  55  18  .. 4  - - 300  100  .. 0 
Non-Eur.,  224  87 .. 8  31  12 .. 2  - - 255  100  .. 0 
Denmark  EEC  - - - - - - - -
Eu:ra  '1176  74.0  55  13 .. 1  7  2 .. 9  238  100  .. 0 
Non-Eur.  303  87o3  29  8  .. 3  15  4  .. 4  347  100  .. 0 
Fra.."lce  EEC  27  42.1  29  45o3  8  2.6  64  100  .. 0 
Eur.  178  63.8  89  32.0  12  4o2  279  100.0 
Non-Eur  ..  251  75e0  77  23 .. 0  7  2  .. 0  335  100.0 
Luxembourg  EEC  219  72!>3  70  23 .. 1  14  4.6  303  100.0 
Eur,.  302  76ol  87  22.0  8  ,.  1.9  397  100.0 
Non-Eur  ..  - - - - - - - -
Netherlands  EEC  24  52o2  22  47.8  - - 46  100.0 
Eur.  94  75o8  29  23.4  1  0.,8  124  100.0 
Non-Eur.  339  87 .. 0  49  12 .. 6  2  0.4  390  100.0 
United  EEC  22  32.3  46  67 0 7  - - 68  100.0 
Kingdom  Eur.  - - - - - - - -
lifon-Eur.  200  39o0  294  57.3  19  3.7  513  100.0 
.;. ;:;ost  req)or.(~e;·-.i:s  "in  th.''  "Ur.ci"C1~d  K:~ne;,1om ·-- '::1oth  r:d.s-rar.t:=o  a.ncl  nc;.t~c;nals --
h"G:L'E:  s~:i:Ll<::ci  Horb=:rs,.  It:!  ·;;}),~  other countri-es,  the  pere·e;,ntage  of u:-tskilled 
anC:.  2.awi--:::.L:i.1led  1.rariecl  Oet~·~·eetl  5~1-~~  end  88j'0. 
In  &L.L  cotL:t:c··::.es  except  Lu::v;mbourg,  mig;rants  are  1:10re  often 'J....'1.Ski.il8d 
Dnd  semi  .... ;::1·::illed..  vJorkers  thar.t  c,_,re  na.tionalso 
:::i::x.c-ept  in  Gerr.~a.'1y  and  Bel,;·ium,  percentages of rm::;ldJlec  and  semi-
skiLled 1-wrkers  are  higher in the  case  of r.at:i.onals  from  co<mtries 
outside  ~urope  o  Behino~ ·r,hem  come  Europeans  frl!:m  out side  the  Cornmu.."lity  and 
then })eople  from  the  Go:mmuni ty itself -·- who  are,  judging from  the  sample, 
proportionately more  often skilled.  In  Germa.YJ.y,  Turks  are  more  often 
skilled. than migrant  workers from  Community  countries  and,  in Belgium, 
Europeans  from  oatsid.e  the  Comrr:unity  e...re  the  most  highly  skilled. 
3o  Geo,c;raphicc-.1  d._i.stribution  of mi,'D.'a.'1t  i·Jorkers 
:Migrant  tvorkers  Hh6  have  settled in host  COU.Yltries  'di thin the 
European  Community  tend. to  congregate  in industrial  and  urban  areas 
i.e. they  are  concentrated in the  main mining  and.  industrial areas  and 
the  major  urban  centres of western E"llrope. 
This  geographical  distribution corresponds quite  closely to  the 
location of centres of  employment  and  places of v:ork.  The  jobs  and 
sectors in Hhich migrants work,  the  level of  income  that  goes with themt 
partially explain the  v:a:.y  the migrants  are  spread over  the terri  tory  (26). 
In the primary  sector1  migrant  workers usually fincl  jobs in coal 
and  iron mining  a.reaso  Jobs in manufacturing are more  com..rnon  in the  major 
industrial areas  - vlhich  ma;y  or may  not  correspond. to  the  mining  zones. 
Finally,  services are heavily concentrated in the  main  towns  and more 
particularly,  in the metropolitan districtso  These  districts are the 
location of various  secondary activities which,  like the building trade, 
are  heavily concentrated. in urban  areas.  This concentration  increases Hith 
the  rate of grm,Ith of the  tm·ms  themselves.  Changes  in distribution by 
sector and  by occupation-particularly in the distribution of migrant 
workers  among  the various sectors  and.  jobs  - have  also meant  changes 
in the  residential pattern. 
(26)  In  Germany7  two  thirds of foreign  l·:orkers  live  in  7%  of'  the  country. 
:Sund.esansta.lt  fti.r  Arbeit:  AusHindische  Arbeitnehmer,  1972-73, 
Nuremberg 1974,  quoted by  GUnter  Schiller in la regulation des 
migrations,  Aper9u  d.e  quelc~es politiques notamment  en Republique 
Federale  d' Allemagne  dans  :  "Revue  Internationale du travail",  Vol. 
111,  n°4t  avril 1975,  P•  365. 
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Over  the  last few years,  the tertiarization of our economies  and the 
changes  a."ld  rationalization of mining,  particularly in the  coal  and  _;c-on 
sectort  have  rei1-.forced the  tendency of migrant  labour to  settle in the 
towns.  Hmveve:r- 1  the workers who  settle in the  to1-ms  are not necessru ::i.ly 
the  same  ones  \·Jho  have  moved  a'.·<ay  from the primary to  the other  secto:::·so 
3.'1.  Degree  of urba.."l  concentration 
A  statistical analysis  shows  t,lat  the majority of migrants i;oda;y  are 
concentrated in metropolitan districts and  major industrial  zones. 
In  Germany,  the majority of the  country's  2  350  000  migrant  v1orkers  are 
in the Rhine  valley,  particularly in North Rhine  lvestphalia  ( 679.000)  and 
Bad.en-vrt.irtemburg  ( 570  000). 
In Belgium,  69  000  of the  1974 total of 230  000  migrant  workers --
i.e•  30%  -were in  Brabant.  (27). 
In Denmark,  a  large proportion of the  36 000 migrant  vmrkers  live in 
or  around·  Copenhagen. 
In France,  694  000  ieee  36.5% -- of the  1  900  000 migrant  workers 
registered in 1974 were  in the  Paris area. 
In Luxembourg,  most  migrant  workers  are in the capital,  although 
there is a  fair  conce~tration near Esch,  the  capital of the  iron industry. 
However,  overall,  they are fairly t·ridely distributed over the  country as 
a  whole. 
In the Netherlands,  migrants are  localized in the  south west  (Rand-
stadt Holland)  ..  There  are  a  number  of very large  towns  in this area,  which 
means that migrants are  encouraged to  spread -- 29  000  of the  132 000 
migrant  vmrkers  are  in the  Amsterdam  area  (North Holland),  36 000  are 
around Rotterdam  and the  Hague  and 10 000  in the region  around Utrecht. 
(27)  S.  PANCIERA,  M.  PLEVOETS,  V.  CAMPANELLI  et J.  DELCOURT,  Les travail-
leurs immigres dans  l'Agglomeration bruxelloise,  Agglomeration de 
Bruxelles,  Bruxe1les,  1976. Sq 
'  v 
.lD  ·ch~:~  1Jn-~_j~(:r~  ~-:~_j:J[.:don1,  ::no:ce  th.;:~r;.  55%  of  .-:1i::;l"'"l·?'J:J.-trJ  i~e,.  92,..:·  C<)O 
of the  "tota1  t  f:))  ~)00  mi&;-l'.::~nt  ',,or;,.;e:rs  in 1911  -·- U.·,r.?  and  1-;ork  hi 'the 
G:r~ater  Lc.n.d.c·~,  a.:r··9·~·(• 
rf·o  SUl"!l  11._p  tiler; 7  the H!a.jority of I.!ligTa.."1.t  I:JOY·~<:ers  -·--·  ·r.-.r}"}.OSG  a.rriva.l 
en  ;r;;.sse  ,,1as,  iJl  fa,:; t,  r,_ever  pL:.J.1De':i  by  ac.y  of the  co1.::x.l~:rie s  of'  Ew:ope 
are  G011Centra:i:-::;d  in the  trll'iving  anc1  most  populo:.1s  :::..::.cea.s  of  the  Com.'D.unity  .. 
'J:he:y  ca;·ne  into  the  c-:..r•::Jas  of he2.viest  dE.:mand  for  J:10usin,:r  Hhere  everything 
1vas  r:i.pe  for  ove·.r-crm·Iding;  to the  fri..>J.ge  aceas -;,·here  houses vlere  oldest 
and most  unheal  tiJ;yi  <md.  to  qv.arters  due  for demoli  t:i.on  tha:t  J.eDt 
tnemsel  ves to  l<U-:d  speculation  a..'1d  re-development  .. 
On  housing  me>.rkets  of this type,  much  the  same  thing- vJill  happen  as 
is happ8ning on  the  labour market,  as  HoRo  Bohning as pointed out.  This 
is to  say  that  the foreigners will move  into  areas  and  housing that  the 
national population  has  abandoned  (28)  and that they 'tJill  tend.  to  form 
colonies,  ensuring  themselves  a  sufficiently wide  net'Jwrk: of primary 
relations  ( 29) ..  'I'he  French report  has clearly·  shown  that  an  old urban 
complex  is most  sui  table for the  formation of this type  of social 
relations netviOrk -- in  spite of the 1mheal  thy concli  tion  s  of much  of the 
housing.,  None  of Hhich is a  reason for the unhealthy  conditions  ... 
:Migra:o.t  vlOrkers enter the  economy  at the  poi.."lt  1vhere  there is the 
greatest  shortage of labour  and  thus go  to areas 11here  the  housing market 
is already tighto 
Large  numbers  are  attracted to  jobs demanding no  or feH  qualifi-. 
cations  and  are  concentrated in the  biggest  and  densest  industrial  and 
urba..'1  centreso  Housing  here  is already  a  problem  ~0d this obviously has 
a  bearing on  the  sta..Yida.rd  of the residential area and  type  of  accommoda-
tion available  to the migrants -- and to  similar categories of national 
vwrkers. 
The  tertiarization of our economies,  which helps push up  the number 
of •·mmen  migrar1ts,  in all probability encourages families  to re-uni  t  _ 
and  leads to migrant waters  and their families  remaining in certain parts 
of the  towns..  This, ·in addition of other factors  - >vhich  are  analyzed 
in  the  following chapters-- ma~es the  housing market  even more  difficult 
(28) 
(29) 
(30) 
HoR ..  BOIDHNG  et  Do  MAILLAT,  Les effets de  1'  emploi  des  travaiJ.leurs 
migrants,  Organisation de  Cooperation  au  Developpement  Economique, 
Paris 1974,  P•  37. 
J.  REX  et R.  MOORE,  Race  Corr.rrrt.ll'li ty and Conflict,  A  study of  Sparbook, 
Oxford Univo  Press,  London  1967,  PP•  8-9. 
Rapport  fran9ais,  PP•  233-252. 
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'  CHA.PI'ER  4  - AT'I'EN!P'l'  TO  EXPLAIN  THE  GROWING  VOLUMID  OF  MIGRANT  MANFOWE}~ 
AND  ITS UTILI SA'riON 
'  1.  Limitations of statistical analysis 
In itself,  an  analysis of the  growth in the number  of migrant  workers ' 
in the European  Community,  of their various social characteriatics1  of 
their occupational distribu-J;ion  of wl;ence  they  came  and  \-.rhi ther they have 
gone  will tell us nothing about  why  jobs  are  given to an  ever-increasing 
number  of  them,  ho'11  it is possible;  to recruit  them  in  such numbers,  by 
what  procedures  jobs are  found for  them nor  how  or why  their distribution 
in different  industries9  occupations  and regions has  changed over the 
year  so 
Irrespective of the  amount  of detail  involved,  s-tatistical  analysis 
,  of the distribution of these workers,  gives us no  help  in  identifying 
the  tasks  assigned to them,  nor the  cost-benefit ratios or the  social  and 
economic  effects of using their labouro  Data analysis by itself gives us 
no  guidance  about  the  succession of functions  the  migrant  workers have 
fulfilled in our economic  development  and  in the  various phases of 
' rationalisation which  economic  growth implies.  Nor  yet  does it tell us 
whether the growing,diversity of  jobs in which these  workers  are  employed, 
: and their gradual  transition from mining and manuf'acturing into  tertiary 
or service occupations,  is really an  indication that  compartmentalisation 
of the market  for foreign  labour is breaking down,  nor  how  the  growth in 
numbers  and movement  between  sectors are  influencing the  housing facilities 
and  condition  so 
The  statistical approach will  indeed provide  an 'indication of the 
' importance  of the migrants  and  the part  they play,  prompting enquiry into 
i  the effect of controls and  restrictions,  an  appraisal of the effects of 
: da,y-to-da;y policies operated by  officials7 bot·h on  the emigration  and  on 
; the immigration  side;  but it cannot  by itself elucidate  the multiplicity 
:of causes  and responsibilities involved in the massive  numbers  of migrants 
who  arriveo  There  are  many  other factors  and  phenomena for which it can 
! offer no  explanation.  These  include  the  changes,  both gradual  and  sudden, 
: in bringing this manpower  into use.;  the  reasons why  migrants are  sometimes 
: encouraged to  settle permanently and  sometimes  encouraged to move  back and 
; forth between  the  host  country and  the country of origin.  Nor  can  i.t 
:explain inhibiting forces  such  as the drastic prohibition of arrivals 
:since the  end of 1973;  and  the  setting of  a  strict control over the  flow 
(of migrants "while  avoiding wholesale dismissals  such as those which 
:occurred in the  1966-67  recession"  o  It is as though the EEC  countries 
;"having put  an  end to the  importation of labour,  were  now  seeking to 
:protect,  and  make  better use of,  the  stock of foreign workers they already 
:have.  No  other explanation  seems  to fit the measures  authorising the 
\reunion of family  groups  and  the  aid for the establishment  and  integration 
]Of  migrant  workers,  the  housing policies and  the measures  aimed at  invol-
iving foreigners  in local or regional  administration"  (31) 
;  .  i  I  . 
1  A closer understanding of the factors determining the' flow of migrants 
'.  :1s needed,  if we  are'to arrive at  a  valid outline of a  housing policy for 
j the workers  involved  •..  I-t;  calls not only for  an  estL:.nate  of  th'3  number  of 
i 
\(31)  SOPEMI,  1975  Report  opp.  P•  6 
I 
l  . t 
I 
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mig:c·;nts  :._n  f"u·l;ure ,years,  but  also  (~owe knowledge  ~f  ·~;J.e 
·bring "them  into the  economic  system or keep  them  ou.ts:l.de 
det'O!r1.Li.ne  !WiT  they establish themselves locallyp  1-vhether· 
ment  is i;empora.:ry  or permanent  in chara.oter,  a.no.  whetheJ~ 
single  units or- bring  th~if families w:i.tP,  ~hem, 
La.c·cora  which 
Hr  which 
their aettle-
thBy migrate  as 
; 
Quite  e.pru•t  .from  the  shortcomLl'lgs in  :~l:;le  housing :?Ol-:l.cies of the·:EEJc  1 
countri(::s,  the  wey  the  migr~t workers  are  housed depends partly on  how  1 
•  they are placed in the  labour market  and partly on  the  type  and.  extent of  I 
the facilities developed in the urban  centres where  most  of them  are  ·i 
located.,  The  leyout  and construction of these  cen·eres  are  deter·mined as  1 
much  by the workings of the property market  as by the occupations  and 
social groups  coming successively into prominence there.  j 
. In this chapter it is proposed to.analyse primarily the  economic 
developments  and  the resulting changes in the  labour  market  which explain 
the growing utilisation of migrant  manpowere  There  is no  general  and 
. ! 
i 
I 
1 overall plan determining this utilisation which has continued as  a  direct 
reaction to the different phases of economic  development  and the various 
changes  involved  ... 
. '  l 
i 
They  are  inherent difficulties in any  attempt  to describe the  1! 
course of economic  development  in such a  w~  as to account  for the growth  1 
in migration.  Each of the countries concerned has  an  economic  and  1 · 
industrial policy of its own;  each has its own  immigration policy,  its  I 
i  social policy and its housing policy;  and. we  should thus be  driven to  J· 
regard each countr,y as  a  special oaseo  Moreover,  our analysis is made  ! 
more  diffioul  t  by the> fa.ot  that different. types of explanation can be  J. 
eava~ced for the  same  facts,  and there  are  correspondingly different  ! 
(
.  :.;  views  as to·  what  ought  to be done  about  themo  ·  .  I 
Explanations must  cover the migratory flow itself, the use  6f. which  l 
"- this manpower  is put  and the wages paid for it  ..  The  two  main categories of l. 
explanation a.re ·;the "factor" class and the "actor"  class~ The  former offers 
an explanation in terms of the  economic  and other factors operating at  any I 
,  specific  time..  The  latter refers to explanations based on the outlooks of  ! 
the  individuals,  departments  and institutions involved  in deciding upon  i 
emigration and  immigratiQn policiesG  i 
I 
There would not  be  any  serious problem in combining these  two 
i 
·I 
! 
: approaches,  were it not that the "actor-factor" diohotoii\)"  is complicated 
:by  -~wo  types of  economic  explanation.  The  normal  liberal explanation makes  ; 
· a  stud.Jr  of the growth in the numbers .of migrants,  and explains it by the  l 
; influence of economic :forces and restrictions on the labour market.,  The 
j second  approach.,  which mBiY  be  dubbed 'the "critical"  one~  anaJ.yses 
: migration a.a  the resul  tent of a  relationship between di.fi'eren.t  £oroes  · and  ( . 
· an exchange  on unequal  terms between 'the highly industrialised countries. 
i of the centre and the less industrial periphe17.  This approach also 
:': ..  ··:--
.•  •  •  . :•''  .·-:'!• 
r, '•  '  I  •  •  ':_  ·.~  •  ·•  .0  •  ••  ..  • 
. '- <  ..  .  ....  .,.._ .. .  ~:-.-~r~.,_.- ,; 
.  r·  ~ 
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examines  the  influence of migration  i...""l.  the  development  of class rel  .. ~.i;bn- ·--1 
:ships i.naide  the  ·two  sets of countries  .. 
The  l~F.Is,soning: in fe.vour  of thl'l  former  thes:!.a  start~S~  from  the  :r.<1J.wUve 
:abundance  manpcn..rer  characteristic o:f'  the manpower-exporting. cowJ.·r.:c:HE': 
:compared  with -the  r.nanpot.;er-importing countries.,  An  alternative  r;:<+·,.rt:ing 
place is the discrepancy  i.1'1  wages  and the  aspirations raised 'by  ·th~~  high 
:wages  paid in the highly  indu.stria)  .~.m.utries  ..  The  analysis also  s.x~·fends 
. to  the political  and  a.dministra.t.i·;~  .nachinery9  which consists essentially 
of 'the decision mak:lng  system  throut-;-12  v;hich  the  supply of,  and  demand  f~or, · · 
; labour are matchedo 
l 
;  In the ncritioal
11  argument,  the migratory flux is explained by  a 
:relationship of economic· domination  a<'1d  dependence  inheren-t  in  the operation 
. of -the  capi  tali  at  economic  system  ..  According to Bertrand BELLON,  for  ' 
. example,  "the international exploitation of labour can take  two  forms  -
:the export  of capital to the places of origin of the  underdeveloped labour 
·force,  and  the  importation of this same  labour force  to the places where 
{the product is madee  Both these  stem  from  the  same  logical  approach and 
i are  aimed to produce  more  at  lower coat"  .. (32)  .. 
Incidentally the two  methods of development  described here  are 
. substitutes for  one  another.,  In the words  of Gerard  LYON-CAEN,  "one  is the 
·;transfer of  ca.pi  tal to wherever  manpower  is abundant  and cheap  and is to be 
;found anywhere  from Taiwan to  Singapore  from Mexico  to~Spain.  The  other 
:is the transfer to the industrial centres of the  manpower  available from 
: densely populated countries in which capital is lacking.  One  da,y it will 
:be recognised  that both approaohe.s  stem from  the  same  ..  phenomenon  - the 
!decline in the  sovereignty of States and  the  emergence  of a  single market 
\in which the power of international capital can have  free  and limitless 
i rein"  (33). 
Viewed from this standpoint the  export of labour becomes  a  matter of 
bargain·ing between  the countries which dominate  and  the bourgeois classes 
; in the dominated-countries.  It helps to mask local under-employment  and to 
; maintain  advantages  secured by part of the native middle-class"  (34). 
; 
This explanation,  too,  contains ~  economic  argument  - an  analysis 
; of the exploitation of surplus value  -:- and  a  political one  - an  analysis 
i of the convergent  intereris of the governing classes in the  economic  and· 
(32)  Bo  BELLON,  opo  cit., pp 125 
~  (33)  LYON-CAEN,  Lee travailleurs 
No.  1, P•  2,  January 1875 
(34)  BELLON,  op.  oi  to ,  P•  129 . 
l 
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etrargers,  etude  comparative,  Droit  social 
..;. r~nli~i:.~caJ.  .~~·i:-;.1_{j,_s  c-l::nd  ...!;lJ.n  'ba.1a:t1C·3  '·-·A.  pO~·ti€T·  ~it:b.J.n.  ~;he  ·.J.7..S.SB  SJ-<-8t::H.U  oC  t!?.e 
cou.ntri.es  e::.oncern~d" 
:Ct  is :no  p.Sc-':'·;~  cd'  the  puxpor,;:,_  or  nn  :\.nterna:tiorral  report  9  and  st:ill 
J.ess  of  the  fo1hYvJing  pa:rag;raphs:- to  nwke  a  choice~ betvwen  d.iffereni; 
St;and.pointl':' or  a.DJOI.lyses,  Ji;s  objective  is :ca.ther to  C\ttempt  the  most 
objeoti  W!  .sumrna.ry  possible of  the  facts put  forward by both  EJ5  .. d.es,  calling 
attention to  diff~~rec.1ce;s  o·~~  irrl;erpx·eta:tion  and  -~·?.':"ious  specific sets of 
ci  rc1.vnst ances~ 
In  what  fallows  we  shall consider the various  t;y-pes  of explanation  as 
ffilJ.tually  complementa.:ry,  but  ehall  9~80 attempt  to  indicate their relative 
importance  o 
In first  type  of explanation for migratcr;::r  flows lies1  of course,  in 
the :;:'egulations  and  inst:ttu.tions set  up  to  manage,  increase  and  (:Ontrol 
them;  and  in the  interests of the  gro'J.PB  and  individuals taking part  in 
the  development  of these  regulations  and insti  tutionso 
:.J 
A  second  ·~ype of explanation  sorts out  the  economic  and  social forces 
.. in the  emigra.tion  cmmtries~ especially the Mediterranean  countries&  This 
explanation ignores,  at  least hartly,  the  question of  the  growth of 
migration  into the  Uni~ed Kingdom. 
" 
Tne  third type  of e1planaticn is that which starts from  the  economic  .  ~ 
development  requirements of EEC  countries and the various  ad.vanta,ges  to  be 
had  from  using migrant  manpowero 
These  types of explanation must  be  considered in 'the light of the 
primary purpose  of this chapter,  which is to  show  that  the  following are 
necessary in order to  arrive  at  a  housing policy for .migrant  workers~  (i) 
·the  leying down  of  a  migration policy and  (ii) the  existence of basj.c 
.agreements between  the parties concerned in each country of the EEC  and 
between  the  countries from  which the workers  come  a..YJ.d  those  to 1-1hich  they 
go  .. 
2o  Ex;el:anation based  on  institu~.s and regulations 
Some  people  regard the  in•;rea.sed flow of migrants  and  the changes  in  . 
the distribution of the migrant  workers  among different  indue·tries as being; 
caused not  only by the  influence  of  economic  forces  on  the  labour market,  · 
but  also  by the  influence  of  reg~:t1ations and institutional m;:::whinery  ..  This 
applies particularly to migrant a  from  ou·~sid-e the European  Comm~mi  ty  s  who 
do  not  en,joy the right of  frera  mo-,rement .. 
Except  for migrant  workere::  f'rom  the liEC  countries themselves,  the 
.1oos  available  -to  foreigners  a.re  strictly limited,  both by official 
regula.t ion  an.d  by varioul:'(  sooiaJ.  requiremen·ts gouverning the  :tecrui  tmen·~ 
of manpower  and its allocation to  specific  jobs?  at  any  rate  at the  ttme '  •  I  ,  •  ~; 
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of the  migrant  worker 
1 s  entry into the country.  As  noted by  D..  MAII.LAT  I 
(35)  the Community  countries have  alwa,ys  made  the recruitment  and  1'3-Y.J·-·  ·' 
ful  employment  of foreign workers conditional  on  the non-availabil·: ':_ 
1 
of national  (a:nrl  now  of'  Community)  workers  suitable for the  job<J  B'  <l2oble  .. : 
In most  of the EEC  countries,  regulations  and  sundry  socJrl1 
constraints limit the use  of workers  from  outside  countries to  spec .!.fie 
occupations,  industries,  or. sometime(<  to  an  individual  employer or to  a 
specified regiono  As  described by  · .. ON-CAEN ~  a  definite  link is laid down 
between the  admission of the  migr1~1l; ·and  his recruitment  at  least in the  ·I 
case of authorised entries.  Admission  is usually made  conditional,  on  the 
worker  being already in possession of a  valid employment  contracto 
In all countries except  the United Kingdom,  a  large part of the 
recruitment  is arranged by means  of bilateral treaties,  and only after 
checking that it is not practicable to fill the  job by national recruit-
'  ment8  This is the rule of priority of access to the national employment 
\ market. (36)  In most  Community  countries three  condit:i.ons  are  laid down 
l for the recruitment of a  migrant worker from  a  non-Community  country: 
I 
i 
j 
I 
j 
I 
l 
! 
the prospective  employer must  serid  the candidate for  immigration  an 
employment  contract valid for at least a  specified period; 
suitable housing must  be kept  available; 
the  immigrant  must  conform to  specific health standards. 
.  ./  l  ,  These  three rules no  longer exist for migrants  coming from  Community  I  countries.  In the United Kingdom,  too,  they are not  applied to  immigrants 
! described as "patrials".  (37) 
I  In most  cases the resident's permit  is conditional  on  the  possession 
1  of  a  work  permit.  In general  there is a  distinction between three  types  .  I  of work permit  and residence permit: · 
l 
l 
I 
I 
temporary residence  permits,  a  residence  permits of duration equivalent 
to that of the  employment  contract,  but not  specifying the  industry 
concerned; 
l -work permits of limited duration for specific  jobs and  limited either 
I  to  a  single  employer or a  specified branch of industry; 
' i 
I 
I 
i 
i. 
! 
I 
! 
- residence  and  work permits of unlimited duration. 
(35)  W.R.  BOHNING  and  Do  MAILLAT,  op,  oit., P•  17 
(36)  LYON-CAEN,  op.  cit., P•  6  1 
(37)  LYON-CAEN,  ibid.  ·./. 
:o for· 
\fp€B  of'  'rmrk:  !:.i.t::.d  J:'(~8:H!.<?::lr::~";  :o~.>:·:n~.t2 
be  ~,;xpellecL at  sl.wr·t  nct:Lce)  c;.G  in 
The:;r  ,~l'G  <?J 8r)  lH~ed  :.~h_,)n  workers  are  in:~sndecl  fo:e  5o  b!~.  c.:f  1 imi  tect.  du_r,,;~;t io:n 
in firms which  are  c1:.)eing  d.o-vm.~  or  in the  procesf';;  of·  'rJ?::ing  :reorganised 
a.a  a.  result  of weeh.an.isaticm;  or  lt<Jbt:m  wo·rkErrs  .J.re  needed for  i·(lfra.-
struct·~'.TE'  '::o:ntraots  or other work  of  lirt~it~.?.ct  d.lD~ation~ 
Besirias the  link  bet\'leer:t  adraission  e..nd  r·<=.;crui tmeni; 1  there  have  'been. 
ata:t.e,.::ente  of principle,  aimed  at gu.aranteeing ·t.he  migrant  e:rual  treat-
ment  to  that  of nationals.,  'I'hese  principles seek to  pruvide equality of 
treatment  and of UJlion  rights,  and cf access to  social  f:!ecu.r:L ty benefits  .. 
'I'hie  set of protective measures does not  apply  to  ~;orkers "lho  came 
into the  comrt:r.y  as touristsv  though  the  large nu.."Jlbe:r.  of  such  ca.ses  in 
most  of the countries' has led to thz  set·ting up  of offices for sorting 
out  such  situations., 
Up  to •the  present,  howeverf  except for the Irish entering the  United 
KingdomF  most  of the  migrants have  no political rightst nor the freedoms 
.normall,y  enjoyed. by citizens  ..  This applies to migrav.ts  from  countries 
which are  members  of the EEC,  as it does to  those  from non-member countries" 
·rhis  absence  of political righ-ts is a  direct limitation on  the 
mig-rant 
1 s  rights of expression  and organisation  ..  It is thu.s  tmderstan.dably ! 
difficult for  such workers to  take part  in conflicts out side working  ! 
hours,  a..1d  especially in conflicts aimed  at  improving their housing 
conditions or  the facilities in the neighbourhoods where  they live., 
The  same  lack of political rights also  he.s  repercussions on  the  level 
of trade union participation  and.  the  exercise of UJ1ion  rightso  The  migrant 
worker  ca."l  be  escorted to the frontier  at  any  time  if his activities are 
regarded as being prejudicial to the :national  economy.,  This is the case, 
for example,  in Belgium where  expulsion measures can be  taken  on the 
grotmd that nthe :foreigner is regarded as injurious to public  order~ 
public  security or the  economy  o:f  the  country""  We  shall return to this 
potnt  in  a.  later chapter., 
Condit ions  are  made  unstable  and.  insecure for  the migrant  worker  by~ 
the restriction on  the  jobs or industries accessible  to  him;  by his lack 
of social or legal  status  (or differences in regard to it) arising from 
the manifold bilateral  treaties~ and  by the absence  of  any political 
status applicable without distinction to all migrant workers.,  This  lower- ' 
grade of citizenship and the  absence  of poli  tic:::~-1  rights are  both an 
e:<p::cession  e.nd  a.  fundamental  cause  of the condition of' migrant  worker  .. 
Moreover~ the restriction on  jobs and  industries accessible to the 
migrant 1  and.  the  mu.tua.l  a.~~pende:nce between hls ;job  and  his residence 
per.mit v  are prejudicial not  only to  hie sta.tus 9  his  aoo:i.a.l  stability and 
his feeling· of  security~ but  they also  act  indireotly to limit  the  area 
in which he  can  live  a:ncl  work,  and thus they •;)ir·cumscribe  the  housing  and 
housing concl.iticns ;.'lll.thin  b.ia  reaoh  ..  Thist  hcweverv  does not  prevent there 
being~  with the pa.asage  of time v  a  considerable broa-dening in -t;he  ran.ge 
of  jcba held by migrant  workera., ' .. 
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This,  arises firstly because favourable  economic  condi-tions  lead  .. 
· to  the  reorui  tment  of both individuals and  groups of  migrants~  A  s<::,cond 
reason is that  the continuing presence of migrant  wo>:'kers  in  ·(;}-:.::  e·~ ......  ·:.~s 
of the  irlest  contributes to the  self-perpetuation of migration  flow~  .. 
2o2o  Effect of the  business c;ycl,e  on  a.dmissio~:p..lsions and. 
re-entries  I 
l 
It is usual  to  explain the  ab·  .!tee of long-term immigration policies  I 
by  the fact  that  recourse  to migrox:d;  manpower  reserves depends  on  upward  ! 
and  downwai!'d  s;.riTJgs  in  ge~eral business conditions.,  However,  all  the 
national reports take  the  view that  ·the  reser~e of migrant  labo;.lr  is  a. 
permanent  feature  of our economies  since  the  need for it is structural 
rather than transient,  even  though the  level of recruitment  may  rise or 
fall  in conformity with business fluctuations.  In general,  rising trends 
in business lead to the  labour market  becoming internationalo  i 
'  I 
. ' 
i 
I 
Even if the distribution of migrant  manpower  in the  economic  system 
is the  anmver  to  a  structural problem -- the chronic  shortage of semi-
skilled and unskilled workers - recruitment  may  nevertheless proceed in 
parallel with economic  fluctuations (38).  In  any  case,  the fact  that 
foreign workers  are  admitted or brought  into  the western countries in 
periods of business booms  does not  mean  that their jobs are  temporary ones i 
or that their function  in the general  economic  system is no  more  than 
"cyclicae  shock-absorber"  or an  instrument for breaking open  production 
bottlenecks caused by  a  lack of national  manpower. 
! 
Moreover,  the  part  played by foreign/workers is of permanent  and 
crucial importance  even  though they are most  heavily ··concentrated in those 
industries which  are  least protected from· the effects of boom  and reces-
sion,  and  are  indeed to.be found  in the  industries most  exposed to the 
ri~k of closure because  they  are  out of favour with national workers.  It 
is this which explains the  e~tent of cyclical unemployment  among  migrant 
workers which is only imperfectly reflected  in the  unemployment 
statistics. 
In table 37,  the  level of  un~mploymerit  among  migrant workers is 
compared with that  among  native workers in 1974.  Unemployment  among 
foreigners is highest  in Germany,  Belgium  and Denmark.  The  proportion of 
foreigners in the total number  unemployed is higher in every country than 
the proportion of migrant workers  in the total number  of wage-earners.  In 
other words,  foreigners  have  a  higher unemployment  rate than the national 
average.  The  rates of unemployment,  however,  are not  an  exact reflexion  I 
of the true proportion of foreign workers discharged because of the crisis.\ 
l  II  l 
(38)  Dutch report,  pe  2-12-22  I 
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This table does not  include:  illegal or "irregular" workersi  \vorkere  1 
who  have  decided to return home;  those whose  work  and  residence  pe:- 7:>its  .... ! 
have  expired and who  have not  secured their renewal;  or workers not 
reporting their unemployment  for fear of losing their permits  (39)o 
On  the  other hand it is not because migrant workers  are  mo8t  .irasti-
cally affected by the  business  sw:i.rgs,  that their presence is to  be 
interpreted in terms of the  busine~  cycle.,  In the  fastdeveloping 
countries of the Heat  7  migr.ant  man.l;ower  was  employed  on  a  growing scale 
until 1973,  because  these workers  \>ere  ready to  ac:cept  the  tra-r:tsfers of 
jobs and all the other mobility  req~irements implied in rapid economic 
l 
I 
I 
·I 
change  ..  In this way  migrant  workers brought  into the economic  structure  I 
1  an  important flex.ibili  ty factor for dealing with the  adjustment  J>rocesses.,.; 
;·  I 
2~3  ..  Economic  fluctuations as influences on  the recruitment  and 
dismissal  of the migrant  manpower  reserve. 
Though  the recruitment of migrant  manpower  tends to follow the  swings: 
of the  business cycle,  these fluctuations  are not  in themselves the  sole  l 
explanation of changes  in the rate of recruitmento  A change  for the better 1 
I  in business conditions tends to upset  the  balance of forces between  J 
employers  and workers  and  thus tends to bring foreign  manpower  into 
11  employment.  In the  same  w~, when  economic  conditions are bad migrant 
workers  are more  easily regarded as competitors by native workers  in the  1 
host  country,  so that  there is a  tendency for migration to dwindle  and  I 
for  some  workers to return home.  This is the period when  trade  unions  I, 
begin to express all their reservations about  importing foreign  labour.  i 
I 
The  fact is, that when  times are bad,  the comparatively high  i 
unemployment  rate for native workers  suffices to block recourse  to migrant: 
labour,  even if there  are still shortages of manpower  in the  specific  1 
trades and  industries which mainly employ foreign workers.  Despite 
unemployment,  native workers  seldom return to experiencing labour  shortages, 
for they retain their dislike of taking jobs normally regarded as "for  ! 
foreigners  only"  (40).,  \ 
i 
It thus looks as though the 'apparent  correlation between business  I 
swings  and entries and  departures of foreign manpower  can be  attributed  ! 
to the fact  that the various phases of the trade cycle give  a  greater or 
less influence to the various pressure groups which have  a  s~ in the  l 
·  decisions affecting migration  and  to changes in public opinion  abo~t  ! 1 
f  immigration policy.  ! 
!  1 
j  Despite the overt hostility to uncontrolled immigration  among  the  l 
! major trade union organisations in Europe,  it is difficult for them when  ! 
1  business is booming to put up  any effective resistance to the recruitment  I 
1  of new  contingents of migrant  workers,  which is manifestly in the  interest) 
l  i  i 
! 
·: 
1 
! 
I 
t 
l 
-I 
i 
< 
I 
(39) 
(40) 
S.  PANCIERA  4 B.  DUOOLI, 
"Contradictions",  No.  9, 
s.o.P.E.M.·r.  opp.  report 
Crise 'et  immigration 
1976,  ppo  109-128 
1975; 'Po  8 
,, 
en Belgique,  in · 
./. :~~i'  ti_'\:..  gc·1"tt~!:rtm:a.c.t  .~U1.(l  the  emp1o;yr:::r-E:'·'(,:-Cii8.:nis·.:.).ionc  ~,.·i.J  .. )  \\for·e<)·rte:r,  v-;h-att 
la~:>Oi.L:··  &fh)rta<;•::>S  are  a  pro1=en  :f'~v:::·~  2n·"i  migtrt  i!;(c~::cy=l_  ~,c !;  DAJ  <"'  {:hsck  Ol.-.t 
::-.~o:nr:·:•Jic  st;;;J;il:i t,y  and  gro\-rl:;h  effeci;ive  o:yp~sj:l;:L:m to  migr2:t.ion  ie 
pra.c·( L::.t,,.l.i.y  impo  s~i  ble. 
Sine~;  immigration  ceJ.l  ... not;  be  blc·ckP.d.  altc'gcther,  the  tra.d<:l  unions  are 
rf~'3o1ute1~- in favour  of its l.;.;~·Ln.g  cor:.troJ.led~.  '!:hey  are  opposed  -Go  it 
hecJ.~,;.se  of  t.l~.e  potential  conJpeti  t:'i.o!l.  be'}tT,reen  t;i:1e  m~.grant  s  and their own 
memb•;;..:·e  and 1)ec&tse  trJ.ey  faar  f;ha;t  an  a.bt.m.c1.;:mca  of  lab~>1J.r  t1.sed  lead to 
c: lea::.·a,.;es  among  workers  and to  a_  ~~egker.d.ng of t:beir bargaining po;.1e:r- and 
their  <::cope  for action  ..  The  rw:rkcre  1mdo!'l.S1  inde•:?dt  US11ally  favour  the 
recru..i.~;ment of foreign  manpowe:i:'  being  a,  striGt state monopolyj  and  they 
have  everyv1here  su.pported.  the  rt?su.mption  'by  the  State  of the  immigration 
control?  so  substantially relaxed in ELLrope  since  1968., 
Though the  UJ'lions  are  against  irmnigr<::;ticn  h1.  principle,  they a.re 
ne-,~ertheless on  the  side of the  immigrants  in their opposition to  any 
discrimination between  the for8ign  and the national >·mrkers., 
Once  the migx·ant  11mrkers  have  entered a  country  a.""l.d  established 
'themselves there,  the  local trade unions  do  their  bel.'lt  to  act as their 
spokesmen  .. 
1l'his is sometimes  intended as  a,  way  of preventing the  claims 
of foreign  \·lOrkers  going beyond their ov•np  and.  sometimes  as  a  way  of 
preventing these  migraXltS  putti:n.o- up  an.  unfair competition against 
national  (and nowadays  community)  workers..  In the  J.atter case  the unions 
press for the foreign workers to be  given  all the  social 9  economic  and 
political rights to which national  workers  are  entitled  .. 
There  is1  hovtever,  a  basic contradiction in the 'fact  th&.t  the  unions, 
with -the  backing of public opinion,  are  in favour  of migrants  being subject 
to  the principle of non-competition after they arrive,  but  that  they  aJ. so 
fa.vour  the differentiat,ion of work  (and tberefore  of residence)  permit  So 
~nese are  t~e instruments by which mi£Tants  are allocated to  jobs;  and it 
i.s  through them  that the market for foreign  manpower  is compartmentalized 
which  c:onsti tutes a  fundamental  pre---condition for all potential d.iscrimina-' 
tion in working conditions,  wa..gee,  wey·  of life and  thus of housing., 
3 ...  ~a.de~§.l:te explanation:  oself-,eer,Eet~~:~2!1 of  mi.~ation from  countries 
2f ori~in and the  str~  of  __}he~.E,J,!~ant -~~rke~  .. 
).,lo  Migration  and  underdevel_o;e.men~ 
Underdevelopment  is a  necessary but not  a  sufficient  cause  of 
migration., 
T4'iTThis point  is illustrated in an unpublished analysis by M.,  VERBRUGGE 
of replies given in Belgium to the tripartite committee  on foreign 
manpower,  These  showed ·that.  in case where  ·unions regarded the recruit-
m.ent  of foreign vlorkers  <;,s  inopportune~  successive  labour mL-r:d.sters 
(irrespective of pa.rty)  aJ:v-reys  came  in the  end to d.ecisions  :L'"l  favour 
of the requests made  by employers  .. • 
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One  of the  explanations of the rapid increase  in migration up to 1973  1 
is  based on the  accelerated development  of the western economies,  the  -·-! 
resulting changes in the number  and range  of jobs to be filled,  and the 
consequent  shor-~age of  labourers~  Another explanation is based on  an 
analysis of the causes and  mechanisms  of dismissal  and expa-triation ,v-hich 
result £rom  underemployment  and from  the  C\tmUlative  effect of under-
development  and del  eyed expansion,  more  especially in the :t!J:(HJi terranean 
basin~ whence  the  main flow of migrant  workers origina.tess  ex:oepi: .for 
those proceeding to the tJnited  Kingdom~ 
This fu.."ldamental  imba.l&"1.Ce  in the development  process brings about 
migratory :flows  and  leads to  the  cree,+.ion of official mach.iner;y- to  organis~ 
develop1  direct  and control there flows9  Such machuAery  is set up both in  : 
the emigration countries and in those  of  immigration and employment,  an.d  ; 
in theory it is for the benefit  of -the  people  concerned" 
r;;  is thus telling only part of the  story to  sey the recruitment of 
migrants  and their admission  into western Europe  resulted from  an 
expansion in the d-emand  for labour  and the  inadequacy of  available  supplies 
of manpm.;ero  As  a  counterpar-t ·there  had to be  other countries in which  f 
there  ~as unemployment 1  underdevel9pment  and  pauperisation~  ' 
·1  If there is to be  migration?  there must  be  a  potential  supply of 
I 
1  labour1  comprising  readily available reserves o'f 1rmrkers  who  are  ready 
and willing to go  abroad for  a  time  or even for  good;  and there must  also 
be  governments willing ·to  send this labo~ to  ·the  countries v1hioh use  ito 
- I  A  survey of the basic causes  o~ migration,  which  are  in operation in 
~:J;~,'?migra.t  ion countries shows that  some  o:f  the fa.otors  are  demographic, 
1  some  'ei:::-,~~omic  and technical,  others psycho-sociological and  some  political~ 
.  All these  are  closely interwoven in practicee ·  1 
Among  the factors which  set  the flow in motion1  Pierre Georges 
i 
I 
mentions,  in order of importanceT  a  number  of factors o:f  which the first  I 
I 
is over-population,  This is essentially due  to the :fact  "the  population has [ 
been increasing faster than economic  grmnh.,  The  next fa.ctor is the 
breakdown  of geographical  or class barriers 
11which  mey  proceed from  a 
centrifugal movement  setting up  a  positive explosion loca.lly9  and  which 
j 
I 
I 
l 
rnczy  in f'act  have  taken its first  impulse  from  population pressures.,  But 
emigration mey  also result from  a  request by the  local government  which 
amounts  in fact  to  a  requisition".,  Another  factor ie the lack of land 
(which is common  to all emigration from the Maghl•eb)  <-1nd  it mey  even  come, ! 
_paradoxically enough,  from  ·the  countr;y' s  own  economic  teke off "simply  j 
because it breaks· down  the  old immobility of  popula:~ions ~  in short  1  • 
because "industrialisation is not  going ahead fast  enough".,  (42) 
The  primary causes of migra:tion,  when all is said,  a.re  poverty and 
unemploymento  To  a  very large extent  these  t·wo  ·;rariables are  the expres-
sion of the pauperisation of the peasantrye  This in itself results from 
many factors,  including colonialism,' two; \-vorld.  1tla.rs  ami  the  liberation 
struggles which  slowly converted the  peasan-tl''Y  :l.nto  a  proletariat..,  All 
·this was  instrumental in many  peasants being violently expropriated,· in 
'  -=-•' m 
(42)  Pe  GEORGE,  op.,  cit.,·,  PP?  80-84  .~ 
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small  producers  ~eing separated from their means  of production  and 
subsistence  1  iu the creation of  a  landless peasantry who,  in  some  cir-
cm.lstances,  be~ome :ceady  candidates for emigration. 
·The  i!T~)OV~r:;shment in question flows  also  from  the  imbalance  between 
the  grov-=th  in popalation and the  growth in its subsistence needs.,  In most 
cases sccieties from which emigration occurs are  predominantly rural.,  The 
pressure of population  itse~f m<w  differ in intensity from  country to 
country;  bu·~  in every case  there is the problem of maintaining  a  family 
econo!l\{,  the needs  of which increase  as the families get  larger  and largerc
1 
Despite  ethical  and cultural variations,  this demographic pattern is to  · 
be  found  in countries and regionsr  B".1ch  as Kabylla,  Andalousia9  Greece 
and Yugoslavia.. 
"The  starting point  is the recognition by  the  group or the  individual 
of the  impossibility of providing full maintenance  P  in its traditional 
place  of residence,  for  a  population which is growing faster than  its~ 
means of subsistence,  or which  sees  and recognises the possibility of 
improving its living conditions by participating,  through  some  of its 
members,  in the  income  distribution of  a.  more  developed economy  ..  In other 
.  wordsr  emigration is regarded as  a  corrective for the poverty of the 
'  individual  and the  group".,  (43) 
Among  the other factors whic:h  favour  emigration,  mention  should be 
made  of the  after-effects of colonial •...rarfare  in countries  such as 
Algeria and Portugal;  and the  increasingly noticeable effects of  a 
technological  and economic revolution within countries  such as Yugoslavia 
and  Turkey  .. 
These  workers finding they must  gbre  up their traditional occupations 9 
I 
seek to  find their way  into the  modern  economic  circuit  and travel to  areas 
where  gro1rTth  is occurr:hngo  Many  are  those  who  drift into the  towns  of their 
own  countries,  but  once  there discover that it is impossible to  secure 
'  productive  ernploymento  The  massive drift towards  the  towns  of active 
popula·l;ion thrust  out  from  their rural  surroundings1  creates unemployment 
and the first to  suffer are the youngo  International migration  thus 
appears as  an extension of the migration which began at  borneo 
Even  so~  the  expropriation of land  and property,  unemployment  and 
ensuing poverty  are not  in themselves sufficient to  incite people  to 
abandon their family,  their home  and.  their countryo  Other determining 
factors are their feeling that their poverty has  become  unbearable  and 
the bright colours in which  a  happy  and  secure existence  are painted in 
advertising and other cultural extensions of the capitalist  ~stemso 
Migration is increasingly a  desired break from  an  economic  and  social 
background which the  individual  has  coma  to regard as ineffective  and 
oppressiveo 
(43)  Po  GEORGE,  opo  cit. po  26  .;. 
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l  It 
~--becomes 
is at this late stage of the process that the  zest for departure  __ j 
I 
I 
l 
i 
i 
! 
I 
I 
I 
I 
! 
I 
contagious.  There  develops an  atmosphere  of departure which 
spreads from neighbour to neighbour and  reaches populations hitherto 
unconscious of it. The  psychological mechanisms  set in motion by material 
factors will then begin to effect the  outward flow of emigrants to an 
extent which will be  greater or less,  depending on  the population of 
each region,  its nearness to the means  of communication  and the cohesive-
ness of individual  social groups.  At  this stage  an  awareness that poverty 
has become  unbearable  is linked with economic  calculations about migra-
tion which  is now  envisaged as  a  sorirce of wealth;  and  side by  side these 
factors build up  the determination t,o  seek voluntary exile. 
3.2.  Bridgeheads to feed the migration flow 
Those  who  prefer the "voluntarist"  explanation point  out that once 
I 
I· 
l 
I 
a  current of migration has been created,  it tends to feed upon  itself and 
grow  in volume.  Foreign workers,  once  they have  got· their footing,  act  as 
bridgeheads for the  coming  of their women-folk;  and this is made  all t·he 
easier by the fact that the  aspirations of women  in the  host  countries  · 
are rising as  are  those of their men  folk.  Working  women  in community 
countries eschew  employment  in domestic  and  servile  jobs in preference 
for  service occupations in which  a  greater number  of openings has become 
available.  ~1ere is thus room  at the bottom of the  ladder for the woman 
immigrants to tackle the  "womens'work". 
·I 
I 
l 
I 
I 
I 
'  .I 
Penetration on  these lines ultimately leads to the  admission of 
other dependants in younger or older age-groups,  and sets up  conditions 
in which the foreign population begins a  period of n,atu.nal  growth.  This 
is true,  even when  the earlier immigrants were  originally brought  into 
the host  country as part of a  migrant  manpower  reserve designed to  act 
as a  economic  shock  absorber.  ' 
Migration is also  subject to the  economic  forces which make  for 
self-development.  This is noted by BOHNING  &  MAILLAT  when  they  s~: 
"the foreigners need goods for their own  consumption  and  'Which  sets up 
·.a demend  for additional  labouro  Thus  the  employment  of each foreign 
w~rker mey  induce  a  demand  for  another" ,  ( 44)  Conversely,  when  any of 
these workers  stop working.or  leave  the country they increase  the risk 
of a  collapse  in effective demand. 
j  A  stronger flow of  immigrants  m~  come  from  the fact that once 
I 
migrants are  allowed into jobs in industries and  occupations on  which the 
workers of the host  country are  turning their backs,  this very fact tends 
· to  sharpen the dislike of the national workers for the  jobs concerned  ~d 
I 
l 
.  I increase their tendency to seek other employmente  This process of depar-
! · ture,  succession  and  replacement  in the  labour market  follows  a  pattern 
I  not  unlike  Gresham's  law  for monetary  systems with two  currencies  ·  1 
I 
enjoying different degrees of esteem.  The  coming of the migrants tends  1 
to induce  in the national workers  a 'certain "snob effect" which mSiY  indeed!-
be  accentuated by xenophobia or race-consciousness.  .  ·  I 
1(1 
(44)  R.W.  BOHNING  & D.  MAILLAT,  op. ~oite;  P•  12 
:  .;. 
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'l'hus,  Cr<ice  the  p:unp  hae  been  primed there is a  tendency for migration 
, to develop  en its own  steam,  especially since strict controls call for  a 
gooo.  deal  of  a.G..-,histra.-~ive  machinery  and mey  prove costly.  Su·~h control 
is,  indeed;  ~ot really operative  except  when  its enforcement  is strengthe- , 
ned by  ec(mo=nic  c0ndi  tions  (e., g ..  the 197 4 recession)  or when  publio opinion 
1 
caL"ts  for  tht.<  stemming.;  ·)r  even  the  stopping,  of immigration  as was the 
'.Jase  in the  ~1nHed Kingd.Jm  in 1962. 
An  analysis of quasi  automatic  social forces  shows  us  how,  at  any 
· givEm  moment,  the  flow of migrants mey  escape  the  control of those  by  whom 
it was  originally org8nisedo  On  the other hand,  it cannot  disguise the 
importance of,  or the  administrative responsibility for,  the  systems of 
• decision  and control  set up  to  guide  the currents of migration,  to reduce 
' or  increase  them or even to create new flows  as required by the countries 
: and economies c:mcerned,  especially the host  countries.  In the first 
: ins-tance,  migration results from bilateral agreements,  the  operation of 
, 'official or  semi~fficial recruitment offices,  and  from  the  machinery for 
1 
'regulating the entry,  controlling the  employment  and  supervising the places: 
where  the migrants  and their families  settleQ 
In the  absence  of any  supervision of migration,  conditions  make  for 
·the deterioration of the migrant worker's  status and positiono  Reception 
i and housing conditions are  left increasingly to  chance;  and it is becallse 
of this that  migrants  from EEC  countries are not  alweya  or automatically 
; better treated than nationals of outside countries migrating under  a 
·bilateral agreement  in which decent  housing conditions are  specifically 
) stipulated., 
I 
i 
f 4 ..  ~x_planations in terms of the  economic  growth proceSls 
' 
The  increased recourse to migrant  manpower  in the  economies of the 
. West  is not  merely the  consequence  of new  and higher aspirations  among 
·the workers  in the  host  country and among  the  migrants  themselves. 
The  growth in the number  of foreign workers· employed,  at  any  rate .. 
up  to the end of 1973,  is not  just the result of diminished vigilance or 
overwork  among officials and others responsible for handling the migration 
:flows,  whether  in countries of origin or in host  countries. 
A more  fundamental  explanation of the·growing migration of workers 
' and their families  seems  to lie not  only in economic  growth  and in the 
'manpower  requirements resulting from  the non-availability of national 
;workers at  any  rate at prevailing wages  anq under going working conditions; 
:but  also  in the  stronger  and  stronger wage  pressures,  and  in the direct 
·and indirect  advantages obtained by  ef11ploy1ng  migrant  workers in place  of 
. national manpower.  · · 
..,_  ... 
•} 
.;  .. 
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iEven  at present,  with the  reces~ion in  progress,  people  are preparing  __j 
_!'estimates of  social costs and:long-term·costs which may  result from using  1 
1 foreign  labour.  ,  . ·j 
I 
In ~  case,  the phenomenal  growth in international migration in the  l 
. , Community  since  the·· war,  and more  especially since  1968,  was  only possible I 
jbecause  it-provided support for the  accelerated economic  growth;  and  II 
! because  the migrants were·  coming in r'esponse  to calls not only from 
!
traditional  immigration  industries (iron and  coal mines,  metal-working 
·.  and  manufacture  and civil engineering)  but  also to those  of the tertiary 
1 sector.  In the big cities of Western Europe,  the census results show  a 
I  growing n~ber of migrant  workers  in ~mall and medium-sized firms  (45)  in 
the  larger·. urban  agglomerations. 
4.1.  The  shortage of labourers and the  semi-skilled 
I  .  .  . 
·--I  The  need for  importing manpower  is primarily due  to the chronic 
. shortage of semi-skilled labourers in most  of the west  european economies  I  since the end of the  second world  war~ Ell'en  after 1973,  and despite the 
'!depth of the recession,  this shortage was  still being felt  in various 
,sectors of the  labour market.  ; 
I  ; 
!·  After the  second world war,  the use  of prisoners of war,  and very 
1soon  afterwards the  recourse  to  immigrant  manpower,  found  a  justification 
jin reconstruction requirements  and  the  need for energy  and basic products· 
1(e.g.  iron and  coal).  Later came  the  expansion  in the basic industries, 
I 
l
promoted by the formation  of the European  Coal  and  Steel  Community.  It 
laid down  plans for expansion  in these  industries;  ru1d  since  the future 
!  prosperity of Europe  seemed  to depend on t:b,em  . ,  recourse to external 
jmanpower  was  all the better justified. Until 1955,  western Germany  was  the 
jonly country not calling for foreign workers;  but  in the 1945-55  period 
I it was  dealing with an  influx of nearly 12 million repatriates and 
!refugees from central  and  eastern Europe  (46). 
·1  After this period the manpower  sh~rtage was  attributed to the  small 
\
:size of the  active population,  and  the  slowness in its growthe  This was 
due  partly to the raising of school-leaving age  and  the  lowering of 
]pensionable  age;  and  other factors were  the  slow  population growth,  due  to 
!changing mentalities and backgrounds,  and to the  low  birthrates of 1935-47 
!which were  now  being reflected in the; adult  age-groupso 
'1  ·  During this post-war period the  slow  growth in the  active population 
went  hand-in-h~~d with the  higher aspirations and  improved vocational 
l 
jtraining of the national working populations.  This contributed to their -
!distaste for heavy  and dangerous  indu~tries which,  in some  of the  countries, 
! 
' 
i.,.(4~5~)~S.  PANCIERA,  Mo  PLEVOETS,  V.  CAMPANELLI  & J.  DELCOURT  op.  cit., 
PP•  11-28 
· (46)  GEORGE,  ope  cit., P•  163  .· 
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were  themselves facing  a  period of reconstruction,  decline  and re- , 
---conversion  ..  There  were  whole  sectors of industry,  including the  mines  ---- { 
end steel ·nills1  whose  employees had long been  an  aristocracJ among  1  • 
workerL:  a11d  the  spearhead of the working classes;  and now  these  sectors 
fac~d  inc~eased competition from  substitutes for coal  and  steel,  and 
stiffer rivalry in the  new  Common  Market  for these products.  Not  only 
was  competition increasingly intense,  but it was  a  time for reconstruc- i 
tion  and rationalised prod~ction processes,  which  speeded up  the departure; 
- if r..ot  the positive flight  - of ,the national workers who  are  usually 
more  exacting  than the  immigrants. , 
Moreover,  though there were  by now  considerably more  women  going 
out to  work,  their levels of skill were  comparatively low  and  they were 
no  solution to the  shortage  of labourers  and  semi-skilled workers now 
becoming apparent  in a  whole  range of heavy,  dangerous  and  unhealthy' 
jobs,  and others with long or irregular hours,  weekend or night  trork, 
in  such industries as building and civil engineering. 
Finally,  the higher educational  levels were  an  incentive both for 
men  and for women  to get  away  from monotonous  jobs,  from  the unduly 
piecemeal  or repetitive,  from cleaning and maintenance  work,  from  the 
servile  and domestic,  all of which were  in most  cases  among  the worst 
paid. 
However,  this rise in  aspirations and growing disinclination for 
manual  and unskilled occupations was  only possible because  there was  at 
the  same  time  a  great  expansion  in the number of tertiar,y jobs,  including 
thosein banks,  insurance offices and  shopkeeping;  and there were  plenty 
of skilled jobs to be  had in the new  growth industries  (such as the 
chemical  and  petrochemical  industries,  gas,  electricity,  electronics, 
the making of electrical  and medical  instruments  and equipment,  tele-
communications,  data-processing,  high-speed transport  by land or sea and 
the  aerospace  industries)., 
"The easiest course",  sczy-s  R.Wo  BOHNING",  one  which  allows the 
social,  productive  and  employment  structures to be kept  substantially 
intact,  was  the "temporary"  immigration of foreign workers.,  This would 
also  make  it possible to  deal with swings  in the  economic  cycleo  This is 
more  true for the  fact  that the foreign workers are  ready  and willing 
to take  the  jobs which call for no real vocational training,  nor any 
knowledge  of the national  language".  (47) 
The  call for migrant workers  enabled the national  labour force  to  be 
more  mobile  and more  adaptable  than was  inherent  in the  economic  and  job 
structures,  With the  coming of the migrants  the workers  in western 
countries were  able to  abandon  a  whole  range  of  jobs and industries,  even 
before  completion of the reorganisations  implied in their departure.  Men 
j 
(47)  R  .. W.  BOHNING  &D  •.  MAILLAT,  ope  oit., po  11 
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l  and  women  workers,  even  the  youngemt~of them,  were  able to prooeed to the  I 
r
.more  desirable  jobs which were  now. open .to  them.  .  .  .. .  ... .  ··- -~ 
'  I 
l 
This is WJhy  the call for migrant manpower,  during the period between·  i,, 
. the  end qf  t:Q~  W9X  ll.nd  about  19p0,  c~ only be understood in the light of' 
j two  related facts.  One  is the drift of national manpower  seeking to avoid  I 
.  the human  and  social  cost of heavy or dangerous l1ork,  and  aJ.c::o  the degree  I 
j of reorganisation and  rationalisation which was  to be  expected;  and the 
1
1  l second was  the  high cost of·mechanising and  automating the  jobs which the 
·  national workers were  leaving.  !  · 
4•2•  Direct  and  indirect  advantages of employing migrants 
After 1960,  and more  especially  since  1968,  the  scale of the 
migration phenomenon  is not  wholly accounted for by inelasticities in ·the 
system and  the  growing shortage of m1skilled labour.  The  migration boom 
1  which  has been in progress  since 1968  actually continued  un·~il the 
1 beginning of 1974,  despite the rise  in unemployment  during the period. 
1 This is shown  in table 38  below.  l  I  , 
I Table  38:  Unemployment  in EEC  countries  (1970  = 100) 
I . 
I· 
i 
Countries  1969  1970  1971  1972 
'. 
' 
·I  Germany  120  100  124  165 
l 
I 
I 
Belgium  ll6  100  97  122 
Denmark  153  100  i59  135 
France  96  100  125  138 
'  Ireland  86  100  100  109 
Italy  108  100  ~00  114 
Luxembourg  - 100  - -
Netherlands  118  100  t23  205 
United Kingdom  93  100  130  145 
' 
I 
! 
,11 
1  Source:  Basic  Community  statistics :1975-76,  p.20 
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f  I_  I  (47)  R.w.  BORNING  &  D.  MAILLAT,  op. 1
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1973  1974 
183  391  . 
126  136 
124  524 
126  141 
102 
I 
98 
110  92 
- -
209  255 
104  98 
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imtil  about  1960,  recourse  to migrant  manpower was  limited to  a  few 
ba.si..::  induntrial  sectors.  After this date,  with the  formation  of the  ___ , 
C:.~mmon  Nar1:et  and  -~be  arrival  in Europe of oil at competitive  prices, 
there t.ega'1  a  nertl  phase  of accelerated economic  expansion,  and intensified 
competi-ticr: unt\Jeen  nations,  implying complete overhaul  and reqrganisation! 
of the  procl.uc·!;ive  machine.  i 
For·  th~se purpoE'es,  the migrant  labour force  seemed to be  the  most 
adaptable  one.  As  early as ·1962,  M.  MASSBNET,  who  was  then delegate in 
the French Prime Minister's office for social questions relating to 
f~reign wo~kers,  saw  the foreign  manpower  as "support  in the  form  of 
yO'Ullg  workers  t1ho  are  not  "rigidifi~d" by  tmduly long service in any 
occupation,  or sentimentally attached to their customary dwelling places, 
but  able to give  added fluidity to  an  economy  suffering from "stickiness" 
in every field,  and especially in the  manpower  structure"•••  (48)  · 
Apart  from  the greater -adaptability of the migrant  labour force,  the 
growing volume  of migration can be  explained by the wage  levels,  both for 
skilled and unskilled work,  which migrants can be  forced to accept.·. 
Between 1960  and 1974,  there  was  a  major increase  in wages in all 
European countries. Galloping  inflation was  at hand. 
Table  39:  current  rices and exchan  e  rates 
Countries  1960  1969  r Indice  1974  In  dice 
i 
1.674 
! 
7.689  Germany  3.513 
I  210  459  I 
Belgium  2.002  3.862  193  7-359  367 
Denmark  1.757  3.866  l  '220  6.582  375 
France  1.912  4.169  !  218  6.328  -331 
! 
Ireland  1.262  2.357  187  3.864  306 
' 
Italy  1.182  2.861 
)  242  4.659  394 
l 
Luxembourg  2.442  4.186  l  171  7-849  321 
i 
lQ'.etherlands  1.589  4.06o  256  8.389  528 
United Kingdom  1.891  2.822  !  149  4.209  222  ; 
I 
I 
I 
I 
l 
I 
Community  - - 198  - 348 
' 
Source:  s.o.E.o.,  National  accounts,  1/1975  I 
(  48)  lv'I.  MASSE!NET,  L' apport  de  la main-d.  1 oeUYre  d 1 origine  algerienne  au  I 
developpement  ~conomique fran9ais,- in "Bulletin  SEDEIS",  No.  850  I 
(3uypl~ment Feb.  1962).  Quotation taken from French export,  op.  cit.,/ 
P•  15  ,  '·.  I  ,, 
.;. 
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For both employers and governments the  coming of mi~ant workers  . I 
f-lowers the cost of part of the labour force,- reduces the operating costs·---j  I  of various activities,  and  is makes  it possible to keep down  the labour  I 
1 costs as  a  whole.  ! 
I  l  1 
:I 
I· 
I 
I 
.. , 
I 
I 
I 
I 
j 
I 
I 
.  I 
I  .  I 
f 
Studies which are now  available  show  sizeable gaps between the wages 
1
·_[! 
paid to national  and to migrant  workers.  In the Paris region,  for  example, 
the discrepancy is as much  as 18.4%  for unskilled workers  and the biggest 
gap  is in the  skilled category. _  · 
Table  40:  aid·to French and forei  workers 
. ' 
Category  Paris area 
Foremen  11.0 % 
::k-illed workers  9.4 % 
Semi-skilled workers  6o9% 
Unskilled workers  5·9 % 
All workers  (av)  18 .. 4 % 
·• 
! 
Similar discrepancies were .recorded in an  investigation in the Brussels 
area in 1972  (50)•  1 
I. 
·I 
l 
! 
I 
I 
l 
I 
l 
I 
·I 
I 
.  I . 
.  ;  ·~ 
II  (49) 
(50) 
B.  JOUSSIDLIN  &  M.  TALLARD,  op.  cit. ,  P•  10  . 
J.  HAEX,  A.  MARTENS  &  s.  WOLF,  Arbeidsmarkt  - discriminatie·;  ·  . 
gastarbeid,  Sociologisoh Orderz~ekinstituut,  (Louvain University) 
! 
1
: 
'  .. ·. 
1976,  P•  123  .  .  ...  . . .  I  .- .  '. 
10  .;. 
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Ta~l~  .  .4~~  tverage~  er hour of Bel  ian workers  and 
vrage  rc>.te  male  workers  both males  and 
~·>cordjng +.o  skill classification  at 31.12.  72 
-----~-'-
Cluss5.fi<"a.t ion  average  Comparative  Comparative  Comparative 
hourly  wage  scale:  wage  scale  wage  scale 
'nage  male  male  foreign  . female  female  foreign 
Belgian  worker  Belgian  worker 
worker  worker 
Unskilled  85.56 F  0.89  0.76  0.68 
Semi-skilled  102.77  F  0.92  o.Bo  0.63 
Skilled  106o05  F  0.89  0.73  0.68 
Building  92.80 F  0.93  - -
workers  ! 
The  migrant workers  are  thus accepting wage  rates below those  of 
the national workers,  though higher than what  they could get  in their 
own  countries  i~ they  could find  jobs.  They  are  thus reducing companies' 
costs.  Indirectly,  but  proportionately,  they are cutting down  the 
subsidies paid by the  government  to industries in difficulties,  and the 
expenditure required for  setting up  various forms of infrastructure 
which they help  to complete  in a  shorter time  than w9uld otherwise be 
taken.  They  also diminish proportionately some  of the running costs of 
public  administrative bodies which are buyers of services  (e.g. 
maintenance,  repairs and cleaning). 
Even if the foreign manpower  were paid at  the  same  rates as its  1 
counterpart in the host  country,  the use  of  such manpower  helps to  avoid  i 
some  of the logistic cost of the  labour force.  The  migrant  does not  get  I 
to the  host  country till he  is grown-up  and  able  to work,  so that the  I 
country which employs  him  does not  have  to  shoulder the cost of rearing 
and educating him.  I 
Moreover,  though the migrants  p~ social  security contributions  I 
comparable  with their local counterparts,  the benefits they receive  are,  ~ 
in  some  industries,  smaller  and  sometimes non-existent.  Under  the  1 
unemployment  insurance  arrangements,  for  example,  some  of the migrants are' 
.  I 
par.ked  off home  if they  experience  a  spell  of unemployment  which outlasts i 
the  remaining validity of their work  (and corresponding residence)  permits~ 
Again family  allowances  are  at times paid on  a  smaller scale when  the  l 
family  remains  in its country of origin;  and in various other cases the  1 
migrants lose benefits because  of conditions regarding the  number  of  ' 
contributions or the  length of residence;  or because  the  systems  are 
l 
,  ..  i I, 
'! 
n 
t: 
:_~ 
,, 
·: r  .. ,._  .. ____  . --- .......  . 
l  . 
I  territorially separate,  as is the  ca~e with  s~ckness and  accidents  (51). 
·
1
r  -·  .  :··Moreover  there  are m~  migr~t~ wh~ ar~- ~ache-lora. ·.or. unaccompan-;ed:-1 
and who  are  more  willing to  accept  minimal  standards of housing.  Their 
calls on  .soc~al apd  co:).lept~v~  ~8f.H:tt;eE! are  also  small. 
Finally,  the work  of the migrants helps to  eliminate production 
I bottlenecks and  promotes  th~ growth of the national  income,  arld  therefore 
1 the  assessment basis for taxation  an~ social security. 
1.  .  The  reports from  the enquiries in France,  Belgium  and  Germany  also 
emphasise  the political and social advantages arising through employing . 
the migrants.  The  number  who  are  trade unionists is usually much  smaller 
, than for the national workers;  and  evan  though they enjoy full union  rights.~ 
1 in. many  countries,  including the  rig-;:_-~  to strike,  the  law  generally  I 
I recognises a  discrimination when  it comes  to the  assumption  of union  j' 
f responsibilities.  , 
1
1 
As  has been  emphasised elsewhere  in this report,  the  scale of the  I 
foreign manpower  recruitment proportionately diminishes the political  l 
! and electoral importance  of the worklng ciass,  and  also their ideological  j 
j solidarity (52).  1  j 
:I  4•3•  Part ,elaved ~  mi[£ant workers in building and production of  I 
capital goods 
I  The  migration boom  we  have  had  since 1968,  on  the  other hand,  did  I 
1 not  stem from  overworked control offices or the  opening of labour markets  I 
for foreign  labour.  It was  on  a  massive  scale  and its explanation lies  I 
in  a  number  of immediate  advantages offered to  employers  in various 
industries,  and  to companies of all sizes,  by  the  employment  of migrant  ~· 
!  workers.  The  most  pertinent explanation of the  large  increase in the 
1 migration of men  and youths lies,  of course,  in the phase  of expedited  .  ] 
I 
and  uncontrolled growth which  came  upon  us after 1968.  From  that  time 
1 
1 onwards  the countries of the West  were  in a  state of "economic .overheating" I 
1 and there was  galloping inflation.  Iri  sobre fact,  this was  a  phase  of  .. 
over-investment which has been followed,  in the usual  w~, by a  phase  of 
rationalisation.  The  requirements  se~ up  by this expansion  explain how 
many  of the migrants had  found their WS(/  into the building industry and 
1 others connected with fixed capital formation. 
1  I  · 
I 
. r 
.  1 T5i")LYON-CAEN,  op.  cit. ,  P•  12 
·  'j  (.52)  A.  GORZ  in "Les temps modernes" ,,  1970;  quoted by  CEDETIM, 
. .  . Lea  immigres,  Stock,  1975·  ; · 
; 
'i 
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In  Fra.'lcc  ani Germany  more  than  20%  of the migrants were  engaged  in--·---\ 
building anc  c~vi  :.  engineering.  The  French report  shows  how  there  has,  ! 
since  1953,  been  an  almost perfect correlation between the  nev1  entries  I 
of  perma!~en·~ 'VI'orkers  and  the production  index for the building industry. 
1  ; Even  m  the  cr~  sir~  cond~_tions of 1974 the  construr:::tion  industries still  1 
accOUi:it  for  a  ~.arge. sha:..-e  of the foreign workers  recruited,  despite the  I 
set,back  in· the tctal number of migrants who  have  arrived. 
Table  42:  Total placings and placings in the building and  construction 
industries of foreign workers in EEC  conntries 1973-74 
Host  country  ' P1acings of foreign workers 
' 
Germany  Building 
' 
Total 
l· 
Belgium  ! 
(excl.  EEC  Building 
'  nationals  Total  : 
I 
France  Building 
I 
Total 
Luxembourg  Building 
'  Total  ) 
Netherlands  Building 
l 
i 
Total 
United Kingdom  Building 
Total 
I 
! 
I 
Source:  EEC,  Doc.  V/51/75 - F,  PP•  1'o-27 
.  , 
1973  1974 
74.701  4.828 
319.072  46.323 
518  610 
5·892  6.129 
41.733  18.718 
132.055  64.461 
2.157  3.013 
6.708  6.773 
324  504 
15.301  15.903 
638  '  7·64 
39.241  38.814 
.. / . 
! 
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During this 1968-73  period,  a  great number  of infrastructure items 
were  builtt  renewed or enlargedo  A whole  host of industrial estates were 
laid out  and.  there  was  a.."'l.  enorrnoua  :i.l'lva.s:Lon  of .Alne:t"ican  and.  other  :f'oreigrtf~~  .. 
companieso  The  latter was  facilitated by the building of net.;  factories  ' 
on  a  massive  scale,  i;he  la.ying out  and  enlargement  of  seaports  and 
airport  a P  automated comrnu...,..,i.cat ions?  expw'ld.ed  teleconununica  t ions,  mo:-e 
and  more  motorways?  underg-round -transport  1  pipelines for oiJ.  ar1d  gas,  dams 
and  power  stations  and  any·  number  of public buildings for collective use 
hospitals,  homes,  schoo.l s  and new  universities.,  In the  cities~  this was 
the period of  ai'..ministra;tive  skyscrapers and offices,  of car parks  and 
enormous  open  spacesi  of the  development  of new tovms  and  ·~he  setting up 
of prestige headquarters in the  businG.ss  areas of the big '.}i ti·aso 
Industrially,  it is a  triwnpha.l  period for the  growth industries,  for 
chemicals,  petrochemicals1  e.lect.ronicl3t  aeronautics  and nuclear  energy~ 
At  the  same  time  the  development  oent:r.·es  were  coming· closer to the  seao 
It v<as  during this phase  of "super-growth"  that  immigration went 
through the  biggest  boom  it has ever known  ..  Ma.."lpower  reserves t'll'ere  'being 
sought  everywhere  and the countries of the  Mediterranean  seabord \\Tere 
being systematically prospectedo 
This was the ·time  'Nhen  migration was  unplanned  and unconL"rolled, 
when  more  and  more  people  forced  into the  host countries as  11tourists"o 
Little by little governments  were  losing the monopoly for recruiting 
migrants;  all maxmer  of "regularisation"  systems l-tith retrospective powers 
were  being brought  into being;  for after all,  the  migrant  workers  cannot 
be  blamed for evading laws  about  i.vhi.ch  they knew nothing.  It >vas  the  time 
of stupendous  growth  in the  service  sectors,  the "tertiary econor.rzy-11
7  the 
call for  an  army  of maintenance  workers  and cleaners,  both inside  and 
outside  the new  buildingso 
4e4c  '.£lhe  time  of recession  - a  new  aDJ?.E..,aisal  of the social cost of 
migration 
Qu.i te  a  number  of oommentators1  vrho  have  long t·een  assessing the 
benefits of empJ.oying migrant  workers,  felt the  impaDt  of the  deep  economic: 
recession,  in 1973  and  since  then  have  been considering the  possible 
negative effects of the  inflow of labour  and  recaJ.-:>v.lating the  social 
costs of immigration. 
The  best  summary  of the lit.1arature relating +,o  these  effects and 
costs as recently disclosed ··- dou'btless as  a  result of the recession,  but 
perhaps also because  of the  emphatic  cl.aJ.ms  for equ.ality of treatment, 
rightly put  forward by the workers themselves  and  the  governments  of the 
countries from  which they  come  - ia from the  pen  of the  Germa."l  commenta-
tor,  GUnter  SCHILLER: 
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Tl'~e  f'ol:'.o;,J:.1g  ~-t::  a  'bi:·ief  summa.ry  of the negative  effects in the  SCHILLER 
al'alysi..:;~ 
The  e:ds";en(~e  of a  r\'Serve  of mobile  manp<Jwer  might  speed up  the 
~.::o:r1·.::en i;rat ion  of population,  and  industry~ In short,  it might  a.ccentuate 
the  iJ{ba'..ance  1:•etween  the  different regions1  since  the migrants would 
have  been brought  into the existing industrial and u:rba.'l  concentrations; 
The  unlimH.:;d  supply of unskilled labour would limit technical progress 
and  ~t:md in the  way  of necessary changes  in economic  structur-es; 
1I'he  large-scale arrival of young foreign workers might  oblige  specific 
social categories  (e~g. workers  in ·the older age-groups)  to withdraw 
altogether from  the  market; 
The  massive  immigration of workers' families might  lead to increasing 
expenditure on  social  services and collective facilities  (53)~ 
To  these  social costs must  be  added the demands -- justifiably 
increasing -- of the  countries 1rom which the migrants  have  come.  The 
recent treaty between France  and  'furkey,  for example,  requires France  to 
provid.e bigger benefits tha:n were  specified in the treaty between 
Germany  and  Turkey,  so  as to  attra..ct  into France  manpower  which was  then 
no  longer  immigrating thither  (54)  .. 
5o  CONCLUSION 
This  che.pter  has been  concerned with conditions in the market  for 
foreign  labour,  and it m~  be  useful  to conclude  by emphasising the 
correlation between the  economic  development  problems of Western Europe 
after the  last vJar  and  the  expansion in the mi.gration of manpower.  'The 
parallel between  them  serves to  demonstrate  the extent  to which migrant 
workers,  because  of their mobility  and a.djustability,  helped us in over-
coming the  successive problems of continued growthe  In practice,  the 
reasons for recourse  to migrant  manpower vary with the dif'ferent  phases 
of reconstruction,  development  &ld rationalisation of the  means of 
production  .. 
In this post-war period there  seem to  have  been four  successive 
phase  so 
In the  period 1948-58 7  we  were  in the reconstruction  phase~  The 
mi{';:r.ation  of Italian workers  helped towards this reconstruction,  at  any 
rate  in  some  of the west European  countries.,  This was  the  time  vlhen 
migrants were  pouring into the  coal mines  and  the  iron  and  steel 
industries,  which  the new ECSC  wa.s  integrating  ..  The  housing shortage which 
prevailed at this time  was  considered by many  as being reason enough for 
not  allowing the migrants  to bring their  families~ In most  cases the 
migrants \-Jere  recruited in groups:., 
(53)  G  ..  SCHILLER,  La  re~ation £!es  migra.tio~-~erc;u de  quelques 
poli  tiCJl.!e.s,  notam~e;;nt 2!!..  Republi~ federale  d I  Allem~~~ nRevue 
interna.tionale  du tz·ava.il",  val  ..  'l.II.n~4 April  1975,  p ..  365o 
K.,  H:OFFHE:R.w  Ekonomische  Al terna.tiven  zur  Auslanderbeschaftigu:ng, 
Gottingen,  1975  (Kommission  fU.r  wirtscha:ftl:ichten u.nd  socialen Wandel  .. 
(54)  G  ..  LYOU-CAEN.~  op  ..  cit~  p ..  2 r··-·-- ..  -- -.  115  r·  ! V/MB/76-E  --- =~ 
·!  The  next ten years,  1958-68,  were  the phase  of modernisation.  The  1 
!-period followed directly on  the formation  of the  Common  Market,  which  ·-l 
j  was  the  signal for  an  expansion phase  ..  It was  also  a  period of intensive  l 
i  l  competition,  which necessitated industrial reconversion  and  complete  l!. 
l  reorganisation.  There  was  a  boom  in mergers and  industrial concentration;  I and  the period was  also  marked  by_ the  ascendancy of oil which,  at the 
!  prices at which it was  then available,  was  a  strong competitor with other 
types of energy,  and  the  death-blow to the  expansion plans for coal-mining  .. :  .  I 
I 
In  some  countries the long-term plana for the coal-mining industry,  I 
as was  the  case  in Belgium,  were  plans for closing the  mineeA  This  I 
resulted in quite  a  number  of the migrants having to be  moved  into the  1 
urban centres where  other jobs were  available;  and it also brought  them  l 
within the  scope  of the urban  improvement  plans. 
.  I 
.  I 
In  1968,  after two  years in which the boom  had been  somewhat  hesitant,' 
the  growth began  afresh and  gathered an  added momentum.  Public  and  private ; 
investment  expanded  in parallel; 1 and it was  a  time  when  the  process of  1 
growth was  believed (at  any rate until the end of 1973)  to have  no  limit •.  i 
It was  a  time,  too,  of social turbulence.  I 
This interlinked succession of phases  accounted not  only for the  I 
swift  growth in the number  of migrants,  but  also for the fact that they 
spread into the  jobs left vacant  in various industrial  and  service  I 
occupations;  and this in turn explains the  employment  of many  more  migrant 
women  workers during the final period.  . 
·I  Conditions were  now  ripening for a  deterioration in housing.  Not 
i  only were  there more  migrants  than could be  handled adequately by the 
t  harrassed and  overworked  immigration and reception departments,  but  on  1
1 
· j ~top of this came  the  almost unbelieveable rise in the cost of house 
!  building (55)  due  to the  unprecedent~d expansion in other branches of  I 
[  the building and  construction trade.,  Che.pters  5  and  6 below 1iill give  an 
. I 
I 
.  Then  at the  end of 1973,  there  came  the time for drastic rationalisa-j 
tion of  a  production machine,  which had been  subjected to  llevere  strain '·  ~~· 
first b,y  the currency crisis and  then by the oil crisis. Economic  growth 
file abruptly and at the  same  time migration was  l?rought  to  a  halt.  Soon  , 
afterwards the migration  resumed,  but  under  strict control,  for the  j 
reserve  of migrant  manpower  is an  absolute necessity for current tasks 
. I  in the operation of the economic  systemr: as well  as  in its expansion.  The·  . l 
~  process of spontaneous migration from  countries outside the  Community 
I  was  brought  to  a  complete  stop;  and  governments  are  instead re-asserting  .I 
1  their monopoly  in this field,  but  the rectification of existing irregula-
. !  rities is preferred to wholesale  expulsionso 
I 
I 
' 
I 
j 
The  migration boom  and  the  deep' recession which has  ensued should be 
an occasion for more  fundamental  consideration of immigration problems 
and,  more  specifically,  of how  to organise the  w~  of life and working 
conditions of these displaced persons who  constitute the manpower  reserve. 
! (55)  The  Luxembourg report is more  explicit  about this. It is a  useful 
j  example,  for Luxembourg  is one  of the countries in which the housing 
l  shortage  is least noticeable  and  in'whioh the residential property 
· j  market  is under  the  smallest  st_fa.ino  vol 1  PP•  ~29-139•  l 
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. ..£!!...APTER  5:  HOUSING  CONDITIONS  OF  MIGRANT  WORKERS 
It1  this chapter  an  attempt will be  made  to  analyse  the  housing 
: conditions cf migrant  workers,  as revealed by the  surveys carried out 
: simultancour.ly in the  seven EEC  countries which employ migrants  (i.e. 
:all except  Ireland and Italy). 
It is important to  ley down  from  the outset  the limits of permissible 
' col1lparisons,  having regard to  the  various methods of  sampling and  the wa;r 
the  surveys were  conductedo  Even  though the following tablespresent data from 
all  seven countries,  it is not permissible to make  comparisons  between  i 
·the different national results.  1 
The  limitations of the resources available precluded  any  attempt  to 
·use  the  survey  to provide  a  representative account of the  housing 
. situation for migrant workers,  or even to list the differences between 
one  country or another or between different  areas in the  same  country  • 
. The  aim  was  rather to note· the  significant differences in housing 
'conditions for migrants as compared with those of national workers living 
' in the  same  districts,  or employed by the  same  companies;  and  secondly, 
:to note the differences between  the  categories of migrants  according to 
whether their countries of origin were  EEC  countries,  other European 
:countries or non- uropean countries. 
' 1.  Selection of districts and methods of sampling 
As  indicated in earlier chapters,  it was by  jobs requiring little or 
1no  skill that large numbers  of migrant  workers were  attracted.  They  were 
!concentrated into the  biggest  and most  densely populated urban industrial 
: areas where  the  strain on available housing was most  marked.  This 
naturally affected the  quality of the  housing available to  them,  as it 
also  affected the  housing of workers  from the  host  country. 
Substantial differences are,  however,  to be noted between  one 
! country and  another  and within each national territory,  depending on  the· 
, areas in which the migrants are  settled. 
Having regard to  these differences,  the  ideal  solution would have 
:been for  the national  surveys to have' covered all the  groups of migrants, 
: irrespective of the degree  of industrialisation and/or urbanisation of 
'the regions  in which they Hved.  ·  · 
The  practicable number of interviews, .however,  could only be  800  per 
country,  including at least 100 national workers.  This was not  enough to  pro-
vide . a  sample  which would be  representative of either residential district ! 
; or by countries of origin.  '  j 
··•\ 
I  ',J 
;: 
?.? 
! 
I 
' 
I 
I 
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The  set of distriots ohoeen,  nevertheless,  provided good  coverage of 
l__typical  situations affecting the migrant  workers  in EEC  countries.  The 
· size  and  location of the various centres covered b,y  the  survey were  known. 
Moreover,  the data available  in each country for purposes of sampling 
l were  found to be very variable,  so  that each of the national  teams  had to 
i be  given  a  certain freedom of action in selecting its sampleo  In every 
. j country,  however,  the  SBJ71pling  method  wa_s  designed  so  that  the  sample 
· itself should be  as random  and  as subject to probability criteria as  1 
possible,  so  as to  avoid  ariy  systematic bias on  the part of the  researcher.'. 
This means  that  they provide knowledge  of the  situations  and  problems  ' 
encountered by migrant  workers  in the specific regions in which the  surv~y 
was  made. 
The  best  evidence  of this lies in an  analysis of how  the districts. 
were  chosen and  the method of sampling in each country. 
Germany.  The  sample  was  taken in the Rhineland ·area,  the city chosen 
being.Mannheim  in Baden-Wurtemberg  on  the frontier of the  Hesse  and 
Rhineland-Palatinate  areas.  The  sample  related to three districts,  the 
E~.  ~adrate, Neckerstadt  and  Sandhoven,  lying respectively at increasing 
distances from  the city centre.  Selection of interviewees was  made  from 
registers kept by the  local authorities. 
Belgium ~The three regions in which Belgium is divided led to the  f 
choice of thi'ee  sampling areas,  all of which were  urban -Brussels-capital', 
Charleroi  and  Antwerp  - each of which  has quite  a  different degree  of 
strain on  its housing facilities.  The  two  former districts are  the biggest 
concentrations of foreign population in the  country; ,but  Antwerp,  though 
metropolitan,  has only  a  very  small  contingent of migrant workers.  Inside 
these three centres,  the respondents were  selected by  systematically  . 
sampling a  list of areas and  district~ heavily populated by foreigners. 
De.nmark.  'Jhe  number  of migrant  worker·s  is not  high,  amounting only 
to 36  000.  The  sample  was  taken in Copenhagen,  the  capital,. and in two  . 
neighbouring suburban towns  - Albertslund and  Ishp{j  - and  in ·an  . 
industrial town  in northern Denmark  - Frederiksva.erk.  In  Copenhagen,  the  I 
list of control  group members  was  compiled from  the  employee  lists of  j 
manufacturing firms.  ' 
I 
l 
! 
I 
France•  The  sample  was  selected from  the Paris area,  which has the 
biggest concentration of foreigners in the country.  Three  places were 
chosen for the  s.urvey:  l 
- the XIXe  and  xxe·  arrondissements~ old working class neighbourhoods in.  l 
which the  traditional industrial activity ie gradually disappearing and  ' 
major urban development  schemes  ar~ in progress;  . I 
.. ;. 
! 
I 
! 
I 
J 
I 
I 
! 
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) 
the  commune  of Vitry in the Marne  valley,  which is a  city of workers with 
a  big immigrant  population; 
the new  town  of  Saint-Quentin-en-Yvelines  (Trappes)  in the YveJ.ines,  a 
department  in the  area  aroun~ P~~~. 
The  sample  was  taken from  the registers of the  communes  in the three 
areas concerned. 
Luxembourgo  Migrants in the  Grand  Duchy  are not densely concentrated 
in any  area,  except  for  some  parts of the capital city itself (Grund  and 
Pfaffenthal),  in the  area around Each,  the capital of the steel  industry, 
and  at Dudelange.  The  main part of the  sample  was  chosen in these  regions, 
using the national population register. 
'.!.'he  Netherlands..  A typical urban area was  chosen  along with two  small 
industrial towns.  Utrecht is not  the  biggest of cities,  but  it is a  good 
example  of  a.  polycentric region,:Randstad,  as described above  (chapter 4). 
Seven districts in Utrecht were  chosen for the  sample,  these being the 
parts of tha  town  where  the density of migrant  population is greatest.  The 
actual  selection of the  sample  was  again made  from the registers of  the 
local  authorities~ 
Also  included in the  sample  were  two  small  industrial towns  in the 
Twente  region,  in the rural  country of the eastern Netherlandso 
The  United Kingd.om • It was  decided not to carry out  the  survey in the 
London  area,  though it has the  heavie  c  concentration of migrant  workers.  · 
So  many  studies have  been made  of the  London  area that it seemed preferable 
to  tackle  the  area which is second in size -- the West  Midlands -- which 
is listed as  having had 183  600  migrant workers  in 1971. 
Birmingham  and its surrounding districts were  chosen for the  sample, 
which was  selected from lists of  employees of a  number  of companies.  The 
control  group was  selected in the  same  w~. The  sample  thus covers all the 
districts inhabited by  the  migrants in and around Birmingham. 
Thus  the  countries choosing a  large part of their sample  in and 
around their capital cities were  Luxembourg,  Belgium,  Denmark  and France. 
These  chose  the  most  densely populated area where  the  strains on the 
residential housing market  is usually at its greatest. 
The  other countries -- Germany,  the Netherlands and  the United Kingdom 
did not  choose  the first-ranking and biggest population centres,  and it 
follows that the  strain on  housing facilities m~  not be  at its strongest 
in these  areas.  However,  all the  ~eys  adequately oover the ra»ge 
.;. .:, .. 
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·I  of district types where  migrant  workers  are  to be found. 
~  ~  . 
2.  Contents of the questionnaire 
The  structure of t}le  qq.e ~=rHqnn~r~ .  w~ laid down  by  a  group of 
experts from the nine  Community  coUntries•  It had necessarily to contain 
a  number of common  questions and others designed to take  account  of  i 
national peculiarities and.special considerations raised by the individual! 
experts.  1 
1  It must  be  emphasised from the  start that it is difficu.l  t  to  compile 
an  international questionnaire  dealing both with housing and with the 
social  integration of the migrants,  when  each of the  countries under 
consideration has its own  housing conditions and  immigration regulations. 
;  Questions which are  useful  and significant ·in one  country often appear 
I  meaningless in one  or more  of the others. 
I  .  Moreover,  the  questionnaire had to be  so  drafted as to yield useful 
j  answers,  not  only from the migrants,  but  also from the national workers. 
·  Obviously the whole  range of questions put to the migrants could not be  ·I  used for the  interviews with the national workers,  for whom  the  question-:-
!  naira had to be less elaborate. 
l 
I 
I  Another point worthy of passing mention was  the  enormous problem of 
j. translating such questionnaires,  owing to the great number  of languages 
I  used both b,y  migrants  and b,y  the local workers. 
II' 
A great many  tests and checks of the  questionnaires were  therefore 
I  necessary. 
l 
l  The  common  content of the  questionnaire  was  as follows: 
i 
I 
I 
i 
j 
I  . l  I  1) 
The  introductory section covers personal particulars of those  occupying 1 
i 
the  housing visited - age,  nationality, year of arrival in the  I 
country,  marital  status,  composition of the  household.  These variables  i 
were  analysed in chapter 2.  j 
'  i 
1 
! 
I 
2)  On  housing,  the questions  covered~ 
I 
l 
1 
1 
l 
1 
I 
i 
l 
I  3) 
! 
! 
I 
·l 
I 
I 
- terms of tenure  and occupation;' 
- description,  amenities,  deficiencies; 
- problems of access; 
- housing expenditure; 
-current difficulties in regard to housing; 
- changes of lodgings  and  residen~e. 
On  the  question of finding  a.  job,  1 the  questionnaires covered: 
:1·  'l  ... 
.;. 
ti 
- -·-- --- - -·- ·--------- ··---·· ___  ,,. ________ :  .. -...  ..  ~._.,.;  __ ~·--,-~..:....~-·~-- ···---- -... 
I 
I  .  I 
I 
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oocupatimHu  ata.tus  and  employing industries  (analysed in ohap.  3); 
training and  occupation  in country of origin; 
training  receiv~d in host  country; 
working  cund~tions and facilities; 
past  and iut·ure  occupational mobility. 
4)  A series of questions related to the  social integration of the migrants: 
i 
- !'elationL w).th  workers of ·own  nationality,  other nationalities,  the local : 
nationality  (questions for drafting locally); 
- knowledge  of the  language; 
leisur·e  p·oli'suits  (for drafting locally) 
- facilities available. 
5)  Questions on  legal  status,  especially work  and residence permits in 
the  host  country. 
3.  Presentation of the results 
The  complete  results are presented in each of the national  reports 
(56).  For purposes of the  international report,  it is not  possible to 
present  a  full  and detailed analysis.  Choices  have  to be  made  as to what 
oan  be  summarised and what  set out;  and  these choices are necessarily 
somewhat  arbitrary. 
Below  are  a  number  of tables comparing the  housing position for local 
nationals and the  various classes of migrant.  The  addition of more  such 
tables would only  serve to  confirm the facts  and tendencies which these 
tables exemplify. 
In order  to  analyse  the differences revealed between  the classes 
concerned,  we  present  two  tables relating to each aspect.  The  first will 
compare  the position for workers of the looal nationality with that of all 
migrant workers.  The  second will  show  the· difference between the migrant 
categories distinguished in the enquiry -- i.e. EEC  nationals,  other 
Europeans  and non-Europeans.  · 
Though  the groups  of national workers  appear on  the whole  to  be better 
housed  thaXJ  the migrants,  all the  information in the national  reports 
suggests that  the national control  group  in this study was  housed below 
(56)  See  the list of authors and titles arid  references at the beginning 
of this report. 
.;. I 
.I 
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·  !  national  average  standards.  These  averages were  derived from decennial 
}--censuses of from  special enquiries,  into 'the  housing position in the 
I  various countries or in the regions covered by national  surveys which 
were  carried out  during the first half of 1975• 
There  are  a  number of:'distressing cases  vlhioh  are not  brought  into 
!  account  in the description of housing conditions for the mlgrants in the  ~ 
·  1 areas selected.  The  samplil?-g  ~rangements and the places where  the  enquiry i 
!,  took place were  in general  such as to exclude  the recording of certain 
specific housing conditions  and categories of migrant workers.  It is, 
for example,  only rarely that the enquiry extends to "shanty"  housing, 
the existence of which is not usually recorded in the official lists.  _  i 
, 'Moreover,  the greater part of the  sample  covered housing in urban areas;·  : 
i  and mobile  dwellings,  such as one  finds  on building sites, were  left out  l 
l  of consideration.  There  was  one  exception to this,  however.  This was  } · 
! in the French sample,  in which the choice of Saint-Quentin-en-Yvelinnes,  ! 
.. j  the new  town  in the  Trappes which is still being bu-ilt,  made  it possible 
1 to interview  some  people  from this fringe  of the population who  were 
1  living on  a  caravan  site. 
I 
i 
.  There is also  a  definite under-representation of unmarried or 
unaccompanied migrants living ~  homes  or hostels.  In Federal  Germany, 
·!  for example,  the  sample  excludes workers  living in huts.  The  same  under-
i  ,
1
1.  representation also exists in the  samples taken in the United Kingdom 
.  and  in Belgium,  where this form of accommodation is less typical than, 
!  for example,  in France,  Luxembourg or the Netherlands, 
!  l 
i  Migrants of doubtful legal status were  difficult to  locate for  l 
l,  purposes of the  sample,  because  they were not  included in the lists. Even  j 
l  in the Belgian  sample,  which was  intentionally made  on  a  street-by-street  f 
!  basis from  a  list of house  numbers,  comparatiyely few "irregulars" were  ~~~· 
!  found.  However,  a  high proportion of dwellers in basements  and top floors  .  l  ·failed to reply or refused to be  interviewed.  ·  ~· 
I 
I  These factors  suggest  a  need for  special caution in assessing the 
l data recorded.  Any  interpretation must  take  into  account  the  s.ystematic  l 
i bias which inevitably finds its wey- into all sample  surveys,  irrespective  I 
· · l  of the efforts of the research worker.  . 1  • 
l  I 
1  It should be understood,  too,  that the choice of densely populated  'j 
l _districts where  the migrant population is often more  than  lo% entirely  1 
I omits the upper fringe  of migrant workers,  usually of longer standing,  j 
j_whose  residences· are ·less old and dilapidated and  who  are  to  be  found  ·  ·. 
l
i  almost  anywhere  in the urban areas.  In this case,  however,  the bias is  I · 
1  not  a  dangerous one,  since the  aim of the enquiry was primarily to  · l  .. : 
J provide  an analysis of conditions and problems which need to be taken into! 
l  account  in formulating a  housing policy on· social line's -for the· benefit  . I! 
'l  I  of.  the migrant worker.  '  1 . 
l  '  I  !  !  ! 
I 
l 
i 
'l 
j 
l 
•) 
.; 
J. 
2· 
~/. 
... 
! 
l 
i  .  I 
! 
l  ,  .. 
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4.  Forms  of tenure 
B9fore  a  ~ta~t is made  on the  analysis of the tables of housing 
tenur~, it should be  mentioned that the  ownership of  a  dwelling,  does not 
nece~sar~.ly mean  tll.at  i 1;  is better in  qual~  ty or cqmfort  than  a  rented 
one. 
J.ndeed,  the Belgian enquiry mentions that  the  quality and comfort  of 
ow.1ar-occupiad dwellings  are· usually the better;  but  a  different conclusion 
emerges  fro1.~ the  Dutch  and United Kingdom  reports,  where  the  owner-occupier 
percentage  is shown  as being higher for migrants than for nationals.  Both 
these reports emphasise  that  owner  occupied dwellings  are  in many  cases 
old and uncomfortable  and  have  been  abandoned by the  local workers  in 
favour  of more  expensive housing provided by local authorities on  a 
rented. basis.  '.rb.ey  also  show,  that  the  dwellings  owned  by migrants often 
date  from  1949  or earlier,  and there  are  serious difficulties about 
buying them,  since  they  are not  regarded as sufficient  security for 
mortgage  loanso  This obliges migrants to  secure finance at very high rates : 
of intere  at,  or to make  interfamily arrangements  about  the money  and 
leads to  ovorcrowding of the  accommodation. 
Nevertheless  home  ownership  strengthens the position of a  migrant 
and renders  him,  his family  and friends  immune  from  expulsion.  Insofar 
as  the  premises  he  owns  are  covered by urban  improvement  schemes,  the  , 
migrant  comes  within the local authority's re-housing obligation.  Ownership 
also gives access to the  credit facilities made  available for  home 
renovation;  and in this case  the  owner  automatically  secures the benefit 
of the  increment  in value. 
House  ownership  seems,  in general  to be  achieved by migrants of longer 
; standing.  In Luxembourg,  for example,  most  of the  house-owning migrants 
came  into the  Grand  Duchy  before 1965.  Ownership  is often an  indication of 
continuing residence. 
Owenrship  status,  however,  is infrequent  as is shown  by the results 
of the  country enquiry in tables 43  and 44  (57)  Table  43  shows that it is 
sometimes non-existent,  as in the  German  sample.  In the French sample, 
ownership is almost  as rare  among  French workers as  among  the migrants. 
This is due  to the  areas  sampled  and the  methods of  sampling used. 
Preference was  given to renters,  especially those  in "social"  low-cost 
housing and this was particularly true in Trappes,  one  of the three 
sampling areas. 
(57)  For more  detailed information,  see table A9  annexed to chapter  5• 
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l  Comparison of the ownership rate  among  national workers  and migrants  .  ·; 
·  ·;  shows  a  considerable balance  against the migrant a  in Luxembourg  and 
~Belgium, while  in the Netherlands  and Denmark  the difference is less 
....  ~ .. 
! 
i  marked.  In the United Kingdom  the opposite is true,  as has already been 
: emphasised. 
i 
I  Table  43  also  shows  that migrant workers are more  frequently  sub-
! tenants than are the national workers.  Sub-tenancies  are  most  frequent  in 
j Denmark  and the Netherlands,· which are also countries showing quite high 
.!figures of house  ownership by migrants.  ! 
I  ./  I 
[  In table 44,  the migrant  workers  are  divided into EEC  nationals,  other  J 
:Europeans  and non-Europeans,  and the table  shows that home  ownership is  l 
1 proportionately highest  among  the EEC  nationals,  while  the proportions for  : 
:the other classes of country are  smaller in the  above  order.  This is  ! 
] largely due  to differences in the  length of settlement,  and to the  age  : · 
; structure in the  indi~idual groups. 
I 
,  In  those countries where  immigration from the EEC  is small, 
I inception or non-existent  (i~e.  Denmark  and the United Kingdom), 
f 
; migrant  group with tlie  highest proportion of home-owners is that 
l Ehropean countries.  i 
·l·  --
i' 
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TABLE  4:.:  '."en11re  of dwellin  s  b  national  and forei  workers  1  --·  survey 
[Hoot  country 
Owners  Tenants  ~b-tenants  Total 
No.  %  No.  %  No.  %  No.  % 
-
Germany  Migrants  - - 591  100.0  - - 591  100.0 
Nationals  - - 201  100.0  - 201  100.0 
.  Belgium  Migrants  .  75  10.7  602  85-7  25  3.6  702  100.0 
Nationals  38  36.5  65  62.5  1  1.0  104  100.0 
Denmark  Migrants  141  22.3  308  5o.a  157  25.9(  )  606  100.0 
Nationals  73  37.8  114  59.1  6  3.1  193  100.0 
France  Migrants  48  6.9  638  91.5  11  1.6  697  100.0 
Nationals  9  8.4  98  91.6  - - 107  100.0 
Luxembourg Migrants  103  14.7  568  81.1  29  4.2  700  100.0 
Nationals  54  55·1  43  43.9  1  1.0  98  100.0 
,. 
Netherlands Migrant a  91  16.2  420  74-7  51  9.1  562  100.0 
)  Nationals  48  21.4'  174  77-7  2  0.9  224  lOOoO 
United Kingdom 
Migrants  343  67.8  183  36.2  - - 506  100.0 
Nationals  73  34·5  112  60.5  - - 185  100.0 
(1)  This high percentage mq be due  to the faot that the migrants had  a 
different understanding of the term "sub-tenant". . 
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TABLE  44: 
'·  .  .. ...  --
Owners  'J":'enants  Sub-tenants  Total 
Host  country 
No.,  %  No.,  %  iNo ..  %  No ..  % 
~ 
Germany  EEC  - - 196  100.0  - - 1  196  100  .. 0 
Other Euro  - - 198  100  .. 0  - - 1198 
il.OO .. O 
Other  - - 197  100.,0  -.  - 197  100.0 
Belgium EEC  61  41o9  77  54  .. 2  4  2  .. 9  I  142  100.0 
Other Eur  ..  7  2  .. 3  283  94  .. 0  11  3o7  I 
301  100.0 
Other  7  2.7  242  93 .. 4  10  3o9  259  100  .. 0 
.. 
Denmark  EEC  - - - - - - - -
Other Eur.  29  12 .. 1  158  65.8  q 
---
22.1(1)  240  100.0 
Other  112  30.6  150  40 .. 9  104  28.5  366  100.,0 
...-.-... 
France  E.'EC  13  19 .. 1  50  73 .. 5  5  7.,4  68  100.0 
Other Eur.  24  8.4  260  91 .. 0  2  0.6  286  100.0 
Other  11  3o2  328  95  .. 6  4  1.2  343  100  .. 0 
·h··· 
Luxembourg  EEC  84  28o2  212  71.1  2  0.7  298  100.0 
Other Eur.  19  4  .. 7  356  88.6  27  6  .. 7  402  100.0 
Other  - - - - - - - -
-
Netherlands EEC  15  32  .. 6  24  52 .. 2  ., 
15~2  46  100.0  i 
Other Eur.  27  21~6  95  76  .. 0  3  2.,4  125  100.,0 
Other  49  12o5  301  '11<>0  41  10.,5  391  100.0 
·-
~·  ···-··-r--- f-" 
United Kingdom  EEC  29  44~0  37 ..  56 .. 0  - ·- 66  100.0 
Other Eur.,  - - - - - - - -
Other  314  68.-3  146  3L7  - - 460  100  .. 0 
-
~ 
(1)  This high percentage  maiY  be  due  to the fa.ct  tha.t  th?  rdgzant s  had  a 
different u.nderstandin.g of the  term 
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~b-tananci0s are  in most  cases more  frequent  among  the non-European 
migrants. 
Th::osP  t;;:Jles  do  not  show  whether  the dwellings  occupied by their 
o~ners are  of  comparable  age  and  quality.  On  this the  Luxembourg report, 
for  example,  states that,  "on the basis of the 1970  census,  63%  of the 
foreign  households  occupied dwellings built before  1945"  (58). 
It is to  be noted,  too,  that  the cases of  o~mership are  less numerous 
in the  more  metropoli  tent  areas where  the  housing markets are  tighter.  In 
these  u.reas  leases  and  sub-leases are  more  frequent  1  as will be  shovm  in 
section  4o  In France,  ho>v-ever,  ownership percentages are  higher in Paris 
and  in Vitry than  in the new  town.  of Trappe  (Sainto~entin en Yvelinnes)o 
In the  Netherlands,  too,  the percentage is higher in Utrecht  than in 
the  industric.U  tov-ms  around Twenteo 
In Belgium it is at Jumet,  in the  Charleroi  sampling district, that 
the number  of owners is highest. 
5o  T,ypes  of dv-:ellin€i 
It will be  seen from tables 45  and 46  that  there  are  particular types 
of dwelling habitually used by  immigrants.  These  are  homes,  hostels and 
makeshift  accommodation.  These  occur frequently in the Dutch,  French and 
Danish  samples,  but  they arise in the  samples from  all the  other countries 
except  only Belgium,  where  they are not mentioned at all,  though this does 
not  mean  they do  not exist  (59). 
In countries  such  as Luxembourg  and  the United Kingdom,  where  the 
over•-1helming majority of dwellings  are  single family ones  1  practically none 
of the migrants was  in housed in homes,  hostels or on  a  makeshift basis. 
Comparing the posi  tj.on of migrants  and national workers  (table 45), 
it can  be  seen  that  the  former  are  muoh  the more  often housed in flats. 
This  is particularly the case  in Germany,  Denmark  and BelgiumG 
(58)  Luxembourg Report,  p.  243 
(59)  For further  information for each country,  see table  A.lO  annexed to 
this chapter. 
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_In  the  French sample,  however,  flat-living is more  frequent  among the 
nationals,  which is a  partial explanation of the  small proportion of 
owner-occupiers  shown  in table  43o  The  areas chosen for sampling. also 
1 contributed., 
In  the  countries where  access to property  o~mership is most  frequent P 
!  the proportion of migrants  in single-family  houses  is highestp  except  in 
the case of Denmark  .. 
A country-by-country comparison of the migrants of different national 
origin shows  that  single-family dwellings are  more  usual  among  community 
: nationals,  among  whom  ownership is the more  usual  ..  This  can be  seen in 
Belgium,  the Netherlands,  France  and.  also in Germt'l..ny,  thou,:,h the  sample  in 
the  two  latter cases  showed.  comparatiVely few  single-:famiJ.y dwellingso 
A comparison between the non-community  E~opean workers  and  the non-
~uropeans9  shows percentage differences which  a't'e  iri many  cases to the 
advantage  of non-Europeans  (e.g  ..  Denma.rk 9  UaK.,  Belgium  and  Germany)o 
These differenqes are  probably accounted for,  at  least in part,  by 
the length of time  the various migrant  categories have  been  settled;  for 
in  all·f."ca.ses  except  the United Kingdom,  the non..:Europeans  v.re,  on the 
average,  the most  recent  immigrantao  To  a  greater extent  than other 
migrants,  tho non-Europeans  are  to be  fo·und  in homss,  hostels and  make-
shift  accommodationo  They are  also more .frequentl;:r bachelors or unaocompa.-
gniedo  For these groups,  housing conditione are tb0 worst;  for housing of 
this type has only  a  limited market  among  the na.t" •:nals of the host 
oountryo 
I 
l  . 
'  •  j 
I 
1 
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·  '1'i.BLF;_l2~  ~-~e~_-·f ·.·;->'ellin;s  occupied by national  and migrant workers 
i-r.t~~ ~2d (197_  surv3() 
. ·---.---
!lost  countcy 
Single-faro- Flats and  Homes  and  Other  Total 
ily houses  apartments  hostels  makeshift 
No.  %  No ..  %  No.- %  No.  %  No. 
Germany 
Migrants  19  3' .. 3  492  85.4  52  9.0  13  2.3  576 
Nationals  55  29.3  128  68.1  - - 5  2.6  188 
Belgium 
Migrants  288  39.2  447  60.,8  - - - - 735 
Nationals  67  65.7  35  34.3  - - - - 102 
Denmark 
Migrants  89  14.7  422  69.7  86  14o2  9  1.4  605 
Nationals  19  40.9  109  56.5  4  2.1  1  0.5  193 
.. 
France 
Migrants  38  5·4  478  67 .. 6 134  19c0  57  8  .. 0  707 
Nationals  2  1.8  103  94·5  1  Oo9  3  2  .. 8  109 
Luxembourg 
Migrants  429  61.3  239  34.1  4  o.6  28  4.0  700 
Nationals  70  70.0  27  27.0  3  3  .. 0  - - 100 
Netherlands 
Migrants  240  42.7  43  1·1  235  41 .. 8  44  7  .. 8  562 
Nationals  157  69.8  65  28.9  - - 3  1.3  225 
United Kingdom  ', 
Migrants  491  84.4  39  6.7  45  1·1  1  1.2  582 
Nationals  173  85.2  24  11.8  3  1.5  3  1.5  203 
\. 
I 
I 
.; . 
. j 
.! 
% 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
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TABLE  46:  Xzpes  of dwelling occupied by different classes of migrant 
(1975  survey) 
-.-
Single  family  Flats and  Homes  and  Jther  Total 
Host  houses  apartments hostels  nak:eshift 
Country 
Noo  %  No ..  %  Noo  %  I  No .. 
-
%  No.  % 
Germany 
EEC  8  4.0  158  80.2  26  13 .. 2  5  2  ~ 
~..~  197  100.0 
Other Eur  ..  4  2,2  155  84  .. 7  23  12  .. 6  1  0  .. 6  183  100.0 
Other  7  3  .. 6  179  91 .. 3  3  lo~J 7  3  .. 6  196  100  .. 0 
Belgium 
i 
1142  '  EEC  86  60.,6  56  39.4  - ·~  I - - 100.,0 
Other Eura  43  14  .. 4  255  85  .. 6  - - i  - - 298  100  .. 0. · 
Other  159  53o5  136  46,1  - - ,  - - 295  100  .. 0  1 
t 
for- -r 
I 
Denmark  I  EEC  - - - - =  _,.  i - - - -
Other Eu:r.,  60  25 .. 1  135  56 .. 5  44  18 .. 4 I - - 239  100e0 
Other  29  7o9  287  78o4  42  llo5 I  8  2  2  366  100.,0 
! 
France  ·-~·--r 
EEC  14  20 .. 3  54  78o3  -
~~  1  1  1  .. 4  69  100.,0 
Other Eur.  14  4  .. 9  185  64  .. 2  56  19~~~  j33  11"5  288  100  .. 0 
Other  10  2"8  239  68.,3  78  22d 123  6o6  350  lOOoO  .  I 
1 
Luxembourg  ··r;:-7.:  -ll~-r3.7  EEC  185  62  .. 1  298  100  .. 0 
Other  Eu:r~  244  60o7  137  34  .. 1  4  1  .  .,0  11'7  11  ')  402  100.,0 
I  ' 
·~,  .{.., 
Other 
5:.2+. 
I  '  - - - :  ~- _·,._:--+- - - -
r-~--
Netherlands 
EEC  24  17 .. 4  9  19.5  5  hc.,9  46  100  .. 0 
Other Eur  ..  62  49o6  I  9  7a2  21  16.,8  33  ~':::)j~Ll  125  100.,0 
Other  154  39o4  26  6  .. 7  205  52-.4  6  i  1.,5  391  100.0 
"  '  .......  ,T ....  -
I 
United  I  Kingdom 
i  EEC  51  75"0  7  10  .. 3  8 
I  lL7  2  3  .. 0  68  100.0 
Other Eu.r,.  - ·~  - - - - ·- i 
- - -
Other  440  85  .. 6  32  6o2  37  .,.,2  5  1.,0  514  100  .. 0 
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Exc:ep·~:  i:.",  B~?.lgium 7  the density of occupatior:.  is higher for migrants 
than for  n~.tirmals.  ThE:  biggest  differences are  in Germany,  Denmark  and 
F.cance.  In  the  other countries  - Belgium,  Luxem:bourg,  the  Netherlands  and 
the United Kingdom  - the density is habitually  lower both for the  migrants 
and for the nationals.  This is clear from table  47,  which  summarises the 
data given  in tables 48  and  49  (60). 
It  should be  remembered,  too,  that makeshift  accommodation,  hostels 
and  homes  often consist  of one-room dwellings with a  single  occupant 
living alone;  but  sometimes,  too,  these  dwellings contain whole  families 
or  a  number  of room-mates if they  are not  officially regulated and  super-
vised4  The  apparently good position in Belgium may  be  due  to  the fact 
that no  houses of this type  were  returned in the  sample. 
All  the reports consider the density of occupation to be  above  the 
national  average  in the different countries.  This  is true both for 
national workers  and for migrants;  and the  average  density recorded is 
higher than  that  of the  enquiry areas themselves. 
(60)  Further information is contained in table  A 11  annexed to this 
chapter. 
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TABLE  47:  of dwellin  s  with more  than 
Host  country  Percentage with 1.5 and  over people per room 
Germany  Nationals  13.5 
Migrants  7  6.1  of which:  EEC  83.3 
Other Eur.  85.3 
Non-Eur.  69.4 
Belgium  Nationals  39.7 
Migrants  21.3  of which:  EEC  1~.1 
Other Eur.  38.6 
Non-Eur.  27.5 
Denmark  Nationals  5.2 
Migrants  50.0 of whi'ch:  EEC  -
Other Eur.  54.8 
Non-Eur.  46.9 
France  Nationals  43.0 
Migrants  63.2 of which:  EEC  53.6 
Other Eur.  58.6  " 
Non-Eur.  69.1 
.. 
Luxembourg  Nationals  24.0 
Migrants  39.6 of which:  EEC  . 38.6 
Other Eur.  78.9 
Non-Eur.  -
.  •·' 
Netherlands  Nationals  9.3 
Migrants  16.4 of which:  EEC  8.7 
Other Eur.  21.5 
Non-Eur.  13.8  -
United Kingdom  Nationals  8.4 
Migrants  22.5 of which:  EEC  14.7 
Other Eur.  -
Non-Eur.  23.6 
.;. -
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TABLE  48:  Density of occuEation --national and  migrant  workers classified 
by number  housed per  ro~m (1§75::survey) 
Host  Density of occupation  (per  room)  Total 
country  r- to 1.50  1.50 - 1.99  2.00 - 4e99  5.00  &  + 
No.  %  No ..  %  No.  %  No.  %  No.  %. 
Germany 
Migrants  123  23.9  147  28.5  136  26.4  109  21.2  515  100.0 
Nationals  174  86.5  18  9.0  1  3-5  2  1.0  201  100.0 
Belgium 
Migrants  425  78.5  43  8.0  50  9.2  22  4.1  540  100.0 
Nationals  35  60.3  9  15.5  12  20.7  2  3.5  58  100.0 
Denmark 
Migrants  301  50.0  130  ·21.6  161  26.7  10  1.7  602  100.0 
Nationals  183  94.8  5  2.6  5  2.6  - - 193  100.0 
France 
Migrants  260  36.8  75  10.6  334  47-3  38  5·3  706  100.0 
Nationals  61  57·0  13  12.2  33  30.8  - - 107  100.0 
Luxembourg 
Migrants  423  60.4  110  15.7  '153  21.9  14  2.0  700  100.0 
Nationals  76  76.0  9  9.0  15  15  .. 0  - - 100  100.0 
Netherlands 
Migrants  471  83.6  23  4.1  36  6.,4  33  5·9  563  100.0 
Nationals  204  90.7  18  8.0  3  1.3  - - 225  100.0 
United 
Kingdom 
Migrants  450  77-5  92  15.8  39  6.7  - - 581  100.0 
Nationals  186  91.6  14  6.9  3·  1.5  - - 203  100.0 i 
i 
i 
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)  TABLE  49:  .;;.De.;;;n::;_;;s;.;;;i..;..t  ~~;..;:;~;;;.;..;;..;.;;;.._..;;;.;;;.a;;.;;;;;;,;~~;.;;.;;..;;....:;~;;.;;;.;;;.;;;.;:.;;;.;;....;;a...~::s.:;:.; 
Density of occupation  (per room)  ·  ' 
'  Total!  Host  ' 
country  1  - 1.50  1.50 - 1.99 2.00 - 4.99  5o00  & + 
No.  %  No.  %  No.  %  No.  % ··  No.  % 
Germany EEC 
EEC  33  16.7  36  18.3  49  24.9  '79  40.1  197  100.< 
Other Eur  ~29  14.7  46  23.2  47  23.7  76  38.4  198  100.C 
Non-Eur.  61  30.6  65  32.7  40  20.1  33  16.6  199  100.( 
-' 
Be1~um. 
EEC'  106  80.9  10  1·1  13  9·9  2  1.5  131  100.( 
Other Eur  227  80.5  25  8.9  23  8.1  7  2.5  282  lOO.C 
Non-Eur.  92  72.5  8  6.3  14  11.0  13  10.2  127  lOO.C 
Denmark 
EEC  - - - - - - - - - -
Other Eur.  108  45.2  47  19o7  78  32.6  ,.  6  2.5  239  100.C 
Non-Eur.  193  53.1  83  22.9  83  22.9  4  1  .. 1  363  lOO.C 
France 
EEC  32  46.4  9  13.o·.  28  40.6  - - 69  100.C 
Other Eur.  121  41.4  37  12.7  130  44.5  4'  1.4  292  lOO.C 
Non-Eur.  107  30.9  29  8.4  176  50·9  34  9.8  346  lOO.C 
Luxembourg 
EEC  183  61.4  59  19.8  52  17o5  4  1.3  298  100 .. C 
Other·Eur.  240  59·7  51  12.7  101  25.1  10  2o5  402  100.C 
Non-Eur.  - - - - - - - - - -
1ietherlands 
EEC  42  91.3  1  2o2  2  4o3  1  2.2  46  100.( 
Other Eur.  91  72.8  6  4o8  20  1.6  8  6.4  125  100,.( 
Non-Eur ..  338  84.2  16  4.1  14  3.6  24  6.1  392  100.( 
United 
Kingdom  ' 
EEC  58  85o3  6  a.a  4  5·9  - - 68  100.C 
Other Eur.  - - - - - - - - - -
Non-Eur.  392  76o4  86  16o8  35  6.8  - - 513  100.C 
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7"  standard of comfort 
The  comfort  of a  dwelling is measured by its basic facili'tieso  A great 
number  of  indices of comfo+t  can be  oon~tructed, but  a  s.ystematic presenta-
tion of these  would be  superfluous. 
Table  50  below is the best presentation of the positiono  It shows 
only the percentages of national  and  community workers whose  dwellings 
have  a  bathroom and/or central heating  ..  This is a  rough and  ready indica.torv 
but  a  most  significant one.  The  detail of table  50  is shown  in Nosn  51  and 
52  ( 61)  0 
The  conclusion is much  the  same  as  in the preceding  sections~ Migrants 
from  the  EEC  countries,  even  when  they are  the  longest  settled,  enjoy a 
level of home  comfort  which is stUl materially below that of national 
workers.  In comparison with the other migrant groups,  nevertheless,  they 
are in a  privileged position. 
When  comparison is made  between the migrant  groups from outside the 
EEG  -European and non-European - the position does not  emerge  as being 
·uniformly to  the  advantage  of the Europeans  (e  .. g.,  in Germany,  Denmark  and 
the Netherlands). 
In this instance  some  of the data regarding the Netherlands are  lacking 
because of the different method of calculation adopted there.  Analysis of 
the  information available  indicates, nevertheless,  that the results of the 
survey are  on the  same  lines. 
I' 
.I 
·! 
(61)  Table  A 12  annexed to this chapter gives various further particulars  • 
.  ;. , TABLE  SO:  Home  comforts -
central heatin 
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s  with bathroom  an  or 
Host  country  Percent with bathroom  and/or central heating 
.;~.!;;_ ___  !""  •••  a. 
%  % 
Germany  Nationals  83.8 
Migrants  38.4 of whiohs  EE:C  46.3. 
Other Eur.  31.5 
Non-Eur.  37·7 
Belgium  Nationals  6J:.O  .  Migrants  37.6 of whiohs  EEC  47o1  ., 
'  Other Eur.  39·9 
I  Non-Eur.  29o5 
Denmark  Nationals  90.1 
Migrants  56·5 of whiohs  EEC  -
Other Eur.  49o4 
No~.-Eur.  61.2 
France  Nationals  53oJ 
Migrants  33.8 of which:  EEC  43·5 
'  Other Eur.  31.9  ·, 
Non-Eur.  33·5 
Luxembourg  Nationals  91.5 
Migrants  59·4 of whiohz  EEC  65·5 
Other Eur.  49.6 
Non-Eur.  -
Netherlands  Nationals  91.5 
Migrants  19.6 of whioh:  EE:G  -
Other Eur.  -
Non-Eur.  -
United Kingdom  Nationals  98.0 
Migrants  88. 6 of whiohz ·  EEC  1oo.o· 
l  Other Eur.  -
\  ;  Non-Eur.  87.1 
., 
-~ 
i> 
l·  .;.  :-
.1 
i 
·-fi 
\0 
t-
~ 
~ 
~ 
\0 
""  .-f 
TABLE  51:  Facilities available  in dwellings:  comparison betv1een  migr:ant. and national workers  (1975  situation) 
-.}! 
Host  country 
Without  Outdoor  Indoor  Bathroom  Central  Total 
water  lavatory  lavatory  heating  I 
I 
No.  %  No.  %  No  %  N·o ..  %  No.,  %  No.  % 
i 
I 
' 
Germany  Migrants  - - 137  25.3  197  36 .. 3  137  25  .. 3  71  13 .. 1  542  100.0 
Nationals  - - 5  2  .. 6  26  13o6  121  63 .. 0  40  20 .. 8  192  100.0 
Belgium  Migrants  - - 191  27.8  237  34  .. 6  188  27o4  70  10 .. 2  626  100.0 
Nationals  - - 21  20.0  20  19.0  53  50o5  11  10.5  105  _10090. 
Denmark  Migrants  1  0  .. 2  10  1 .. 7  252  41.6  32  5o3  310  I  :  51..2  605  100,.0 
Nationals  - - - - 19  9o9  12  6  .. 2  162  83 .. 9  193  100.0 
France  Migrants  - - 427  59 .. 6  47  6.6  95  l3o3  147  20 .. 5  716  100.0 
Nationals  - - 44  40.4  8  7.3  17  15.,6  40  36.7  109  100.0 
Luxembourg  Migrants  1  0.1  109  16 .. 8  154  23 .. 8  194  29 .. 9  190  29.,5  648  100.0 
Nationals  - - - - 1  1,0  37  37 .. 0  62  62.0  100  100 .. 0 
Netherlands  Migrants  3  0.8  4  1.0  95  24.8  137  35  .. 8  144  39o5.  368  100.0 
Nationals  - - 3  1.4  9  4  .. 1  184  84 .. 4  22  10  .. 1  219  100.0 
United Kingdom  Migrants  - - 53  9o2  13  2  .. 2  392  67 .. 7  121  20  .. 9  579  100 .. 0 
Nationals  - - 3  loS  1  0  .. 5  132  65 .. 0  67  33.0  203  100.0 
-
--- - - -~·- -- --
.;  .. '1' 
\0 
~ 
~ 
~ 
t-
1"""1 
r-1 
TABLE  52:  Facilities available 
1975  situation 
comoarison between  different  cate~ories of'mi~ant workers 
. 
.X 
Host  country  Without  Outdoor  Indoor·  Bathroom  Central  Total 
water  lavatory  lavatory  Heating 
No. 
I  %  No.  %  No·.  %  No.  %  No.  %  No.  % 
Germany  EEC 
;  38  21.7  56  32.0  41  23.4.  40  22.9  175  100.0  - -
Other Eur.  - - 52  28.3  74  40.2  46  25.0  12  6.5  184  100.0 
Non-Eu.r.  - - 47  25.7  67  36.6  50  27.3  19  10.4  183  100.0 
Belgium  EEC  - - 36  25.7  38  27.2  49  35.0  17  12.1  140  100.0 I 
Other Eur.  - - 84  28.2  95  31.9  88  29·5  31  10.4  298  100.0 
-
= Non-Eur. 
~("  71  .  28.6  104  c  41.9  :51  ...  2.D.6 .  2-2 ."  : 8.:9·-~  248=~  :lOOoO  .  ..  -· 
Denmark  ·  EEC 
·----~  - - - -.  - -
. -.  . - - .  -·  - .  - - -
Other Eur.  - - 6  2.5  115  48.1  13  5·4  105  44.0  239  100.0 
Non  Eur.  1  0.3  4  1.1  137  37·4  19  5·2  205  s6.o  366  100.0 
France  EEC  - - 29  42.0  10  14.5  10  14.5  20  29·0  69  100.0 
Other Eur.  - - 189  64.7  10  3.4  48  16.5  45  15.4  292  100.0 
Non  Eur.  - - 209  58.4  27  7.6  37  10.4  82  23.1  355  100.0  1 
I 
Luxembourg  EEC  - - 36  12.9  60  21.6  84  30.2  98  35.3  278  100.0 
('  Other Eur.  1  0.3  73  19.7  94  25.4  llO  24.7  92  24.9  370  100.0 
Non-Eu.r.  - - - - - - - .- - - - -
Netherlands  EEC 
Other Eur. 
Non-Eu.r. 
United Kingdom  EEC  - - - - - - 46  68.7  21  31.3  67  100.0 
Other Eur.  - - - - - - - -(,'  -~  - - - -
Non~.  - - 53  10.4  13  2.5  346  67~'b  100  19·5  512  100.0 
L__ ___  - ..  ---- '----~··  - -·--
••.•  ------.  ~  ··~  --- ··~ ----·  ~._..  ·- ------·- *-~~  ~-~-~--------~- '" -·· .....  ,4  .............  -------~ -- ••• ---·· ...  ..._"  ..  ---~  ••  ._  .. __  .. _____ .J 
;.· 
,.., 
·-
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8.  Defects disclosed 
It would  be  an  unduly laborious task to give  a  detailed analysis of 
the defects discovered in the national  surveys;  and this would be  redun-
dant  in an  international report  aimed to  give  a  general picture rather than 
a  detailed analysise 
The  faults  and defects recorded indicate the  state of repair of a 
dwelling and  determine  how  far it is habitable.  The  questionnaire  took 
note of such points as bad ventilation,  insufficient natural  light,  signs 
of damp,- dilapidated wall coverings,  defective  staircases,  old and 
dangerous electrical apparatus,  defective roofs,  cracked or _unstable walls, 
antiquated sanitation,  bad  insulation against rain  and  oold,  broken 
window-panes,  badly fitting windows,  defective  sound-proofing and  similar 
defects. 
Table  53  shows  the proportion of dwellings in which five or more  such 
lacunae  were  noted.  A more  detailed picture is given in tables 54  and 55 
( 62). 
The  conclusions to be drawn  from  these tables is to the  same  effect 
as in the previous  sections of this chapters  The  assessment  of defects, 
however,  is  alw~s subjective;  and differences of understanding or 
judgement  which  m~ arise either on  the part of members  of the  survey 
staff or members  of the migrant  population  m~ lead to considerable 
differences in the descriptions of facts which are really quite ccmparablee 
(62)  Table  A 13  annexed to this chapter gives additionnal  informationo 
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!TABLE  53t  Peroentage of dwellings with at least-5 defects  (1975  survey) 
Host  country 
GerlllallY 
Belgium 
. 
Denmark 
France 
I 
)  Luxembourg 
I 
'  ' 
i 
! 
Netherlands 
l 
' 
i 
I 
: 
~  Uii~ted Kingdom 
: 
' 
'  ., 
- l 
v 
%  difference 
Nationals  5·1~ + 6.0  Migrants  11.7 
so.7)  Nationals  + 10.9  Migrants  61.4) 
Nationals  o.o)  + 4·5 
Migrants  4e5)  . ' 
Nationals  44.3~ + 9.6 
Migrants  53·9  - . 
Nationals  . 2  0~  . 
17:3  + 15.3  Migrants 
1 
Nationals  26.2~ + 3 ·_.9  Migrants  30.1 
Nationals 
Migrants 
., 
! 
: 
~::~-- o.s 
'·  1 
'  '  ;-
I 
.  I 
EE:C 
Other Eur. 
Non-Eur. 
" EEC 
Other Eur • 
Non-8ur  • 
. 
EEC 
Other Eur. 
Non-Eur. 
EEC 
Other Eur. 
Non-Eur. 
EEC  " 
Other Eur. 
Non-Eur. 
EEC 
Other Eur. 
Non-Eur. 
EEC 
Other Eur. 
Non-Eur. 
.___, 
% 
8.3 
17.6 
9.1 
43.7 
48.1 
84.5 
-
0.4 
1·5 
19.6 
61.9 
53.8 
1·1 
24.4  -
28.3 
'  28.8 
. 30.7 
8.8 
-
8.4 
.;  .. 
-
1 
·, 
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TABLE  54:  Classification of dwellin  s  b~ number  of  d~£ects recorded: 
com  arison between mi  .ant  and national workers  1975  survey) 
Host  country 
1-4 defects  5  and  more  Total 
defects 
No.  %  No.  %  No.  % 
Germany  Migrants  339  88.3  45  11.7  384  100.0 
Nationals  132  94.3  8  5·7  140  100.0 
' 
Belgium  Migrants  263  38.6  418  61.4  681  100.0 
Nationals  46  49.5  47  .50·5  93  100.0 
Denmark  Migrants  546  95·5  26  4-5  572  100.0 
Nationals  193  100.0  - - 193  100.0 
France  Migrants  237  46.1  277  53·9  514  100.0 
Nationals  54  55·7  43  44.3 ,.  97  100.0 
·• 
Luxembourg Migrants  579  82.7  121  17.3  100  $ 100.0 
Nationals  98  98.0  2  2.0  100  100.0 
Netherlands Migrants  ·393  69.9  169  30.1  562  100;,0 
Nationals  166  73.8  59  26.2  225  100.0 
United Kingdom 
Migrants  529  91.4  50  8.6  579  100.0 
Nationals  184  90.6  19  9·4  203  100.0 
.;. .  ' 
I 
.  I 
- ~ 
1 
·'  ., 
! 
l 
1 
j 
I 
! 
i 
j 
I 
~ 
l 
I 
I 
l 
TABLE  55t 
Host  country 
Germany  EEC 
Other Eur. 
Non-Eur. 
Belgium  EEC 
Other Eur. 
Non-Eur • 
Denmark  EEC 
Other Eur~ 
Non-Eur •. 
France  EEC 
Other Eur. 
Non-Eur. 
Luxembourg  EEC 
Other Eur. 
Non-Eur. 
·Netherlands EEC 
Other Eur. 
Non-Eur. 
United Kingdom 
EEC 
Other Eur. 
Non-Eur• 
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1 - 4 defeats 
No. 
100 
108 
131 
; 
71 
151 
41 
-
239 
307 
41 
85 
111 
275 
304 
-
33 
89 
271 
62 
-
467 
% 
91.7 
82.4 
90·9 
56.3 
51·9 
15·5 
-
99·6 
92·5 
80.4 
38.1 
. 46.2 
92.3 
75.6  -
71·7 
71.2 
69.3 
' 
91.2 
' 
-~ 
91·4 
l 
.J 
~:._ 
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5 and  more  defects  Total 
No.  %  No.  % 
9  8.3  109  100.0 
23  17.6  131  100.0 
13  9·1  144  100.0 
55  43·7.  126  100.0 
140  48.1  291  100.0 
223  84.5  264  100.0 
- - - -
1  0.4  234  100.0 
25  1·5  332  100.0 
10  19.6  51  100.0 
138  61.9  223  100.0 
129  53.8  240  100.0 
23  1·1  298  100.0 
-·  98  24•4  402  100.0  -.  - - -
13  23.3  46  100.0 
36  28.6  125  100.0 
120  30.7  391  100.0 
6  8.8  68  100.0  - - - -
44  8.4  511  100.0 
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9·  Rents  and  house  charges 
Public opinion in EEC  countries,  though perhaps less generally in 
the U.K.,  regards migrants  and their families  as transient residents who 
have  settled there for the  minimum  time  needed to  amass  the resources 
they need  to  set themselves up  more  comfortably in their own  countries. 
This  is indeed the  typical  answer  given  spontaneously by  a  large  number 
of the  migrants when  asked about  their expectations for  the  future.  Most 
of them express the wish to· go  back to their own  countries,  either because 
of the  hardships they  are  enduring in their work  and housing conditions, 
or because  the uncertainties of their position  and their occupational 
future  makes it impossible  for  them to  think in other terms.  It is also 
true that  the return home  is not necessarily by  choice.  Apart  from 
statistics on the  causes of the return,  it seems that  quite  a  number of 
migrants go  home  beoause  they have  lost their jobs because their health 
· has deteriorated or because of the poor quality of the dwelling assigned 
to  them  in virtue of their job contracts.  This is borne  out  in the 
Italian and Irish reports.  The  point will be  discussed further in another 
chapter. 
The  man  in the  street is still apt to think that migrants  accept un-
comfortable housing either because  they don't want  anything better,  or 
because  what  they  are getting in the  host  countr,y is in any  case better 
than they would  have  at  home.  On  the other hand  the  German  report,  which 
went  more  deeply into this question,  notes that the  aspirations of the 
immigrants  are not materially different from those  of the nationals, 
though the  former  have not the  funds  to get what  they want. 
Remittances  home  are  the third reason mentioned· to  account for the 
inferior housing conditions of the migrants,  especially in the case  of 
bachelors and married men  not  accompanied b,y  their wives. 
Table  56  shows  that  in every country except  Luxembourg,  a  majority 
of the migrant workers  sent  money  back to their own  countries.  The  pro-
portions are particularly high in the  countries which,  like  Germ~ and 
the Netherlands,  seek to encourage  the  immigration of unaccompanied males. 
On  the other hand,  remittances are  also  sent by  a  substantial majority of 
the migrants both in France  and in Denmark. 
.;. ~ 
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TABLE  56:  Migrant  workersclassifigd in terms of  remission.~r non-remission of money  to country of origin 
j: 
Host  country  Send  remittances  Do  not  send  rem~ttances  Total 
No.  %  No.  ·%  No.  , 
Germany  All migrants .  96.8  19 
of which:  EEC  91·0  6 
Oth:t Eur.  '  93-9  12 
Non  ur. 
~~=~ 
1 
Belgium  '.All  migrants .  195 
of which:  EEC  .  ~  0  1.0  53 
Other Eur.  44·5  101 
Non-Eur.  78.2  41 
Denmark  All migrants  87.1  11 
of which:  EEC  - -
Other Eur;;  82.9  . 41 
Non-Eur.  90.1  36 
France  All migrants  89.0  52 
of which:  EEC  100.0  -
Other Eur.  76.6  49 
Non-Eur.  98.8  3 
Luxembourg  All migrants  25·9  519 
of which:  EEC  5·0  283 
Other Eur.  41.3  236 
Non-Eur.  - -
Netherlands  All migrants  11·1  122 
EEC  37.8  28 
Other Eur.  75·0  30 
Non-Eur.  81#2  64 
United Kingdom  All:  migrants  58.4  177 
EEC  15·4  55  Other Eur.  - - Non-Eur •.  .  - -- 3  66.1-- - . 122  33.9  3  • 144  V/448/76-E 
Remittances  are least frequently paid from  migrants originating in 
EEC  countries.  The  proportion  sending them is higher  among  the Europeans 
and  among  the non-Europeans it is very  high., 
The  national reports emphasise that the remittances home  are  sent 
mainly made  by unmarried men,  and still more,  by  married men  unaccompanied 
by their families.,  These  are  also the  immigrants who  are worst  housed; 
and  they  are  the  category f?r whom  residential mobility is highest.' 
These  popular explanations of the  low  housing  standards are,  however, 
rather disingenuous. 
Several  of the national reports note that  the proportion of  income 
and  wages  set  aside for housing by the migrants is far from  small  ..  It 
ranges between  lo%  and  25 or even 3o%  of household incomes;  and the  lo% 
figure  often occures in households earning two  or more  sets of wages. 
The  national reports note,  too,  that the  proportion  spent  on  housing 
by the migrants is usually higher than that  spent  by national workers . 
covered in the  surveys,  because  the nationals are  more  often the  owners 
of their homes;  or because  they are more  often lodged by relations;  or 
because rents are liable to be  lower for  longer-term occupants,  and long 
tenure is more  frequent  among  the nationals. 
The  German  and Danish reports,  in particular,  give calculations of 
the rent of dwellings per  sqo  m.  The  prioes calculated are,  in general, 
higher for migrants than for nationals. 
The  difference in the price per sq.  m.  is shown· in table 57,  which 
is taken from  the  German  report. 
TABLE  57:  Rentals charges  (1975)  for dwellings of various qualitiesJfor 
tenancy by Germany  and other nationals. 
(DM  per sq.  m.). 
Equipment  for Germans  for foreigners  foreigners  a.s 
of Germans  ·,_; 
-
Good  4.44  4el7  93.9 
Medium  3.30  3.68  111.5 
Modest  2.67  3.84  143.8 
Poor  3e93  5e42  137.9 
.;. 
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Though  foreigners pa;y  less than Germans  for  a  dwelling of good 
'qual~ty, this position is reversed for all the other categories. 
For poor quality dwellings,  .n which  75%  of the  immigrant  workers 
are housed,  :fqr~i~ers ~~  p~:i.ng an  ~ver~~ of 39%  more  than German  tenants  •. 
Moreover,  it seems  that quality is not  the main  determinant  of the 
rent,  and  high rentals do  no~ automatically mean  good housing conditions. 
In practice the worst  quality attracts the highest rents on  a  sq.  m. 
basis;  and  comparisons made  in Germany  between 1968  and 1973  showed that 
the tendency to p~  more  for the lower-quality was  becoming more  and  more 
marked. 
This discriminator.y tendency is also  found when  the migrants are 
subdivided by nationalities of origin. It appears that difficulty in 
finding a  dwelling and  the  ability to choose  between  alternative dwellings 
(63)  are matters which depend on  nationality of origin.  It all happens  as  ; 
though the market  were  compartmentalised according to nationality. Moreover,: 
quite apart  from  the compartmentalising of the market,  the dwelling itself -; 
ma;y  be  segregative in character.  Lodging in hostels which is a  form  adopted  : 
'in many  of the host countries,  is the most  segregative of all,  comfortable 
but expensive.  ' 
'  I 
i 
The  regulations of the hostel  pl~ the.  same  part as the regulations of; 
the workshop  floor,  and it offers the most  extensive opportunities for 
keeping the migrants under control  and  doing what  they are told (64). 
Thus,  the foreign workers depend on  a  segmented property market  which  1 
offers them  a  limited number  of potential homes  of poor quality at  high  , 
prices,  or the alternative of better dwelling places in tenem~t blocks or 'in 
hostels  on financial  and  social terms which to most  of the migrants find 
unacceptable.  This is why  they prefer an  old building,  a  furnished room  or 
a  hostel whose  cost is relatively low.  · 
In  gene~al, the  housing available to the migrant workers whether 
offered by private landlords or local authorities,  is now  becoming less 
plentiful.  This permits private owners to make  profits out of proportion 
~o the quality of the dwellings which they let. 
' 
A variety of mechanisms  is  invol~ed whose  existence and operation 
must  now  be described. 
·  .~  ( 63).  German  report,  op.  cit., P•  89 
(64)  French report,  op. cit., P•  211 
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The  poor housing conditions,  which are usually explained by the 
desire of  the migrants to go  home,  are  in fact  the result of their economic 
position,  their political status and j;he  social  st.atus conferred on  them  by 
various groups  in the  host  country. 
To  a  lower-grade  legal  and  social  standing,  which guarantees the 
migrants will be  kept  in their place,  there corresponds  an  environment 
and  a  set  of housing conditions which ensure that migrants do  not  lose 
the required oharacteristicsc(65) 
From  observation of the  housing market,  it appears that migrants' 
do  not  choose  their housing conditions,  but that there  are  the manifest 
consequence  of the wey  in which the whole  political,  economic  and  social 
system operates. 
These  migrant  workers  are  compartmentalised in the  labour market,  and 
also  in the  housing market.  In both cases,  what  they get  are  the places 
left vacant  by the nationals by reason of the latter's better economic 
and  social conditions.  To  find housing,  migrant workers crowd  into t.he 
places whence  the nationals have  fled,  because  they are  antiquated, 
polluted,  noisy and  under the threat  of urban renewal,  schemes,  property 
development  operations and other forms  of property  speculation~  As  though 
by chance,  these migrant  workers  help,  for  a  time,  to maintain the value 
of capital which is already depreciated. 
These  migrants  are discriminated against  in their capacity as workers; 
and  in fact,  if not  openly in law,  they suffer from  a  like discrimination 
in social and  housing policies. 
Indeed,  the particular characteristics of the houses these workers 
occupy -- their bad location,  the  high rents for homes  with bearly 
tolerable  sanitation,  or their remoteness from national population groups 
or from collective facilities and  services - have  an effect on  the 
workers'feelings about their situation.  The  poor housing conditions create 
a  growing feeling of being shut  in and  shut  off,  they reproduce  and 
accentuate  in the  housing situation the manifold discriminations of which 
these  migrants are victims in other  areas,  and limit or neutralise  any 
effort they make  to organise themselves.· 
The  housing set  aside for foreigners,  or rather the housing which 
their marginal  position in our  social  ~stem constrains them  to  occupy, 
are  thus part of the machinery of social confinement  and control,  of making 
life insecure,  and  thus inhibiting or eliminating any  demands  which might 
be made ..  The  importance  of  such demands  oannot  be  underestimated if we 
want  to work  for better conditions with any  chance  of success  .. 
It appears from  all that has been  said that housing condi  tiona not 
only reflect the  specific features and  conditions of migrant  manpower, 
but  actually maintain them  .. 
(65)  French report,  ope  cito  po  49  .;. 147  V/448/76-E 
TABLE  A9:  DIS'li'RIBUTION  OF  PEROONS  BY  TYiPE  OF  HOUSE  TENURE 
Ho at country  Owners  l 
Tenants·  Su.b-Tenant s  T o  t  a.  1 
GERMANY  No ..  %  I No.  %  No.  %  No •  % 
• ·All migrants  - - 591  100.0  - - 591  100.0 
of which:  EEO  - - 196  100.0  - - 196  100  .. 0 
Non-EEC  - - 395  100.0  - - 395  100.0 
Eur.  - - 198  100.0  - - 198  100.0 
N-Eur.  - - 197  100.0  - - 197  100.0 
•  Nationals  - - 201  100.0  - - 201  100.0 
Grand Total  - - 794  100.0  - - 794  100.0 
BELGIUM 
•  All migrants  15  10.7  602  85.7  25  3.6  702  100.0 
of which:  EEC  61  42·9  77  54·2  4.  2.9  142  100.0 
Non-EEC  14  2.5  525  93·1  21  3.8  560  100.0 
Eur.  7  2.3  283  94.0  11  3.7  301  100.0 
N-Eur.  1  2.7  242  93·4  10  '  3.9.  259.  100.0 
•  Nationals  38  36.5  65  62.5  1  1.0  104  100.0 
Grand  Total  113  14.0  667  82.8  26  3.2  806  100.0 
DENMARK 
•  All migrants  141  23.3  308  5Q.8  157  25.9  606  100.0 
of which:  EEO  - - - - - - - -
Non-EEC  141  23.3  308  50.8  157  25.9  606  100.0 
Eur.  29  12.1  158  65.8  53  22.1  240  100.0 
N-Eur.  112  30.6  150  40.9  104  28.5  366  100.0 
•  Nationals  73  37.8  114  59.1  6 "  3.1  193  100.0 
Grand  Total  214  26.8  42~  52.8  163  20.4  799  100.0 
FRANCE 
•  All migrants  48  6.9  638  91·5  11 (  1.6  697  100.0 
ofwhich:  EEC  13  19.1  50  73·5  5  7.4  68  100.0 
Non-EEC  35  5·6  588  93·5  6  0.9  629  100.0 
Eur.  24  8.4  260  91.0  2  o.6  286  100.0 
N-Eur.  11  3.2  328  95.6  4  1.2  343  100.0 
•  Nationals  9  8.4  98  91.6  - - 107  100.0 
Grand  Total  57  7ol  736  91.5  11  1.4  804  100.0 
LUXEMBOURG  ., 
•  All migrants  103  14.7  568  81.1  29  4.2  700  100.0 
of which:  EEC  84  28.2  212  71.1  2  0.7  298  100.0 
Non-EEC  19  4.7  356  88.6  27  6.7 .·  402  100.0 
N-~&:. 
"19  4-7  356  88.6  27  6.7  402  100.0  - - - . - - - - -
•  Nationals  1~~  1.~--~  6!1  %.% 
1  1.0  ~~ 
100.0 
Grand  Total  30  3.7  100.0 
NETHERLANDS 
•  All migrants  91  16.2  420  74.7  51  9.1  562  100.0 
of which:  EEC  15  32.6  24  52-.2.  7  15.2  46  100.0 
Non-EEC  76  14o7  396  76.8  44  8.5  516  100.0 
Eur.  27  21.6  95  76 .. 0  3  2.4  125  100.0 
N-Eur.  49  12.5  301  11.0  41  10.5  391  100.0 
•  Nationals  43  24.0  135  75-4  1  0.6  179  100.0 
Grand  Total  134  18.1  555  74.9  52  1.0  741  100.0 
UNITED  KINGDOM 
•  All migrants  343  67o8  183  36.2  - - 506  100.0 
of which:  EEC  29  44.0  37  56.0  - - 66  100.0 
Non-EEC  314  68.3  146  31.7  - - 460  100.0 
Eur.  - - - - - - - -
N-Eur.  314  68.3  146  31.7  - - 460  100.0 
o  ;Nati_O!lalS  73  34·5  112  60.5  - - 185  100.0 
Grand Total·  416  58·5  295  41-5  - - 711  i  100.0 
!  :  '  .  -; .! 
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TABlE  A10:  DISTRIBUTION  OF  PERSONS  BY  '.rYPE  OF  HOUSE  OCCUPIED 
Host  country  Single-faro- Appa.rtment  Other  To t  a  1 
lily house  makeshift 
GERMANY  No.  %  No.  %  No.  %  No.  %  No.  ro 
.,  All  migrants  19  3.3  492  85.4  52  9.0  13  2.3  576  100.0 
of which:  EEC  8  4  .. 0  158  80.2  26  13.2  5  2.5  197  100.0 
Non-EEC  11  2.9  334  88.1  26  6.9  8  2.1  379  100.0 
Eur.  4  2.2  155  84.7  23  12.6  1  0.6  183  100.0 
N-Eur.  7  3.6  179  91.3  3  1.5  7  3.6  196  100.0 
Nationals  55  29.3  128  68.1  - - 5  2.6  188  100.0 
•  6.8  18  2.3  764  100.0  Grand  Total  74  9-7  620  81.2  52 
BELGIUM 
735  100.0  All  migrants  288  39o2  447  60.8  - - - -
0 
142  100.0  of which:  EEC  86  60.6  56  39.4  - - - -
Non-EEC  202  34.1  391  63.9  - - - - 593  100.0 
Eur.  43  14o4  255  85.6  - - - - 298  100.0 
N-Eur.  159·  53·5  136  46.1  - - - - 295  100.0 
Nationals  67  65.7  35  34.3  - - - - 102  100.0 
• 
Grand  Total  355  48 .. 2  382  51 .. 8  - - - - 737  100.0 
DENMARK 
•  All  migrants  89  14o7  422  69.7  86  14.2  9  1.4  605  100.0 
of which:  EEC  - - - - - - - - - -
Non-EEC  89  14.7  422  69.7  86  14.2  9  1.4  605  100.0 
Eur.  60  25.1  135  ·56·5  44  18o4  - - 239  100.0 
N-Eur.  29  7o9  287  78.4  42  11.5  8  2.2  366  100.0 
.,  Nationals  79  40.9  109  56o5  4  2.1  1  0.5  193  100.0 
Grand  Total  168  21.1  531  66.5  90  11.3  .. 
9  1.1  798  100.0 
FRANCE 
..  All  migrants  38  5o4  478  67.6  134  19.0  57  8.0  707  100.0 
of which:  EEC  14  20.3  54  78.3  - - 1  1.4  69  100.0 
Non-EEC  24  3.8  424  66.,4  134  21.0  56  8.8  638  100.0 
Eur.  14  4·9  185  64.2  56  19.4  33  11 .. 5  288  100.0 
N-Eur.,  10  2.,8  239  68.3  78  22.3  23  6.6  350  100.0 
•  Nationals  2  1..8  103  94o5  1  0  .. 9  3  2.8  109  100.0 
Grand  Total  40  4.9  581  71.2  135  16  .. 5  60  1·4  816  100.,0 
LUXEMBOURG 
7001  ..  All  migrant a  429  61.3  239  34o1  4  0  .. 6  28  4.0  100.,0 
of which:  EEC  185  62el  102  34  .. 2  - - 11  3  .. 7  298  100.0 
Non~C  244  60.7  137  34  .. 1  4  loO  17  4  .. 2  402  lOOoO 
Eur~  244  60.7  137  34  .. 1  4  loO  17  4  .. 2  402  100.,0 
N-Euro  - - - - - - - - - -
..  Nationals  70  '70o0  27  27o0  3  3.0  - - 100  100o0 
Grand  Total  499  62 .. 4  266  J3.,2 
NETHERLANDS 
7  0.9  28  3o5  800  100.,9 
..  Ail  mig-.can.t s  240  42e7  43  7a7  235  41.,8  44  7o8  562  100o0 
of which:  EEC  24  _52.,2  8  17 .. 4  9  19o5  5  10~9  46  100.0 
Non-EEC  216  41..9  35  6.,8  226  32.8  39  7o5  516  100  .. 0 
Eur,.  62  49 .. 6  9  7o2  21  16 .. 8  33  26.4  125  100  .. 0 
N-Eur  ..  154  39.,4  26  6o7  205  52 .. 4  6  1  .. 5  391  100  .. 0 
.,  Nationals  132  73 .. 3  46  25"6  - - 2  lol  180  100.,0 
Grand.  Total  372  50 .. 1  89  12.,0  235  31 .. 8  46  6.,2  742  100.,0 
UNITED  KINGDOM 
.,  AU  migrants  491  84o4  39  6-.7  45  '7o7  7  1.,2  582  100.,0 
of which:  EEC  51  75 .. 0  7  10  .. 3  8  11  .. 7  2  3  .. 0  68  100.,0 
Non-EEC  440  85.6  32  6.,2  .37  7o2  5  1o0  514  100.,0 
EurQ  - - - - - - - - - - N-Eur.,  440  85  .. 6  32  6.,2  37  7.2  5  1.0  514  100.,0 
.,  Nationals  173  85  .. 2  24  11.,8  3  1.. 5  3  1..5  203  100.,0 
G:cand  Total  664  84o6  63  8  .. 0  ,48  6  .. 1  10  1.3  785  100.,0  L.,.,  __ 149  ·  V/  448/76-E 
TABLE.All:Density  of occupation  (numb~r of persons per room  available) 
Hos-t  country  - 1.,49  1,.50  - lo99  2o00  - 4e99  5o00  &  +  To-~al  ss 
GER!iiANY  No ..  %  N'oo  %  No ..  %  No ..  %  No ..  % 
..  All migrants  123  23 .. 9  147  28 .. 5  136  26 .. 4  109  21 .. 2  515  100.,0 
of which:  EEC  33  16.7  36  18o3  49  24o9  79  40 .. 1  197  100  .. 0 
Non-EEC  90  22.,7  ·111  28.,0  87  21 .. 9  109  27 .. 4  397  100  .. 0 
Eur.,  29  l4a7  46  23o2  47  23 .. 7  76  38o4  198  100  .. 0 
N-Eur.,  61  30.,6  65  32c7  40  20 .. 1  33  16.,6  199  100  .. 0 
o  Nationals  174  86 .. 5  18  9o0  7  3$5  2  1  .. 0  201  100  .. 0 
Grahd  To-tal  - - - - - - - - - -
BELGIUM 
o  All migrants  425  78  .. 7  43  8.,0  50  9o2  22  4o1  540  100  .. 0 
of which:  EEC  106  80 .. 9  10  7o7  13  9o9  2  lo5  131  100  .. 0 
Non-EEC  319  78  .. 0  33  8.,1  37  9  .. 0  20  4.,9  409  100  .. 0 
Eur  ..  227  80o5  25  8  .. 9  23  8  .. 1  7  2  .. 5  282  100.,0 
N-Eur.,  92  72o5  8  6  .. 3  14  11 .. 0  13  10.,2  127  100  .. 0 
.,  Nationals  35  60 .. 3  9  15o5  12  20.,7  2  3.,5  58  100  .. 0 
Grand  Total  460  76"9  52  8o7  62  10  .. 4  24  4o0  598  100  .. 0 
DENMARK 
..  All migrants  301  so  .. o  130  21.,6  161  26.,7  10  lo7  602  100.0 
of which:  EEC  - - - - - - - - - -
Non~C  301  so .. o  130  21 .. 6  161  26.,7  10  1 .. 7  602  lOOoO 
Eur~>  108  45o2  47  19e7  78  32  .. 6  6  2o5  239  100  .. 0 
N-Euro  193  53ol  83  22o9  83  22 .. 9  4  lol  363  100o0 
"'  Nationals  183  94  .. 8  5  2.,6  5  2o6  - - 193  lOOoO 
Grand Total  484  60 .. 9  135  17o0  166  20 .. 9  ).0  1  .. 2  795  100  .. 0 
FRANCE 
.,  All migrants  260  36 .. 8  75  10.,6  334  47c3  38  5c3  706  100  .. 0 
of which:  EEC  32  46o4  9  13o0  28  40 .. 6  - - 69  lOOoO 
Non-EEC  228  35o7  66  10o3  306  48o0  38  6.0  638  lOOoO 
Eur.  121  41.,4  37  12o7  130  44o5  4  lc4  292  100.,0  -
N-Eur.  107  30o9  29  8  .. 4  176  50·9  34  9o8  346  lOOoO 
o Nationals  61  J(.O  13  12.,2  33  30o8  - - 107  lOOoO 
Grand  Total  321  39o4  88  10o8  367  45o1  38  4o7  814  lOOoO 
LUXEMBOURG 
..  All migrants  423  60.4  110  15  .. 7  153  2lo9  14  2  .. 0  700  lOOoO 
of which:  EEC  183  61 .. 4  59  19  .. 8  52  17o5  4  lo3  298  100.,0 
Non-EE!C  240  59o7  51  12  .. 7  101  25 .. 1  10  2o5  402  100  .. 0 
Eur  ..  240  59o7  51  12o7  101  25  .. 1  10  2o5  402  100  .. 0 
N-Eur  ..  - - - - - - - - - -
.,  Nationals  76  76  .. 0  9  9.,0  15  15o0  - - 100  100o0 
Grand  Total  499  62.4  119  14o9  168  2lo0  14  1o7  Boo  100.0 
NETHERLANDS 
o All migrants  352  62o4  120  2lo3  43  7o6  49  8  .. 7  564  100,0 
of which:  EEO  40  87o0  2  4.,3  '  2  4o3  2  4o3  46  100.0 
Non-EEC  312  60.2  118  22.,8  41  7  .. 9  47  9ol  518  100.0 
Eur.,  85  68.0  8  6o4  '.24  19.2  8  6  .. 4  125  100  .. 0 
N~ur  ..  227  57o8  110  27 .. 9  :17  4  .. 3  39  lOoO  393  100  .. 0 
o  Nationals  - - - - ,.- - - - - - Grand 1Total  - - - - - - - - - -
1 UNITED  KINGDOM 
o  All migrants  450  77o5  92  15  .. 8  .39  6.7  - - 581  100.0 
of which%  EEC  58  85  .. 3  6  8  .. 8  ,,  4  5<>9  - - 68  100  .. 0 
Non-EEO  392  76  .. 4  86  16o8  35  6o8  - - 513  100o0 
Eur.,  - - - -
I- - - - - - N-Euro  392  76e4  86  16e8  135  6,8  - - 513  100o0 
o  Nationals  186  91 .. 6  14  6  .. 9  3  loS  - - 203  100.0  Grand Total  lfi'l.fi  IR.1  ,  lflfi  Inc;  I  c;,  A  17Rtt  11 ()() .!l 
.  ;  ~  :,  ' 
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TABLE  Al2:  LEVEL  OF'  A11NUITY  IN DWELLING  - E-XPRESSED  BY  ::EVERAL  INDICATION 
I  -~ Without 
_.,  ..  - !Host  country  '  Outdoor  Indoor  Bathroom  Central  T  o  t  a  1  \ 
lavatory  lavatory  heating 
I  GERMANY 
1 water 
l  No ..  %  No.,  %  Uo.,  %  Noo  %  No ..  %  Noo  %  . 
.,  All  migraz1t s  - - 137  25  .. 3  197  36  .. 3  137  25  .. 3  71  13 .. 1  542  100.,0 
of which:  EEC  - - 38  21.,7  561  32.0  41  23.,4  40  22.,9  175  100.,0 
Non·-EEG  - - 99  27.,0  141  _38.,4  96  26~2  31  8.,4  367  100.0 
Euro  - - 52  28 .. 3  74  40o2  46  25 .. 0  12  6  .. 5  184  lOOoO 
N-Eur  ..  - - 47  25  .. 1  67  36.,6  50  27 .. 3  19  l0o4  183  100.,0 
.,  Nationals  - - 5  2  .. 6  26  1}.,6  121  63 .. 0  40  20.,8  192  100c0 
GrEi.."1.d  Total  - - 142  19 .. 4  223  30"4  2_58  35.,1  111  15  .. 1  734  100.,0 
BELGIUM 
0  All  migrants  - - 191  27~8  237  34  .. 6  188  27 o4  70  10  .. 2  686  lOOoO 
of  which~ EEC  - - 36  25., 7  38  27 o2  49  35  .. 0  17  12.,1  140  lOOoO 
Non-E:EC  - - 155  28c4  199  )6o4  139  25·5  53  9.,7  546  100  .. 0 
Eur.,  - - 84  28.,2  95  31..9  88  29e5  31  l0o4  298  100~0 
N-Eur.,  - - 71  28 .. 6  104  41.,9  51  20 .. 6  22  8  .. 9  248  100.0 
n  Ns:tionals  - - 21  20o0  20  19.,0  53  50e 5  ll  10.,5  105  100.,0 
Gr  az2d.  'l'o t al  - - 212  26,8  257  32  .. 5  241  30~5  81  10o2  791  10000 
JlF.J.NMARK 
) 
..  All  migrants  l  0 .. 2  10  1..?  252  41 .. 6  32  5o3  310  5lo2  605  100.,0 
of which:  EEC  - - - - - - - - - - - -
Non-EEC  1  0.,2  10  1  .. 7  252  41..6  32  5o)  310  5L,2  605  100o0 
Eur.,  - - 6  2.,)  115  48  .. 1  13  5e4  105  44o0  239  100c0 
N  .. ·Euro  l  0  .. 3  4  1.,1  137  37 o4  19  _5,2  205  56 .. 0  366  100~0 
.,  Nationals  - - - - 19  9<>9  12  6&2  162  83 .. 9  193  100  .. 0 
Granc  Total  1  0.,1  10  1,3  271  34o0  44  '5o5  472  59ol  798  100  .. 0 
PRilNCE 
.,  All  migrants  - - 427  59.,6  47  6.,6  95  13o3  147  20o5  716  100  .. 0 
of which.:  EEO  - - .29  42.,0  10  14o5  10  14o5  20  29o0  69  lOOoO 
Non-EEC  - - 398  61 .. 5  37  5o7  85  13el  127  19 .. 7  647  100  .. 0 
Eur  ..  - - 189  64  .. 7  10  3~4  48  16  .. 5  45  15  .. 4  292  100  .. 0 
N-Eur  ..  - - 209  58  .. 9  21  166  37  10o4  82  23ol  355  100.,0 
o  Nationals  - - 44  40.,4  8  7o}  17  1_5~6  40  36o7  109  100  .. 0 
Grand  Total  - - 471  )7  .. 1  55  6  .. 7  112  13.,6  187  22.,6  825  100  .. 0 
LUXF.;MBOURG 
"  All  migrants  l  0  .. 1  109  16  .. 8  154  23o8  194  29o9  190  29 .. 4  648  100  .. 0 
of  ~hich: EEC  - - 36  12.,9  60  21 .. 6  84  30o2  98  35o3  278  100o0 
Non-EEC  1  0  .. 3  73  19 .. 7  94  25o4  110  29 .. 7  92  24o9  370  100.,0 
Eur.,  l  Oo3  73  19o7  94  25o4  110  29o7  92  24  .. 9  370  100  .. 0 
N-Eur.,  - - - - - - - - - - - -
.,  Nationals  -
~  - - 1  1.,0  37  37o0  62  62a0  100  lOOoO 
Gr&nd  Total  1  109  14  .. 6  155  20o7  231  30o9  483  64o6  748  100  .. 0 
!NETHERLANDS  ' 
0  All  migrants  3  Oo5  241  42  .. 7  - - 243  43 .. 1  77  13o7  564  100.,0 
of which:  EEC  3  6  .. 5  4  8  .. 7  - - 35  76ol  4  8  .. 7  46  lOOoO 
Non-EEC  - - 237  45o8  - - 208  40~2  73  14o0  518  100.0 
Eur.,  - - 20  16oO  - - 105  84.,0  - - 125  100  .. 0  ... 
N-Euro  - - 217  55o2  - - 103  26~2  73  18,.6  393  100o0 
r 
Nationals  - -·  10  I 5o5  - - 153  85  .. 0  17  9o5  180  lOOoO 
Grand  Total  3  Oo4  251  33o7  - - 396  53,2  94  12  .. 7  744  100.,0 
jONITED  KINGDOM  • 
io  All  migran.ts  - - 53  9o2  13  2o2  392  67o7  181  20o9  579  100.0 
of which:  EEC  - - -
8- - - 46  68.7  21  3lo3  67  100.0 
Non-EEC  - - 53  10~4  13  2o5  346  67 a6  100  l9o5  512  100  .. 0 
Euro  - - - - - - - - - =  - -
N-Euro  - - 53  10o4  13  2o5  346  67o6  100  19o5  512  lOOoO 
o Nationals  - - 3  lo5  1  : Oo5  132  65o0  67  33o0  203  lOOoO 
Grand Total  - - 56  7o2  14  , lo8  524  67 .. 0  188  24.0  782  100.0 151  V/448/76...:E 
TABLE  A 13:  Classification of dwellings· accordiGg to number  of defects noted 
(  L'J  '1  SitU;:J.ti nn 
Host  country  1 "- 4  5  &+  Total  \r  v 
GERMANY  No.  %  ! No.  ~  No.  %  No.  % 
..  All  m~grants  339  88.3  45  11.7  384  100.0 
of which:  EEO  100  91e7  9  8.3  109  100.0 
I  Non-EEO  239  86 .. 9  36  13.1  275  100.0  l 
I 
I 
I 
Euro  108  82 .. 4  23  17.6  i  131  100  .. 0 
I  N-Eur.  131  . 90.9  13  9ol  i  144  100  .. 0  I  ! 
•  Nationals  132  94.3  8  5·1  140  100 .. 0 
Grand  Total  471  89.9  53  10.1  524  100.0 
BELGIUM 
•  All migrants  263  38.6  418  61.4  681  100.0 
of which:  EEO  71  56.3  55  43o7  126  100.0 
Non-EEC  192  34.6  363  65o4  555  100.0 
Eur.  151  51.9  140  48.1  291  100.0 
N-Eur.  4i  15·5  223  84.5  264  100.0 
..  Nationals  46  49-5  47  50.5  93  100.0 
Grand  Total  309  39e9  465  60.1  774  100.0 
DENMARK 
•  All migrants  546  95·6  26  4.4  572  100.0  33 
of which:  EEC  - - - - - - - Non-EEO  546  95.6  26  4.4  572  100.0  33 
Eur.  230  99.6  1  .0.4  240  1oo.o·  1 
N-Eur.  307  92.5  ·25  6.9  332  100.0  32 
•  Nationals  193  100.0  -·  - 193  100.0  2 
Grand  Total  739  96.6  26  3.3  765  100.0  35 
FRANCE 
•  All migrants  237  46.1  277  53·9  514  r  100.0  202 
of which:  EEO  41  80.4  10  19.6  51  100.0  18 
Non-EEO  196  42.3  267'  51·1  463  100.0  184 
Eur.  85  38.1  138  61.9  223  100.0  69 
. N-Eur.  111  46.2  129  53o8  240  100.0  115 
•  Nationals  54  55·7  43  44.3  97  100.0  12 
Grand  Total  291  47.6  320  52.4  611  100.0  214 
LUXEMBOURG 
•  All migrants  519  82.7  121  17.3  700  100.0 
of which:  EEO  275  92.3  23  7o7  298  100.0 
Non-EEC  ,304  75.6  98  24.4  402  100.0 
Eur.  304  75.6  98  24.4  402  100.0 
N-Eur.  - - - - - -
•  Nationals  98  98.0  2  2.0  100  100.0 
Grand  Total  677  84.6  123  15.4  800  100.0 
NETHERLANDS 
•  All migrants  393  69.9  169  30.1  562  100.0 
of which:  EEO  33  71.7  13  28.3  46  100.0 
Non-EEO  360  69.7  156  30.3  516  100.0 
Eur.  89  71.2  36  28.8  125  100.0 
N-Eur.  271  69.3  120  30.7  391  100.0  2 
•  Nationals 
I  - - -·  - - - - Grand  Total  - - - - - -
UNITED  KINGDOM 
•  All migrants  529  91.4  50  8.6  579  100.0 
of which:  EEO  62  91.2  6  8  .. 8  68  100.0 
Non-EEC  467  91.4  44  8.4  511  100.0 
Eur.  - - - '  - - -
N-Eur.  467  91.4.  44  8.4  511  100.0 
o'  Nationals  184  90 .. 6  19  9o4  203  100.0 
Grand  Total  713  91.2  69  8.8  782  100.0 
- .  . . . 
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CHAPTER  6  - MECHANil:NS  AND  EFFECTS  OF  THE  PROPERTY  MARKET 
1.  General  conditions for migrants  in the  housing market 
With the exception of  some  migrant  workers,  mostly from EEC  countries, 
and  of immigrants  who  have  been settled some  time,  or were  admitted in 
virtue of  some  special  craft or skill,  most  of the migrants  have  to 
remain  in homes  on the  dilapidated fringes  of the  housing market.  These 
dwellings lie in areas which 'are  shabby  and old,  in  a  state of deteriora-
tion matched by  a  low  quality environment,  and are  characterized by  a 
lack of open  spaces  and the  antiquated state of the  social and collective 
facilities  (66). 
The  areas where  immigrant  labour is usually housed  are all the more 
likely to be  of this type  since  the migrants are  concentrated in the  most 
highly industrialised and most  densely populated  dis~ricts such as the 
metropolitan areas of Paris,  London  or Brussels.  Under  the  combined effect 
of various constraints -- economic,  social, political and  ideological --
most  of  them  do  not  get  the benefit of subsidised housing,  and  they are 
thus driven  into  a  fringe  of the  housing market  where  almost  all of the 
dwellings are privately owned  and  in a  state of decqy.  In this way,  they 
are  shut off from  the local communities;  and,  since their level of 
political organisation is low,  they  are  more  likely to  be  affected by 
urban  renewal  schemes,  population transfers and  removals from  one  area to 
another,  given the pauci.ty  and  segregative character of the  space  available. 
It is clear that  the  influx of migrant workers  into  any  area  ~takes place 
as part of  a  process in which  they replace  local populations who  have  taken 
flight  because  the  area is going downhill  and often,  too,  because  of the 
threat of property operations  in the  transition areas ·on  the  edge  of big 
administrative  and  office blocks  in flourishing business areas.  Thus it is 
that the  immigrants'rents  and personal  investments help  to maintain the 
value of dilapidated housing,  Until it can be  renovated.  Such  renovation is 
facilitated by the fact  that  any  attempt  to resist eviction-rehousing 
orders will  be impeded  by both the  institutional feebleness  of the migrants 
and that  of nearby communities of local nationalityo 
2.  Accessibility to housing of various typ.es 
2.la  Subsidised housing 
Insofar  as  subsidised housing schemes  are  being developed looally, 
they tend to  be  in more  salubrious areas than those  occupied by the 
(66)  s.  PANCIERA,  M.  PLEVOETS'andVo  CAMPANELLI,  op.  cit. 153  · V/448/76~ 
migrants  and·  are  often  o~nstruoted for the benefit of those  with higher 
incomes  and  smaller families than the migrantso  The  latter are  the~efore 
·not' able  j;o  sect¢.e: owner.s;iip_. (67)  1'11'  .to rent. these  s~bsic,iJsed  hou~es.  ~d . >' .·  ,·· . 
it  -.i~- eyf3~~9._i;e'·Z:~)for.~.~:;·~~#ant  t~::.B"~~ ~~~ssessi:on:-~i:-~  ~~~~o~.a.~-~'Y:<.-..(  .. ;:  ~~-;~~--:~:::~_:· 
l'·  ·  · $e ··ertl.l: ..  o:r:·~·:tlie 'ria'li"'·'O"  ~Lr.S ·o·r·ts  sho"rJ .. hfJw.  :Va$ro·  s  . ·:o·c  ..,~s:  co':h.tribut.eY -·.::··;:~I.,:-'.::: 
':
·.·,F  •.  ~.~.:~~-- V..  .  ..  ,_··~··  _,_  ,-.-~--~~-~  ...  "J  ·  ":lp~-~-·~~ .  ..,  :-1~·  ·  ····r  ......  ~'\1  P.Ji'"~t~  ~~- ... ,· ...  ~--.  ··  ..  >  •·:  ,_  '"'"-~'T  ·~-"-.  ~~-~  ~.· 
. . ..  to. the  aJ.ioc'ation':·::o~~~oun:C£1:~·-:a:na  o·i;hE!ir~·· sub~\id'ised  ·p6u~e·s:. ·tif::~etter''orr:;:  .. ·;:  ~:.::,~;::~:: 
·::_-·  ..  :.-~.-~--~.:.~_.'  ..  -.:_~./::.·  __ :_··.  ' .  soc i'ai ; c  ~  t:ego'  ·;rie  s  ·,' ': ~~~-::tl:l~i:.:im:derJJ.nit~·~  he ;.~~lne  $ Ei: .  of':~tn:~.  ::il:u.tnber  of',f~  ,:,, .. -~~  ~::5.~<f~~·:~;i 
~-~---- :.,  ·•--·  ·~·  ••  <•  ,'·  •,·:  .. '~"•··---'~''~-•  ·•·  .-_  ~ ••.  ,.  r····.  ···•'"':,,  ..  ·-.;••··"'··'  .. ·"":;,·.'····'0t·~  ..  .L'l'-'o:~··  ,. ·'  ..  .  ·  mi·gran  t'Ei  who (filtd:,  :~fielr::,w~~~uio  ··auch~:.h<his;ijig~~: Mig;r..ai'l't~ '· pro~·ects  ·<if.,;,~_::~,: .;;;:,,,:.~:z~,,.~~;i'.' 
'  •  "  '  '·•  1:''.\!"~'-1..'11"  '1·-"'  ~- ·~···-~  ~·  '  •  ~  '<::'-..·"  •  '  •  •  - •'  ,·,'>~  I  •
1
'  ..  ,·-'  "  ~  1  l  t  "~  ~i'•f".·',.C...fl:'",  ''.o"':l\
11,.'\  ..  <' 
.·i'.•:  a.C(piirifl.€(-auhh :.h#usmg  ~~e~:.f:w~~er a;mmi_s~~:~. by  t·~e;:·r~:t,;:t·h~t. the  i:ijlm~r::~~·~~r~:·  .. ? 
,,,  ,,..  of such. dwelltngs ac't'\iaJ.'l.Y"··buH t  · ia far  be~·o'w 'the. need .a'ff assessed_ ori  -~::·lf~:_:·r: 
objective ba:si,s  ..  When  -m·~gx.ants' are  found  a.t;  .Ul  in subsidised ho'llsihg,: it_;  :~-.·;·';;~ 
is usually in very  ol~ h()using,  un·less it be  that ·they have  been  COJlfinil~o._.:..:·  .:  . 
rily re-housed or are ·1 ucky  to  have  income  enough  to  buy.  a  new  subsidi$e·d  ·. ·  '.: '..' .';; 
house?  despite the bi'g increase in the  pr~(res of  such houses  in reoen't,  '.  .  . 
years., 
For the most  part,  migrant workers occupy these  dwellings on  a  rental 
basis,  because  they are  too costly to purchase  and  mortgage  rates are  too 
high.  It is also true that migrants often have  bigger families  than their · 
local counterparts,  so  that they have  to live  in more  crowded  conditions., 
It is,  of course,  for  local populations that  the national  housing policies 
are  made  and  operated;  and  it is seldom  enough that they correspond with 
the desires of migrant workers or the real needs of foreign families who 
have  no  voice or representation in this field as in so many  others. 
Other  administrative regulations,offioial  and unofficial,  restrict 
access to  subsidised dwellings,  by implying  that the families of migrants 
should adjust their behaviour to conform. with the  expectations of the locals 
-- in other words,  that there  should be  a  thorough assimilation of the 
foreigners  into the local way  of life., 
These  subsidised dwellings are built under the encouragement  or to 
theorderof national or local authorities;  and  access to  them  is governed 
by  a  number  of criteria,  including length of residence,  prices,  the  sol-
vency of the  applicant  and  the availability of such accommodation.  All of 
these  stipulations play their part  tci  the  detriment  of the  weaker  sections 
of the population  including the migrant  workers.,  Another :factor which  also 
comes  into operation is the  resentment  and retaliation of the locals when 
faced by the  invasion of their potential housing by migrant  workerso 
Thus,  despite the efforts made  in diffe:':"ent  countries of the  ·community 
to deal  with ·the  housing problem,  the migrants have  access to only a  small 
fringe  of subsidised housing;  and  always  and  everywhere,  this fringe  is 
smaller than the proportion of migrant  workers in the total population, 
whether  this be  counted on  a  district basis or for  individual  industries, 
or for big metropolitan  areaso 
2e2o  Privately-owned  dwellin~s 
~~e national reports make  it clear that the migrants are housed in 
areas which  have  been  evacuated by the nationals,  because  the  houses  are 
dilapidated and  overcrowded.,  Migrant  workers who  go  into the market  as  . 
( 67)  In Germany  and  in Denmark,  nobody  can;  obtain ownership of 
a  subsidised'homeo ·r, I  448/i~~':_·> . 
OJ'lly  too ·  ~f't.er; n~·&<,.fiating 
~~or  ~.  ''Cl'J  :~-:.d.  b1;:  .  .li.cU.n.g~  ofT:cr:i  C:.n.ting  froi'.l  1920  or  f.!arLLsr;  a<'id.  the mort-
ga{~:.r:~  '~:nmr;.[.u.-~7 es  o~·C'(.:!  c-:b.~.i.J.":J·  ~.:.,.·b~)l1·t;  ~·?~~--\:~l·1tir.1s·  a  lo:t11  on  ·their  h011sesr,  1~Jhe:r::.  it 
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·iib.a:r:.  the  lrJcaJ_;~l  :for  the  sairl'~  qu.a.:  ..  :it~y  :r.nJ.:-:1{!;'3?  orHi  ~he IJr:i  .... :.:eB  peJ.~  sqo  fit~  ar~ 
Go  ;!ig'11._.  t:1::~t  t}Jsy  2,CCfJJ-'~  tl.:ey  d·r,,el1L-ig;>;:~  :t!:ven  for  hG·us.~ng of simila:r price 
;;.:nd  q:1J.al i-~y  1  m:ig-r~,nts 
1 ho-u.sing  is usuc:d.l;r  mo:.."'e  d.ensel:f  occupiec1.  rd.nce  their 
L.uilili  .•  ~s  ;:1x~·  nt~:.le.Jly  l,;o..rge::.~.,  . 
In ver;r mr.-.ny  ca.sesi  it,  is the  si:u~  of the  family  which  determirJ.es  the 
tY1:H~  oi:'  u.we1lihg,  its cost  8l1(l  tlle  segment  of the  housing market  in ·wh.ieh 
the  migrant  will  seek his  accommodation.,.  It is the  priv.=.t.e  landlord -w-hose 
terms  a;ce  most  discriminatory,  e:,.nce  they can  take  ad.va<''1tage  of the  lack 
of poJ.i  tic:aJ.  or  aCu1linistre.tive  Height  behind these  groups of Y.Jorkers  from 
foreign  countries~  -;vho  are  in the  market  for only  a  short  time  and  whose 
_presence  in  the  country at  all may  1-rell  be  illegal~  'rhis  apparent prefe-
rence  for  a.cconunodation  wbich is privately-owned,  dilapidated and  infra-
social  (for it docs not  come  up  to the  standards of the "social"  or 
subsidised  d;,,relling)  is prima.ril;y  due  to the  in sufficient nwnber of 
dwel1ir;g·s  and  to  the  fact that the  space  available  and.  the  prices asked 
are  out  of line with the means  and the  requirements of the  families of 
migr3r;t  workers" 
In all EEC  countries the  funds  available  fa.ll  short  of what  is :needed 
for  building subsidised houses or renovating -themo  At  their current  J.evels 
these  funds  do  not  suffice to  check the deterioration,  or  even  the 
comparative  deterioration,  of  a  big section of the  available  housing. 
Moreover,  the migrant  workers get  only a  meagre  share  of the  credit  a 
which  are  given for house  improvementse  This is becau.se  they  are only 
seldom the  oHners  of their houses;  and as tenarlts they can  only take  action 
1-d th their landlord's consent  ..  This is a.  :field in which  there  are  a 
number  of other mechanisms which opera.te  against the migrant  tenanto  I-t 
is not  only  a  question of the  cond.i  tiona  on which  he  can  secure the various 
grantsi  but  there is a  further question of the  size  of the'grant  and thus 
the  question of how  much  is left for  him to  pay for out  of his  own  pocket 
and  hov.:  the  expenses  are  to  be  divided bet,-,reen  landlord  and.  ·tenant.,  Added 
to  this is the difficulty - the virtual  impossibility - of realising 
the  value  add.ed  to the  dwelling if he  should move  out  ..  In most  cases,  too, 
'these tenants cannot  avoid having to pay  higher rents resulting from 
improvements carried out  by their landlords., 
Lastly,  regulationsare  such that repairs to property can only be 
subsidised in areas for which  there are not  a:ny  outstanding plans for 
urban renewal  involving compulsory purchase  since  these plans would 
justify the  owners of the property in refusing to undertake further 
investment. 
3. Residential  concentration 
3.1.  Forced concentration 
,, 
Anybody  who  takes  a  look at these fringes of tumbledown  housing 
will be  struck by the  fact that  they  are  concentrated in specific parts 
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·Of the  town,  and  thus contribute to keeping the different  social strata 
·apart.  These  areas of  shabby  old houses are'usually close to big indus-
trial  plants,  or to  some  centre of pollution or waste  disposal.  Sometimes 
·they are  sandwiched between statious and  railw<cy"  yards,  bus stations or 
airports or other important  social facilities of an  infrastructural 
-character;  and  again they m~  be on  the  edge  of administrative or business 
areas which  are  being actively developed  and  have  become  what  ecologists 
. call "transition areas".  In  such areas there is so much  property specula-
.tion in progress that both public  spending on  infrastructure  and private  · 
investment.  will have fallen to  zero.  They  are districts from  which there 
'  i· 
, is a  rapid outflow of the local population due  to the  age  of the buildings, 1 
the noise,  the unhealthy  surroundings,  rickety and  dangerous structures,  ' 
overcrowding,  heavy traffic and  the  general dilapidation of the  houses. 
; The  better off fesidents move  to other dwellings in green belts,  and  to 
comfortable  homes  in the  suburb_s.  They  are  thus making  space  available 
for their replacements,  i.e. those  whose  incomes constrain them  to be 
·content with  poor housing. 
Among  the latter is the  immigrant population.  It is indeed a  replace-
'ment;  for not only  ar~ its working members  filling jobs and  operating 
:industrial  sectors which  have  lost their attractiveness for the local 
:population,  but their families  are pouring into the houses  and areas for 
which the  locals have  demonstrated their dislike. 
All these  conditions keep the foreign working population out  of the  i 
-:"normal"  circuit of the  housing market.  They  confine it to marginal  housing: 
which does not  conform to the needs of the foreign working population,  but 
from which  the  social  housing policies of the  host  countries  seem,  in 
:current  circumstances,  unable to extricate them.  These·· houses  are totally 
insufficient compar.ed  with the  enormous  number  which would be required to 
,halt the  general deterioration-- absolute  as well as comparative-- of 
'the housing stock.  This is particularly the case  in the big industrial 
; centres,  where  the population is most  dense,  the growth in the range  of 
ljobs is fastest  and where,  in consequence,  a  large majority of the 
'migrants have  settled. 
This  interpley of general factors,  however,  does not by itself give 
'l 
an  adequate  explanation of the ecological grouping of the migrant workers. 
•open.  and  concealed  m~thods of discrimination,  repulsion  and exclusion are 
; employe~ by  the owners  of private property around the  edge  of the migrants•· 
: areas in order to  segregate  them  from  the  areas where  the nationals live.  1 
'  : The  racist behaviour of these property owners  is encouraged by the fears  sol 
~freely expressed among  the national populations in the  immediate neigh-
.. bourhood of the  immigrants' areas. 
,  This  confinement  of the  immigrants  into specific types of area tends  ; 
'' 
1 to promote  overcrowding and  sets up  conditions in which high prices oan be 
: charged for  housing units of low  quality. Moreover,  it makes  for specula-
' tion by the  owners  of houses in areas which are in decline  • 
.  ;. 
,, 
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For present purposes,  the  phrase  "comparative deterioration"  is 
used  to  describe  what  happens  when  the total  stock of houses is increa-
sing  and  a  marginal  part of  them  improved,  so  that older  and  less 
comfortable  houses  lose their value.  Thus  comparative  deterioration 
arises from  the fact  that  improvements  are  taking place elsewhere. 
By  comparison,  "absolute deterioration"  occurs when  there  is gradual 
physical deterioration in the  housing  stock  and  a  dec~ of residential 
areas because  of lack of public or private  investment,  or because  the 
investment  made  is designed to  increase  the density of occupation. 
Usually,  too,  a  lack of maintenance  outl~ on  buildings follows 
the  absence  or  inadequacy of public  investment  in the  infrastructure  and 
in the collective  and  social facilities of districts earmarked for 
reconstruction.  The  usual effect is to·speed up  the physical  dec~ so 
that it becomes  absolute. 
Even  if the  current  economic  cr1s1s were  to continue,  inducing del~s 
in the  redevelopment  plans which would  have  been  expected given  the rize 
of  immigrant  population,  the fact  remains that  the foreign workers  are 
the  last opportunity for making  a  profit in the  period preceding ex-
propriation  and  re~evelopment of the  areas concerned.  They  are  the  last 
opportunity for  small  property owners  to  speculate on these  operations --
about  which decisions m~  have  been made  sometime  in  advance -- by 
spending the  very minimum  on maintenance  and repairs and  seeing how  much 
they can  squeeze  out  of their tenants,  though this will vary with the 
nationality of the migrant,  his probable  length of  at~ and his occupa-
tional  status. 
Increased overcrowding arises partly from  the  size of migrant 
families  and  the  w~s in which  they cohabit,  but partly,  also,  from  the 
quest for  maximum  profit by  the  owners of these dilapidated dwellings. 
It is they who  carry out  or authorise  the  sub-division of dwellings;  for 
by putting partitions across rooms,  or  sub-dividing the floors of the 
house,  they m~  double  the number of separate  ~partments,  so  that they 
can  lodge  several families· instead of one  or two,  or  a  larger number  of 
unaccompanied bachelors. 
Such  overcrowding causes the dwellings  in these  areas to deteriorate 
more  quickly and tends to create real ghettos of foreign  inhabitants 
wherever  the  indigenous  population falls below  30%. 
The  degree  of over-crowding in the dwellings varies with the  social 
distance  between  successive contingents of different nationalities and 
races  brought  into  the  area;  and  the  same  is true  of over-exploitation 
with increasingly high prices being asked for  smaller dwellings of 
worse  and worse  quality.  Each host  society and each  employing country 
gradually gets used to  a  certain type  of foreigner.  To  some  extent the 
larger established nationalities are,  after a  time,  more  or less 
"adopted",  whereas there is a  tendency to be doubtful,  even hostile, 
about  the new  arrivals,  especially if their skin colour is different, 
and the  cultural  gap wider,  as is the  case with Africans or Asiatics 
for example. 
This  sequence  of events is at  least  a  partial explanation of the 
ecological distribution ·of national groups of immigrants  and the  tendency 
for  specific districts to "specialise"  in particular nationalities.  In 
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;Brussels,  for example,  there  are  Moroccan  and Turkish quarters,  in Paris 
:there are  Algerian  areas  and  in Copenhagen  Pakistani districtso 
' . 
There  are various other factors which accentuate this grouping by 
:nationality or race.  In Federal  Germany,  for  example,  there  are  several 
big firms  trading in particular ci  t:Les  or regions which make  a  practice 
i of recruiting manpower  of  a  specific nationality  ..  Thus,  there  are 
I 
specially large numbers  of Turks  at Gelsenkirchen,  of Yugoslavs  at 
' Stuttgart  and of Italians at  Ludwigshaven.  This compartmentalisation of 
the  labour market  is often matched by  a  compartmentalisation of residential/ 
districts,  the  one  phenomenon  leading naturally to the  othero 
3e2o  The  tendency to live  in groups 
It is of course true that the ghetto form  of settlement in some  of 
· the foreign  colonies,  cannot  be  always  and  solely explained by the 
:compartmentalisation of the  labour market,  or by discrimination against 
·the migrants or by his political status or the forced departures  some  of 
. the  immigrants  and their families  have  experiencedo 
It is also perfectly natural that people of the  same  nationality 
should live together;  and  the  arrangement  ma.Y  vrell  perform  important 
functions,  not  only for  the receiving  societies, but  also  for the foreign 
colonies entering the country.  The  national reports,  make  it clear also 
that none  of the nationalities,  except  for  some  of the  Italians and  the 
' Irish,  has really taken  root  in the  employing countryo  In other words, 
none  of them  has really succeeded  in weaving itself into  a  web  of social 
relationships with the locals.  The  gap is  ·,  · wider for groups of different i 
racial origins,  \vhich  are  sometimes  reinfor:ced by  long 'histories of  I 
antagonism, as with the  Algerians in Franceer'.  I 
The  marginalisation of migrants is often a  cumulative  process 
and is accelerated by  the  type  of urban  area where  the foreign groups  are 
: concentrated.  In these areas,  they often meet  only one  another. 
In this kind of conglomeration,  condit:ions may  be  insanitary,  comfort 
; standards may  be  low,  the  housing may  be  dilapidated;  but  the  shops,  cafes 
: and many  other meeting places serve to create  a  network of  social relation-! 
ships; 
HOwever,  this type  of group living also gives rise to  some  form of 
. social organisation  stimulated by various intermediaries,  such as those 
·who  provide  work  (legal or illegal),  unscrupulous lodging house keepers, 
, fellow countrymen of longer  settlement  and "the dispensers of meagre 
; compensation for isolation and hard work"  C68) •  · 
i 
'(68)  Pe  GEORGE,  op.  cit., -e66  .;. 
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'I'he  ghetto,  or  colony of foreigners 9  is both the normal  channel for 
the  immigrant  and  t·he  virtually compulsory means  for entering the 
employing co1mtryo  It is also  either the  place  v--here  his integration 
qeg:i.ns  or eJ.se  his place of wi  thdrawa.l  or even rejectiono  It is a  place 
of wi  thdra~.;ral  when  racial prejudice  comes  to the  surface,  and recoils 
on  a  Nhole  racial linguistic  and cultural group;  the  immigrant  cannot 
escape  from  the  stigma of  the  group to which  he  belongso  It is a  place 
of rejection,  insofar  as  the  formation of the ghetto reflects the 
enormous  obstacles to  the  integration of the  worker  into the  employing 
cmmtry~ 
These  concentrations of migrant  workers which  are  to be  found  in 
all  Community  c01mtries  are  partly forced  upon  them  by outside  influencesv 
for  they  are  in fact  the  logi.cal  accompaniment  to the  compartmentalisation 
of the  labour marketo  On  the  other  hand,  mar.J.Y  migrant a  desire  and  prefer 
them  L:·r  reG.sons  of sentiment,  oul  ture  t  social life  and  economic sa  They 
are  an  index  of the  distance  and the  degree  to which their workers are 
segregated and  out off from  the world outside. 
Thus,  group  living is desired by the migrant workers,  but it is 
also  dangerous  in that their insularity m~ result  in their problems 
being  i~1ored,  l~ing them  open  to the deterioration of their housing 
and to  expropriation  and uprooting if this  should  seem  to fit  in with 
the  economic  logic  and  the  redevelopment  policy of the big townso 
4o  How  the deterioration ha;e;eens 
Though  the migrant  workers make  profitable the  special fringe  of 
housing in which  they are  hived off,  this housing is subject to the 
same  influences  as  the rest of  the built-up  area and  the property market 
as  a  whole  .. 
In every  Community  country,  with the possible exception of 
Luxembourg,  deterioration,  both relative and  absolute,  has  occurred in 
most  of the  dwellings to which the migrant  workers  are  confined.  Private 
residential construction continues at its normal  pace,  but  the building 
of 
11 social
11  or subsidised dwellings has  slackened off since the beginning 
of  1974  because  of economic  conditions~  The  new  housing policy is based 
on  new  laws  designed to make  the old houses healthier and put  them  in  a 
better state  of repair.  Yet,  even  the  combined effects of the renovation 
policy and  the  building of new  subsidised housing are not  enough  to 
prevent  the deterioration,  both relative  and  absolute,  of the  housing 
kept  for  the migrant  workers. 
In modern.social  systems,  as  CASTELLS  emphasises,  the housing question 
is primarily a  crisis question.  Uncomfortable  and  insanitary dwellings, 
and  the  slow  expansion  in the number  of houses,  are  the inevitable result 
of the mal-functioning of the  housing market  in a  capitalist economy  (69). 
Yet it is not entirely a  problem of the  number  of houses.  The 
housing question is much  more  a  question of price and quality.  It boils 
(69)  M.  CASTELLS,  La question urbaine,  Maspero,  Paris,  1975  PP•  190-217 • 
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down  to the  problem of ascertaining how  suitable dwellings can be  produced 
without  inducing a  big rise in labour costs;  for the  houses produced in 
the private market,  and even these built by  the  state,  are still out of 
reach for most  of the population with which we  are  now  concerned.  In 
Germany,  and  some  of the other countries,  there  is relative deterioration 
in the housing occupied by  the migrants and part of the local population, 
and  at the  same  time  there is a.  continued surplus of good  quality housing 
at prices 25  or 30%  above  anything these workers  (especially those  covered 
by the  survey)  are  able  or willing to  p~.  · 
In every country,  these excessive prices,  (even  including the prices 
of 
11 socialu  housing)  result from  a  disproportionate  increase  in the pric·e 
of land,  construction costs  and  the  comforts of life in the bigger and 
more  densely populated urban  and industrial areas.  Private  home-building, 
as well  as social house-building comes  into competition with other forms 
of property investment,  such as business or administrative offices,  shops 
and  parking lots,  all of which require  site clearances and  the  destruction 
of a  great  many  hectares of property which  has  already grown  dilapidated 
· and unprofitable,  and  where  the migrants  and their families have  the best 
chances of finding their homes.  Moreo·ver,  redevelopment  of city centres 
is usually accompanied by  enormous  infrastructure works,  such as urban 
motorweys,  more  and larger railwey stations and bus termini  ... 
Thus  the  increase  in the number  of migrants  since 1968.  is not the 
only reason for  the  scarcity of  housing.  This  has  arisen largely because 
of the demolition of whole  areas,  in which migrants  and their families 
had  taken refuge,  and which were  scheduled for  improvement  and  redevelop-
ment. 
The  migrant population has its own  important part to  pley in these 
development  and  redevelopment  schemes,  since it is so  largely employed 
in building and  civil engineering.  It is thus its fate to be  caught  in 
the meshes of the  very web  it is helping to  weave. 
5·  The  notice to guit  as  an  instrument  of urban development 
5.1.  Redevelopment 
The  concentration of economic  development  and population growth into 
and  around big urban  and  industrial centres,  and  in metropolitan areas,  · 
promotes property  speculation,  housing development,  rebuilding plans for 
the central  and  suburban  areas,  and  redevelopment  of the modes  of 
communication between  the  centre  and the  suburbs. 
The  extension of office areas and the  setting up  of new  zones of 
1  luxury housing are  events which go  together in the  development  of the 
~  property market,  even though yield and profit rates mey  vary. 
fill• 
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With the  enlargement  of the oity centre  the  surrounding girdle  at  once 
comes  under the threat of  invasion by administrative buildings,  extended 
shopping areas,  parking facilities .and  service installations,  new  blocks 
of  luxury flats  (which  are  sources of the highest profits)  and new  roads 
into the  heart  of the  town.  It is this threat of  a  complete  change  in the 
way  an  area is used which tends to rnake  the local  inhabitants take flight; 
and this is made  the  easier because  their place is taken by  the  incoming 
population of migrants  and their families. 
In this connexion,  BOHNING  emphasises ·that  "the  improved  living 
standard of the  local population leads it to  abandon  altogether the older 
living quarters in the  inner city,  seeking new  homes  in the  suburbs,  and 
leaving behind them the  old and  infirm  and  also  some  available  space  which 
the  immigrants  are  only too  happy to take for  themselves.,  What  is happening 
in the property market  is thus the  same.type  of takeover  of vacancies 
which is going on  in the  labour market"  (70)o 
Moreover,  the weaknesses  in the institutions and political standing 
of  the migrant  workers is a  strong card in the  hands  of the  planners and 
helps  in carrying out  redevelopment  schemes  designed to  change  the function 
of the  area and bring it on  to a  higher social  level~  In both cases there 
is an  enlargement  of the  tax base,  so  that the  local authorities also 
stand to benefit.  In this transformation of urban  areas,  the districts 
where  the migrants are living  appear  to be  as "a target which is economi-
cally justified"., 
These  redevelopment  processes are,  however,  slow  and complex.  There 
are  manifold weys  of going  about  them,  the  actors are  l)lany  and the  stakes 
are  high.  The  first people  who  play a  part  in it are  the property owners --
private  individuals,  firms  and  public authorities --within whose  res-
ponsibility the  area falls.  The  departure  of part of the  local population 
leads the  owners,  public or private,  to minimise  their spendings  on 
em be 11 ishment,  repairs and maintenance  and to avoid  any new  expenditure. 
The  living quarters thus grow  increasingly dilapidated with  age,  and  a 
reduction occurs  in the  value  of the  area for which  the  property speculators 
and  promoters  had  already  made  their plans.  Simple  calculations are  by now 
all that  is needed to demonstrate  the  irrational use  which is being made  of 
the  area just outside  the  city centre,  and  to dazzle  the  public authorities 
--local, regional  and national --with the  image  of prospective  advantages 
to  be  got  by  compulsory purchase,  by measures to clear the  area,  demolish 
the  buildings and  set  up  administrative  skyscrapers,  shopping and  service 
areas  and high-rise  apartment  blockso 
These  operations  have  many  consequences.  They  solve  the  problem of 
housing the  expanding public  services;  they contribute  to enlarging the 
range  and  volume  of the fiscal  and  other receipts;  they  encourage  private 
initiative and  employment,  for it soon  becomes possible  to realize  the 
increases in value,  particularly if the operations which  have  been  authori-
sed are  on  a  large  enough  scale.  Even  so,  ,the costs are  high and  there  is 
a  possibility of political repercussions,  ,ao  that public  authorities are 
often  in favour  of tackling the  operation~· stage-by-stage;  but  they  come 
up  against  the problem that this costs more  and attracts many  fewer private 
property developerso 
(70)  W.Ro  BOHNING  and  D.  MAILLAT,  op.  cit.,,  P•  113  .;. 161  V/448/76-E 
This policy of the "small  parcel" \"Ta.s  tried out for  a  short time  in 
France;  but it failed,  largely because  the  higher  investment  cost  has 
to be  spread over a  longer period.  The  initial aim  was  to build a 
substantial  amount  of low-cost  hoc;.sing;  but  after a  trial' period  the 
objectives changed  and  it was  handed over 'to private property developers. 
They  were  only  able  to  cover their costs and financial  charges by 
"balancing operations",  which meant  the building of. luxury  accommodation 
whose  profitability was  asstU"ed. 
Other  things being equal,  when  conditions are right  in the finance, 
property and  housing markets large-scale operations are  quite often a 
necessity as rescue operations for local authorities responsible  for the 
transition  areas.  These  local bodies mey  well be  feeling the  pinch because 
they  have  been bled of part of their traditional population,  and  they 
therefore  have  their eyes  open  forQonstruct~on projects and programmes 
. which w·ill  bring the  areas back to life. 
Often they m~  fin& they must  sell their reserves of land,  instead 
of buying more  and  keeping it as  a  reserve.  In their weak  and  impoverished· 
state,  they  are  increasingly vulnerable  to pressure  from  the property 
promoters,  and  readily accept  the  development  plans laid before  them 
instead of ·_steadfastly carrying out  an 'improvement  policy of their own 
for the benefit  ot•  all the  inhabitants. 
In actual fact it is not  only the local authorities,  the financiers, 
the  mortgage  and property companies  and  the property developers who  are 
interested in the redevelopment  operations.  These  do  not  result  solely 
from  plans hatche
1d  in the  local framework,  but  they also attract the 
attention of the national authorities. 
Indeed,  the national  authorities determine  the use  to be  made  of 
land through their general  development  plans;  and  there  are usually many 
public works  operations which have  to be  carried out  before or with the 
building and  land development  ventures by  private  undert~ers. The  plans 
and  layout for the buildings,  too,  have  to be  approved beforehand by 
national  authorities.  The  interest of the central government  in all these 
operations is heightened by  the fact that it is usually direct beneficia-
ry,  partly through the generation of  incomes  for tax  and  partly through 
the  taxes incorporated in the  prices of a  new  houses  and buildings. 
Furthermore,  these macro-projects of property development  involve 
many  administrative  departments,  institutions and groups;  and their many· 
decisions,  interventions  and pressures have  to be  coordinated and kept 
in line.  This leads to  the  setting up  of facilities for  consultation, 
even  inclusion in variou:s forms  of  ad hoc  structure vihich Maurice 
DUVERGER  calls "administrative real estate complexes
11
• 
Thus  the  actual position of these  urban and  industrial  conglomera~ 
tions is really the result of a  town-planning policy arising from 
connivance  between property owners,  housing capitalists,  the  government 
and  local authorities. It is at least partly the result  of the weakness 
of public bodies,  at whatever level,  when  faced with the  power  of money, 
property speculators,  building companies  and housing promoters.  In  any 
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case  it is not  possible to  ignore  the  links which  are built up  at  many 
levels between politicians and  senior officials on the  one  han,d,  and 
representatives of private  economic  interests on the  other. 
Indeed,  it often happens  that  the politicians or officials are 
unofficial representatives of firms,  fitJance  houses  or pressure  groups, 
which are  active  in the  property business. 
On  the other hand,  decisions in property matters are not  alwqys 
conspiraciesa  Many  property projects owe  their inception  and develop-
ment  to votecatching or even,  more  simply,  to  ignorance  of the mechanis-
ms  which underlie degradation in living conditions. 
There  is no  other  way  to explain  how  and  why,  in the  big industrial 
areas  and  towns  at  the  present  time,  speculators and property .J..evelopers 
are  able  to  pick the  cream of the  sites and trigger a  galloping inflation 
in  land prices,  both in the  town  and  in its suburbs.  Over  12 years,  the 
increase  in land prices  in Paris has averaged 37%  and  in Copenhagen  the 
20-year  increase  has been  30o%.  For the  areas around the  centre  of 
Brussels there  was  an  increase  of nearly 1  000%  in land prices between  the 
periods 1948-58  and  1968-70. 
This unbridled rise  in land prices,  while  it raises the  sectors 
concerned in the  social scale,  ultimately  distorts  housing policy. 
Property owners  in the  area around the city centres,  who  speculate  about 
expropriation of their buildings for demolition,  are  well  aware  that 
the prices they will obtain will not  depend  on  the  value  of the buildings 
on  the  site,  but  on the value  of the  site itself.  They  therefore refuse 
any  major repair  jobs or  improvements  suggested by  thedr tenants. 
The  property speculators  and developers, by  acting in their own 
financial  interest are  induced to  build for  the  highest  possible profit 
on  sites which  have  become  the more  valuable for their scarcity.  The 
profitable use of this land calls for taller and  taller buildings,  and 
more  and  more  opulent constructions for public departments  and,  for 
private  services  (such as banks,  insurance  offices,  head offices of big 
firms or advertising agencies  and  the  like);  or for strata in the 
population  who  can afford the  luxury of  apartments  in the  centres of 
towns or villas in the  green belt  around  ito  The  struggle  of land 
speculators for:excess  profits thus becomes  the essential motive  force 
in channelling property  investment  into one  project  on  another  and 
therefore  in determining the  forms  which urban development  takes. 
Policy in property matters is not  the  only thing which is disturbed 
by  the  excessive  rise in site values.  It also  encourages  segregation, 
both by  area and on  the  social plane,  creating boundaries by putting 
homes  in separate  strata determined by  quality,  size  and price,  so  re-
enforcing the barriers already existing in the  labour marketo 
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I  Besides,  these  high prices are of value to others as well  as private ; 
speculators.  National  and  local  governments,  when  they find it possible,  · 
base  the prices of their own  developed land improvements.on prevailing 
-land values and  thus they,  too,  make  something from  the  general rise  .. 
In this world of urban  and  land development,  the  acts  and policies 
of public authorities are  alw~s ambiguous because,  however  good were 
their initial intentions,  they are rapidly caught  in the trap of  a  free 
market  for  land and  houses despite all the intervention powers vested 
in them  ..  There  are  a  number  of spheres in which the  initiative lies with 
them;  but it is not  easy for  them  to  combine  respect for the free  pl~ 
of democratic forces with a  fundamen~ally concerned attitude  towards 
these  operations of redevelopment  and·  renewale 
In  such large-scale operations,  it is not  possible to  control or 
run  counter to the power  of financial  interests.  This is,  in the first 
instance,  because  nation~ legislation on  territorial improvement  tends 
to  embody  only embr,tonio  democratic procedures. 
'  I 
Secondly,  the legislation in many  countries,  though it is designed 
to protect the  citizen,  his health and  the  integrity of his property, 
can be  used in practice to eliminate  such pockets of resistance as  m~ 
remain to property development  operations,  and  m~ even  be used to 
accelerate  a  change  in the use to which land is put. 
. ! 
In  Belgium,  for example,  it is sufficient to  own  half the sites in 
any  redevelopment  area to be  able  to  claim compulsory purchase  rights 
for the rest. 
The  same  applies in carrying out  sector plans,  and  in determining 
the  use  to be  made  of specific areas or sites; but  in some  circumstances 
exceptions may  be  made  which frustrate  the  main  social objectives.  In 
the  same  wey- the  sanitation and  anti-slum laws,  and those  v<hich  go:vern 
expropriation for purposes of public utility,  and the measures to 
encourage  renovation of residential areas  and  the  repair of houses  and 
dwellings,  m~y be  used to  add fuel  to property speculation,  provided 
there is the  certainty that  once  the  improvement  project is completed, 
the rents will rise out of reach of the  people  actually lodged on  the 
spot,  and thus favour  the eviction of the  sitting tenants. 
There  are  various other legal means  of encouraging the  inhabitants 
to  leaveo  These  include;  relocation indemnities,  rehousing clauses  and 
rent  subsidies.  Although all of  ~heae measures are  socially indispensa-
ble  and  should,  indeed,  be  given wider  scope,  they do  not  fundamentally 
affect the uninhibited way  land speculation and property development  is 
carried out  in some  of the European  Community  countries. 
As  a  rule,  large  scale  land speculations and  property deals·have 
enormous  social consequences for the people  who  live  in the areas  cancer~ 
ned.  Yet  there  is no real danger  in their reactions,  even  though they be 
virulent.  This  is particularly true of migrant  workers,  because  they  . 
are not  and  cannot  be  v<ell  organised and thus have  no  political striking 
force,  as we  shall have  occasion to  show  in another chapter.  Besides;· 
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these  migrant  workers  do  notlform  an  adequate  tax base for  the  local 
authorities who  are carrying out  major projects.  Thus'it was  that  in 
Brussels almost  10  000 people  were  moved  out  within  a  few years,  under 
the  Manhatt~1 project for redeveloping the  area round the  Gare  du Nord. 
Migrants  are  very often the  main  victims in these  operations,  even 
though  they have,  over  quite  a  period,  contributed to the profitability 
of dilapidated areas dest.ined in fact  and  in law for ultimate  compulsory 
sale.  It can easily be  understood why  these  foreign populations  have 
lately been clubbing together with the  surviving local nationals in the 
same  areas,  in an effort to resist  renewed uprooting and the  dismantling 
of the  communities  they  have  formed. 
) 
5o2•  The  victims  and their rehousing problems 
With no  real choice  as to  where  to  go  next,  the migrants are  in the 
w~, even though they  are  making certain types of property profitable.  For 
this reason they  are  often the first  and most  numerous victims of  any 
property  speculation.  This is especially emphasised,  in the Belgian and 
French reports. 
A succession of decisions has to be  made  in the  course of  an urban 
development  or  improvement  plan;  and  in these the migrants  and  any" other 
marginal population are regarded as  a  target which  is economically  and 
politically justifiedo  The  migrants  are  the  more  exposed to  the effects 
of property speculation,  and  the  more  vulnerable to it, for the fact that 
they are  the  most  isolated,  cut  off as  they are  from  the  local nationals 
and their organisations.  They  are  less organised,  and  indeed less capable 
of organising,  to  defend themselves  against public bodies they  had no 
voice  in appointing,  and who  wield against  them  instruments of dissuasion 
and reprisal,  well  suited to  suppress  any  opponents.  It often happens that 
migrant  workers  and their families,  after several years of residence  and 
settlement difficulties,  find  themselv~s yet  again  under  the  threat ?f 
being uprooted and having their communities dispersed. 
Families living in dwellings which  are  insanitary or on the point of 
being listed as  such,  thus become  victims of urban growth under  a  double 
heading.  They  are constrained to live in these  ill-maintained dwellings 
and  in districts scarcely fit for habitation;  and because  they live there, 
they are  thrown  out  when  all the  renovation plans  come  to fruition.  The 
expension  and dispersal  of  the  migrants reproduces the whole  process of 
the  dec~ inasmuch  as  the  urban  renewal  programme  m~  be  carried out 
without  ~  accompanying policy of relocalisation or rehousing of the 
displaced persons.  In the  absence  of  such a  policy,  and  sometimes  even in 
spite of it, the  people  thrown  out  find whatever new  quarters they can. 
Most  of these property operations end by  splitting the displaced 
inhabitants into  two  groups.  The  one  consists of people  who  can afford 
higher rents,  and will now  emigrate to subsidised housing if this is 
offered at  acceptable prices,  or prices which have  become  acceptable 
through removal  allowances  and rent  subsidies,  or when  the  law  requir~s 
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the rehousing of the  former  occupantso  The  latter is in fact  legally 
required in several countries when  buildings are classified as  insani-
tary,  or expropriated and  demolished under  an  improvement  schemeo  It is 
often a  condition,  too,  that  the new  housing proposed  should not  throw 
the migrants  and their families out  to  the  very  edge  of the  tovm  area9 
to creating a  new.  forme  of sociaJ.  and  spatial  segregation. 
The  other,  often the  more  numerous,  part of the  dispossessed  tend 
to  cluster together as near  as they  can to  the place whence  they have 
been driven,  housed  in interstitial spaces in dv1ellings of low  standing, 
the  shortage  of '"hich has recently been exacerbated and will become  all 
the  more  marked for the fact  that not  enough  subsidised houses  axe  being 
built to meet  social need  (especially for unaccompanied  immigrants  and 
those with very big families)  ..  Building proceeds very  slmvly,  so  that 
the  gap between  supply  and  demand  is forever wideningo  From  the  stand-
point  of the migrant  workers,  this practice of looking for  somev1here 
to  live  close  to  where  they lived before,  is a logical  attempt  to 
preserve or reconstruct their former  systems of social relationshipso 
This  accentuated shortage of available  infra-social dwellings raises 
rents  and leads the  landlords in the  affected areas to divide  and  sub-
divide  the  dwellingso  The  process thus begins again;  and  with the 
invasion and the  overcrov-1ding,  dislike for the  area among  the  less 
impoverished local nationals is renewed,  and  there  sets in the  process 
of dilapidation and  deterioration which,  in the  long run,  will bring 
more  speculatoro  and yet  another set of renewal  ~~d improvement  plans. 
6.,  Conclusion 
We  thus have  a  cumulative  and recurrent process,  by vrhich  people  are 
kept  on the  move  and  socially segregated,  in a  state of marginal  citizen-
ship.  Tnose  subject to this process  are  a  certain fringe  of the national po-
pulation and  a  large part of the  immigrant  workers in the big towns  and 
industrial  areas  in the countries of the European  Community.  If it is 
to be  brought  to an  end,  there will have  to be  totally new  property 
policies, much  bolder encouragement  for the building of  subsidised 
dwellings and  new  criteria for  access to themo  Side-by-side with this 
there  will  have  to be  a  policy aimed not only at the refurbishing of 
houses,  but  also  at the renewal  of collective property and  infrastructure  , 
improvement.  In  short,  the policy must  be  aimed at  improving the' environ-
ment  on  which the  quality of life vitally dependso 
Nevertheless,  the ultimate factor is property policy,  the  method 
of appropriating  la~d and  determining its use  and  purpose;  and it is 
this which sets in motion all the processes describede  It is the  potentia-
lity for property speculation which puts up  land prices;  and these  . 
increased prices extend the range  of buildings needed  and the  scale of the• 
road  and  railw~ investment.  They  also  determine profit differentials on  · 
the basis of the different uses made  of land and fundamentally regulate 
the  extent to which people  and their activities are kept  socially and 
spatially segregated. 
.;. 
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These  patterns of land  o~~ership and  land speculation also  determine 
the  development  of the property promotion  system,  which  Ch.  TOPAWV  calls 
"the whole  product ion  - circulation system of the  cornmodi ty,  housing". 
These  same  patterns explain the activities of the different  agents,  the 
l':a;y  they behave,  the way  they choose  their. sites,  conceive  and carry out 
their building programmes fix  sale. prices,  rents  ru1d  leaves;  and  how  they 
organize financing operations aimed at  creating real estate  investment 
and its acquisition by  public or private bodies. 
The  retarded rate at which  subsidised housing is being built is 
explained by these processes of property speculation and  development.  We 
must  also  lay at their door the  tendency noted in various EEC  countries 
to  hand this branch of the building trade  back to private enterprise  and 
to concentrate  increasingly on  the  improvement  of existing houses,  so  as 
to mitigate the  impact  on  the  cost of housing of the rise  in  site values 
construction costs and  interest rates.  This tendency is a  strong one 
despite  the fact  that  rep~ent periods have  been considerably lengthened. 
These  are  in fact  the very processes which explain the  importance  of the 
reserve  of migrant  manpower  for the building and civil engineering 
industries. 
On  the  one  hand,  therefore,  we  have  the  economic  organisation of 
land use,  the reach  for profit  in the property sector,  the big  rise~ in 
site values  and  in the  cost  of building and credit.  On  the other,  we  have 
ru1  increase  in our  labour force  at  the  smallest possible cost.  In practicet 
if local authority housing were  made  equally available  to all, it would 
result  in a  considerable rise in the  cost  of maintaining,  and therefore 
of using,  this labour  force,  at  any rate  so  long as building costs  stay 
at their present  level  and the  types of construction remain  unchangedo 
In any  case,  the  liquidation or repair of inferior dwellings is bound to 
be  costly,  unless drastic measures be ~aken to rationalise  and control 
construction  and bring greater flexibility into  the  systems  of  land use 
and  the  adaptation of dwellings,  depending on  the  size of the  successive 
occupying families. 
It is worth asking whether  the  time  is politically and  so~ially ripe 
to tilt the  scales between  the  underlying  forces~ It is this whioh must  be 
analysed  in the next  chapter. 
\ve  should,  however,  note  from the  out set that  the  continued expulsion 
and dispersal  of the  vzeakest  groups in the urban population creates  a 
recurrent disequilibrium in  society because it reduces  the organizational 
capacity of those first affected  by the  social conditions in ,.,hich urban 
redevelopment  plans are  designed  and carried out.  The  capacity of migrant 
v1orkers  to organise themselves is further diminished by  the refusal to 
add to  their moral  and  social weight  by giving them  political representa-
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CHA.P:rER  7•  - FACTORS  nrniBITING  MIGR.ANTS'ORGANISATION  CAPACITY 
There  are  today various indications of a  militant attitude  among 
the migrant  workers  in the countries of the European  Community.  Such 
attitudes are  to be  seen  in industrial firms  as protests about  working 
conditions;  and in the hostels,  residential districts and  urban settle-
ments,  as opposition to the  housing and conditions of life they have  to 
accept  in the first  instance·. 
They  are forced to  accept  such conditions by measures taken by the 
reception societies and their machinery of social control.  This machinery 
has still to be  brought under examination,  as  have  the conditions which 
might  encourage what  several national reports call the "self-organisation" 
of the migrants. 
1.  The  many  systems of immigration 
In each and every EEC  country,  there are many  systems which  serve 
to manage  immigration,  as has been  emphasised by G.  LYON-CAEN  (71). 
However,  the classification of migrants in this or that  system  and the 
granting of this or that type of residence  and work  permit,  are direct 
determinants of the  type  of problem the migrants will have  to face. 
This applies,  especially,  to their housing. 
There  are  three or four  systems operating at the  same  time,  depending 
on  the country: 
- For nationals of the EEC  member  countries,  there  iS·· now  free circulation. 
This  implies not  only the right to enter the country  and to  stay there, 
with or without  a  family;  but  also the right to carry on the occupation 
of ones choice  ,  whether  as  an  employed or a  self-employed  pe~son. In 
Denmark,  the  same  applies to nationals of the  flamdinavian countries. 
In  some  countries,  such as France  and  Great Britain,  preference is 
given to nationals of countries which were  formerly part of the 
colonial  empireo  Citizens from these  countries are,  in general, 
entitled to enter the metropolitan territory without restriction.  They 
are not,  however,  authorised to work unless they hold a  work  permito 
In the United Kingdom  the  Commonwealth  Immigration Act  of 1968,  as 
amended  by  the  Immigration  Act  of 1971,  reduces the right of free  entry 
into the  country,  largely by  drawing a  clear distinction between 
entrants who  are "patrial"  and "non-patrial". and  by making illegal 
entry an  offence. 
Free circulation under  the first  two  systems does not  automatically 
imply a lesseningin discrimination or better treatment  of the migrants, 
especially as regards housing.  Nor  does-the granting of better legal 
status,  or even of political rights,  provide  any  automatic  solution 
(or a  better solution)  to the  problems of EEC  immigrants or former 
colonials.  Since  they enjoy better protection,  employers  m~  be 
reluctant to engage  them.  It is also possible that employers prefer 
workers from  specific regionsG  In Luxembourg,  for  example,  among  a 
(71)  G9  LYON-CAEN,  op.  cite,  Po  5-6 
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nwnber  of possible  sources of-labour,  preference is given to  ma~e 
workers  from northern Italy rai;her than those  from  the  south -
/ 
from  the Friuli and Veneto rather than from  Sicily or Oalabriao 
In matters of  settlement  and  housing,  the EEC  nationals and  sometimes 
the  former  colonials are  free  to  set themsel  vcs up  wherever  they wish., 
In practice,  neverthelessv  their choice  is limited by  property market 
conditions;  and  the  wage  'and working conditions they can  obtain.,  Other 
factors to  be  considered  a.re  racial prejudices and  feelings of xenophobia 
among  the  inhabi~ants,  even for migrants from the EEC., 
Free circulation,  and the exeroioes of political rights,  are  thus 
necessary stages in securing equ.a.lity of treatmentp  but  they  are  not  by 
themselves  sufficierrt;., 
-The  third system is that  of  common  lav1,.  It is applied to  migrw:1t  workers 
from non-comnn.mi ty countries and those not  or.iginating from  former 
colonial terri  toriese  In  some  cases the  common  laH  system is applied 
through bilateral immigration  and  labour treatiesc 
It should be  bo:n1e  in mind that  uno_er  this system  j_ t  is possible to  issu.e 
different  types of residence  and  work permit,  depending  in most  cases on 
t;he  nature of the work  and the duration of the  employment  contract.,  Thus, 
there  are  three' or fotu•  types of vtOrk  or residence  permit  granted in 
different EEC  countries.,  There  are  those of unlimited duration,  those  for  a 
limited period.,  with or without  specificE1tion of the  r.:1mploying  industryo 
In  some  cases  i  too,  the  permit  specifies the place  of employment  or the 
place  of residence., 
Usually the  granting of a  res:i.d.ence  permit  and its duration are  contingent 
on  obtainine- a.  w·ork  permit;  and for this the grant  and  the  d.lU'ation  are 
<let ermined partly by the nat ionalit:yr  of the  migrant,  and partly by  the 
application to  employ  him filed in proper form ·by  -t;he  prospective  employero 
The  residence  and 11ork permits are 7  in most  cases,  granted,  rene>ved? 
refused or withdrawn  at  the  sarne  time  ..  Thus,  if the  t-.rorld.ng  contract 
ex.pirGs  or .is  interrupted  b~y- unemplo;yment  or  any  other cause,  the  migrant 
may  be  deprived at  the discreti.on of the  authorities of the  renewal  of his 
work permit  which will meru1  his loss of  a  residence  permito  There  is now, 
ho·,-reVEJr~  a  tendency  in national legislations to give  the  migrants permanent 
residence  and  work permits if they have  been four  of five  year:-s  in the 
country.,  Even  this,  however,  is not  automatic.,  It is not  a.  right,  and  ,_ 
the  authorities may  refuse it for  a  variety of reasonso 
-The  last  system is concented with migrant  workers who  entered the 
countries concerned as tourists,  or·in some  underground manner,  who, 
having stayed in the  country more  than three  weeks,  were  recruited into 
work without  a  permito  These  are  the "clandestine workers"  or the 
"irregular residents"., 
As  has been noted above,  all the  Community  countries now  have  an official 
procedure  for  regularising the position of these  workerso  Since 1974 
control of irregularities has been  strengthened,  and  stronger  sanctions 
authorised against  intermediaries,  ag-ainst  employers  v1ho  illegally engage 
a  foreigner  v1ho  lacks  a  work permit  7  and against  landlords  and  "doss 
house"  keepers,  who  house  migrant workers on terms which  are often 
scandalously costlye 
Administrative measures could also be  taken against  local  and municipal 
authorities who  do  not  put up  an effective fight  against  slum conditions, 
dilapidated housing,  shanty-towns,  over-crowded hostels,  unequipped 
o/o ·.  :-'  ',.· 
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;camping sites,. hutments,  attics and cellar-kitchens which are the usual  f 
irefuge  of illegze workers  and those whose  work  permits have  expired.  ·  --~ 
~Measures such as these,  however,  would  amount  to getting rid of the  j 
:symptoms  without dealing with the ultimate  causes of the disease.  The  , 
:latter must  be  found  in the variety of  systems by which the  immigration 
i is regulated  d~pending on  the countries from  which the migrants  have  come. 
:National administrations  and  migrant  assistance officers find difficulty 
· ; in keeping abreast of and  ~  applying there regulations which vary  some 
imuch  depending on  the countries of origin of the migrant.  Furthermore, 
;these regulations give  an  official character to the inequalities of 
;treatment  and  induce  some  migrants to compare  their situation with that 
• of others and  hence  to feel discriminated against.  Fundamentally,  of 
:course,  there is discrimination against all of them,  through the  refusal 
:of all political rights  (even  to EEC  nationals),  through restrictions 
,on their public civil liberties and  through the political impotence  which 
iis imposed  on  them,  in fact,  if not actually in law.- This  absence  of 
;political rights has direct repercussions on  the  capacity of the  migrant 
:workers to  exert  any pressure,  indiVidually or collectively on all or part 
j of the  syst~?m in which they  are  located.· 
·  l  2.  When  rights are  refused:  social inferiority 
I 
' 
.  The  refusal to the migrants of their various civil, political and 
isocial rights and the withholding of their civil liberties puts them 
; into  a  state of inferiority when  they have  to deal with officials and 
:private individuals in responsible positions  • 
.  !  !  The  absence  of political rights especially all national or local 
voting rights,  makes  it a  duty not to be  concerned with political matters 
and to adopt  a  neutral attitude  on  pain of expulsion from  the  country. 
This is a  major handicap  to the migrants. It obstructs them in acting in 
!their own  interests, it handicaps them in spreading information,  in 
l  i organising meetings  and  in all wa;ys  they can bring their attitudes and 
:objections to the notice  of the authorities. It prevents their .seeking a 
:hearing on  decisions being made  and measures being contemplated by public 
i authorities,  be  they national or local,  especially in matters of housing, 
j land improvement  and the reconstruction of urban districts.  Some  writers, 
:such as Manuel  CAsrELLS  in France,  do  not  hesitate to  state baldly that 
i the  economic  and  social conditions in which the migrants live  and  work 
' are  accepted only because  of the political vacuum  into which they are 
! thrust.  In other words,  the  absence  of  any political status is a  guarantee 
1 that their resistance will be  weak.  Not  only do  they have  no  political 
:rights, but they are  alwa;ys  liable to  have  their political involvement 
; investigated and  to be  e;x:pelled  from  the. country if they  should do 
:anything wrong.  The  possibility of summary  expulsion means  that  any 
'movement  can lose its leadership at  any time.  There  is no  lack of cases 
in which steps have  been taken to turn out foreign  national~:~ declared to 
be  injurious to public order  and  security,  or to the  economic  s,ystem, 
on the grourid that they took part in ·political propaganda and  activities• 
or in action  such as strikes, which can be  interpreted as injurious to 
the country's economy.  l'l 
·l  .; . 
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Lack  of political rights,  continued control  and threat of expulsion 
impose  limitations not  only on  the migrant's rights of expression  and 
organisations outside  his worku1g life, but  they also  have  a  direct  impact 
on  the nature  of his trade  union involvement.  Only  too  often in practice 
they put  a  brake  on  the  exercise of his trade  union  freedom,  the enjoy-
ment  of which  he  is,  in theory,  guaranteed.  It is indeed true that trade 
union  action  sometimes  comes  very close  to the frontiers of public order; 
and even if the  migrants are free  to  join the unions,  appoint their 
delegates  and take part in union  action,  they usually have  to  do  it 
"without letting their claws  show",  to use  an expression in one  of the 
reports of the Belgian  Senate  Labour  and  Social  Security Committee  .. 
The  low-grade political position of the migrant  workers  thus has 
repercussions on  their union membership  and  on  the firms  where  they worko 
It makes  them  less combative,  though the effect is certainly less 
marked  in their working lives than in life outside  work.  Even  when  they 
are the official elected representatives of their fellows -- e.g.  in the 
consultative councils,for migrants which were  set up  in  a  number  of 
communes  in Belgium and elsewhere-they never have  the protection of the 
types of clause  whic~ cover migrant  trade unionists elected to member-
ship of a  union delegation or a  works  council. 
c 
Since  they  have  no  political rights,  the migrant  workers  consider  any 
involvement  in campaigns for raising the  quality of life,  protecting the 
community  or improving housing conditions to be  more  dangerous  than trade 
union activity.  They  are  thus peculiarly ill-equipped when  confronted 
with the great  property  speculation and  development  projects,  or improve-
ment,  redevelopment  and reconstruction plans which,  ~n many  cases,  have 
the  approval  of national populations,  though without  any consultation with 
representatives from  the  other nationalities who  live in the threatened 
area. 
Despite  the difficult position in which they find themselves,  it 
should not  be  concluded,however,  that these  migrant  workers,  with or 
without  their families  are necessarily going to let themselves be  victimi-
sed.  There  is no  lack of example  of campaigns  carried out  by  the 
immigrants  in district committees,  tenants'committees,  unions of inhabi-
tants and  urban  social movements.  They  have  campaigned against cases 
of expulsion,  rent  increases,  demolition plans,  reconstruction  schemes, 
rehousing,  the  occupation of abandoned or unoccupied dwellings or for 
access to local  authority housing. 
On  the other hand,  there is an element  of danger  in taking part in 
this kind of action.  We  have  only to recall how  such attempts --
including,  for example,  the revolt  in the French hostels -- have  been 
snuffed out,  to understand that these  immigrants  have  do  not really 
much  choice.  It is hardly necessary to recall how,  after the  events 
in France  in May  1968,  a  large number  of migrant workers were  expellede 
The  migrants can,  if they wish,  pley their part in forming  an 
advance  guard with political intent  and radical  leanings -- in which case 
they have  every chance of being  shepherde~ to the frontier -- or they must 
take  refuge  in patient  expoo tat  ion,  and end up  by denying themselves 
8-.'JY  active part  in campq.igns  an.d  struggles undertaken  on their behalf, 
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As  regards problems outside their work,  the migrants  are still more 
at  a  disadvantage  because  of the evident .reluctance of national trade 
unions to take  any  action  in.  matt,-:rs  affecting the maintenance  of the 
labour forcea  For the most  part the  offici~l bodies representing the 
unions do  not  espouse  the  causes of particular groups,  especially when 
their concern  is with housing or with the maintenanoe  of the  labour 
force rather than with the  T;l<zy  it is treated by  the employers.  The 
battle is outside the  ordinary field of union a.ffairsv  and it is 
concerned with migrants who  have  no  political rights,  nor  any claim 
to help from national political organisations,  which tend to  ignore 
the problems of these voteless people,  except when  their activities set 
up  reactions and  controversy among  those  ent.i  tled to vote. 
In the political field,  it is a  paradox that migrants  should be 
treated as taxpa;yers  in just the  same  wa;y  as the local nationals,  and 
that nobody  sees  any  anomaly  in this.  They  pa;y  their taxes  and contribute 
through their work  to  th~ nation's well-being;  but their opinions  and 
any action they take  are ranked as unwarranted interference. 
In practice,  the taxes they  pa;y  are  helping to finance  the policy 
of building local authority housing,  besides the construction of. 
hospitals,  schools  and  a  number  of other facilities;  but  though all this 
is vital for themselves  and  their families,  they are  refused  any w~ 
of saving what  they would  like or what  they need. 
Yet  is should not be difficult to give  the migrants  at least a 
modicum  of rights.  It could include,  in the first  instance,  voting 
rights at the municipal  level,  where  many  of the decisions taken have 
a  direct  impact  on  the life of the migrants  and  their families.  (72) 
There  could also  be  rights in the  social,  cultural  and legal fields,  (73) 
such as improvement  of the  areas where  they live;  health;~schooling and 
other matters connected with housing.  It  should be laid down  that the 
migrants have  a  right to the national culture;  and when  it comes  to the 
courts of law,  they  should be provided with interpreters free  of charge 
because  of the  inevitable feeling of inferiority which besets  anybody 
putting forward his arguments in a  language  other than his own. 
The  limitation of the migrants'political rights results from  a 
unilateral decision taken by the  host  country;  but  the control  and 
supervision of his political utterances while  he  is there  ma;y  also 
have  been  induced by  pressure from  the government  of his own  country, 
or its diplomatic  representatives~  Some  of these restrictive measures 
for the  supervision of individual migrants were  taken by the  German 
authorities as result of pressures and requests for strict control over 
these  immigrants  from  the governments of their countries  (e.g.  Greece, 
Yugoslavia and Iran).  . 
Sometimes,  too,  there is further insidious·interference by  the mi-
grant's country of origin.  In  some  cases. in which the migrants are given 
the right of expression in municipal affairs, it has come  to  the  surface 
tpa~ the  consulates of the emigration countries have  been trying to 
influence  the opinions  and activity of the  immigrants.(74). 
(72) 
(73) 
(74) 
Cattaneo  PETRINI  and  W.  ENDERS,  L' i.Iit egration des migrants dans la 
societe des pays d'accueil,  in Revue  Frangaise  des Affaires  Sociales 
jan-march 1974,  No.  1,  PP•  207-209. 
G.  LYON-CAEN,  op.  cit., P• 
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In fact,  political rights are  withheld  f'rorr~  the migrants not  because 
they could not  use  their rights;  but  because their exercise could be 
dangerous  to  the migrants  1 countries o:f  origin,  as well  as  to  the countries 
into which they have  come.  For the countries of origin outside  the  EEC,  the 
danger lies in the possibility that  the migrants,  in exercising political 
rights,  might  intensify internal poli  tica.l conflict from  the  security of 
a  platform provided for  them  by  the  country of  immigration~ For the  latter, 
the danger lies in the  imrtlig'I.'ants  becoming  aware  of local or national 
political problems,  so  that in districts 1..;here  they  accounted for  a  large 
part  of the population  (often 30%  or  40%  and  sometimes even  more)  they 
might  put  the existing political forces out  of balance without  there  being 
any possibility of forecasting in which direction the  balance  would tilt 
or whom  it would favour. 
The  exercise of political rights,  however,  is not  the whole  questiono 
Events in the United Kingdom,  where  both Irish and  Commonwealth citizens 
have  voting rights,  do  not  suggest  that  the  exercise  of  such rights is an 
automatic  corrective of discriminatory practiceo  The  same  applied,  not  long 
ago,  to  the  Algerians in France.  The  lack of automatic  correction is a 
simple  demonstration of the  strength contained in the variety of other 
processes of social controlo  This is what  remains  to  be  examined. 
3.  The  legend of temporary  migrati~ (75) 
Everything indicates that the migration movement  is an  answer to  a 
structural necessity and that  the need for workers is a  permanent  require-
ment;  but  the countries of the European  Community  organise migration  as 
though it were  no  more  than  an  answer  to  swings  in the business cycle,  and 
the  view the problems of the migrants  themselves  as  though they were  no 
more  than  temporary residents.  Statistics concerning the rate of arrival 
and  departure  of migrants also  help to perpetuate the notion that the 
migrations  are  temporar.y  in character,  especially when  statistics concerning 
length of settlement  are not  equally available.  Many  look for  support for 
this view of migration  in the  statments of migrants themselves  about  their 
intention to return to their country after a  time  and point  to  the  make-
shift  arrangements accepted by the  migrants  in the  receiving country,  as 
further proof of their thesis. 
In  the light of established fact,  this interpretation is most 
deceptive.  It leaves the  migrant to make  his home  in temporary quarters 
and  induces him  to  accep·~ social,  legal  and political inequalities as 
normal  (76)o 
This concept  of  temporary  immigration is only an  illusion,  but it is 
still shared by  the parties concerned.  It is also  sh~ed by  those res-
ponsible for emigration in the countries from which the workers come.  They 
find  in it a  way  of using manpower  which is "immediately available";  and 
they  see  in it the possibility of imparting skill to workers  which their 
national  industry will be  able to put  to profitable use  when  they return. 
In general,  the migration movement  is represented as  a  trafic roundabout, 
into which the migrants enter for  the  sake  of acquiring skill and 
vocational  experience,  in the expectation of economic  development  in their 
own  country  and their own  region,  to which they will be  able  to make  a 
better contribution when  they come  home. 
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In reality there  is only comparative  truth,  as  has been  sho't<.rn  in 
earlier chapters,  in the  suggestion that  the migrations  are  temporary. 
Admittedly the  age  structure of the foreign population,  and especially 
of the  foreign workers,  discloses a  population which is young compared 
Hi th the  local nationals;  but  the  few  sta-tistical pointers we  have 
show  that the  length of residence  ru1d  the  age  of the  immigrant  workers 
are  both on  the  increaseo  The  tendency is also  growing for ftamilies 
to  join the original  immigrant  and for the unit of migration to be 
the married couple.  Various figures  show  that,  though considerable 
numbers  of migrants move  in and out  each year,  a  far from negligible 
proportion end by  setting up  a  settled establishment  abroad,  if not  a 
permanent  one. 
A number  of studies have  shown  that  emigration  and the length of 
stay are not  really a  matter of choice.  Most  of the workers  concerned, 
have  been reduced to migration by  unemployment  perhaps because  of 
prolonged poverty,  perhaps because  local production is too  small  and 
local wages  too  low,  or perhaps because  local  conummi ties have  been 
disorganised in the country's modernisation process,  or because  of 
factors of a  political charactero  Confirming survey  on Yugoslavia and 
Turkey,  for example,  the Italian report has  shown  that the  outward 
movement  of individuals is only,  a  makeshift  and  a  last resort;  and 
that it does not  in itself induce  regional prosperity,  but  is more 
likely to  aggravate  underdevelopment  and decline. 
If emigration there be,  its primary motive  is not  the fulfilment  of, 
or the  escape  from,  obligations to family  or commlU1.i ty.  It is because 
emigration is organised by  governments through bilateral agreements, 
usually for no better reason than the  immediate  convenience  of the two 
countries at either end of the  movement.  The  emigration countries find 
a  useful outlet for the  available  manpower,  and will be  hoping to  secure 
in exchange  investments  and  productive  equipment,  or at least foreign 
currency v-rhich  will restore their external balance.  They  organise 
emigration  b.y  propaganda about  the potential benefits,  the  jobs offeredp 
the  level  of education  and  skill required.  As  first  steps towards the 
emigrant life,  language  lessons  are provided  and  together with infor-
mation  about  the mru1ners  and  customs of the  country of destination. 
None  of this of course,  supercedes  such information  as  has  already 
been obtained less formally,  from previous emigrants.  On  the other hand, 
little is said about  the prospects of the  emigrant  when  he  comes  home. 
There is a  simple assertion that the migration will make  the worker 
better equipped to contribute to the  development  of his country,  even 
though  the  chances of doing  so  effectively are  small.  There  are exceptions 
in a  few  cooperative  experiments,  comprising plans for the collective 
e~ployment of the returning workers.  These  exemplary projects,  however, 
are  few. 
By  contrast,  as M.  CAffi'ELLS  emphasises,  the  employing countries 
receive,  through their immigration programme,  a  supply of workers 
without  ever having had to bear the  cost of producing them  and 
bringing them to  adulthood.  The  host  countries also  escape  a  number  of 
social obligations,  and they split  thei~ labour force  in two,  thus 
vitiating the  solidarity of the workers.  Immigration enables them to 
open  up  the  bottlenecks which were  inhibiting production  and  impeding 
their development.  Moreover,  the migrant  workers  can  be  given  jobs  in 
exporting industries and thus help  to keep prices competitive;  or 
they can work  in industries making goods for,  or  supplying services to, 
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cost.  (77) 
If,  on  the other hand,  a  large number  of migrants return home  reasona-
bly soon,  or cut  short their period abroad,  this does not necessarily 
imply that they have  chosen to  do  so,  nor  does it mean  that there  are  jobs 
waiting for  them  when  they return.  Both the  Irish and  the  Italian reports 
make  it clear that it is the return of the workers does not  coincide often 
enough with the provision of new  job opportunities.  In most  cases the 
return of the workers is motivated by family obligations,  by difficulties 
of adaptation to  industrial life or by the loss of  a  job and resulting 
unemployment;  and  the  industrial  countrie~, too,  m~  be  seeking to 
inflict upon  their migrant workers the ill effects of the  economic 
crises and  struc-tural  changes  through which  they have  passed.  Other 
explanations for the return hometvard  are  events  such as the withdrawal 
of the resident's permit  or an  expulsion order. 
According to the  Italian report,  10  to 15%  of the migrants use  the"ir 
savings to open  a  shop,  a  cafe or a  restaurant  in their own  country,  or 
to  exercise  an  independent  trade or become  the working boss of a  bus 
or trucking firm,  or head of a  little mechanical workshop  or farmo  Many 
a  migrant  has  long dreamed of returning thus;  but rare  are  those  tvhose 
home  coming is made  possible by  a  chance  of using the skills he  has 
acquired abroad in similar factories  and  under  similar conditions, ·-
except  indeed in the  case of workers in the building and civil 
engineering industries. 
For the great majority of migrants,  the  improvement  in their position 
resulting from  their period abroad lies in the use  they can make  of their 
savings.  They  usually do  this in their own  villages by buying a  piece of 
land or by building,  enlarging or improving their house.  The  Italians, it 
seems,  do  this more  frequently than the  Irish,  according to the reports 
from  the  two  countries.  Another of their aims  is to  buy  and  instal a 
whole  battery of durable  consumer  goods,- bringing themselves up  to 
western  standards of comfort.  This is specially noted among  migrants 
of the younger  age-groups,  whose  attitudes have  been prof-oundly  affected 
by  the desire  ~o consume. 
In short,  therefore,  it is rare for .jobs to be waiting for the 
returning wanderers,  and the way  they  spend their savings is conditioned 
by the  economic  and financial  structure qf the regions from which they 
came.  The  chances of finding a  productive use for the  savings -- as 
opposed to  one  involving simply acquisition or increased consumption --
necessarily depends  on  whether  the migrant  wa~ by origin from  a  rural, 
industrial or urban  background,  and on  whether  he  is indeed seeking to 
come  back  into  a  community  close  to  the point  from  which  he  started outa 
In these  conditions,  it is cultivating a  sheer deception to persist 
in claiming that migration helps the migrant's vocational career,  to 
perpetuate the  idea that the migrants are  short-term departures and to 
organise their movement  as though it were,  just  an  excursion  and  a  phase 
in the great cycle of development.  All this, nevertheless,  seems  to  go  . 
down  quite well with those  who  are its t~gets --the migrants themselves 
-- as well  as with the countries which export  and  import  the manpower. 
In reality,  the  portr~al of migration as  a  temporary affair,  has a 
number  of effects,  most  of which are,  from  the migrant's own  standpoint, 
counter-productive  • 
.  , 
(77)  Manuel  CASIELLS,  Travailleurs emigres et lutte  ... des classes,  in 
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Nevertheless:  "in accordance with their original project,  but  in 
contradiction of all the  evidence  of fact,  these  immigrant  workers 
continue  to think of themselves  as  staying only provisionally in the 
country to which they  have  come".  (78) 
This legendary  and  often  illusory home-coming leads the  migrant 
workers  to make  enormous  sacrifices.  Their first care is to make  money; 
and  to  do  this by using such skill as they possess,  they will  have  to 
accept  heavy  and dangerous work,  irregular working hours,  frequent 
overtime.  All  this brings  them into conflict with the national trade 
union organisations,  which  are  specially anxious to keep working hours 
and  timetables  at  normal  levels. 
Many  of the vmrkers  are determined to  send money  home i  and to this 
end they set themselves up  in the  host  country,  deliberately and  fo~ an 
indefinite period,  in the  poorest conditions.  In doing this,  they are 
more  inclined to  seek conditions akin to  those of the  working class in 
their own  country,  rather than the  amenities  enjoyed by their local 
colleagues.  They  care little about  the  lessons offered them  in the 
language  of the  country,  even  though it is made  clear that they will 
improve  their capacity to  stand up for themselves,  and to get  on  in his 
career.  They neglect  the possibility of making friends with  some  of the 
nationals or with workers from other countries living nearby.  They  are 
disinclined to participate in trade  union agitation and make  common  cause 
with the workers of the  employing country.  The  proportion of migrant  worker 
workers who  are  members  of trade unions,  or vrho  pley  any part  in  them,  is 
sometimes  appreciably smaller than  among  workers of the local nationality. 
The:Italian report  states that the migrants \vork  and  save vrith feve-
rish intensity;  and if they are  unexacting about  the housing they get  in 
the employing country,  it is because  they hope  to  be  able,  through 
migration,  to  improve  the  homes  and  housing of their family  at  home  and 
provide it with elementary domestic  comfort. 
Those  who  think of  ~heir return in this light  are not  specially 
particular about  the  roominess or quality  of~heir housing in the  country 
they work.  They  insist but little on  support  from national  trade  unions 
to get  them better housing conditions,  and it is rare that  they  join 
forces with the nationals to press for a  social housing policy.  They  are 
not  setting out  to acquire  house  property in the  country to which they 
have  emigrated. 
Though it is in this light that the migrants  see their eventual return, 
the fact  remains that  large  amounts of  savings  and remittances  are send 
without much  effect,  and practically without  any  cumulative  effect on the 
development  of the  home  region.  This is because  the  money  is eaten into 
by the  inflation,  b~ fluctuating rates of exchange  and,  still more,  because 
the  investment  stays in the village,  usually to ·improve  the  house  and its 
facilities. 
In Italy,  these  remittances create  a  certain amount  of property spec-
ulation in the villages.  They  stimulate  sales of building materials and 
domestic  equipment,  but they do  not  enlarge the  production circuits or 
lead to the making of new.ones. 
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This  savings/housing cycle  depends  in various weys  on  looal  and 
family circumstances,  especially on  the wife wanting to  stey where  she is. 
This mey  be  because the  children  are  too young,  or because  they are 
already at  school;  it mey  be  because  she  has got  to help  her aged parents, 
or because there is a  chance  of cultivating a  patch of ground,  or raising 
a  few  beasts.  With  the passage  of time,  nevertheless,  a  change  is coming 
over the mentalities of the  ,.,omen  and it is occurring to  some  of them 
that there could be  advantages  in getting aw~ from  the costs and 
shackles of the  family  and ·of villa&e life.  However  this may  be,  the 
planned  home-coming  and  the  savings/housing cycle play their part  in 
making the migrants think first  and  foremost 'about  securing enough  money 
rather than about  how  they could use  and reproduce  their working capacity 
locally or improve  their own  legal or political  st~tus. 
Finally,  the  labour-importing countries as  a  whole  consider the 
"migrants' aspiration"  a  reasonable  justification for not  granting foreign-
ers comparable  rights to those of their own  nationals.  All  ·the  machinery 
of social  and political control  to which the migrants are  subjected (resi-
dence permit,  vmrk  permit,  lack of political and  even of trade-union 
rights)  are  regarded by  most  people  as quite normal,  whereas  any  such 
regime  applied to the nationals of the  country would be  condemned  as 
totalitarian.  But  after all,  sa;r  some  of the  commentators,  "these people 
have  come  to our  country only provisionally and  for  a  limited time  ..  How 
then can  they pretend to  the  same  degree of social  and political influence 
as our own  nationals?" 
4.  Social  mechani  sw. ......  in  hi  biting recognition of common  interests 
There  are still a  great number  of factors obstructing the formation 
among  the migrants of a  collective consciousness,  a  common  front  among 
themselves  and effective solidarity with the  working class among  the 
indigenous population.  These  factors are still preventing the migrants 
from  acquiring the political strength which they need for correcting their 
social position,  the discrimination from which they suffer,  their bad 
housing conditions,  their vulnerability in the face  of  slum  clearance  and 
other changes  in the urban la;rout  .. 
Quite  a  number  of the national reports,  especially those  from 
Germany,  Belgium,  France  and Italy,  mention the need for developing a 
collective conscience for setting up  joint institutions and for bringing 
the migrant workers into  joint campaigns to  improve  their housing 
conditions.  These  factors inhibiting the recognition of common  interests 
will be  dealt with below  ambiguity in position and  aspirations,  stratifi-
cation  and  turnover  and  impairment  of social contacts. 
4.1.  Ambiguity  in position and  aBpirations 
The  migrant  worker  ts ambiguously placed.  Even when  he  is a  colonial 
or ex-colonial  and  has certain legal  and other ·advantages  (as in France 
and  in the United Kingdom)  his wey  of life is that  of  a  foreigner.  This 
applies even to EEC  nationals  ..  The  very fact  of migration puts the 
migrant  workers  at the margin of two  social  systems - that of the 
country of origin and that of the country of employment. 
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When  the migra."lts  leave  thei:r  own  country,  however  temporarily,  they 
are  moving  into new  conditions,  very different value  systems,  especially 
for  those of them  who  come  from  rural  surroundings.,  They  are right outside 
the  control  of  society as they know  it.  Caught  in the  wheels of  an 
ind.ustriaJ.  economy,  influenced by advertising  and less inhibited by  family 
norms,  the  migrants change  and  aspire to  comfort  and  a.meni tiesQ 
The  foreign migrant  must  chm1ge  everything at once,  his mode  of lifev 
his wey  of living7  the  climate  he  lives  :Ln,  the nature  and  speed of his 
work,  his relationship 1-ri th society and the  wczy  he  looks  at the  worldo 
Though  he  mey  still be  interested in the life,  development  and politics 
of his own  country,  he  can now  plczy  no  active part  in them,  and there  is 
no  w~y by which  he  can.take  an  active interest in the politics of the 
country where  he  is employedo  Moreover,  this would  be  a  prohibited act; 
and for most  of the  migrants,  participation  jn local politics is thus 
subject  to  a  two-fold interdiction.  Some  indeed mey  be  opening their eyes 
-.. all at  once  or in stages -- to the  conditions which govern underdevelo-
pment  and  development,  and to their mutual  interdependence  and  mczy  there-
fore  be  led to  form  considered political views rather than  remaining 
passiveo 
The  ambiguous  element  in migrants'plans also  arises from their unstable 
position,  their precarious legal  standing,  their vulnerability to the 
accidents of life to  structural changes  and to  the resulting forced changes 
in home  and  job. 
All this tends to make  migrants concentrate  on  economic objectives and 
enhances their desire  to keep their jobs as individuals,  if not  collective-
ly.  For  a  great number  of them,  these factors,  allied with the  absence  of 
political rights and enforced political neutrality,  easily breed apathy 
and  social resignationo 
4.2.  Stratification and turnover 
The  immigrant  population is not  a  homogeneous  entity.  Even  if the 
total number  of migrants is steady or rising,  the  number  of arrivals and 
departures is considerable  and the  composition of the migrant  population 
is very prone  to  change~ 
Apart  from EEC  nationality or ex-colonial orlgln,  there is a  diversi-
ty of  economic,  social and political backgrounds  in the  countries of 
origin which may  make  it specially hard  or  specially easy to settle in any 
particular employing country;  and arising from this,  there  may  be note-
o-wrtby  differences  in living and working conditions for specific groups 
of migrant  workers. 
In all the  Community  countries immigration  has  occurred in waves;  and 
over  a  period there  has been  a  tendency to find greater  advantage  in 
recruiting migrants from further  and further  away  from  the  employing 
country.  Moreover,  some  of the nationalities were,  on the  average,  recrui-
ted earlier or later than the  others,  which leads to  a  big difference in 
methods  of settlement  and organisation.  The  foreign population is accor-
dingly grovling more  diverse,  with  some  of the national  groups becoming 
less numerous  and others more.  Among  themselves they form their own  social 
hierarchy,  depending on nationality,  country or region of origin  and the 
length of time  since  they arrived.  , 
.;. 
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The  longer it has been  since the first migrants  came  from  any parti-
cular country  1  the more  it will facilitate the  settlement  of ne\'I  arrica..lso 
The  difficulties will be  greater for the first recruits of a  new  nationali-
ty;  but it often happens that  the ;;:ear  of arrival sets up  less discrimina-
tion than  the racial factoro 
Moreover,  even  in a  group of vmrkers of the  same  na·!;ionality,  there 
are considerable differences in settlement  and adaptation capacityo  All 
the recruits from  any given nationality do  not necessarily have  the  same 
outlo0k  and the  same  reactionso 
Sociologically, nationality is a  composite variable,  embracing quite 
a  number  of different factors,  such as 'the  reasons for emigrating,  the 
language  and region of  origin~  skill and qualifications,  proposed length 
of  sta;y,  whether  a  work  parmi  t  has been obtained and  whether all or part of 
the family has  accompanied the migranto 
Despite the big differences within the national  groups,  it is found  on 
analysis that race,  language  and nationali:ty are still very important  lines 
of  division~ Moreover,  they often reflect differences in skills,  jobs  and 
wage-levels.,  'l'hey  lead eventually to the setting up  of separate  communities, 
a  more  or less isolated country within  a  country.  This tendency to club 
together  on  a  racial,  linguistic or religious basis,  is all the  stronger 
for the fact  ·that  settlement  in the  employing country is regarded as  a 
temporary  affair~  The  new  settler therefore makes  less effort to acclima-
tize himself;  and this sets up  defensive  actions,  including the racial 
conflicts and  xenophobia now  encountered in  some  measure  throughout Europe 
(19).  But  these reactions do  not  originate solely from  the origins  and 
nativE)  characteristics of the migrants.  They  are  just ·as  much  due  to the 
work  they undertake  and  the  dwelling quarters in which the  reception 
societies have  a  way  of confining them  - admi ttely to the  advantage  of 
all or part of the  employing country and its governing classes,  for this 
apparatus of social exclusion is forever producing and reproducing  a 
reserve of unskilled and mobile  labour. 
The  first available  studies of the migrant's vocational  and  social 
mobility indicate that the  second generation tends to  remain  at  the 
level of labourers with only a  slight degree  of skill. This is less true 
in comparable  groups from  the host  country  (80). 
(79) 
(80) 
A.,  BOUDIITBA,  Migrations internationales et  changements  sociau:x:, 
in;  Prospectives, No.3,  July 1974 7  p.-120-121. 
A.  ldARTENS,  quoted by  Ao  BASTSNIERS  and F •. DASSETO,  op.  cit., P•  19. 
Immigration  e·t  occupation des etra.ngers:  contradictions et aspects 
insolites,  in:  Reflets et perspectives de  la vie  economique,  No.  1, 
197 4,  PP•  43-57 • 
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Thus,  whenever  a  large number  of migrant  workers  settle or are  settled 
together in badly equipped lodging houses  and  deteriorating slums,  the 
various mechanisms  of social stratification and exclusion look as though 
their object was to keep  down  the  cost  of maintaining the  migrant  labour 
force,  both in the  elementary sense of providing housing and environ-
ment  and  in the lvider  sense  of giving education  and training. 
The  rate at which the migrant  population rotates also  has  similar 
effects to  those  of the  environmental barriers. It has already been em-
phasised that rotation  saves the  employing country the  costs which are 
implied in  any lasting settlementQ  Moreover,  it keeps  down  the pressures, 
because  the ne\·Ily  arrived migrants take  some  time  to find their feet  and 
become  av1are  of their problems  and the weys  of  solving them.  This  comes 
only  through familiarity with the  surroundings. It is a  noteworthy fact, 
too,  that membership  of a  trade  union  seldom comes till the  migrant  has 
been  some  time  in the host  country. 
Indeed,  length of  stqy,  has a  big influence  on  the migrants'behavisme. 
After  a  certain time  they acquire  some  "inside knowledge"  of the  associa-. 
tiona  and  interest groups which  influence the  economic  and social life of 
the  employing country-- such as employers'associations,  trade unions, 
political parties and the various _bodies  engaged in negotiation and 
decision making. 
4.3.  The  impairment  of social contacts 
The  extent  to which the migrant population lives in isolation from 
their local counterparts is brought  out  in the French  and  Luxembourg 
surveys,  which give  considerable  space  to·the  analysis of their participa-
tion  in local activities. In the  French  survey,  it v1as  established that 
,segregation and  isolation of the migrants still existed in the  town  of 
Trappe s  (Saint  Quent in-en-Yve  lines) ,  despite the  good quality of the 
housing and  the  special efforts made  in constructing the  town  to  avoid 
site encampment,  and to  house  the migrants in decent  independent  cpnditions, 
This led to  a  breakdown  in social  integration,  through the  absence  of  any 
neighbourly relations with the French,  accompanied by attitudes of rejec-
tione  There  is a  stronger network of social relations between the migrants 
~d the  French in the old quarters of Paris than in Trappes. 
As  the foreign working population increases  and becomes  more  diverse, 
the  foreigners  and the  locals necessarily come  more  in contact with one 
another  ..  There  is a  growth in the number/of  areas where  competition  and 
tension arise;  for the migrants,  low  in status though they be,  continue 
grow·ing  in numbers to  a  point that they are  considered a  threat.  The 
cessation of admissions  and the fundamental  change  in immigration policies 
since the  end of 1973,  were  due  as much  to fears of intractable future 
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an  opportunity for  a  change  in policy rather than as the cause  (81 ) .. 
In the analysis of social contacts and relationships,  it is 
important  to distinguish bet>-reen  contact' a.t  work  and contact  elsewhere. 
Migrants of the different nationalities and ra.oes maintain conta.ot 
\vith their local counterparts in a  variety of wqys.  The  native people 
do  not  proclaim themselves to be racialist or anti-foreigner, but  some  of 
them are less ready than others to welcome  what  they regard as  a  foreign 
invasion;  and their reaetion is often the worse for the fact ·that the 
wider is the racial,  language  and cultural gap,  the more  dense is the 
local population of immigrants. 
This is at least a  partial explanation for the development  in the 
bigger cities of positive ghettos of migrant workers,  usually grouped 
by nationality of origin.  You  thus come  upon  an Italian quarter,  a 
Spanish quarter and others dominated by Turks or North Africans. 
The  l-Triter,  Albert MEISlER,  distinguishes between two  forms  of 
racism:  that based on  contact  and that based on  distance.  Contact  racism 
is the usual  one  in the population strata which are in contact with the 
immigrant  workers.  For there,  the presence of the foreigners disrapts 
their daily life,  and  also districts their dream(. for the presence of the 
immigrant puts paid to their hope  of attaining pleasant  surroundings  in 
· a  comfortable  area.  Distance racism is the  type  found in the fashionable 
districts.  (82) 
Reactions  such as these,  of course,  inhibit  any  campaign for 
improving the lot of the  immigrants. 
Moreover,  though the local authorities are obliged to make 
reception arrangements for the migrants,  it is easy to  see that the 
specific interests of these workers  and their families do  not  enter 
into local politica,  even when  they represent  a  majority of  an urban 
population --although this might well be  a  basic precondition for the 
migrants being politically and socially mobilised. 
On  the other  hand,  though local politics are not directly framed 
to protect the interests of the migrants,  this does not  ~ean they are 
unaffected by them.  The  migrant,s  are  small taxpayers.  In Brussels in 
1972,  an  analysis of the fiscal statistics shows  the  communes  l-Tith  the 
highest density of  fore~gn population as accounting for  61.8~ of the 
(81)  S 0  P EM I  Report 75,  op.  cit., PP•  5-6 •. 
(82)  A.  MEISTER,  L'inflation creatrice, Essai  sur les fonctions  sooio-
politiquas de  l'inflation,  P  .. U.F.,  Paris,  1975,  - 276 • 
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number  of returns,  but  only  55&7fo  of the net  taxable  income.  This 
explains the  fact  that  t.he  communes  with high densities of  immigrant 
populations  are generally those  in vvhich  the  taxation rates are  heaviesto 
It is in these  communes,  too,  that ordinary  and extraordinary expenditure 
per  head  is highest  ..  The  biggest  components  of the  ordinary budget  are 
education,  ad.mini stration and public assistance,  ••hile  expenditure  on 
the  police force  is also  a  major  i tern  ..  Though it is in these  communes 
that  the  extraordinary budgets  are  heaviest  r  a  detailed analysis of how 
the  money  was  spent  shm'lTs  that it vlas  not  to  serve the  immigrant· 
population,  but for enormous  infrastructure  and urban  improvement 
operations,  in which these  communes  are  implicated  (83)  o 
4  .. 3  .. 2o  At  work  and  in the firm 
There  are  also  a  great ma.-w  contradictions and  ambiguities in the 
relations ·between  the  local and the migrant  manpower,  because  they  are 
sometimes  in  competition,and  sometimes  support  one  anothero  On  the  one 
hand  the  foreign workers  come  into  the  labour market  as  a  competitive 
additional  supply  and  when  they repla;;e  the  local nationals,  they are 
a  source  of  downward pressure  on vlage-levels.  They  are  thus regarded  as 
contrary  to  the  interests of local workers,  especially in periods of 
economic  difficu1tyo 
On  the  other hand,  the  foreigrJ.  workers  are  at the  lower  end  of the 
social  structure,  and  thus  ensure  that the nationals are  promoted in 
their jobs and  achieve  a  certain degree  of  social  ascendancy  .. 
Whichever  interpretation be  chosen1  there  is clearly great  ambiva-
lence  in the part which migrants pley in the  structure  which determines 
relations and  attitudes at  work  and  in the  housing conditionso 
Bet1veen  the  tvw  branches of the  labour force,  there is thus  a 
certain distance  or  absence  of  permeation \"Jhich  sets  a  limit  on  the 
possi.bilities of alliance  and collective  action  in trade unions  and 
political parties  ..  It also  stands in the  TtJa::f  of the consciousness of 
common  interest betv;een  the migrants  and the  locals,  and prevents the 
migr~1ts from  realizing the full extent  of the benefits derived from 
migration  by  the countries and economic  systems  concen1eda 
According to  Maryse  TRIPIER,  the distance  bet1-1een  migrants  and locals 
is now  determined at  one  and the  same  time  by: 
increasing substitution in labour-intensive  industries and regions,  no 
longer  in declining sectors,  but  in the  expanding onesj 
increases  in the  size  and diversity of social  and cultural  differenc~s~ 
and  also  by the  growing isolation of the migrants vis-a-vis the  local 
communi ties. 
Substitution  and  isolation make  it difficult to work together. 
They  are  more  apt  to create division  and new  segregation,  which have 
repercussions on  the  attitudes of both migrants  and locals.  Even if 
the  divergence between  th.e  two  groups is not felt  at work,  it subsists 
(83)  So  PANCIERA,  Martine  PLEVOETS,  Vittorio  CAMPANELLI,  opo  cito, 
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in the mentalities of both groupe  of workers and has become  one  of the 
major worries for the trade  unions (84). 
According to  Stephen  CAffilLES  and  Godula KOSACK,  "the presence  of 
immigrant  workers is one  of the chief contributory factors to the  lack 
of class consciousness  among  big sections of the tvorking-class.  The 
existence of  an  immigrant  stratum at the bottom changes the native 
worker's conception of his own  place  in society.  There  are  now  many 
workers who  have  lost the  sense of social dichotomy -- in which the 
great working masses  confronted a  small capitalist class at the top 
and now  see  themselves  as an  intermediate stratum superior to  the 
immigrant  workers with their lack of skill.  Such  a  view is evidence of 
a  hierarchical  view of society which embodies  advancement  by competition 
and  individual  achievement  instead of by  solidarity and  collective 
action"  (85).  . 
National  labour is thus becoming bourgeois,  considering itself a 
workers'aristocracy whose·wages  can be  raised,  owing to the beneficial· 
effect of immigration on  the  speed of capital formation  and  thus on 
productivity  ..  As  the migrant workers park' into the  old buildings and 
thus give  them  a  use,  the housing conditions of national workers  can be 
improved. 
Usually,  too,  the migrant workers are  affected by  the  language handi-
cap,  both in communicating ~ith migrants from  other nationalities and with 
the locals and  thei~ organisations.  Under  the  impression that their 
settlement is temporar,y  and provisional,  most  of them  are willing,  indeed 
anxious,  to work  overtime;  and they agree  to shift work  and  irregular 
hours,  which the national trade unions are  seeking to combat.  Moreover, 
quite  a  number  of the migrants,  conscious of their lack of political 
rights,  of their precarious tenure of their job,  of the continuous  super-
vision by  administrators and  policemen,  are  chary of trade  union  commit-
ments  and  tend to  avoid anything that might  be  regarded as a  venture  into 
politics. 
Many  of these  migrants  are  from  local areas and all are  from 
countries where  there is not  much  industry.  They  suffer the strain of 
having been uprooted and  are  apt  to  fe'el· homesick;  and they remember  horr, 
in non-industrial countries,  trade unions  are  heavily dominated by the 
apparatus of government  and politics.  This is the explanation for the 
suspicious attitude of the migrants towards trade union organisations. 
All  these  obstacles are mentioned in:.the national reports,  but the 
importance  attached to them variea  ~cording to the  nationalitie~ of 
origin of the migrants,  the  cultural distance,  the  special conditions 
in which they are  employed,  the regions apd industries where  they  are 
(84) 
(85) 
M.  TRIPIER,  Concurrence et difference:  les·problemes poses  au 
syndicalisme ouvrier par lea travailleurs immigres,  in Revue 
fran9aise  de  Sociologie du Travail,' 14th year,  3/72,  July-September, 
P•  337.  :· 
s.  CASlllES  and  G.  KOSACK,  La  foncti:on  de  1 'immigl-ation ouvriere dans 
l'Europe de  l'Ouest capitaliste,  in Critiques de  l'economie politique 
January-March 1973,  P•  48. 
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put  and  the  degree  to which local policy tend to group  the  different 
immigrant nationalities together  or keep  them  apart.  All  these  factors 
affect  the  relative  case with which pressure  groups  m~  be  formed, 
controlled and  coordinated in the  individ~al firm. 
5·  Effects on  organisation potential for migrants 
The  idea that migration is temporary is reflected in the var.ying 
legal  status granted to  the· nationals of different  countries,  the diversi-
ty of work  and  residence permits depending on the  job or  industry  and the 
general  absence  of political rights.  ) 
All  these factors tend to promote  the  isolation of migrant  groups 
from  one  another,  and  from  the  workers  and  population  in the  countries 
where  they  are  employed.  They put the migrants in a  position of weakness 
within the  social  system,  and  set up  an  imbalance  between  the  migrants 
and the host  society.  The  sense  of weakness  is the greater in that the 
migrant,  comes  into our countries with no  special skill,  no  knowledge 
of the  language,  no  appreciation of the  complexity of the  interlocking 
bodies,  machinery and  mechanisms which  are part and parcel of'life for 
individuals and  groups  in industrial countries.  Moreover,  he  has no 
experience  of the  rule_s  and regulations governing the  contacts he  m~ 
make  in his working life and  out  of it;  he  has no  understanding of the 
migratory  streams in one  of which he  is embroiled,  nor of their implica-
tions and  consequences for the countries from  which >'lorkers  come  and those 
to which they go;  he  has no  experience  of industrial life,  of the 
organisation of firms,  of the  w~  of life or of the  operation of local 
bodies  and  local activities in the  country where  he  is to work. 
5.1.  Forms  of organisation 
All these  factors contribute to  an  understanding of w~ joint action 
and  social conflict by the migrant  workers  are  so  intermittent,  so 
localised in time  and place  and  are usually concerned with specific 
problems or  immediate  threats,  such as  those  resulting from  particular 
plans  and decisions,  or from  del~s py the m~  functionaries concerned 
in firms  and  local bodies.  Even  when  decisions of this type  are not 
expressly aimed  at  migrant  workers  and their families,  the latter m~ 
nevertheless be  able to perceive the effects upon  themselves,  their 
neighbours,  their friends,  their leaders,  or  some  other par-t  of their 
settlement or working communityo 
This explains how  and  why  conflicts with migrant workers  are  toda;y-
developing in many.fields,  including housing. 
In the first instance,  there are  conflicts inside  individual firms, 
in relations between the migrants  and  the  employers,  foremen  and union 
delegates,  who  mqy  have  ignored the  interests and  problems of the migrants. 
For instance,  they are  sometimes discriminated against  by  being threatened 
.. lith redundancy or non-rene  .. ral  of a  work permit,  which,  incidentally, 
mqy  involve deprivation of housing accommodation provided by the firm. 
Another  instance is when  the firm runs hostels which  the migrants try 
to take  under their own  direct management,  supervising the sanitation, 
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allocating rooms  and places,  laying down  the  internal regulations,  with 
or without  the  cooperation of boards or committees  appointed by the firm. 
On  the housing side,  too,  conflicts sometimes  arise when  the migrants 
sta.o~  a  rent  strike,  resist expulsion or contest disciplinary regulations 
in privately-owned hostels or homes.  They  may  also put  up  resistance when 
attempts are made  by land lords to put up  the rents,  or to evict  some 
specific family,  or when  foreigners  are refused as tenants or when 
buildings are left unoccupied ·or repairs and  improvements are neglected. 
Other  instances occur as reactions to discriminatory or segregative 
attitudes or behaviour on  the part of the local population or some  of the 
shopkeepers,  on  grounds of race or nationality.  It has  sometimes  happened 
in this connexion that  conflicts are  sharpened rather than  soothed,  when 
the migrants live  in close  association with the locals,  or migrants of 
different origins live together. 
In other instances pressures are  applied against  the activities of 
land speculators and property developers when  their projects are  a  direct 
threat to the migrants  and to their families• 
Protests are  also  organised against decisions by local or national 
authorities t..rhich  involve  evicting fam~lies vtith or \vithout  provision for 
re-housing.  An  example  of this is when  dwel-lings  are declared unfit for 
habitation;  or >·Then  buildings are expropriated or demolished  in virtue of· 
renovation or improvement  schemes,  or the building of new  infrastructure; 
or >vhen  families are turned out  of  slum dwellings,  shanty tO>ms,  9ellars 
or attics without  suitable re-housing arrangements beforehand;  or when 
public authorities ignore requests from migrant's consultative committees 
or refuse to provide playgrounds or make  requested adjustments in public 
services and facilities;  when  the responsible authorities prohibit  the 
occupation of available empty premises or buildings;  when  new  dt..rellings 
offered for re-housing are  unreasonably priced or located outside  the 
urban area or  aJNa;{  from the  area of community  life. 
Other instances relate to opposition to police supervision and 
control,  or to  measures lvhich  use public order and  seouri  ty as  a  pretext 
to persecute the collective organisation and the cultural  and  social life 
of the migrants,  by  expelling their leaders and  thus denying them  the 
right to the  independent  expression of their interests. 
On  this basis it >vould  be  a  mistake  to underestimate the capacity of 
the  migrant  >vorkers  to develop their collective avm.reness,  to organise 
their action and  engage  in campaigns to defend their interests and vindica-
te their individual  and collective rights. 
5.2.  The  right to  independent  collective representation 
The  migrant >vorkers  as  a  whole  are  dee.ply desirous of collective 
independent  representation of their interests (86). 
(86)  Leon  G.ANI, · Syndioata et travailleurs immigres,  Ed.  sooiales,  Paris, 
1972.  .  .;. 
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In this connexion the  German  report  emphasises the  importance  atta-
ched  by  the migrants of whatever nationality to organised representation. 
For  almost  every nationality,  too,  there  are  cultural  and leisure groups 
and  social  organisations under the patronage of their countries of origin. 
Many  of these groups  and  organisations are  run by the  churches,  trade 
unions,  political parties or Horkers'movements  in their countries of 
origin and  others by consulates or ·consular associations which  are 
anxious to provide  for the religious,  social and political well-being 
of workers from their countries.  Some  of the  countries which export their 
manpm-rer  have  indeed provided,  through their consulates,  assistance  in the 
form of guardianship to their migrants by financing associations  and 
supplying interpreters, priests, national newspapers  and at  times providing 
accommodation.  Most  of these  associations and bodies,  however,  are  local 
and do  not  appear in public. 
Side  by  side with these  associations,  there  are  others of  a  semi-
political character.  The  German  report  emphasises their activities in 
bringing the  claims  and complaints of the migrant  workers  and their 
families to the notice of the  competent  authorities.  They  tackle this for 
lack of other representation;  for the claims to be  considered aRe  often 
those  which the trade'union organisations in the  host  country are reluctant 
to  support partly on  the  ground that unions  are  concerned mainly with the 
work place,  but  partly because  there  claims are not  the  concern of 
collective bargaining groupsand political movement  which act mainly in 
the  interestsof the local workerso 
This,  incidentally,  explains the 
11marginal11  character of  a  great 
number  of the  campaigns  and  actions of the migrant  workers,  for the latter 
not  only lack political rights,  but  they do  not find  any  sufficient echo 
to their complaints  in organisations which.are not  sufficiently interested, 
constituted or equipped to defend their claims. 
These  campaigns  and pressures come  to the  surface  intermittently and 
at  the  local level,  but  they are  often virulent because  of the contrived 
weakness of the migrants as  a  body,  because  of the  suspicion cast upon 
any  attempts  by  them to organise,  and  because  of the  wey  in >·Thich  they are 
supervised and repressed.  They fall bet>veen  the  two  stools of workers' 
organisations in their own  countries and in the employing country,  and 
they are at  sea in the tangle of procedure,  decision-making bodies, 
participation and negotiation,  in which the migrant  workers  seldom  have 
direct representation. 
These  campaigns,  marginal but  often bitter,  give rise to  sharp reac-
tions  among  politicians and  those  concerned Ni th keeping order  ..  They  bring 
measures of repression,  which  include  the beheading of movements  by the 
expulsion or arrest of the  leaders;  severe, controls over  individuals  and 
the life of communities;  and,  in the  longer term,  measures  aimed at 
stifling,  splitting up  or altogether dismantling .their organisations.  It 
would  be perfectly possible to  deal with  such matters otherwise,  through 
discussions with delegates from  the  differ~nt national  communities  and 
thus setting up  a  dialogue which might  find expression in the formation 
of local consultative councils. 
Nevertheless,  if the complaints of the migrant  workers  are  to be dealt 
with,  dialogue is not  enough.  The  opinions: 1expressed must  be  heeded,  and 
the communities must be provided with  met~ods of contact  between elected 
.;. 
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representatives and  their base,  and between  the different national 
communities.  Moreover,  these  groups must  be  given facilities for training 
their delegates,  helping them in their work  and coordinating their action 
in defending and promoting the  in·Lerests concerned. 
These  arrangements for organising the migrants  on  an  independent 
footing and often on  a  nationality basis,  do  not  mean  any  rejection of 
general  solidarity.  They  do  not necessarily foreshadow.any breach in the 
overall  solidarity of the working class, nor is there  a  suggestion at 
any point  of  setting up  new  vmrkers'organisations  separated from  those 
which are  most  representativeo  These  forms of  independence  and  self-
organisation by migrant _workers  m~  perha~s be the path of transition to 
new  solidarities in the  same  w~  as were, ·and are,  the craft unionso 
In the  same  vravr,  the formation of consultative councils on  a  local 
basis can only be  regarded as  a  step towards the right to vote  and to 
free political expression,  initially on  a  local  and -communal  basis,  but, 
in the longer-term on  a  national  and  community footing,  in common  with 
all settled foreign residents. 
.·t• 
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CHAPTER  8.  SUNIMARY  AND  POLICY  IMPLICATIONS 
1.  Hov;  the migrant  workers  are  housed 
Since  the  end of 1973,  the countries of the European  Community  have 
called a  halt  to  the  migration  into their territories of Harkers  from 
non-member  countries,  the  movement  within their territory being free. 
This  has  stopped the  extremely rapid growth  in the number  of migrants 
recorded  in the  1968/73  period.  Nevertheless,  the  large  numbers  entering 
in these  earlier years has raised problems which still require  solutions. 
This is partly because  the  growth was  only possible  by  recruiting 
from  a  great  variety of  sources,  so  that  the migrant  population  comprises 
a  number  of different nationalities. 
This  increase  in the  migrant  population  and the  number  of migrant 
workers  has  been  accompanied by  a  growth  in the proportion of women, 
partly due  to  the general  rise in female  employment  and partly to the 
desire of breach;inners to  be  joined by  their families,  v1hich  desire  is 
increasing due  to  the  breakdown  of communities  in the  country of origin. 
A connected factor is the  attainment  of working age  by  a  second generation 
of migrants,  whose  presence  in the EEC  countries dates back  a  number  of 
years. 
The  increase  in the number  of migrant workers  has not  induced  any 
basic difference  in the nature of the  jobs  in which they  are  engaged. 
The  proportion occupied in  service occupations is indeed higher  than in 
the past,  and this helps to  explain the  larger proportion of women;  and 
the  fact  that  the migrant  population is often concentrated in the  bigger 
urban  and  industrial  areasv  where  the  housing market  is most  apt  to  be 
under  strain and  the  dwellers in which  are  most  exposed  to  disturbance 
by property  speculation,  building operations and changes  in the  urban 
layout. 
The  spectacular growth  in the number of migrant workers,  with or 
without  their families,  has  been the result of  immigration being regulated 
ad hoc,  without  long-term forecasts  and recruitment planning,  without 
social  provision for problems directly or indirectly engendered by the 
arrival of vast numbers  of these workers,  and with9ut  any  thought  as to 
what  would  happen if there  should be  a  critical  economic  setback. 
From  every point  of view  the  stage is set for  the  housing conditions 
of the  migrants to deteriorate,  both absolutely  and by  comparison with 
local  workers~  The  only exceptions are  the United Kingdom,  where  migration 
has been  stopped since  1962;  and  Luxembourg,  where  the  government  is 
pursuing an  active policy for housing the  migrants  and their families. 
It appears  from  the various national enquiries,  that there  are only 
slight differences in housing conditions between  immigrants  and  local 
nationals living in the  same  districts,  but  that this is due  to the 
population categories questioned being in marginal  areas  and  social  strata 
well below the national  averages.  The  differences nevertheless are  many, 
and they tell systematically against the  immigrant  groups  • 
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The  immigrants  are  much  less frequently  owners  of their homes  than  are 
the  local nationals.  In cases  in Hhich  a  comparatively large proportion 
succeed in overcoming this difficulty (e.g.  in the United Kingdom  sample) 
their purchases  are usually old-fe.shioned and  bought  from  private ownerso 
Access  to  ownership of  a  new  dwelling,  or to new  subsidised housing,  is 
extremely rare.  This is primarily because purchase  prices  are  too  high 
and  also because mortgages  are  expensive,  and  because workers  in insecure 
employment  and  with. only weak  legal  status are  seldom  regarded as 
credit worthy.  It appears,  nevertheless,  that  home  ownership  can be  a 
major  security factor for migrant workers  and  \heir families. 
Even  when  the  migrants  are  only tenants,  the proportion lodged in 
subsidised housing is smaller in  all cases than the  proportion they 
·represent of the total  labour force.  In practice,  even for the  local 
natives,  the working class does not  secure  any  large proportion of the 
allocations of subsidised dwellings. 
In cases  in which migrants  succeed in securing subsidised housing 
on  a  rental basis,  it is either one  of older dwellings,  sub-standard in 
comfort  and  accessibility,  or is made  available because  the migrants were. 
displaced in virtue of  an  urban redevelopment  scheme  which  included a 
re-housing clause.  The  under-rep~esentation of migrant  workers arises 
only partially from  subsidised dwellings being offered at prices they 
cannot  pey;  it can  also ·be  attributed to conditions of acce sa which are 
less easy to  satisfy for  immigrant  workers  than for local nationals. 
Another  cause is a  certain lack of knowledge  about  available  social 
benefits and  schemes,  and  to discrimination against  them which is 
sometimes  unconscious  and  sometimes deliberate. 
It is noted that the migrant  workers,  since they cannot  buy  their 
dwellings nor  secure  subsidised housing,  usually  have  to  pay more  than 
the locals for  accommodation  of like size  and quality;  The  housing they 
'  occupy is usually much  more  overcrowded,  less comfortable  and  containing 
more  defects than  accommodation  of the  same  size occupied by  local 
nationals;  Apart  from  the  districts assigned to the migrants,  and  the 
fraction of the  housing market  to  wh~ch they have  access,  their range  of 
choice is limited to what  is offered by  private landlords. 
There  are, nevertheless,  various factors telling in favour  of better 
housing within the migrant  group.  These  include: 
- comparatively long residence  in the  country; 
I 
- the fact  of being mar~ied and  accompanied by wife  and  children, 
doubtless because  the worker  is anxious to  house  his family better 
than he  would expect to  do  for himself, alone.  It has  in fact been 
seen that unmarried qr unaccompanied ;-r1orkpeople  are  the worst  housed. 
Moreover,  they are  the most  willing to commit' themselves to site jobs 
which require mobility,  such as those  1Qn  building and civil engineering ; 
sites.  Unless they go  into homes  and  hostels,  in which there  are, 
unfortunately,  disciplinary rules which  supplement  the  irritations of 
factory or workshop;  these workers  are most  often to be  found  in doss 
houses  and other primitive forms  of  accommodation. 
I. 
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There  are  no  marked differences  bet>v~en workers of different 
nationalities on  different social-political or legal backgrounds  such as 
between nationals of an  EEC  country and  others.  It sometimes  happens, 
indeed,  that  groups from  outside  the EEC  (e.g.  Portuguese  and  Spaniards) 
are  housed  in better conditions than  immigrants from  the  Community 
countries.  This >vas  especially noted,  in France,  Belgium  and  the United 
Kingdom;  and  in the latter case it will be  remembered that  Commonwealth 
nationals  have  long enjoyed a privileged status. 
Nationality,  and through it the political  and legal  status of the 
workers,  does not  seem  to  give  rise to big differences,  and  rather 
surprisingly better status does not  seem  to give rise to big differences, 
and rather surprisingly better status does not necessarily lead to better 
housing.  Indeed,  when  raaial considerations come  into  pl~, the legally 
privileged m~  be  the  less well off in practice.  This is the  case  in the 
United Kingdom  with the  immigrants  from  the  Indian  sub-continent  and from 
vlest  Indies. 
The  expianation of these  discrepancies is rather complicated.  Among 
the Italian nationals,  for  example,  it is noted that most  of the migrants 
are  the unskilled and  the  jobless,  their country of origin being in  an 
advanced state  of development.  For the  Spaniards  and  Portuguese,  on  the 
other hand,  some  part of the  emigration is or was  of political origin; 
and this makes  it appreciably easier to. find among  them  a  stratum of 
greater skill or qualification. 
Apart  from nationality,  differences of race  and colour  pl~ an 
important  part  in explaning observed differences and  levels of discrimina-
tion,  quite  apart  from  the  legal or political status of the migrants 
concernedo  This does not  mean  that  a  better political or legal  status has 
no  influence  at all; for it is indeed a  fundamental  condition for  securing 
a  certain position in the  social  systemo  Once  this has been  secured, 
however,  other changes  are  b,y  no  means  automatic. 
The  national  surveys  make  it clear that differences in housing 
conditions  (apart from  first arrivals who  are  bachelors or  unaccompanied 
by their families)  cannot  be  traced to  lower levels of aspiration,  or to 
simple  cultural differences.  The  explanation for the  housing conditions 
in which the migrants live is to  be  found  in the  palce  assigned to  them 
in the general  economic  and  social  system  and,  resulting from this,  in 
their geographical distribution.  These  conditions are  the direct result 
of the  tight housing situation in all the  Community  countries,  and most 
of  all in the big urban  and industrial centres into which most  of the 
migrant workers  are  drawn. 
2.  Probable future  strains in the  housing markets 
The  housing conditions of migrants  and their families  are partly 
due  to their concentration in big urban  and industrial centres where  the 
housing markets  are under more  than normal  strain.  Such  country-by-
country comparisons  as it was  possible  to. make  in the course  of the  enquiry, 
between  groups of migrants in places suffering from different degrees of 
market  strain,  show  that  the  actual  housing conditions are  definitely at 
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their best wherever the  state of strain is least. It is,  accordingly, 
impossible  to  ascribe everything to differences of culture  and  aspiration. 
With this in view,  it ~~be suggested that the  Commission,  in working 
out  its programme  for the  housing of migrant  t'-'orkers,  should take  into 
account  this persistent tension  in the housing markets  in cities and 
urban areaso  However  severe the  economic  crisis,  even the total blocking 
of the  immigration flow,  or measures to make  it much  more  selective, 
could not  mitigate the  prevailing tension  in these markets.  Part of the 
need for migrant  labour is a  structural feature;  and  some  at least  of 
the  migrant  manpower  is likely to  settl.e permanently.  With net-t  manpower 
recruitment  limited by the prohibition of  immigration,  but  a  corresponding! 
lengthening in the  residence of the  migrant  population,  the  gr~ater is 
the  desire migrants'  to reunite their families.  In France,  for  example~ 
the  stoppage  of tvorker  immigration  has been  accompanied by further 
individual entries resulting from  reuniting families.  In other Community 
countries the  problem is similar. 
Thus,  the  cessation or diminution of the  immigrant  flow  does not 
lead to  an  automatic reduction in the  absolute number  of people  requiring 
'  to be  housed,  which might  reduce  the pressure  in the housing market.  The 
economic  crisis,  and  the restrictions on  immigration which become  its 
normal  accompaniment  through the  convergence  of economic  and  social  fo~ces, 
does not bring any relief to the  housing problem. 
Even if future  recruitments were  to be  rigidly confined to bachelors 
or unaccompanied males,  there would be no  automatic reduction  in the 
housing problems  set up  in providing housing for the migrants who  have 
already  arr:i  ved. 
Moreover,  the  cr~s~s has not  alleviated the problems of the migrants 
in general,  nor their housing problems in particular,  because it does not 
lead to  any  change  in their position in the  overall  s,ystem.  Its effect on 
their the  housing problems is in fact rather negative.  In  the  economic 
s,ystem  as we  know  it, the  tendency is for housing construction to be 
passed over  increasingly to private-enterprise.  The  private share of 
residential construction thus tends to grow,  because  its natural  associate~ 
is a  reduction in the building programmes  of local authority;.or subsidised' 
housing.  The  credit finance  available tends to shrink and this exercises 
a  dowmrard  pressure  on  the  demand  for new· houses  and  subsidised dwellings. 1 
This demand,  is specially liable to rise or fall with the prospects for 
incomes  and  employment;  and the  appreciable rise in building costs puts 
an  increasingly large fringe  of the population  on  the very edge  of the 
market for new  housing,  if not  outside it altogether. 
Before the crisis, l'then  the  economy  was  still experiencing a  boom, 
there  was  an  enormous  rise in site values,  construction costs,·rents and 
mortgage rates,  so  that the building of subsidised housing remained far 
below its programmed  level  and  belm.;  the rate of depreciation of the 
existing stock of dwellings.  There  is no  other w~ of explaining the 
tendency to renovate old dwellings which,  in our different countries, 
has been running in parallel with the  cut.backs in the building of new 
ones.  Reuoyation,  however,  does not  eliminate the widening fringe  of 
.; . 
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uninhabitable  housing,  at  any rate if it be  judged on  current  standards 
of health and  hygiene.  This applies most  of all in the urban  areas, 
wh~ch is where  most  of the  migrant  workers  are  concent~ated. 
3.,  Hm·J  to  intervene? 
Much  earlier research has been put  into describing the  measures 
taken in different  Community  countries to  promote  housing development 
and develop housing policies.  Our  own  research sought  to go  beyond the 
mere  description of the  housing position of migrant  workers from 
Community  countries and elsewhere;  and,  the  mere  cataloguing of recent 
trends in housing policy;  vle  sought to identify possible lines of actiono 
The  experts 
1 attention t·;as  focussed  in the first instance  on  two 
problems.  These  ivere:  Methods  of non-discriminatory intervention.  In 
some  of  the  countries there  appeared to be difficulties in carrying out 
a  housing  improvement  and  development  policy,  framed  specifically for 
the  migrant  workers.,  If this is indeed the  limiting factor,  ivhat  can 
be  done  to correct the position? 
. What  resources  should be  av-ailable to the  Community  for  securing 
an  adequate  and  fundamental  change  in a  situation of manifest  and 
increasu1g gravity? 
In the discussion of the first problem,  most  of the experts took 
the  vie;.;  that migrant  workers  could not  be  the target for  a  specific 
policy~  They  constitute,  the  experts said,  a  group  similar to other 
marginal  groups or categories,  all of >·.rhich  should be  taken together 
as the  target for  a  dynamic  social policy for  housing improvement  and 
developmento  From  this. standpo:j,nt  the experts considered various 
fundamental  criteria,  under Hhich the migrant  \vorkers  and group  a  of 
native workers  similarly placeo.,  could both be  given aid in such a 
wey  as to elimmate discrimination in favour  of either., 
Consideration was  thereupon given to  a  number  of measures  by which 
the  Commission  might  improve  housing conditions for  social groups  suff-
ering from discrimination or "marginal"  treatment.,  These proposals are 
based.  on  experiments  launched and  initiatives already taken  in various 
countries;  and thus without  being altogether original,  they  have  the 
advantage  of being,  or having been,  tested and  of being operated in more 
than  one  country. 
Even  if full  account  is taken of these  experiments,  however,  the 
measures to be  trucen  and the criteria for their application will 
necessarily need exact definition at  a  later stage,  as also will the 
conditions for their effectiveness. 
Moreover,  the parties to  a  programme  for improving housing conditions 
should not  be  solely guided by the  problems raised by  the present  state 
of housing for migrants in the  Community.  They will also need to  take 
into consideration the  place we  hope  ultimately to give  them  in the 
social structure  of this European  Community,  and m its political organ-
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isation - for the  Commission  can hardly  avqid considering the rights of 
migrant  populations,  \vhether  or not  they be  Community nationals - in the 
context  of the  Community  elections  Dcheduled for 1978o 
3  .. lo  First principle:  non-discrimination or eSIJ::ality of treatment  at 
Community  level 
Ideally,  any negative  discrimination  should be matched by  a  positive 
oneo  This is the well-defined attitude  taken by  Luxembourg;  but  except for 
Luxembourg's  code  of good  housing for the migrants,  and France  - 1vhich 
provides funds  and.  specific allocations to provide  housing both for un-
accompanied mie-,-rants  and for  those vdth families  - most  of  th~ other 
countries base  the  aid they give  to migrants  schemes  aimed  at pat'ticular 
social  groups  a 
It appears difficult to propose  a  thorough  re~s1on of this attitude, 
even  though the  experts 1r;ere  convinced,  after studying the  enquiry reports, 
that the  housing of migrants  is generally lower  in quality than that of 
the local nati  vese  The  nu..'11ber  of dwellings which  are  old and dilapidated 
or even uncygienic,  is much  higher for  the migrants -than for the locals; 
·and  fevler  migrants than locals enjoy the  various benefits g-ranted by 
governments  in regard to  housing  and  access to  house  Oimership  .. 
In further discussions,  however,  the expert  group  f01..md  i·t  difficult 
to propose  a;n,y  positive  forms  of discrimination designed to  give  the 
migrants  advantages which would be  more  than offset the disadvantages  and 
discrimination to  which they  are now  subject. 
As  a  first  stage it would be possible to review the criteria for, 
and  the conditions of  access to,  the various  housing aids,  so  as to 
eliminate  any  stipulations which function  in such a  way  as to  exclude 
most  of the  migrants  ..  Such  extensions of the  aid available,  however, 
would not  go  far  towards  any radical  improvement  in the migrants'1'housing 
conditions,  as described in the  enquiry. It often happens that national 
goven1ments  or local authorities require  specified periods of residence 
and ley down  cri  terj_a for  good  household administration before  they vlill 
consider  a  candidate for  subsidised housingo  These  criteria are  often 
quite foreign  to the wczy  the migrants live.  Most  of the residence' stipula-
tions operate  against the provision of benefits to most  of the migrant 
workers,  even if there  is no  exclusion on  grounds of nationalityo 
This actual discrimination in housing needs to be  considered in 
parallel vii th many  other types of discrimination - if not  in social 
security,  the benefits of·which are  acquired through work  and workers• 
contributions -- at least in all the  social welfare  schemes  and minimum 
income  guaranteeso  In most  cases these benefits accrue only to the  local 
nationals. 
.; . 
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The  expert  group,  however,  found it difficult to put  forward  measures 
of positive discrimination  in favour  of the  migrants,  so  as to offset the 
var·ious  types of discrimination to >vhich  they  (unlike the locals)  are 
subjecto  This  cautions attitude Has partly due  to  concern  about  the 
feasibility o.f  such measure  so  Most  of the  countries would  have  refused 
any  effective discussion of  such measureso 
And  the  group  accordingly  attempted to  define methods  of  intervention 
applicable  to  a  number  of  specific  social  categories,  which would  include 
all or part of the  migrant  group  (Common  I'1arket  nationals or others);  and 
thus  they  sou.ght  to  avoid  any  future necessity for setting up  first-zone, 
second-zone  and  third-zone  categories of migrants,  with distinction 
between  Community  nationals,  workers  from  former  colonial territories 
and migrants of other origins  ..  Ag·ainst  this background differences of 
treatment  depending on  length of residence  would be better justified 
than  those  based on na.tionality,  race  or colouro 
In  any  case  it ·wo<J.ld  seem  a  matter for regret that the  proposed 
differences of treatment  might  lead to new  types of migrant  being sought 
those  types which  cost  least,  toward.s whom  the national  governments  are 
least  com.;ni tted 1  -3nd.  who,  in the fullness of time,  v10uld  be  substituted. 
for  the  categorieG vfhich  are more  costly becattse  they  are  better protected., 
At  a11  cosh; the  host  countries must  not  be  allov1ed to  have  recourse 
to  any  special  category of migrant  workers  because of differences in the 
cost,  or of the weakness  of their legal  and political  statuso 
'I'here  must,  too,  be  absolutely no  question  ti>f  migrants being forced 
to  accept  lm-;er  Hages  vlhich would help  them  in poor  housing condi  tions1 
which in turn 1r1ould  ind.uce  them  to  accept  lower  salaries~ 
Though it ''cas difficult to  make  any  headway  irJ.  suggesting methods 
of positive discrimination,  it should ultimately be  made  impossible for 
negative differences to be  maintained,  either betv<een  migrants  and 
local nationals or between  different categories of migrants9 
This possibility of discrimination bet"'·een  migrants,  based  on their 
countries of origin,  has its principal  source  in the bilateral agreements 
beh:een  the  countries >vhich  are  importers  and  those  which  are  exporters 
of manpov:ero  It would be  desirable for all future  recruitment  agreements 
to  contain the  most-favoured-nation  clauseo  This is the  only  alternative 
to  fixing a  Community-wide  definition of  a  migrant  t·lOrker  and  his statuso 
This  should make  it possible  to  avoid  any :discrimination or difference 
of treatment based on national origin,  or on  whether  a  migrant's 
recruitment  and  method of entry into the  employing country was  as part 
of  a  contingent  (and  thus under  responsible  sponsorship)  or as  a  "tourist" 
with subsequent  regularisation of his position.  This regularisation 
procedure,  it should be  stated at  once,  has various advantages both for 
the migrant  worker  (who  does not  have  to  have  a  preliminary medical 
examination)  and for the  employer  (t-vho  is,  saved the  cost of recruitment 
abroad and does not  have  to give  the worker  a  written contract of 
approved duration which has to  be  for  a  year or more)o  These,  however, 
are  advantages  only  on  the  short term. 
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As  we  have  alre~ demonstrated,  new  laws  do  not  automatically 
abolish discrimination,  but  they  ~·:r'ovide  us with weapons  to  avoid them 
in the future.  ~1is same  theme  of equal  treatment underlay the declara-
tions set  out  in  the  Community  social programme  in 1974,  and the 
conventions  and  recommendations of the  International Labour Office. 
Hitherto,  however,  none  of these texts has  made  claims for equality of 
treatment  in regard to housing. 
Progress  towards  such equality can,  in the  long r1m,  be  attained· 
only through  a  migration policy adopted  and operated,  at  least in part, 
at  Community  level. 
3.2o  Other lines of action -- defining target categories for the 
~cial housing policy. 
The  results of the  Community  survey  spow  that  access to  sponsored 
or subsidised housing is extremely limited,  not  only for migrant  workers 
(EEC  nationals/or other);  but  also for quite  a  number  of marginal  popu-
lation categories in the  country itself.  New  measures  of  a  general 
character in regard to  subsidized housing would  therefore  have  on~y a 
very  small  immediate  effect for these  groups. 
In all the  countries,  too,  the current  economic  cr1s1s has material-
ly reduced the momentum  of  subsidised building programmes.  The  crisis 
itself,  and the galloping inflation in construction costs which was  ita 
forerlmner,  are factors which preclude  any  reliance  on  a  quick  solution 
to the problem of adequate  housing -- whether  in quantity or in quality 
for migrant workers  in the EEC. 
Keeping in mind these general  considerations,  the expert  group  sought 
to define criteria which would put  the migrants on the  same  footing as 
local workers whose  needs are  similar,  and  measures providing equality of 
treatment for both classes,  especially in relation to housing. 
Moreover,  our  survey data show  that  there was  hardly any major 
difference  in  any of the countries between  the migrants  and  the control  , 
group,  which was  selected from  the  same  areas.  Moreover,  if the  comparison i 
be  amended  to exclude  the  sub-group who  own  their own  homes  (a very  small 
1 
sub-group  in the _case  of most  migrant  groups)  the difference is very 
small  indeed.  The  locals  and  the foreigners living in the  same  districts 
have  similarly modest  incomes  and their housing conditions are below the 
nation~l or regional  average. 
This  aspect  is important  because it enables the migrant  workers to' 
be  dealt with by  reference  to areas or  ca~egories which also  include 
national workers.  This is a  necessar.y condition if one  is limited to 
measures which favour  whole  social  groups  who  have  been discriminated 
against whom  victimisation by the  social-economic  and politico-legal 
8,1Stems  for different  reasons. 
.; . 
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Measures  in this class can be  devised in a  number  of ways.  In the first 
instance  they can  apply  to  specific geographical  or ecological  areaso  The 
second  approach would define  the  social classes to be  aided by reference 
to their needs,  the  extent  of discrimination,  against  them or their 
institutional weaknesso 
These  two  approaches,  and  also  those  mentioned below,  can be  combined 
insofar as the  social strata· are  to be  found  in conglomerate  form,  as  a 
result of the very handicaps,  discrimination or institutional weaknesses 
to which  the  migrants are  subject. 
By  defining certain groups  on  the 'basis of social  demographic 
criteria,  aid of various kinds can  be  given to both migrant  workers  and 
local nationalso  In many  cases the migrants  are  bachelors or Uo."'laccompanied; 
and when  theJr  have  their families  with  them  there are  often more  children 
than is locally usuala  It would therefore be  possible to frame  a  housing 
policy to  cope particularly both with bachelors  and with big  families~ 
Since  migrants are,  to  a  greater extent  than nationals,  concentrated 
in old  anci  dilapidatefl buildings  and  areas  scheduled for clearance  and 
redevelopment 1  the  age  and condition of the buildings occupied could be 
a  non--discriminatory  condition of eligibility for  aid., 
It is upon  such lines as these  that  conditions of eligibility should 
be  fixed i'hich will 'oring more  than proportionate  aid to  the  migrants 
without  setting up  <my  positive  d.iscrimination against  the  local national  so 
4.,  Criteria for definition of ne,edy  areas 
The  districts inhabited by  th8  weaker  social categories,  or victims 
of diac:rimination,  are  quite  easy to  demarcateo  Ecologtcal  science is 
indeed.  studying the  laws which govern  the  Wa(J'  space  is shared in the 
social  systemo  It  shovlS  that there is a  ter..dency for  specific areas to  be 
delimited into which  are  crm.;ded  growi11g  numbers  of those  inhabitants who· 
are,  for whatever  personal  or social reason,  denied  access to other parts 
of the territory and other forms  of habitat ion. 
The  country-by-com1try analysis made  it clear that  most  of the 
migrants  tend to settle in districts characterised by  high population 
density,  by  the  age  and dilapidation of residential  accorrunodation,  by the 
lack of faeili  ties of various kinds  and  t.he  low  level  of the  state 
investment.  Priority areas might  thus be  selected,  not  by reference  to 
the  pro  port  ion of migrants,  but  rather by  the density  of population  and 
the deterioration or dilapidation of the ·housingD  Other criteria could 
include  the  dilapidation of the  environment,  the  state of the  roads,  the 
drainage  or lack of it, or the  absence  of infrastructure which is so 
often the  cause of decrepit  housing facilitieso  Indeed,  these decisions 
by public authorities to  invest or disinvest  have  a  way  of colouring the 
outlook of  local  inhabitants about  the future  of their area and  the wisdom 
private  investment  in it. 
These  criteria for the demarcation of areas,  even  though if they 
were  quite elaborate,  would still raise the usual  problems  of fixing 
"thresholds
11
,  which would.clearly define :the  boundaries.  The  levels fixed 
and the criteria laid down  will determine; the  size of the  areas,  and 
whether the benefits provided are  to be  concentrated or scattered.  In the 
.;. ,, 
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first inst  a..'1ce,  it >-;ill  or1ly  be  possible to  cover  a  1 imi  ted number  of 
experimental  areas,  as it happening at  present  in Belgium t";here  five or 
six districts in Wallony  are  being  .~ntensively renovatedo 
Though  the  demarcation problem can be  dealt with,  this intervention 
procedure raises objections in the  sense that the delimitation of the  zone 
boundaries may  encourage  the  migrants to re-deploy themselves within the 
·zones,  maldng ghettos in which they will be easily identified as migrants 
and  marginal  members  of the  economic  and  social  systemo  This segregation 
might  well make  discrimination more  widespread  and  more  definite in the 
longer runo 
5.,  Preference  fo~  social-demograJ2hic_cri  teria in definin&' target cateliories 
Housing policy, (whether it acts separately from,  or as  an  accessory 
to,  the  scheduling of prtority areas requiring urgent  action)~  would only 
be  capable  of alleviating the  more  serious cases and the most  unhealthy 
conditions,  if the  conditions of eligibility were  made  more  numerous,  so 
that the  aid could be  awarded only in specific circumstances or to  special 
social  categorieso 
Any  analysis of the migrant  populations,  including workers  and their 
families,  discloses a  wide  conformity to a  demographic pattern. It is a 
young population  (below  45  years of age),  consisting of people  who  are 
either bachelors or unaccompanied,  or in families which are  on  the  large 
side.  They  are  engaged in certain characteristic jobs7  often those which 
. are  heavy,  dangerous,  unhealthy,  dirty,  with irregular hours of work  and 
often of the most  repetiti,ve kind.  In short,  their jobs are  those  from 
which many  of the locals are  seeking to escape;  and these migrants live 
in the oldest of the  houses  and  are very  seldom their owners. 
Among  all these  criteria,  there  are  quite  a  number  which are all 
the more  suitable  as eligibility standards-for aid,  since they define 
categories which  seldom consist exclusively of migrants.  Some  of them 
would extend to a  big fringe  of the local nationals,  and  aid would not 
be  regarded as discrimination in favour of migrants.  The  use  of  such 
criteria would be preferable to classifying the migrants in a  single  group 
with the  aged or socially handicapped. 
In this connexion,  though it is true the locals might react  against 
any positive discrimination in favour  of the migrant  workers,  it is worth 
remembering that migrant workers themselves might  object to being grouped 
with the  handicapped and other marginal  groups. 
~  ! 
Experts from  several delegations too1c·  a  strong line against  any  such 
assimilation of the  migrants.  The  discrimipation from which these people 
:suffer, it was  argued,  is not  due  to  any  n~tural weakness  of their own, 
but to weaknesses deliberately produced by:  the social,  legal,  economic  and 
political status inflicted on  them by  our  governments  and our countries  • 
. The  migrant workers  and their families differ from the other marginal 
·groups,  in that they are  an  active force  ~  the  service of our nations 
o/e 
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and,  by their hard work  and  consumption expenditure,  greatly assist our 
economic  growth.  These  men  and  these families  cannot  be  thrust  into 
assimilation vii th groups which  are  so often  seen  as temporary or permanent 
national liabilities.  They  are  people of working age,  and their families 
are no  mere  debit  item in the  economic  accounts,  but  are young enough to 
be  contributing in many  cases more  than they receive.  This is in fact the 
case  in all branches of social  security.  Moreover,  by recruiting them at 
an  ad.ul t  age,  we  have  not  h8.d  to bear the  cost of rearing them  and educa-
ting them.  By  the taxes they pay  and the  ~ork they do,  they contribute 
to erecting our infrastructure,  to building our  schools,  hospitals,  roads, 
to financing our universities  and  our old people's homes. 
Thus if the migrant  class are  weak  in status, it is through no fault· 
in their stature  as producers  and taxpayers.  They  are  a  fringe  of 
population for  whom  a  suitable housing po·licy would be  no  more  than  a  just 
reward for the contribution they make .. 
By  making tests of need  and'r eligibility criteria less opprobrious, 
one  could avoid offence to the  locals and aim  specifically at providing 
better housing,  both for the  bachelors  and for large families.  We  shall 
deal  below with these  very different types  ru.1.d  their very different 
requirements,  putting special  emphasis on the  problems of the ·unmarried 
or unaccompanied. 
Before  we  come  to this,  however,  it behoves us to  show  how  the 
gro~h in the foreign population,  which is partly made  up  of migrant 
workers  (;.rhether  they be  bachelors,  unaccompa.."lied  or with their families), 
is closely dependent  on national migration policies, .which themselves 
follovl the fluctuating requirements in different  ph~es of the  economic 
cycle.  · 
6.  l!n:pact  of migration polic;r on  the nature  and  volume  of housin_g: 
reCEirements 
T'ne  num·ber  of migrants  coming into  a  COlmtry,  and  >-Jhether  they come 
by themselves,  bring their  fa~ilies with them or have  those  families 
admitted at  a  later stage,  depends  ver~ largely on  the migration policy 
the  employing country chooses to pursue. 
In all cormtries,  immigration policy and the  vi<zy  it is regulatedf 
have  been framed  - in our vie'.;,  mistakenly - on  a  basic  assumption  as 
to whether the  immigration is necessarily temporary or of longer duration 
and  as to the  type  of work which the migrants  are  expected to perform  .. 
In Federal  Germany,  for example,  the official choice  has been frankly 
in favour  of  allowing the  immigration of bachelors  and  only for  short 
periods.  Such  a  policy,  combined with high wages,  makes it possible to 
avoid big infrastructure expenditure,  as well  as enabling the migrants 
to  save  money  and  send it back to their ovm  countries  .. 
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Policies  aimed mainly at  se01.u•ing  the  immigration of unaccompanied 
workers  are  those which are most  closely connected vd th the  employment 
ai  tuation and  employment  policy.  T.L3  immigration of unaccompanied males, 
·without family  charges,  is the policy most  in line Trrith  the  immediate 
· satisfaction of the  demand,  from  companies  and  public authorities,  for 
relatively unskilled· labour.  In vim..-· of the  short  sta;y  of the  migrant 
worker,  little training and  skill are  required.  Such  a  policy ensures 
that the  lowest possible costs fall directly on  the  company  concerned 
· and  that further costs,  relating to the  improvement  and maintenance  of 
. the labour force,  are  also minimised. 
On  the  other  hand,  if the  &mmigration  is rigidly confined to bachelors, 
it results in  consfderabl~ coming  and  going of manpower,  and ·the political 
effect for the country is essentially different from  that in countries · 
which allow the families to be reunited,  as is the  case  in Luxembourg  and 
Belgium.,  Both these  countries,  though in  some  districts more  than in 
others,  are  afflicted vdth 'growing population deficits,  especially in 
working age-groups  ..  It is for this reason that foreign 1-1orkers  are given 
a  chance  of  coming into the  country with their families,  or having them 
follo1-1  later.  The  serious character of the  current  economic  crisis and 
its long duration,  are presently being used as  arguments  in favour of  an 
immigration policy strictly confined to  short-term manpm·mr  requirements. 
The  restriction of immigration,  imposed  almost  simultaneously in all 
the countries on  account  of the crisis,  might  thus have  brought  us back 
;to  a  policy of  immigration centered on  short-term objectives,  the best  w~ 
. of dealing vTi th v1hich  is to confine  immigration to bachelors.  Such 
·objectives might  have  come  into the  ascendant  the more·· easily for the fact 
that  7  even before  the  crisis,  the desire to promote  the  reunion of families: 
was  losing ground because of the difficulties of social  integration or 
simply of living togethero  These  difficulties 1-1ere  the greater because  the 
,manpower recruited,  whether of individuals or in contingents,  came  from 
.more  and  more  distant  countries, 1vhich  resulted in an  increasing cultural 
gap.  There  can be no  denying that the  concentrations of migrant  workers 
. we  see nm.-Jad.eys  in the different  Community  countries,  have  a  tendency to 
:create strains betl'leen national  and foreign populations,  especially when 
the latter represent large proportions of the population in parts of the 
big urban and industrial centres.  The  economic  crisis enhances the rivalry 
:of the migrants,  and  exacerbates the discrimination to which they  are 
subJect.  These factors set up  strains between the different national 
·Communities,  more  especially since the various categories in the national 
and foreign work  force  are unequally affected by crisis conditions. 
Up  to the present,  however,  arid  despite the crisis, there is no 
noticeable trend towards  a  policy directed· to securing the  immigration of 
bachelors and  unaccompanied males,  or to pl;lt  a  stop to the  immigration of 
families. 
6.1. Modifications of irrmigration  polic~es 
'  :. 
The  change  in progress  are directed more  towards modification of the 
two  policies which  should in fact be  pursued together if the  aim  is to give: 
the worker  more  freedom of choice in deciding whether to migrate by himself; 
' 
..  .; . 
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or with his family.  The  modification  and  the  combination of the  two 
policies is mainly due  to the distinction behreen the different require-
ments of the  economic  system  .. 
In Federal  Germany  the primary  aim  of policy find unaccompanied 
t·;orkers,  preferably bachelors  ..  This is the official strategy,  but  the 
variouG political parties have  divergent  views.  The  official policy is 
defended by the  C D U;  but  the  S P  D favours the reunification of 
families t·Thich,  incidentally,  tends to happen  of its otm  accord as  soon 
as  immigration becomes  more  permanent  and the  average  length of stey in 
the  country  increases.  The  survey  shows  that  a  considerable number  of 
families  have  already been reunited,  and 'still more  are  anxious to  do  so. 
The  movement  is helped by  the  increasing proportion of women  among  the 
migrants. 
In Belgium  and  Luxembourg,  policy openly favours family reunification; 
but  the  assistance made  available for this purpose  is less generous in 
Belgium than  in Luxembourg.  As  in most  of the  countries,  work permits are 
conditional  on there being suitable  housing accommodation,  so  that 
theoretically there  should be  no  serious housing problem,  either for 
bachelors or for families  ..  In Belgium,  however,  -- as  opposed to 
Luxembourg  and France -- there is very little encouragement for the 
building and equipment  of hostels for bachelors.  This is a  shortcoming 
which has raised a  number  of problems  in recent years,  for the hostels 
have  in  some  cases been unduly exploited by those who  keep  them,  while 
in other cases there  have  been conflicts with the managements  of companies 
responsible for  them. 
In France,  tvm  migration policies are operated side-by-side,  because 
it is admitted that there exists both a  structural need for manpower  and 
a  less permanent need arising from  current  economic  conditions  ..  The 
settlement  in France of a  certain number  of migrant families is permitted 
and encouraged;  but  care is taken at  the  same  time  to  secure  a  reserve 
of bachelor manpower.  Central organisations have  been given  the task of 
promoting the policy of building and operating hostels for bachelors and 
unaccompanied workers;  but this policy now  seems  to be  leading to a  dead 
endo  We  shall return to this point later. 
In Denmark,  the policy has been  similar to that in Federal Germany; 
but there is a  chronic  and  grovring shortage of workers for  some  industries 
and lvith  some  qualifications;  and this is. leading towards the  development 
of conditions,  and  a  policy,  more  favourable  to the  reunification of 
families. 
In the. Grand Duchy  of Luxembourg,  reunited families are still the 
primary objective of the  social policy on  migrant  workers.  There  is no 
apparent  trend tO\vards  a  policy to promote  unaccompanied immigration, 
though the  government  has  indeed raised the subsidies provided for 
employers  and local authorities to build hostels for bachelor workers. 
From  the  start the practice has been to build hostels of  a  comparatively 
small  size,  none  of them housing more  than 50  workers.  This is in line 
with the effort to  secure industrial dispersion over the territory of the 
Grand Duchy. 
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In the Netherlands,  immigration policy'used to be  frankly in favour 
of the unmarried  and the  unaccompanied,  but  the tendency is now  towards 
greater facilities for the entry ard. establishment  of families.  This is 
connected with the fact  that various groups of migrants have  been  some  time 
in the  country,  which has created a  certain demand for permanent instal-
lation facilities  ..  Efforts are being made  to disperse these family d\'rellings 
throughout  the  areas  surrounding the 1cities,  which \·JOuld  in general be 
better for family  and group  lifeo  At  the  same  time  various new  measures 
have  been  taken to promote  the financing and construction of housing for 
single  :individuals close to the  tovm  centres  ..  These  measures are not 
specifically for migrants;  but it has been found that  there  are  special 
advantages in housing unaccompanied people  close to the  shopping areas 
and leisure facilities of the  tovm  centre  - in other Hords close to all 
the facilities needed for their maintenance  and relaxation$  Through these 
measures,  the  aim is not  the creation of big residen·tial  complexes,  but 
rather to  secure units of single-family dimensionso  Special credits are 
provided  :L.'1.  the Netherlands for  seeing that  each group is housed  1r1i "th  due 
regard to ecological requirementso  The  lodging of bachelors close to the 
town  centres puts them both close  of the various kinds of facilities they 
require,  and  also close  to the transport  s.ystems which carries them to 
,their places of worko  It is thus unnecessary for them to live  L~ the 
immediate neighbourhood of their factories and.  under the  shadow  of their 
employero 
In the Vnited Kingdom,  the position is similar to that in Belgium, 
in the  sense  ·that there is no  official provision for the  reception of 
bachelors or unaccompanied workers  except,  of course,  for the provision 
made  for the  elderlye 
Since  1970,  hol';ever,  the  la~r1s  on  immigration have  been made  more 
restrictive  and it is becoming increasingly difficult for residents to 
bring their dependants into the country.  Not  only does this give  rise to 
. political resentments  among  migrants v1ho  desire to  have  their families 
with them,  but it also raises new  social problems  through "the  impossibility. 
of bringing families together.  This is yet  another discrimination to be 
endured by  menfolk who  are,  in m~  cases,  deprived of  a  number  of their 
rights  ar!d  privilegeo 
Most  of the manpovrer-importing count:vies in the EEC  not.r  appear to be 
. following  a  mixed policy.  Leaders in this ·have been France  and Luxembourg, 
both of vrhich  are  already' implementing policies calculated to find housing 
both for  the  unaccompanied migrants and for the families., 
6o2o  Causes  of this modification 
It ma;y  be  asked in these  circumstanc,es whether it is really necessary 
to make  a  choice  bett-~een the t>vo  migration and housing policies..  In both 
cases the  changes  seem called for,  in virtue of a  more  flexible  definition 
of the migrant  manpower  requirements  of our economies. 
It is probable in fact that there wi;ll be  some  changes in the wey 
immigration is conducted under  the  constr~t:;of changing business 
conditions  and the resulting manpo-v1er  requirements in the  employing 
countries.  The  economic crisis is making us think more  closely about  the 
.;. 
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causes ~f migration  and the heed for it, by forcing us to better ident-
ify and access  ou:r·  requirements  and to define  the types of migrant  which 
.can best be  admitted or promoted., 
It  seems that the  countries uhich import  manpo-v:er  draw distinctions 
between  tHO  Or  three different classes of migrant  \-IOrkers 7  defined by 
reference  to their  O\m  standpointS  and interests;  and the 1\ay they treat 
their migrants varies  according to the nature of their 01m  requirements., 
The  personal plans of the  t·mrkers  inside these  categories may  well differ 
on  the  same  lines as  the  requirements of the  employing countries. 
'  The  first category is made  up of vmrkers possessing skills which are 
indispensable to the  smooth workjng of the  employing country's economy  and 
who  come  from  countries Hi  th a  sltf'ficiently small cultural  and  social  gap 
to ennble  their natives to find their place Hith minimum difficulty in the 
employing country  ..  This is a  manpower  reserve for  the  settlement of vrhich 
suitable conditions are  provided for installation and integration  .. 
The  second category consists of vTorkers 11ho  are t·lilling to  stay abroad 
for  some  time,  but without  raising the  question of real integration., 
'  ' 
The  third category includes vTOrkers  who  are willing to face  very quick 
rotation,  or vlho  are  prepared to undertake  occasional v/Ork  ..  On  further 
consideration,  ho<oJever,  it ts for the migrants themselves  and not  for the 
host  countries to  mal<:G  this choice.  In fact,  whatever initial assumptions 
each  c:ountry  ma;y  have  made  regarding the  temporary or permanent' character 
of the migration  a.."'ld  the  contribution of the migrants to the country's 
econonzy·  and population,  there is ah;ays pressure in favour  of the  al  terna-
tive  policy&  This  is because  the  choice  between  a  ..  recruitment policy for 
single men  or for united families is not  one  for  the  host  country,  but 
rather for the migrants  and their families., 
:B'or  the  sake  of respecting this choice,  the host  countries must  pursue 
a  flexible policy and be  able  to  deal vd  th the  housing problems,  both of 
the  single  man  and  of the family  ..  'l'here  are  a  nwnber  of factors which 
favour  this freedom  of  choice~  Jn the first place  tvlO  types of objective 
are  to be  found  among the migrants themselves:  the  objective  of migrating 
alone 1  which is inevitably the pattern 1rd.th  bachelors;  but  also  applies 
to  some  married  men  and to  some  who  have  children in their care;  and the 
objective of  accompanied migraticmo  The  preference for unaccompanied 
migration  seems  the  more  logical when  recrui  tmen·t  is from  a  distant 
country,  and  the cultural gap is big.,  It is a  preference particularly 
marked  in countries where  the  emancipation of women  is least  advanced~ 
The  most  explicit report  on this subject is that  of the United 
Kingdom  ..  It brings out  the  p.oint  that various classes of migrant  desire 
to protect their vlives  and  daughters from the  permissive  condi  tiona 
affecting ~vomen in our countries.,  Moreover,  a  long absence  mey  appear more 
or less acceptable,  both for the man  and for the woman,  depending on the 
country or region of origin  ..  In some  parts, of Kashmir,  for  example,  long 
absences for  a.r~ service or for work in the  towns  have  become  quite 
customary  .. 
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The  United Kingdom report  also  indicates that .when  the  ¥Omen  have 
accompanied their men,  the number  vrho  go  to v1ork:  varies with  "the 
nationality of origin and the  degr ~·e  of emancipation enjoyed by v1omen  in 
-the  countries from which they came.,  For  a  definite confirmation of this, 
hov1ever,  v1e  need statistics which include length of  sojourn  and the 
number  and  age  of the children;  for .the mothers  of large families 
inevitably have  their hands thoroughly full with tasks other than those 
of  jobo  These  facts confirm the belief that all nationalities of worker 
do  not  have  the  same  desire for or interest  in reuniting their families, 
or for staying permanently  in Europe  .. 
Clear as it is that the practice of cohabitation and the desire for 
a  reunited family may  differ from  one nationality to another,  it is 
nevertheless  a  remarkable fact that in all the  host  countries the number 
of family establishments grovfs with the  length of ·Ume  the migrant  has been 
there  ..  The  case  of the Italians - the longest  establ.ished migrant 
workers in most  of the  Comrmmity  co'.mtries  - is typical., It is also the 
case  of the  West  Indians in the United Kingdom  \.;ho  arrived earlier and 
in greated numbers  than the  Indians and Pakistaniso  For these early 
arrivals the  tendency to bring in the family is most  clearly markede 
Thus  the  various national  gToups  of i'lllilligrants,  whatever may  be  our 
own  preferences,  our own  requirements  and the  bases of our  own  policies, 
behave  in substantially different wa,ys.  The  demographic features of the 
different groups,  especially the  age  and  sex distribution,  are clear 
indications of their preferences and also of the constraints we  habitually 
put upon their choice. 
It often happens that  apparent  preferences conceal or obscure  the 
constraints imposed by the  host  country  ..  In Federal  Germany,  for instance, 
there is no  subsidy to  cover the  removal  costs  ..  Even  in countries such as 
Belgium and Luxembourg,  t'lhere  a  removal  indemnity is paid for the family, 
there is a  ceiling on what  each family  m~ receive,  and the  indemnity is 
payable  only in respect of three people per family.  In practice, 
discour.a.ges  the  immigration of whole  families particularly the bigger ones  .. 
The  migrants'preference for re-uniting families meets further obsta-
cles when  the  state of the  housing market  is specially strained,  or when 
the  terms  and conditions offered to  the  famiJ.ies of migrants -which are 
often large,  sometimes very large by local  standards - are  specially 
deplorable.,  The  surveys in the different countries  show  that the families 
which find it most  difficult to  secure  suitable  accommodation  at  a 
reasonable price  are  the. big families with three or more  children., 
Ideally,  ·&he  countries to which the migrants  come  should avoid 
circumscribing their choice  and refrain from penalising the \-vish  of the 
married migrant  to  have  his family with him,  even if his responsibilities 
are  large.  The  policy must  be,  to provide .for such reunions more 
especially since the  inunigration is tendi11-g,  at  any rate in many  of the 
countries,  to lose its temporary character. 
,, 
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6.3.  Possible  approaches 
Looking at matters from this standpoint,  the  Community  countries ought 
to be  induced to  adopt  an  open policy,  leaving it to the migrant  to  decide 
for himself whether  he  wants  to  b~ing his family with him  and,  if he  did 
not  do  so  in the first place,  whether to decide  at  a  later date to  haye 
them  join him. 
Of  course this open  door policy implies very different  scales of 
cost  in the  short  compared with the long term.  The  policy of  seeking 
bachelor immigrants  saves the  employing country  a  good deal  of expenditure, 
whatever it m~  cost the  families  and ultimately the  employing firmsj  for 
manpower  thus recruited is the least  stable,  and calls for permanent 
recruiting offices if a  stable work force  is to  be  maintained.  In the longer 
run,  too,  this policy raises social costs for the local population through 
the  strains liable to  be  set up  by the presence  of big and  growing bachelor · 
communities. 
Moreover,  unaccompanied men  have  to  be  protected from  drug-pedalling 
landlords,  from  camouflaged  slum  housing,  from  permanent  caravan dv:ellings 
(87)  ?Tid  from  undue  domination by the  employer  through the possible link 
betvteen the  employment  contract  and  the  leasehold contract.  Similar 
conditions prevail when  it comes to  housing for families,  and it is as 
well  to  avoid the  combined role of employer-landlord.  Institutional housing 
with management  on  a  joint basis,  is much  to be  preferred. 
Accommodation  in hostels is also to be  considered,  especially very 
small  ones  such as those  found in Luxembourg,  where  units of 30 residents 
are preferred to bigger ones,  despite the potential economies of size. 
Another worthwhile  proposal is the  Dutch one  for  setting up migrant 
. hostels in town  centres,  vlhere  a  w.ide  range  of amenities are  available. 
.  Also for consideration is the  concept  of hostels under  joint manage-
ment,  or managed by the migrant  themselves;  for this would  avoid  many 
problems and internal stresses. 
· (87)  This formula applies only during the \vorking week,  but it tends to 
become  the  permanent  w~ of life for workers  on  construction sites, 
especially when  they only come  into the  country on  a  seasonal basis. 
In  any  case,  non-temporary accommodation  should be  provided at the 
week-ends. 
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Su.ch  policies,  however,  do  not  deal with the problems of migTants  . 
:who  come  in  as  tourists  and take up  clandestine residence  in our  countrieso; 
. These  people  are  the most  exposed  ":o  drug pedlars and  slum  landlordsc  i 
' These  are  special problems >-lhich  c<mnot  really be  solved,  except  by measu- : 
res  o!~  another  type~  The  social  se::..~vices,  if only they were  more  fully  · 
subsidised,  could help in promoting better solutions to  problems whose 
·extent is considerable,  but  >-ihose  impact  can  "be  assessed·only  indirectly., 
. We  think,  for  example,  that our  ov-m  survey,  despite  all efforts to  the 
contrary  7  did not  get  down  to  the real fringe  of migrant  \'lOrkers  whose 
position is on  the furthest  edge  of all legislative protectiono 
lihth t.i"lis  in view,  it would  be  as well  to take  a  .leaf out  of the 
French book,  and  impose  more  severe penalties on unscrupulous  employers 
who  work with black market  foreign  labour,  and on  drug pedlars and 
landlords who  abuse  the  irregularities of clandestine  and  other migrant 
_workers to  impose  rentals and  tenancy terms which  are  very costly and 
· often  scandalouss 
7  Q  Housins;  problems for bachelors  and unaccompanied mil£:ant s 
For purposes of housing unaccompanied people,  it is perfectly possible
1 
to  have  a  policy with no  specific reference to migrant  workers,  whether 
or not  they  are native of EEC  countries.  Many  of the problems  facing 
unaccoJI1panied  migrants  are  equally common  among  other people  who  live 
alqne, 
1Whether  they be  foreigners or nationals of the  country concerned., 
For the  most  part,  the people  livi~g alone,  whether or not  they be 
· bachelors,  are  the worst  housedo  This is fuHy  confirf!:led  in the national 
surveys.  The  conditions  in which these  people  live are  the worse  for the 
, fact  that there  are  a  great  many  of them,  and the  supply of  housing for 
them is insufficient  in quantity and  inadequate  in qualityo 
1-'l:oreover,  even when  their housing is, physically good,  and  many 
amenities provided,  (for example  in the  French hostels both their 
construction  and  management  conform to  approved  standards of  hygiene  and 
safety)  the unaccompanied migrants  are not  without  their social problems, 
stemming,  for the most  part,  from  having to live with a  large number  of 
people  who  did not  choose  to live together.  These  housing problems for 
migrants who  arrived unaccompanied,  will not  be  solved by the  mere 
passage  of timeo  Migrants of longest  standing who  are  still by  themselves 
have  just the  same  problemso 
The  explanation may  be  that the  immigrants living by  themselves 
: usually stend least  on  housekeeping and  hpusehold equipment  and  improve-
' menta,  either because  they  are bachelors or because  they  are  contributing 
substantially to costs and charges  incur~ed elsewhere,  for it is indeed 
. the  unaccompanied migrants who  send home  .the biggest remittances.  Yet 
. these  explanations,  based on  personal  cir,~umstances and obligations,  are 
; not  in themselves  sufficient. It is undeniable that  su,itable  quarters for 
bachelor living are very frequently  unav~ilable, not  only for migrants, 
; but equally for  students  and  senior citizens.  The  deficiency is specially 
inconvenient for the migrant  since  he  is.a long wqy  from  his family  • 
.  ;. 
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Another explru1ation may  be  the  attitude of local populations,  who  are 
often unenthusiastic  about  letting a  room  and  sharing their meals with one 
or more  lodgers of nationalities other than their owno 
There  is in fact  great difficulty in finding quarters for bachelors 
in private houses,  simply because  of the  prejudice  against  the bachelor·. 
migrant  as  a  non-permanent  lodger  and often because  of his way  of life and 
his leisure habits.  A contriputory factor,  too,  is the  absence  of  any 
official policy for promoting this type  of housing,  which is of  a  very 
risky  nature~ Even  countries which  have  deliberately chosen  to  seek 
unaccompanied  immigrants rather than families,  because  their manpower 
·requirements  and their necessary installations for migrants  are  no  more 
than  temporary,  have  made  no  effective contribution to  solving the  housing 
. problems inevitably induced by their selective  immigration policies. 
Moreover,  those  countries 1.-vhich  have  made  a  special effort to  provide 
good housing for unaccompanied  immigrants,  as has been  the  case  with France, 
have  not  been particularly successful  in doing  so,  because  of  the  comple-
xity of the  problem.  For exmnple,  the building of hostels which was  the 
policy pursued in France,  came  to  a  dead end.  The  accommodation  v-;as  clean 
and  of  good  quality, out  the  satisfaction derived from  healthy living on 
these  1 ines vJas  mitigated by the  many  social  problems arising through 
the  concentration  in collective  homes  of migrants in this categoryo 
It is quite  reasonable  to  regard  community living as the logical 
anS".-ver  to  the  solitude  of these  immigrants,  as well  as  a  safeguard for 
local populations which  are  relucta..'1.t  to  provide  lodging and  care  in their 
own  home so  Yet  after a  certain time,  the mere  fact  of concentration begins 
to feel  as  though it were  a  compulsory residence,  and·comes  to  be  regarded  ' 
as bar:ack life,  from which  many  migrants  seek to  escape.  When  the number 
of migrants living in a  hostel  gets at all big,  the  system is apt  to turn 
into  a  form  of  confinement,  a  system of moral  and social control which 
obscures the  genuine  effort to provide  good quality accommodationo  For 
the migrants,  too,  the constraints arising from  the  hostel regulations and 
discipline  are  the central factor for conflicto It is hard to  see  any  : 
other explanation for the fact  that  even  though hostel  conditions are  good,: 
a  large number  of the  inmates  leave  them after a  certain time  to  seek the  , 
freedom l.Yhich  the  hostel  does not  seem  to  have  given themo  'rhese  departures' 
occur,  despite the  amenities  and  amusements,  the  educational  activities and: 
the  encouragement  of literacy provided by the  more  enlightened hostel 
administratorso  In France,  where  public authorities and  employers have 
cooperated in giving the  hostel  formula its biggest  encouragement,  rent 
strikes and protests against restrictive regulations  have  been very 
frequent  and  are now  giving rise to  demands  by  the  immigrants  to  manage 
the  hostels for themselveso  These  claims gain  in  emphasis  from  the fact 
that the  availability of room  in a  hostel is often linked l.Yi th the 
migrant's  job,  so  that  if he  loses his  job  he  may  find himself homeless 
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There  can  thus be no  doubting the  importance  or the  awkv;ardness  of 
the  problem inherent  in housing the bachelors or unaccompanied workers the  : 
EEC  com1tries have  set  out to att 'act,  though often without full 
consideration of the policies needed for coping with the  long-term and 
short-term situations they were  creating~ 
Yet  the help needed for  single people is not  solely concerned with 
migrants.,  The  latter can  be. put  on  the  same  footing as is done  in the 
Netherlands with a  number  of other categories of people  liv:L"lg  alone..  · 
From  the policy  standpoint  1  too 7  there t"Vould  be  advantages  in making no 
distinction between the  various  categories of lonely people,  even though 
it m~y not  always be  a  good plm1 to put  them physically togethero 
'l
1he  experts  take  the  view  that this problem  should be  dealt with 
as a  whole  rather tnan  share  out  the  housing policy responsibilities 
among  a  host of different organisations dealing vrith individual  categories 
and  social  groupso 
In these  conditions the policy for housing single people  would not 
need to be  considered simply as part of i;he  immigration policy,  even 
though the  fund&~entals of immigration policy have?  as  has  been  shown 
above  P  done  much  to  induce or accentuate the  intrinsic problems of finding 
quarters for single people or families., 
8.,  Policie.~ of renovat.in_€£.  ~uses and rehousing operations following 
urban  redevelopment 
Much  research1  including our  own~  has  shown  how  migrants tend to 
swarm  into the cities and  concentrate in certain areaso 
In general 1  the  i~nigrant population appears  as  a  replacement  in 
particular industries,  jobs,  regions.and dwellings which have  ceased to 
be  attractive enough for  a  large part of the native populationo 
The  migrants are  thus to  be  fo1.md  in specific t;y"J)es  of areao  These 
include  those where  the housing is old and dilapidated;  areas adjacent 
to  industrial or waste-processing sources of pollution;  in places 
surrounded by railway stations,  bus depots  and ether  service  infrastruc-
ture; noisy or transition districts,  such as the fringe  of business 
areas for  example,  where  private property investments or public infra-
structure work  have fallen to  nothing:~  perhaps for  a.  long timep  because 
of property speculations in progresse 
The  migrants  are  more  liable than  any other category to be  affected 
by eviction and  rehousing operations associated with urban development, 
the extension of business areas,  shopping facilities  and parking lots, 
and the  accompanying layout  and  improvement  of access  roads., 
The  fact  that migrant  populations tend to conglomerate  in particular 
types of area and in old and  tumbie-d.owt?-1 d-v;ellings,  is due  in general to 
the uncertainties of their outlook,  resulting from the fragil tenure of 
'l 
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their jobs and  the fact that they may  not  be  able to  survive  a  period of  i 
unemployment.  Moreover,  their solvency does not  alweys  stand up to local -·.,. i 
rents and still less to the cost of buying. new  houses;  and their position  j 
as desirable  tenants is sometimes  questioned because,  when  they move  into 
any district or  arry particular building,  it is often  a.  signal for the  .
1 
local nationals to begin moving out  ..  The  jobs held by most  of them  and the 
places where  they live are  those  considered least  desira~le for national 
workers;  and for this very  r~ason they are,in danger of undesirable 
promiscuity.  Demonstrations of the  most  race-conscious type often occur·on 
the  fringe  o:f  these districts where  their coming and their penetration is 
most  dreaded.,  }ilost  of the migrants  are  driven into the very fringes of the 
job market,  and  in the  same  w;zy  they are thrust  out  to the very edge  of 
the market for decent  housing  •. 
'fllis explains the  grol'ting density of occupation in the areas where 
the migrants  have  taken root,  and the very  small proportion of them in the 
new districts and neu houses  v1hich  have  grown  so  much  u:ore  expensivee 
Moreover,  there  could be  no  generalised access to new  housing,  unless 
rents ceased to reflect building costs  and were kept  d.own  to  a  certain 
level of income  per head,  inclucling a:n  allowance for tb.se  for whom  the 
head of the  household is legally and financially responsible. 
On  the  other hand  there  are~ ·among the general  measures,  some  lihich 
operate quite  systematically to  ·the  advantage  of migrant  workers~  These 
include  all the measures  a.imed at the refurbishing of  d>·Tellings  a..'1d  areas, 
and  e.lso  ·those  designed for the  1~ehousing cf those  who  have  been living in 
dj.stricts which are  changing the:i.r character. 
In the  short term,  these  are the policies which  would be most 
advantageous to the migrant workers.  It is; necessa.:r.r,  all the  same,  that 
these  refurbishmen·t policies should not  b~come simple  substitutes for the 
policy of  building new  dwellings,  and  allowed to  operate merely as  a 
transfer of funds  from  the building of new  houses to the repairing of the 
old. 
Financing the repair policies can,  of course,  mitigate  the degree of 
decrepitude  and the  rate at which the  old- houses  are falling to pieces; 
but it is a  great pity that this policy should be carried out,  at  least 
in part,  by funds  got  from  skimping  expen~iture on new  housing.  The 
transition from construction to repair policies is to be  seen in all the 
EEC  countries and the building of  subsidised dwellings is still below the 
;critical depreciation rate at which  c~rtain dwellings are  becoming or are 
:being made  uninhabitable each year. 
8.1.  Renovation policy 
;, 
Renovation policy is desirable.  The  migrants would be  all the better 
helped if the  income  maxima for eligibili  i;y  could be  lmvered,  and if the 
public contribution to the cost  could be  ~aised to  70 or even  9o%o  The 
Community  might  be prepared to consider gr:ants up  to 9o%  in some  of the 
work of rehabilitation and  improvement;  b~t this does.not  me-an  the 
consideration would extend to all the  int~rnal improvements.  In the first 
·phase,  at  any rate, the  expenditure covered would  have  to be  limited. to  1 
·what was needed for comfort  and  sanitation•  Moreover  appropriate  stand~ds  t 
·would have  to be  laid down  and also  a  def:;ini  tion of the  state of repair 
,beyond which living accommodation would no  longer be regarded as capable 
of  improvement  grants.  ·  -· 
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~~ list.  of improvements to. be  consid~red migh~ fo.llow  the  l~embourg ! 
. model,  lncludJ..ng v1orks  for  reduc1ng dampness,  ensur1ng water  suppl:~.es,  --1 
:drainage,  ventilation,  lighting,  sanitation and the building of  such new  1 
rooms  as  are necessary,  the  enlarg<:ment  of existing rooms  and the  1 
. installation of central heating.  The  subsi!iy pro.vided is 25%  up to Flux  ' 
' 80  000  and  lo% for  f1..trther  sums  up  to Flux  230  OOOo 
The  policy of  renovatio~ has  an advantage  over  a  policy  aimed  solely 
· at building subsidised dwellings,  in that it avoids  area demoli  tion 1  or 
. the  removal  of the  inhabitants elsewhere,  which  almost  always  means  the  : 
splitting up or disappear<mce  of the  communi ties concernedo  The  destruction: 
: of the  social fabric,  with all its tissue of relationships and  connexions,  ; 
is thus  avoided  ..  Moreover,  since  the  operations~  in question are  handled  ; 
'one  at  a  time,  there  is an  additional  assurance that  the  social fabric will: 
• not  be  diaturbedo 
At  the  same  time,  too,  these operations have  a  partial effect in 
curbing property speculationo  In the  areas  in which they  are  carried out, 
. they check the process of dilapidation  ar.d  thus  slacken the  inducement  to 
property speculation  and  major  conversion  and  redevelopment workso  Moreover, 
. the residential rehabilitation policy is in direct conflict with the 
1 policy of  economic  and  social up-valuation in city centres,  so  that it has 
1 little chance  in the  long run of  securing adoption  on  a  large  scale., 
These  renovation operations  also raise conflicts with the mortgage 
·and credit institutions.,  In cases where  the potential lender is a  private 
individual or company,  the  chances of mortgage  or other credits are often 
• very slim;  and  in  some  countries the credit  institutions already refuse 
outright to  make  loans on property more  than  a  specific time  after it was 
buil  to  In most  cases the  rule  specifically excludes d1r1ellings  dating from 
before  1919 ..  To  deal with this problem the  Community  might  help  in 
developing  a  mortgage  system  specifically for  lending on  d>-Tellings 
·considered as  suitable for  improvement,  irrespective of the construction 
date  .. 
There  are still other obstacles to be  cleared out  of the way,  if it 
:is really hoped to  give  renovation policy its real  social  importanceo  The 
effect on the migrants of  a  policy of this kind,  as was the  case  with the 
:policy of housing construction,  may  be little or  n~thing if the policy is 
·not  accompanied  by  a  number  of clauses or ancilliary measures.,  In  some 
countries indeed,  renovation is being carried out  on  a  luxury scale  for 
; rehabilitating dv;ellings  in old parts of the  towno  The  costs incurred are 
i necessarily enormous  and they  are  inevitably reflected in higher rents  .. 
; There  is a  serious risk that rent  increases following renovation or 
:restoration mey  have  the .same  effect of exclusion,  as is now  implied in 
'the policy of new  sponsored housing.  Its avoidance  requires either a 
• rent-freeze or the fixing of specified rates of increase regarded as 
• acceptable. 
In addition,  obstacles to renovation programmes  should be  avoided 
l by drafting proforma contracts between landlords and tenants,  laying down 
'  !  II 
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the rules for  sharing the  cost  a.n.d  the profit.  At  all costs,  landlords 
must  be  prevented from  turning out  their tenants after the  latter have 
carried out  renovations or penalising them by raising their rents or  some 
of the  connected charges  ..  There  should be  special  security clauses to 
cover tenants who  put  in hand  improvements  in the  accom.'11odation  they rent., ; 
'  ' 
There  are various formulae  by which  the  tenant  ma;y  become  co-owner 
of that part  of the  value  c9rresponding to the  renovation cost;  but  all 
of'  them tend to  induce  the  landlord to refuse  any  application by tenants 
to  renev; or improve  the property  ..  If renovation policy is not  to  become 
a  mere  voluntary procedure  and  a  face-saver without  ar,y  ma,jor  effect on 
putting things right,  there must  be  definite rules defining the  righ·t 
of the  tenant  to  ·take  action in opposition to the  landlord's wishesft 
\<lith  these various points in mind,  it appears that the purchase  and 
renovation of properties by  the  institutions responsible for  subsid.ised 
housing,  would be  a  better method  than  ;my otb.er for fixing and  maintai-
ning balanced  systems  of rental  af'ter the  renewal  operations  .. 
To  encourage  renovation of housing and  make  the policy really 
effective  in.  providing q'J.ick  solutions to  housing problems,  a  factor tc 
be  borne  in mind is the possible  disproportion beh;een the  necessary 
outlay and  the  value  incremer,t  which  can be  secured in the market,  either 
by  the  o-wner  or by  the  tenant  or by both together  .. 
The  iwpossi  bili'ty of matoh:'Lng --the  inves·tment  by  a  corresponding 
realisable  increment  in value,  \-Jill  occur  in districts in which property 
speculation has given  over to  lat'1.d.  speculation,  the  motive  force  in which 
is the demolition of existing buildings and  total or·pa.rtial  reconstruc-
tiona 
This  can  be  su.u'"1Inarised  by  sa;<{ing that  1  above  and  be;yond  all the 
necessary precautions  the renovation  subsidy will  only  have  an  impact  in 
cases  in which owner  and/or tenant is/  are  certain  of~being able  to  secure 
reward for effort  and  expenditure  either in the  rent  or in the  selling 
price of the building.  Measures  could. be  brought  forward  to  enable  the 
migra...'1t  to  secure  easy recovery of  t.b.e  invested capital,  if he  decides 
to return to  his co'Wltry of origin.  A measure  on  the  same  lines, 
incidentally,  should be  laid dmm  to cover the  other  settlement  costs 
required of the  migrant  for his proper installation in  the  host  countryo 
The  commentaries were  intended merely to  show  that renovation policy 
can  only be  successful for purposes of the  migrant  workers,  in cases in 
which  the  future  of the  immediate neighbourhood is guaranteed;  and  in 
cases which do  not  exclude  the  immediate profitability of the operation in• 
the  form of more  rent for the  landlord  and guaranteed occupation for the 
tenanto  On  the  other hand,  when  there is no  system of compensation,  these 
interests and  requirements are  contradiqtoryo 
Finally,  renovation policy must  not exclude  construction policy.  It 
is not really possible to  substitute either of these  policies for the 
other;  but both must  be  run in double  harness  .. 
..; " ~ .. 
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'  8.  2.,  K_eepinQ"  land  SP.ec~ation l-Ji thin bounds 
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Because  of the places where  the migrants settle  and because  they tend  i 
. to upset  people,  they are often  a; . .:ng  the  most  numerous victims of land 
speculation and  property developm£rnt.,  This  is mentioned in all the  survey 
reports;  but  the  most  detailed a11e:!.yses  are  those  contained in the French 
and Belgian  studies.; 
Both of these  emphasise· how  far and  how  fast  site values _have  risen 
in the big urban  and  industrial centres,  where  most  of the  migrants  are 
concentrated,  This rise,  which  stems from  land speculation  and  property 
development,  acts in various  w~s to  destroy policies to  encourage the· 
cuilding of subsidised housing and  the rehabilitation of housing intended 
. for the  social  groups  in obviously greatest need,  among  whom  are  the 
migrant  workerso 
As  a  result  of land speculation,  the  old buildings  scheduled for 
·demolition lose the  whole  of their valueo  The  only thing that matters to 
the  ovmer  is the  market  value of the ground where  they  stando  Moreover, 
. expensive  ground calls fo.r  expensive  build_:tngs;  and  as site values rise, 
:there is a  growing inducement  to use  them more  and  more  for  spulent 
buildings  intended for private  and  public institutions which  can  afford 
to occupy them,  or for the upper crust of population who  can pay for 
. luxury flatso  Thus  the extension of office  areas,  shopping streets, 
services  and  parking lots goes hand  in hand vtith luxury dwellings  and 
.reduced programmes  for  subsidised housingo  The  speculation in land,  and the; 
size  and purpose  of the buildings erected,  lead to  a  process of eviction  j 
·of the  most  vulnerable  groups in the population,  among  which  of course  are  ' 
the migrant  workerso  The  families living in the  speculation areas are 
,two-fold victims of the urban  growth.  They  are  obliged to live  in ill-
·maintained dwellings,  and  they are  the most  exposed to the  impact of 
,redevelopment  plans which,  when  carried into effect,  reduce  the  supply of 
. such accommodation  as would be  socially and financially within their 
:compass.,  There  is no  other possible  explanation of the very  high rents 
:these families  have  top~  by  comparison with the  size  and  quality of 
.their dwellings. 
. ' 
I  Thus. it is,  that  a  marginal fringe  of the national population  and  a 
big proportion of the  migrant workers are  ~ade into quasi-permanent 
wanderers.  Escape  from this state of things would  require  a  different land 
;policy,  encouraging refurbishment  schemes  and requiring a  bigger proportion
1 
i  of "social"  housing in each of the  schemes,  cqupled with a  review of the  l 
• terms of access.  Apart  from keeping land speculation within reasonable  ! 
limits,  there must  also  be  a  policy aimed; at rehabilitating older accomm- ! 
odation,  renewing collective equipment  aqd facilities and  improving the 
1 
infrastructure. 
When  family evictions are necessary because  living accommodation is 
beyond repair,  the work  must  be  undertake~ in  such a  w~ as to dovetail 
with the  available  housing capacity.  Moreover,  for these one-at-a-time 
schemes  the  social costs are  smaller  th~ for other types,  even though 
the financial  cost  may  be  higher.  In  any  case no  scheme  should be  put in 
hand without  the  assurance  of rehousing.  •; 
"  It 1.,rould  also be necessary to provide for indemnities  and  bonuses to 
cover the  costs of moving. 
i' 
.; . 
I 
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9.,  §0~.  and.  co~erative hous:i.Eg  servi.ces 
Among  the  host  of problems  concerned with housL~g, migrants have 
little or no  information to  guide  them,  and  are not  in a  position to cope 
with then single-handed. 
9,.L,  2ettir:..g  UJ2  a  housing service 
If the housing position of the  migra~nt workers is to  be  put right, 
it ll'lill  imply that  specific people  or organisations will be  given  an· 
explicit mandate  to watch the  housing position for the migrants  and the 
way·  it is developing,  especially in areaa where  the number  of the migrant 
population is biggest. 
The  task of this service would include: 
contact with public  administration to  see  tha·t  individual files are  in 
order and to correct individual or collective housing situations invol-
ving migrant  v-rorkers;  / 
giving and obtaini.ng opinions on  any new  housing legislation,  or contem-
plated regulation,  and  indicating the probable effect on  migrants and. 
their families; 
suppJ.;y·i.n.g  all possible  information to  the population of migrants,  in 
s•  ... cLl  a  wa.y  that it knows its rights and gets the benefit  of  such 
advanta.ges  as it may  lawfully claim; 
helping in any  approaches to the  ail.ministration required in building, 
buying or leasing of  a  house,  or the  obtaining of  mortgag~ loans and 
simil  a.r  credit  ; 
secu:ring  an  aJiequate  spread of the migrant  population,  ·which is often 
forced into too  small  a  space,  raising. the risk that it will operate 
as  a  positive ghetto; 
seeing that landlords conform to  the  elementary rules of  ~rgiene and 
sanitation in the  accommodation  ·they offer for letting; 
inspecting accommodation for the benefit of migrant  workers  and helping 
them in obtaining and  signing leases and in subsquent  disputes with. 
landlords; 
encouraging migrants to take  an ac.tiva part in groups  and movements  f'or 
solving their housing problems; 
contributing to the  success of any initiative taken by migrants in 
housing matters,  especial~ in setting up  and operating cooperatives of 
tenants and/or landlords. 
./. 
)· 
I 
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9e2.  Tenants'unions or cooperatives 
The  development  of housing  ·ooperatives depends mainly on  voluntary 
action by groups of migrant  v;orkers  >"lho  contribute  by  subscription and 
working together  and  supply buildings on  a  rental basis to the  other 
members. 
Technical  and financial  assistance could be  given to the  development 
of cooperatives of this kind.  Some  of them  are now  operating in various 
I 
urban centres.  Their procedure is to  inspect buildings and  separate ·apart-( 
ments offered for rental, whether  offered by private or public  landlords.  \ 
1  They  contact the  owners  and  propose  a  lease to their members.  To  avoid 
any direct conflict bet.ween  the migrant worker  and the  landlord,  the 
cooperatives not  only  sign the  lease  and  pay  the rent, but  also  put up 
the  guarantees  and  ensure  the  tenancy risks.  There  is a  compensation  sys-
tem between high rents and  low.  If there is a  dispute with the  landlord, 
the  cooperatives defend the tenant's ahead of time,  such as when  the 
migrant  has to  go  back to his country or to face  some  other unexpected 
event.  There is nothing to  stop these  cooperatives reconstructing or 
buying buildings and re-selling them to migrants who  want  to oim  their 
. ,  homes. 
I 
; 
I 
A certain amount  of expenditure is required to  set up  and run  a 
cooperative,  but it is a  help  in organising pressure regarding the  level 
of rent,  checking the  supplements and charges  added to the rent,  discus-
sing the  arrangements for sliding-scale rent  and obtaining the right to 
do  up  the  premises.  In the  law  courts and  social tribunals it can defend  .  ~~ 
the migrant  tenants,  or brief counsel  and cover the costs. 
!  Association,s  of this type  also,· help to  secure  a  fair allocation of 
space  to  individual families,  taking into  account  their size  and their 
resources - i.e. fixing the rent by reference to the  income  available, 
as well  as to the  cost of leasing,  renovating or purchasing the dwelling. 
Cooperatives or associations of this kind do  not necessarily have  to 
be matters of private initiative.  At  Rotterdam,  for  example,  the city 
itself has formed  an  organisation which takes in hand the purchase of 
houses,  their renovation  and their letting. 
On  these  lines it might 
various. services and  some  of 
evaluate the experiments and 
housing condition of migrant 
be desirable for the  Comnnmi ty to finance  , 
the cooperatives.  It would thus be  able to  I 
test their contribution to correcting the 
workers  and·their families.  It could also  1 
make  sure  that these  associations 
and financial experts.  · 
I  could  secure  the best  advice  from legal  ' 
if I  Services  and  associations such  as  t~ese, must not be  unduly large 
they are to be  run by the workers themselves,  and if they are  to avoid 
forms  of internal  exploitatio~. In any  case  effective participation by 
those  concerned -- the  members  ·Or  cooper~tors - must  be  encouraged. 
.;. 
,i 
.i 
all i  1 
I 
! 
l 
! 
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Prevision of finance  for  these  bodies would be  in line with 
recommendations  made  in the  German  survey .report,  which favoured  promoting 
and  supporting migrants'pressure groups  in matters connected with housing. 
10.  Possible  lines of  Community  action 
At  present  the  Community  has  only slight powers  to  intervene  in 
regard to  housing conditions· and  the  chief mechanisms  by which  they  are 
determined. 
In fact  these  powers  are virtually non-existent,  apart  from financial 
intervention for building and residential  improvement  promoted by the" 
Social  Fund,  and the financing of research work.  There  are  no  special 
powers  in regard  to  housing or the  various mechanisms which condition the 
development  of dwellings,  from  land  speculation or territorial  improvement 
to the  setting up  of collective facilities,  and still less in matters 
concerning mortgage  and credit  termso 
Nevertheless,  an  objective  analysis of the  w~  migrant  workers  in 
our various  countrie~ are  housed makes  rather  a  bad  showing in regard 
both to the  amount  of  accommodation  available  and  to  its quality. 
. i 
This is the  most  general  of the  comments  emerging  from  the  comparative: 
study of the  housing for  local nationals and migrants,  which  we  have 
1 
carried out  in all the  employing countries  in the  Community.  The  latter be 
given new  powers  enabling it to  correct the  housing position of the 
migrantso  These  should operate  on  two  fronts,  powers  to follow  a  policy 
of promoting new  buildings and,  wherever possible,  the rehabilitation of 
existing housing;  consideration of measures for correcting the  legal- ·i 
political  standing of the migrant  workers which,  as it now  exists,  makes 
them liable  to  discrimination in fact,  if not  always by  legal provision 
or deliberate  action. 
In what  follows  we  propose  exanun~ng. some  of the  measures  the 
Community  might  put  in hand  to  correct  the housing position.  We  shall 
then  come  to  an  analysis of the possible effects on  the migrants'housing 
position of  an  improvement  in their legal-political status.  They  ought 
to  be  in  a  position take ·collective action in  such matters,  which  implies 
that  they  should enjoy the  same  rights as citizens of our  own  countries. 
This  change  in status  should apply both to migrants  from  Community 
countries  and those  from  outside countries. 
Among  the measures which  the  Community  could take  to  improve  the 
housing position for the migrants,  there  are.two different  approaches: 
The  first povers the provision of suitable housing for the  migrants in 
the  host  countries.  Such measures  cannot fail to  have  a  good effect,  also, 
on  the  housing conditions of workers of local nationality,  especially 
since  they would lessen the  strains on  the  housing market; 
.;. 
il 
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The  second is concerned with the  savings of the migrants  and the oppor-
tunities for  putting then1  to profitable ·use,  immediately  alld  in the  ·-~-
longer termo  This  must  include  measures to  encourage  the  sending of 
money  home  to their own  countrie01  and  the  productive use  of  such funds 
when  they get  thereo  This would  involve  supervision of the  machinery 
used,  primarily in financial  and  banking institutions,  but  also  in the 
help given to the migrants  in their investment  decisions when  they get 
back to the  country.  The  m~ney repatriated is often earmarked for  home 
building or domestic  improvements. 
10.1.  Community  intervention and measures  in regard to  housin~ 
It seems  that the  idea of the  setting up  of  a  special fund  by thei 
European Community  to promote better housing for the migrant  workers,  has 
raised anxiety in  some  of the delegations,  lest in amount  to discrimination: 
in favour  of the migrants. 
Yet  the  experts of  a·number  of countries think that, without  a  fund, 
it would be  impossible for the  Community  to  implement  a  generous policy 
to provide  suitable housing for social categories vrith  specific needs or 
characteristics.  Such  a  fund will need to be  a  substantial  one  if the  I 
Community  is to make  a  success of  a  genuine policy based on  the  many  , 
proposals  and  intervention criteria which  have  been  discussed  and  approvedo.! 
'  The  extent  of need is in itself justification for raising these consi- ' 
derable funds.  The  italian delegation suggests that  the receipts coming 
specifically from the  application of the  Common  External Tariff should be 
used to  provide  a  source for this finance.  Other  sources are possible, 
however,  including the French plan,  which provides for  a  1%  levy on wages 
and  salaries. 
I 
i 
\ 
1 
j 
It goes without  s~ing, too,  that the formation  and management  of 
a  fund  should conform to  the  individual rights of each  State,  implying 
contacts with the governments  of the countries from which the migrants 
·and an  association with both sides of in:d)lstry. 
such! 
I 
! 
came~ 
I 
'  ! 
The  fund  thus formed would be  capable of being utilised in several  l 
·W~s at the  same  time.  In the first  instance,  it would  serve  as  a  guaranteei 
fund,  making it possible to release considerable  sums  of money  by  j 
providing performance  guarantees,  as was  proposed by the  Luxembourg  j 
delegation.  By  entering into  association with the  governments to provide  I 
guarantees for part of the  advances  to be  made  to  promoters by private  ' 
institutions,  the  Community  would  be  entering into the  pre-financing of 
the construction without  usurping the ·ini  t·iative of the  countries 
themselves,  or impinging on  funds·already  set aside for  house building.  l 
Guarantees  on  the  same  lines could 
campaigns for the rehabilitation of old 
setting up  or renewal  of infrastructure 
where  the need is recognised. 
~lso be  given in respect  of 
11
[ 
dwellings  and  also for the 
and  collective facilities in areas  ! · 
Such  a  guarantee,  nevertheless,  though it encourages building and  the 
rehabilitation of dwellings,  is in itself quite  insufficient,  because  the 
development  firms  are not  going to  launc~ into construction programmes  in 
the midst  of  an  economic crisis,  on  the basis of a  simple performance 
guarantee given by  Community  governments~ ·vfuat  they want  is a  guarantee 
that the dwellings will be  bought  or let,i  and it is this which  should be 
given to them.  Home  building and  the problems of access to new  housing 
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depend ultimately on  the  solvency of the buyer  and  the  amount  of the 
loan or subsidy  to be  put at  his disposal. 
Some  of the experts believe  that the  access of migrants  to  sponsored 
or  subsidised housing,  whether as purchasers or  as  tenants,  could only 
be  promoted by  fixing allocation quotas for the  sponsored dwellings, 
proportionate to the number  of migrants in the  commune,  area or region 
concerned.  This quota fixing,  some  of the experts argue,  would  have  a 
two-fold advantage: 
it would  ensure definite representation of the  migrants  and perhaps of 
a  number  of nationalities in newly built districts; 
it would  spread the migrants  and their homes  more  evenly over the 
to•~s,  thus setting a  limit  on racial  and nationalistic disturbances. 
There  are  some,  however,  who  doubt whether the quota formula could 
be  effective  in application,  because it is not discrimination or rejection 
which has  led to the  absence  or under-representation of the migrants in 
new  subsidised housing  schemes  and to  thei~ confinement  in  specific 
residential districts.  These  conditions,  it is argued,  result from  the 
inaccessibility of this housing,  because of the  high. rents and motgage 
repayments.  The  view  taken  by  these critics is that  there  is no  real 
solution,  except  by  a  drastic rise in wages  or the provision of special 
advantages  on  acquisition or occupation of  a  sponsored d>-.relling. 
In  addition,  the  inaccessibility of new  or renovated housing and the 
slender opportunities for the migrant workers to  secure it result very 
largely from  insecurity of their jobs,  and for many  of  them  from  the 
precarious nature  of their sojourn in the  host  country,  and  also  from the 
poor financial  situation of this part of the population. 
In this connexion,  the  German  survey  showed  that the rents of sub-
sidised dwellings  are  25  or 30%  above  what  the migrants  are  able  or willing 
to pay.  At  the present  time,  both rents and mortgage  repa,yments  are 
materially higher than what  current  rates of remuneration enable the 
migrants  to  Pa.Y7  whether for purchase or for  a  tenancy.  This  is a  field 
in which the  Community  might  intervene by  encouraging interest-rate 
subsidies or proposals for  extending mortgage  repayments up  to,  perhaps, 
40 years and/or for  the  amount  lent to be  increased up  to 90  or 95%  of 
the value. 
Other proposals raised for  consideration include  the delivery of 
new  dwellings at various stages of completion.  The  buyer would take 
delivery of  an  unfinished job and round it off as he  wished,  and within 
the  limits of his own  skill and resources.  This has been  successfully 
tried in the  Grand  Ducny  of Luxembourg  and would  clearly be  specially 
suitable for workers  in the building  tr~e. 
On  the  other hand,  it is probable that the  improvement  of the housing. 
conditions of  a  large number  of migrants can  only be  made  possible by big 
non-repayable  subsidies.  It is in Luxembourg that  such subsidies are  at 
their highest,  the  amounts varyingwith the  size of the family  concerned, 
but  running up  to  5o%  of the building cost.  In some  cases the  subsidy has  .  . 
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. amounted to Flux 1.3 million,  if you include  the value  the site made 
; available by local authorities to  encourage building development. 
The  remedy for unduly high rentals,  the  experts suggest,  must  be 
;the extension of rent  subsidies without which many  migrants cannot  secure 
~recently built  or recently renovated homes.  It might  be possible  for the 
:European  Community  to guarantee  repqyment  of the  subsidy,  or that there 
should be  suspension clauses coupled vtith guarantees of ultimate  repa;yment  .. 
'This would give  the migrant worker  a  feeling of security through the 
,various vicissitudes of life,  and make  it possible for him  to  abandon 
,without  undue  cost  the  idea of permanent  settlement which,  for  any  reason, 
;had become  less attractive.  The  EEC  intervention should be  so  arranged  as 
!to give  the  migrant  worker not  only security of existence,  but  also  an. 
:adequate flexibility in his plans for returning to his own  country,  or 
:settling in the  country where  he  works. 
The  ultimate obstacle to the  securing of subsidised dwellings by 
, migrant  vlOrkers,  is undoubtedly the  insecure  and unstable  status in which 
we  classify them.  The  determinant  factors,  as the current crisis has 
·abundantly proved,  is the  lack of  any  guaranteed duration for their 
:sojourn in the country and for their jobs.  In Luxembourg it is clear that 
·:the  access  of many  migrants to home  ownership  is the  result not  only of 
'the  substantial  advantages granted them  in housing matters,  but  also to 
:their possession of genuine  residence  and employment  guarantees which are 
iindispensable in planning a  long~term settlement. 
10.2.  Repatriation  and profitable use  of migrants'savings 
The  Italian and Irish reports were particularly concerned about  the 
:repatriation of migrants'savings and the use  made  of them in the countries 
jof origin and  on their return there. 
I 
l
i 
A policy  aimed  at the profitable use  of migrants'savings is,  however,  l 
!difficult to define.  Any  such policy would have  both to  encourage  the  j 
formation  of  savings  and facilitate their effective use;  and there is  , 
I 
, ambiguity in the objectives of such a  policy.  Having encouraged the  savings i 
;formation,  it  ~s possible to  promote  their utilisation in the  country of  ,. 
~employment,  or to  advocate  their transfer to the migrants'home  countries  , 
, and put  them to the  most  profitable use  >-then  they get there.  Given the  ·j 
,Uncertainty of migrants'plans it should be  possible for both objectives to  I 
)be  pursued,  either as alternatives to  one  another or one  after the other.  j 
i 
.  .  I 
It  should also be  possible to  encourage  individual  savings  and promote! 
:at the  same  time  their collective and  cooperative utilisation;  but  the  \ 
' structures and machinery .at present  available  are not particularly  I 
'suitable for cooperative ventures,  either in the countries which  import 
:the manpower  or in those  which export it. Hitherto,  the  savings of the 
:migrant workers  have  not  been used for purposes  of economic  development 
• in the  countries or regions  from  which they  came.  The  savings which  are 
· sent  home  have  mainly been used for the purchase or  improvement  of  a 
house,  or for the  acquisition of  successive pieces of equipment  or 
: consumer  durables.  They  have not  done  anything to  promote  economic 
;development  of the  region or the local collective organisations,  and they 
· have  had no  material effect  in creating better paid jobs there  • 
.  ;. 
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A genuine  policy  should not  only promote  the  formation  of savings 
and  the  conservation of their value,  but  also  supervise  the  conditions 
under which the  money  is sent  home  and put  to use.  It should encourage 
both the personal  and  collective use  of the  savings.  From  this stand-
point  the  money  saved by the migrants  should be  one  of the  instruments 
of cooperative  economic  initiative towards the  development  of the 
migrants'countries of origin. 
In addition,  any policy for promoting savings  and their productive 
investment  should be  thought  out  in terms of the  alternative uses  open 
to  the  migrants  themselves.  Thus  a  migrant  worker  should  be  able  to  invest 
his  savings  in  improving his dwelling in the  country where  he  works;  but 
consideration  should be  given to parallel measures which will  enable  him 
to realise his investments  and recover his  savings,  if and when  circums-
tances  should occasion a  change  in his general plans,  such as  a  return 
to his home  country. 
11.  Importance  of equal  status in the  emancipation of migrants 
Equality of legal  and political status for the migrants,  irrespective 
of their national or racial origin,  does not  by itself make  everybody 
equal;  but it is an  indispensable,  though  insufficient,  condition for the 
struggle  against  the various  forms  of discrimination  and the  arbitrary 
measures to which migrant workers  are  subject. 
11.1.  Possible effects of eauality of status 
It is not  only the migrant  worker who  is affected by factual 
discrimination in housing matters;  other social categories  are  also 
subject  to them.  On  the other  hand,  some  of the  discriminations encountered 
by the migrant  ivorkers are directly linked with the  legal  and political 
status assigned to  them.  This  has its influence both on  their place  in the 
machinery of production  and  in the  housing they can  hope  to occupy. 
Their institutional vleakness,  which is created by the different 
systems of  admission  and  settlement,  is at  least partly responsible for 
the profit  and  advantage  accruing to companies  and the  State from  the use 
of migrant  workers.  It follows  that  equality of  status would eliminate  a 
large part of the  advantage  >-le  secure by  employing the  migrants.  On  the 
other hand,  the equalisation of legal  and political status would not 
automatically provide  us with  a  solution for  the  problem of the migrants, 
vlhether  they  come  from EEC  countries or from  elsewhere.  In other words 
it is not  enough to recognise that there is interdependence  and relation-
ship of cause  and effect  between the  legal-polit1cal status,  the  economic 
vocational  status and  the position in regard to  housing;  and  a  reform in 
the first link of the  chain will not  automatically induce  corrections at 
other point  So  The  experts regard equality of legal  and political status as 
a  condition sine  qua non of  self-promoted organisation  among  the migrant 
workers  and through this to  the  conquest  of factual  equality in other 
fieldso  The  granting of equal .legal  and political rights,  as  has  been 
shown  above,  does not  by itself improve  the migrant's lot in regard to his .  219.  .V/4~8/76-E 
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Nevertheless,  the granting of political ~ights and the withdrawal 
:of restrict.  ion  on  those  individual  liberties which are  the perquisite 
of every citizen in a  normal  democratic  state,  sould be  a  help to  migrant 
; workers of whatever geographical or racial·,  origin in making progress, 
, in taking up  the  challenges  and  in overcoming the  handicaps  institu-
tional,  economic  and cultural -- imposed upon  them. 
A first step towards giving the migrants  a  voice  and  a  participation 
·in politics lies in the  formation of consultative councils on  a  local 
basis.  This,  on  the  other hand,  is not  a  real  step towards bringing the 
:migrants effectively into the political  ~stems of the host  country and of 
:the European  Community.  Ultimately it must  be  made  possible to confer 
national voting rights  and  Community  voting rights on  adults resident  and 
'working in Community  countries for five years or more.  An  occasion for 
:this step to be  taken  migh~ be  the EEC  elections scheduled for 1978. 
The  consultative  committees would  in fact  be  instruments of dialogue 
:On  a  local basis;  but their creation is not  enough in itself.  There  must 
also  be  machinery for taking into  account  the  opinions they express,  and 
,securing means  of communication between mi:grants  and  the elected 
representatives,  more  especially since  these would have  to br,idge  a 
:substantial  social gap. 
In the  same  way,  effective participation and  a  place  in the  ~stem 
.would  require  a  number  of social,  cultural and legal rights for  the migrant 
workers.  They  should be  in a  position to  give free expression to their 
:views  on  matters arising from their housing  and  on  proJects for urban or 
,territorial improvement  which affect  them.' They  should have  a  right to 
.their own  national  culture  and various rights in the  law courts,  including 
:the  availability of an  interpreter without  charge.  These  measures would 
partly correct the  social inferiority fel.t  by the migrants,  including that 
which everybody is likely to feel  in being obliged to express himself in 
a  language  other than his own.  ·  , 
'i 
.  Besides  and beyond these rights,  a  capacity for collective expression 
presupposes for the migrants the  setting up  of organisations in various 
forms. 
11  .. 2.  Conditions for independent  organi,sation and the full  exercise of 
trade union rights 
Among  the  actions needed to  secure the  emancipation of the migrants  arei 
the  items connected gheir capacity for self-organisation.  1 
! 
This is a  priority matter.  The  only genuine  guarantee that  ~heir rights: 
will be  respected lies in a  series of meas;ures  to  support cultural  and  i 
political groups,  and particularly those  engaged in the  struggle for  ! 
improved housing for migrant workers. '  i · 
! 
;, 
'i  .; . 
. , 
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In this connexion the foreibn fractions must  be  allowed the  full 
exercise of their trade  union rights,  beginning inside  the unions.  This 
is because  the unions  are still the best  intermediary for  specific pol-
itical requests by  the  migrants. 
According to the  experts,  nevertheless,  it is the  migrants them-
selves who  should find their way  out  of the blind alley by  looking after 
their own  interests,  and  setting up  union  and political organisations 
side-by-side with the workers  in the  host  country.  Fascinating as this 
sounds,  it is far from  being really operational,  for it is not  within 
the  scope  and  capacity of the migrant  \·:orkers  themselves  to  set up 
organisations  and  become  collectively  aware  of the  social  situation in 
which they  are put.  SQch  developments have  been  impeded by the  characteris-
tics of the migrants themselves  and  of the  groupings which  they form,  and 
they have  been  especially hindered by  implied dissuasion  and  the removal 
of all appropriate  means  of action  as  a  result  of their exclusion from 
political rights,  the  continuous  supervision of all political  and  trade 
union activities and the relentless elimination of the  leaders of their 
movements  whenever their actions go  beyond what  the national  governments 
regard as 
11acceptable
11
., 
In any  attempt  to  carry  ac-c~on beyond mere  analysis  and  see  what 
really would make  it possible  to. improve  the migrants'lot,  the  problem 
of getting him  organised is undoubtedly the  most  complex obstacle. Every-
body is his own  best defender;  but  one  cannot  defend oneself without 
selfconsciousness,  a  knowledge  of ones position and  condition,  and the 
structural limits by which  one  is hemmed  in.  In our belief,  whenever  and 
vJherever the migrant  population is subject  to frequent  movementJ to  and 
from  the  host  country,  the  chances of developing a  collective conscious-
ness are  slim. 
Other limiting factors for  any  chance  of mobilising the  migrants 
include  the diversity of their nationalities and  the  hierarchy which is 
springing up  among  them$  Buttressing this diversity is the better status 
provided for migrants  from EEC  co~~tries,  who  are free  to  sirculate at 
will  and take up  residence  vlherever they wish vli th or without  their 
families,  though this freedom is not  always  a  t·rinning card,  as it pointed 
out  both in the Italian and Irish survey reports.  The  same  hierarchy is 
to be  found  in employment  for migrant  workers of different  origins do 
not  secure  jobs in the  same  sectors.  There  is thus  a  certain social 
stratification between migrants of different nationalities,  reflecting 
the division of  labour  and reflecting the cultural gaps between  themo 
Another limiting factor results from  the  rate of movement  from  job 
to  job  and  in the  places where  the migrants settle.  The  industrial 
reconversions  and  the  urban  redevelopment  programmes  in 1·1hich  they are 
caught  are  disruptive of many  types of partial solidarity,  which can  only  , 
be  reconstituted. later by  primary groups of associates  who  have  been 
through the upheavalo 
In  formal  terms foreigners  as  ~uch are  a  single  category;  but diffe-
rences of nationality may  engender  separate  groupings.  Forei~1ers in the 
>'l'ider  sense  can  only become  a  group if the  surrounding circumstances lead 
to  some  degree  of political consciousnessi  for  othervJise their political 
and  economic  status t-lill ·block any  such tendency. 221.  V/448/76-E 
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It is,  incidentally,  a  possibility in present  circumstances that  some  ! 
such political consciousness might  come  into being - but  as a  reaction  · ·· ·' 
against flagrant  discrimination and racial incidents among  the national  , 
populations,  rather than  through  any  joint  sense  of political awareness 
among  the workers  as  such. 
It may  be  that  the ultimate  strength of the  system lies in its 
i  capacity to bring the  spiri~ of race  into the  ascendant  against  the  spirit 
of class. 
11.3~  Ambiguity  of plans  and  arrangements for  independent  organisation·.; 
The  lack of uniformity in the plans of migrant  workers ma;y  also 
work  against union  among  them  and  the  development  of  a  common  consciousness. 
This is not  only because the migrants believe their settlement is no  more 
than temporary,  but  also because  they do  not  always  k:nm-l  just \-lhere  they 
stand in relation to the working class in the  host  country.  Cap  they  and 
will they put their faith in the belief that their interests are  indeed 
common;  or will they find they are very different  from  the  local working 
classes? 
'I  Added  to these differences is the bourgeois character which the 
: national working class in the different  countries is now  acquiring because 
, of the migrant  workers.  The  workers  in these  countries are  developing a 
: middle-class disdain for· the  jobs the IIIigrants perform,  and. this is 
1 leading on  to  a  disdain for the migrant workers themselves.  This applies 
! especially in times of economic  crisis,  because it is only too  easy to 
1  regard the migrants  as  competitors.  Xenophobia is by no  means  rare;  and as 
· various French examples  have  shovm,  it is not  always ·at  the points where 
• foreign workers  are most  plentiful  and  most  concentrated that it finds 
· its way  to the  surface. 
This xenophobia is a  strong influence  against  any union between 
: national  and migrant workers  ..  lvloreover,  the social rift in the working 
: class in capitalist countries is a  trump  card for the  employers '\-l'ho  have 
found  in their foreign manpm-ler  an  instrument  of competition by which 
·they can  limit the  demands  of the national working classes.  These  factors 
: taken together  are  an  undoubted obstacle to the  emancipation of the 
1  migrant  worker  groups. 
1 
,  A still more  forceful  hindrance,  on the other hand,  lies in the 
: legislative obstructionism which  stands  in the way  of full civil and 
, political rights for the migrants. 
At  the outset this obstructionism seems  to  be  the  work  of the 
political machine  which,  under the  prete~t of national  security,  seeks 
:to keep the foreigners  (including of course  the  migrant  workers)  in a 
:state of institutional and  organisational weakness.  In practice it weakens 
i them  so  much  and  so  soon  after their arrival in the country,  that it forces 
them  to  accept  lower-grade  work  than is given to national workers,  or 
·which they would consider unacceptable because  of the  bad working 
. condi  tiona. 
; 
!  In actual fact,  the  justifications given for obstructing political 
~and legal emancipation appear to be  prim~ily economic;  to  avoid the  cost 
which would result from  strengthening the. position of the  migrant  section 
of the working class.  It has  an  undeniable  effect in mitigating strain on 
' the labour market.  It weakens  the  combat  strength of the  workers  and thus  .;. 222  V/448/76-E 
the negotiating powers of the unions.  These  effects are  secured in 
conjunction with arrangements to  secure  satisfactory growthrates  in 
total production. 
Thus,  though the  idea of  self-organisation by  the  migrants is in 
itself attractive,  it raises difficulties which  must  not  be  under-
estimated,  because  it inevitably runs counter to vested economic  and 
political interestso  It is vl,Orth  wondering whether  self-organisation 
by the  migrant  r,;orkers  and  their accession  to  status equivalent  on  all 
points to  that  of the nationals would not,  in the  last resort,  eliminate 
immigration altogether  • 
. , 